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 South Shore 

Just north of the city of New Orleans is Lake Pontchartrain, "The Mother of All 
Jazz Waters." Lake Pontchartrain was named by Iberville in honor of the Marine Minister 
of France. It is approximately forty one miles long and 25 miles wide and comprises an 
area of 635 square miles. 

On its south shore we find a number of pleasure resorts and cottages called camps, 
built both on land and on piers over the water.  

The numerous camps along the southern shore of Lake Pontchartrain were 
destined to be removed with land reclamation projects and these camps from Buck 
Town/West End past Milneburg were torn down to make the south shore safer from 
storms and more scenic atmosphere. Most of these camps were built over the water and 
the owners had no land claims to stop the removal activity. 

On its waters a large number of lake steamers (approx. 30) floated the populace on 
excursions around the lake with musical ensembles playing during the trip. The lake 
played an important role in the evolution of jazz. Louis Armstrong mentions the large 
number of bands (60) that might be present on a week-end on the south shore of the lake.  
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The south shore was lined with camps of various sizes and structures stretching 
from Bucktown twelve miles west to the Eastern most settlement of Little Woods. These 
camps, at first, were personal structures (most of the camps were small cottages) for 
private owners who came there to get away from the city and feel the cool breeze from 
the lake. We find 100s of these camps along a twelve mile distance as well as commercial 
structures such as restaurants, bars and dance halls.  

There were three main areas: West End, Spanish Fort and Milneburg. Other 
smaller areas included Bucktown and Little Woods.  

 

 
A – Martin’s  G – Brunning Hotel M – Brown’s Hotel P – West End Rowing Club 

B – Hoppe’s  H – Fred’s          (Dance Hall) Q – West end Club House 

C – West End Club I – Tone’s Restaurant N – Souther Yacht R - Club 

D – Foot Bridge  J – Astredo’s         Club  S - club 

E -  Dance Pavilion K – Licount’s  O – West End Club T – Lone Star club 

F – Railroad Depot L – Hoyt’s Hotel          House  U – Brown’s Hotel 

       

            Places not shown 

           

        Shamrock Tavern 

        The Red Inn    Mavnessier’s Pavilion 

Not on Map 

From Hammond Highway to Orpheum St 

To Foot Bridge (Jefferson Parish) 
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    Butchy Hills   Green Cottage & Cabaret 

    Bucktown Tavern/Venice Inn Jo Hyland Cabaret 

    Lakeside Inn   Star & Gater Saloon/Dance Hall 

    White Cottage   Schonhauer’s 

    West End Club    Dixie club-159 Cherokee   

        

 
One resort which had a fleeting moment of glory was the short lived resort of 

Prairie Cottage, which is located nine miles west of the city, and west of West End. 
Prairie Cottage ceased to exist around 1850 when the Railroad planned was discontinued 
and road construction began. 

Each of the above mentioned places have interesting histories of development, 
change and evolution. From a modest beginning, they grew to monumental proportions in 
terms of popularity and importance, especially in the evolution of jazz music. When 
discussing the lake front, many early jazz musicians talk of the lake front as one place, 
many times mixing up somewhat the exact location, so that we find some talking about a 
place at Milneburg that actually was at West End, and vice versa. Most though, when 
reminiscing about the era of the lake shore's most popular times, recall their experiences 
at certain locations more accurately. The lake front has an interesting history (prior to the 
jazz period - 1900s) that goes back to the last third of the 18th century. 

On the weekend, a New Orleans musician is said to be either playing an 
advertising job on a truck through the streets of the city or playing at the lake front. The 
lakefront played an important role in the propagation of early jazz styles. Black, White 
and Creole bands all played at the water front and had the opportunity of hearing each 
other's style of playing dance music. This opportunity should be seen as one of the main 
factors in the evolution of early jazz. The early musicians played both dance and concert 
music. 

The resort season for the lake shore area began usually in May and continued until 
October. Each year more local residents choose to spend their summer, not in the North, 
but at the lake shore where the warm season could be passed by with pleasure and less 
expense. 

Weekends and holidays were the time of greatest activity with special events such 
as fairs, outings and picnics; or to see the popular event of the 1840's - balloon 
ascensions. Initially frequented by "gentlemen," by 1854, the lake front was being catered 
to "family outings."  

The Civil War ended most recreation on Lake Pontchartrain. The resorts fell into 
disrepair. It would be ten years before the Lake would approach its former status. With 
improvements and care the resorts would again flourish and rival other well-known 
resorts and amusement centers for mass patronage. The proximity to a large city made the 
lake numerically one of the most popular 'watering holes' in the South.  

New Orleans papers contained numerous articles about lakefront activities. In 
1883, we find many detailed reports of these activities. In one article we read: 
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"HOW TO SPEND AN EVENING - Places of interest in the Crescent City. - 

The Lake Ends, the Jockey Club, and the Southern Yacht Club - French Town and 

What is to be Seen There - Sport and Amusement.  

The visitor to New Orleans will find a city warm in its welcome, famous for its 
hostility, rich in antiquities, behind the age in some things, perhaps, before it in many 
others, thus preserving all the time a golden mean and presenting interest and amusement 
in a varied and varying assortment at all times and on all occasions. It doesn't require the 
expending of much money to see the sights and the visitor of small means as well as the 
wealth-burdened traveler will find open the way to enjoyment quite as easily as he does in 
any city on the face of the globe. 

There is no dearth of places to go to in rain or shine, good weather or bad. The 
tourist who comes here for health will see sights that he won't see anywhere else will 
have what he yearns for in the numerous places of public interest as well as in the quaint 
nooks and byways in the old French town where haunted houses and houses with legends 
as long as the moral law and much more thrilling are to be found. A ride to Carrollton 
over the St. Charles street line with the recompense for time and trouble of fine views in 
the way of palatial Southern houses with emerald lawns and orange-ladened trees and 
blooming gardens, similar drives or rides over Prytania and parallel streets up town, and 
along Rampart and Esplanade, and Bourbon and Dauphine, and Chartres and other streets 
down town, will give the visitor plenty of food for reflection and much entertainment. A 
visit to the mint and barracks, reached via the Levee car at the Custom house, on the 
rampart line; the Cathedral at Jackson Square, down by the old court buildings, where 
civil justice is dispensed; the French Market; the steamboat landing with the 
contemporaneous enjoyment furnished by the handling of cotton and rice and sugar; a 
promenade along the levee up and down with long forests of masts to contemplate and 
large numbers of vessels to inspect; the Customhouse, where government officers are 
always attentive, and from the roof of which an admirable bird's eye view of the city is 
possible; an inspection of the public exchanges around town; of the schools and churches 
and asylums; of the squares and breweries and cotton presses; of manufacturing interest 
generally will serve to while away time pleasurably on bright, pleasant days. 

The Jockey Club is running a winter meeting here at present that will last until 
April, and some of the best running horses in the country are down here now and are 
contesting for the prizes that are hung up. Several street car lines take patrons to the gate 
and all run from Canal Street. At Audubon track, the old exposition grounds, there are 
trotting races nearly every Sunday, where good sport is enjoyable. On Sunday also 
baseball is played at the ball park, so that there is every inducement offered to the sport 
loving man. The fishing along the coast at Pass Manchac, at the Chef, at Pearl River and 
other places along the line of the Queen and Crescent, and Ellen N. Roads, twenty miles 
or so out of town is quite the best that can be found in any portion of the United States, 
and the hunting along the line of any of the roads running into here on both sides of the 
river as well as down the coast is almost always good and of a character to make a 
Nimrod enjoy himself and return home with something more than an empty bag." 
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SPANISH FORT 

 

 
 

Originally named Fort San Juan, Spanish Fort was constructed at the mouth of 
Bayou St. John when the Spanish took over Louisiana in 1769. Badly in need of repairs, 
Gov. Carondelet, in 1793, repaired the fort and stationed a garrison there. Andrew 
Jackson, during the time of the battle of New Orleans sent a battalion and a company of 
artillery commanded by Captain Zacheus Shaw to the fort for observation.  
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The land and the fort were sold as surplus in 1823 to Harvey Elkins. Elkins 

erected the Pontchartrain Hotel within the walls of the fort and put in a "pleasure garden." 
The hotel was rebuilt in 1874 about the time that a railroad was constructed connecting 
the lake with New Orleans. Moses Schwartz secured the property in 1878. In 1881, he 
built a casino which featured light opera and band concerts. By 1883 Spanish Fort had 
reached a zenith in its popularity. Scheduled band concerts drew large number of people 
to the location. One of these bands was Professor G. Sontag's Military Orchestra. One of 
its most popular musical numbers was "Blacksmith in the Woods" by Michaelis. This 
piece was published as sheet music by the owners of Spanish Fort. The cover of the piece 
showed the entrance to Spanish Fort with a train passing through the main entrance.  

Spanish Fort remained popular until the steam railroad service was suspended in 
1903. The buildings of Spanish Fort burned in 1906. In 1911, the New Orleans Railway 
and Light Co. extended their electric car to the resort. The Resort had been rebuilt in 1909 
as an amusement center and was again popular. 

The land on Lakeshore Drive, occupied by Spanish Fort was reclaimed in plans by 
the New Orleans levee board in 1928. It was they who build the present seawall, writing 
the final chapter in the history of Spanish Fort as a pleasure resort. Remains of the old 
fort, (a few walls and plaque) are still visible. 

Many Southerners vacationed at such Northern resorts as Newport, Hot Springs, 
Atlantic City, etc., to get away from summer temperatures and epidemic diseases, notably 
yellow fever. Most of the local populace, because of social class or business, remained at 
home. This resulted in a substantial portion of the South's population remaining closer to 
their abodes. There were also a large amount of tourists and travelers that sort refuge from 
the life that existed in the long, hot summers of the South. With a nucleus of patrons the 
area around New Orleans developed summer resorts along the cooler, breezy shores of 
Lake Pontchartrain. The resorts gained attention and notoriety during the 19th Century 
and were popular with the local populace in the years before the Civil War. The proximity 
of New Orleans to the Gulf and inlet ways of Lake Pontchartrain, and the necessity when 
taking an overland route south from the north, one had to circle Lake Pontchartrain to 
approach New Orleans This made the lake shore resorts very familiar to travelers. Early 
settlements developed in these lake shore areas, originally small way-stations, hamlets 
and transportation stop-overs. Commercialism began to take advantages of the area as 
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they saw the monetary benefits of the lake front. Hotels and restaurants began to develop 
and flourish and the lake's summer activities centered around these early establishments." 

The earliest commercial developments appeared at the mouth of Bayou St. John 
around 1826. The bayou, a length of waterway which connected the lake with the city of 
New Orleans, roughly five miles long, ended near Canal St. at a turn-around basin (which 
is the basis for the name Basin Street). The waterway was the sole natural connection 
between the South shore of Lake Pontchartrain and New Orleans. Initially the bayou was 
populated on its shore by commercial fisherman and hunters who pursued their trade on 
the lake and nearby swamps. The lasting name of this inlet that connected to Lake 
Pontchartrain became known as Spanish Fort. Originally a Spanish Fort guarding the city, 
it lost its importance when forts were built in the Rigolets and Chef Menteur. By 1826 it 
was abandoned and a hotel (Hotel Pontchartrain) and a tavern were built at the site of the 
old fort.The early attraction and commercial aspect of Spanish Fort in the 1839's was 
gambling. Its popularity as a re reational facility continued in the 1850's with the opening 
of public hotels and restaurants (Moreau's in 1850's). This popularity was hindered by the 
exclusiveness of the gambling clubs, causing a less emphasize on public recreational 
facilities and activities. 

 

 
 

A 1919 newspaper advertisement sttes that “14,880 people visited Spanish Fort Last 

Sunday – there was no congestion – and everybody wore a smile.” 

 
The Pontchartrain Railroad, completed in 1831, ran between the city and the most 

popular ante-bellum lake resorts of Spanish Fort and Milneburg. Thus 2 resort centers 
were established on the South Shore of Lake Pontchartrain by 1833. A 3rd developed 
between 1832 and 1835 and was located 2 miles West of Spanish Fort, located at the 
mouth of a new large ship canal, built to link the city and the lake. This area, known as 

New Lake End, eventually became known as West End  

In the Dec. 23, 1883 New Orleans Sunday State, we find an article about the lake 
front. Writing about Spanish Fort we read: 
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"Spanish Fort, like Milneburg is a sufferer by the popularity of the younger of the 
three lake resorts, West End. The Fort, a few years’ back, was the fashionable haunt for 
home people and visitors in summer as well as in winter, and thousands used to flock out 
every evening after a day of toil in the heated city to enjoy the freshening and salt laden 
breeze that blow almost continuously from the lake. West End sprang into existence and 
became a rival of the Fort, profiting by public fickleness alienated quite the major portion 
of the latter's support. And yet the Fort was still a place of rare natural beauty and replete 
with relics that suggest reminiscences of times long since past and delight the heart of the 
antiquarian visitor. The resort takes its name from the old fort that was established at the 
mouth of the bayou St. John during the Spanish dominion. It was a half a century ago the 
private lakeside residence of a wealthy French planter, M. Millaudon, who owned the 
Millaudon plantation now conducted by the Ames Bros., some few miles above Gretna. 
He threw up revetments to keep off the water, built a fine residence which subsequently 
became a hotel, and planted trees, flowers and shrubbery, lies possessions were beautiful 
with no regard to expense, and seen to-day the fort is most admirably laid out. The resort 
passed from Monsieur Millaudon's hands and thence to others, and is now under the 
control of the Northeastern Railway.  

 

 
A view of Spanish Fort Amusement Park on the south Shore of the Lkae 

 
The same inducements that tempt visitors to West End are offered here, and fine 

bathing, good dinners served reasonably and in a wholesome way, as well as splendid 
fishing are feature and attractions quite likely to engage the attention of the tourist. No 
visitor comes to New Orleans without a riding trip to the Fort. To miss that excursion and 
the sight to be seen at the lake end would be to cut on a great deal of pleasure from the 
trip. Trains run to the head of Basin and Canal streets which is only a few squares from 
the St. Charles Hotel." 
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Spanish Fort and Bayou St. John by Moonlight 

 

On March 25th, 1911, Variety Magazine, the show business magazine, mentions 
that Spanish Fort opens on May 1st. Variety also mentions two local bands that play at 
the lake front: "Tosso's Military Band furnishes music at West End Park," (April 8, 1911) 
and, "Vaudeville at Spanish Fort and West End, Fuente's Band at Spanish Fort and 
Tosso's Band at West End Park." In 1912 the Tosso Band is still at Spanish Fort, the Fort 
closing on Sept. 8th of 1912. In the same issue we read: "The bandstand, casino and 
other: buildings at West End Park are being removed. It looks as if the old resort will not 
offer attractions again." We have previously mentioned the competition between the 
resorts of the lake front and we will read more about this later. 

 

 
Crowd mingling at Spanish Fort 

Emile Tosso was one of the most popular band leaders in New Orleans. He was a 
well trained, much respected musician and his large concert band was the popular 
ensemble of his day. 
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EMILE TOSSO 

               

                        
 

Emile Euchre Tosso was closely associated with the musical and artistic life of 
New Orleans, Louisiana, Mr. Tosso was for many years the leader of a local theatre 
orchestra. As a child violinist, he early won wide recognition, and afterward he came to 
be distinguished as one of the foremost orchestra leaders in the South. As a musician, as a 
teacher of music and as a director of large musical enterprises, he did much for the 
furtherance of the cultural life of the city of his birth and lifelong residence. With his 
musicianship he earned the respect and admiration of his contemporaries in the artistic 
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world. At the same time he was honored and loved as a personality whose kindness and 
generosity were a lasting influence for good in the world. 

Mr. Tosso was born November 16, 1875, in New Orleans, Louisiana, son of 
Hypolite and Celinia (Bruesta) Tosso and a descendant of French and German forbears. 
His father, a native of New Orleans, died here in 1907 at the age of sixty-six years. He 
was long a hardware merchant in the Vieux Carre, the old French quarter of the city. He 
and his wife were the parents of three children: Alfred, Emile E., of further mention and 
Florentine, who became the wife of Frank Leas. She died in 1934. 

Emile Euchre Tosso attended Professor Durrell's private school and later went to 
Tulane University, in New Orleans. At the age of seven years he revealed himself as the 
possessor of a remarkable talent as violinist, and his preference for this instrument 
continued despite his father's wish that he learn the cornet. Receiving instructions from 
different teachers in the French quarter, all accomplished French opera artists; he was 
able to play second violin in a very professional way at the age of fourteen years. Until 
twenty he played in that capacity, winning wide recognition and esteem. He then became 
orchestra leader at the Grand Opera, remaining a famous figure at that institution until he 
was twenty-six years of age. At that juncture he became orchestra leader at the Audubon 
Theatre, continuing there for several years. For twenty-three years he led the orchestra at 
the Orpheum. 

In 1928 he began a new kind of work, the instruction of bands. He led and 
directed orchestras and bands for a number of fraternities at local colleges and social 
clubs. In 1928 he came into personal difficulties with the union of which he was 
president, and was let out of his old duties because of those purely personal 
disagreements. But in the years that followed he took a lively interest in all that pertained 
to musical development in this city. In both the earlier and later years of his life he came 
into contact with musical leaders from different parts of the world, and he won lavish 
praises from many of them as a result of his work. In addition to all his other activities, he 
served as director of Tosso's Military Band from 1904 to 1911, giving concerts every 
night in the summer months at the old West End Park and also at the Spanish Fort. 

 

 
Tosso’s Band – West End, Elks, Orpheum 
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The band led by Emile Tosso, won the grand prize over all Elk Bands in the country at the 

Grand Lodge meeting in Baltimore on Dec. 16, 1917 

 
The old fort was long a summer amusement center in New Orleans, and did much 

to enliven the scene here. The noted band man, Arthur H. Hahn, on a visit to New 
Orleans, once spoke of Mr. Tosso as "probably the best band leader in the United States." 
Many vaudeville headliners, such as "Blossom" Seeley, said that he played their 
performances better the first time than any band leader had done in New York, Chicago 
or any of the larger cities. 

Mr. Tosso tutored younger musicians in the handling of all instruments, but 
refused to teach any but gifted and talented students. A child who made no progress was, 
to his way of thinking, a musical liability, and therefore was dropped. Music was 
everything to him, and this was true in his teaching and in his work of leadership. In the 
course of his busy career he refused many financially tempting offers in order to remain 
in New Orleans. For many years he was president of the Fox Musicians' local lodge. He 
played at numerous festive occasions in this part of the South, notably at the inauguration 
of the late Hon. Huey Long. In 1932 he won the Louisiana State contest for his work with 
the Peters School Band. He taught at the Peters School in the years following his 
retirement from orchestra leadership. He won many medals, some of them studded with 
diamonds, and a large number of loving cups, batons and treasured presents. He was 
intensely popular, and was a loved performer at Proteus, Comus and all carnival programs 
at the Mardi Gras season all his life long. Those who were near to him enjoyed an 
opportunity to look over his library of music - one of the finest in the country, including 
many priceless numbers. Those who knew him were greatly pleased by his winning of the 
praises of many famous stage folk, including Sarah Bernhardt, Anna Held, the Marx 
Brothers, Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson, Will Rogers, Sophie Tucker, Blossom Seeley, Marie 
Dressler, Polly Moran, and others. 

A Democrat in his political views, Mr. Tosso was also a leader in fraternal affairs. 
He was a member of the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks and the Free and 
Accepted Masons. As a member of the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of New 
Orleans, Mr. Tosso was leader of the Elks Band, of which he was one of the founders. At 
the Elks convention in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1916, Mr. Tosso's New Orleans Elks 
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Band received first honors in competition with the many Elks bands of the Nation. In the 
Masonic Order he belonged to many branches, including Jac de Molay Commandery of 
Knights Templar, held the thirty-second degree of the Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite, 
also belonged to the Shriner organization. He also helped with instructions in the 
Masonic Band. Unlike many musical people, he was deeply interested in every project for 
general betterment, contributing to numerous worthy causes and civic projects and 
demonstrating a remarkable public spirit. These activities were, to him, truly a part of the 
musical life and of life's essential harmony. Not only did he do much for charitable 
enterprises, but it is said of him that he never refused aid to a beggar. In spare time he 
enjoyed healthful outdoor pastimes, doing a great deal of fishing in the bayous near New 
Orleans, as well as a certain amount of deep-sea fishing. His recreations were those that 
are the choice of the true gentleman, as was his profession itself, and even his 
mannerisms were genteel and distinguished. 

In New Orleans, Louisiana, on November 16, 1910, at the Sacred Heart Church 
here, Emile Euchre Tosso married Maud Bertoniere, daughter of Hartaire Joseph and 
Eliza. (Beaulieau) Bertoniere. Her father was a truck farmer of New Orleans, who retired 
many years before he died in 1917. Mrs. Tosso herself was born in this city and educated 
in the public schools here, and she is very active in Catholic Church affairs. The 
following children were born to Hartaire Joseph and Eliza (Beaulieau) Bertoniere: 
Joseph, Cecile, Edmund, Maud and Anatole Bertoniere. It was Maud Bertoniere who 
became Mrs. Tosso. Mr. and Mrs. Tosso became the parents of the following children. 
Inez Cecile Tosso, born in New Orleans and here educated; she became the wife on 
December 9, 1934, of George Hulbert, and they live in New Orleans. Emile E. Tosso, Jr., 
born July 26, 1919, in New Orleans. (Mr. EmileTosso Jr. became a student at Louisiana 
State University and a musician of promise.) 

The death of Mr. Tosso occurred on August 11, 1936, in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Many glowing tributes were paid him on that occasion and in the period that followed. 
Perhaps one of the most notable of these - certainly one that he would have loved most- 
was the presentation of an oil painting of him by the student body of Commercial High 
School, where he taught music, and the dedication of the school's Alma mater song, of his 
own composition, to his memory. The following comment appeared in a Peters High 
School publication: 

 
"With grateful and loving hearts we dedicate this first homecoming to our late, 

beloved comrade and master-musician and director, Emile Tosso. His memory will 
always be fresh and vital, for he loved life and men; he gave to the world expecting 
nothing in return and thereby reaped the greatest return the world can give: the love of 
man for man; the respect of man for man; the gratitude of man for man. His life was not 
made with us; he was famous when we welcomed him to our walls. Ever modest, yet 
ranking with the finest bandmasters in the country, he proved our trust in him by leading 
Peters High to secure first place in the first band competition to be held in New Orleans. 

The spirit of Emile Tosso is here tonight. Picture him a tall, tall figure reaching to 
the skies, his arms extended about us; if we listen hard enough we can hear him speak in 
music that never dies." 
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Beneath his photograph on the page of the school magazine appeared the words of 
Ingersoll: "Were everyone to whom he did some loving service to bring a blossom to his 
grave, he would sleep tonight beneath a wilderness of flowers." It was another school 
publication that published the following memorial words: 

 
"With aching hearts and tear-dimmed eyes we bade farewell to a dear friend and 

teacher, Emile Tosso. Despite the toll of passing years a stout heart carried on to the end, 
in the chosen field. His passing closed a career filled with fruits of great achievements. 
Magic from his baton wove from the notes of varied instruments symphonies of heavenly 
harmony. With the coming of the long sleep fled the master's touch. Though the baton is 
now in capable hands, yesterday's golden story ceases with the dawning day. Gone is a 
personality loved by all; gone is a name, famed wherever the Nation's musicians meet. To 
us his memory lingers ever, the inspirational spark to light the fires of greater and still 
greater glories." 

(Encyclopedia of Biography, American Historical Society, New York, 1937, 
pages 194-to 196.) 

 
In a New Orleans newspaper (name and date are not known) there is an article 

about the headliners on the Orpheum Theatre bill whose names were "Gordon and 
Wilson. In the last paragraph of this story about the bill on the Orpheum Stage we read: 
"Mr. Wilson incidentally remarked that Tosso's orchestra is the best on the Orpheum 
circuit." 

 

In the Nov. 17, 1979, Lagniappe (Times Picayune, page 3) in the article "The 
Orpheum Theater: Is This Its Final Act?' a paragraph mentions Tosso: 

 
"In the theater's heyday, it would also serve as the home of the Comus 

balls. According to Inez Tosso, daughter of Emile Tosso (a star in his own 
right who conducted the Orpheum house orchestra), the Comus Krewe got 
rid of the slant on the orchestra level by boarding the house over, seats and 
all, from the stage clear to the front. Call-outs and onlookers sat in the two 
balconies, while the orchestra played from the box seats." 
 
In the same article, we read of the building of the Orpheum Theater: 
 

"Built between 1918 and 1921, at a total cost of $500,000, the 
Orpheum was designed as a showplace theater on the powerhouse 
Orpheum vaudeville circuit. It boasted 25 dressing-rooms, forced-air 
cooling (no noisy fans!), 29,400 watts of auditorium lighting and box seats 
that really were the best in the house. With a steel underpinning melt-
proofed in concrete sheathing and sight lines unimpeded by a single 
supporting post, the theater boasted, in addition to a music library, a press 
room, a chorus room and a nursery off the ladies' foyer. 

There was even "a handsomely decorated apartment," an Orpheum 
spokesman noted in 1920, "in which children can be left with perfect 
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safety and comfort while their mothers see the show without the slightest 
worry as to the whereabouts of their little ones." This was to be the place 
for class vaudeville, where the aggressive Orpheum circuit would open its 
Southern market and send in its top headliners." 

 

 
Amusement Rides at Spanish Fort 

 
Spanish Fort opens again on May 4th in 1913, trying a new form of entertainment 

(operas) for the lakefront, opera, a musical activity that was very popular in New Orleans. 
It proved unpopular at the lakefront and the opera idea was dropped. We read: "Bad 
season at Spanish Fort with opera - will offer band and pop acts and Tosso's Band". The 
Fort closes on August 31st. The West End resort is to open again in 1914. The lakefront, 
as we have seen, has its problems in regard to drawing patrons. It also has financial 
problems as to maintenance and profitable activities but continues to try. Spanish Fort 
opens for the 1915 season on May 1st. In an article in the 1915 Variety we read: "Spanish 
Fort - the South's largest summer amusement resort opens May lst. It will offer a band 
and dansant (Matinee) as the only attraction other than the concessions." West End Park 

remains closed. Paoletti's Band will furnish music at Spanish Fort the coming summer. 
Spanish Fort, the South's largest amusement resort, shows little change this year. 1915 
was a successful year for the Fort. This is seen in the article in Variety. The Fort closes on 
Sept. 10 "a prosperous season Sunday." 
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Paoletti’s Photo and Band 
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Photos of Paoletti’s Band 

 

 
Photo of Paoletti’s Band 

 

On June 24, 1916 we find a small article about Sp. Ft. in the local newspaper: 
 

"Society night attracted scores of automobile parties to Spanish Fort 
Friday to enjoy the dancing, the movies and other attractions. The parking 
grounds were jammed with cars and the procession of headlights was 
almost solid from the Half-Way House to the lake side. Bathing was also a 
prime amusement for the crowds, many taking a cooling dip after enjoying 
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the lucky dances at the main pavilion. Saturday will be the children's day 
at the Fort and many picnic parties will take advantage of its breathing 
spots and amusements to give the kiddies a good time."  
 

We find a new skating pavilion opening in 1916. New forms of entertainment are found 
at the Fort like the skating pavilion and the movies. All are successful and make the Fort 
a popular place. All these new activities usually ended with a dance or concert. In 1917 
we read the Paoletti's Band is still playing at Spanish Fort. 

The Fort continues to be a popular place as gradually jazz music enters the scene. 
It will remain popular until the seawall is built in the 30's, but the location declined in 
popularity each year, never to reach its former status as a major tourist resort. 
 

WEST END 

 

 
West End 

 
First known as New Lake End, West End had its inception in 1871, when the city 

took over the partially built embankment at terminus of New Basin Canal and 17th St. 
Canal. That year the New Orleans City and Lake Railroad built a platform over the water 
and a hotel, restaurant, garden and various structures to house amusements. By 1880 New 
Lake End was called West End and for the next 30 years was popular.  

The New Basin Canal, built in the years 1831-1835, had outlived its usefulness 
and was filled in by 1950.  
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Basin Street Canal turn around 

 
It became Pontchartrain Blvd. With the completion of the Lake Pontchartrain 

Railroad in 1853 its notoriety and popularity increased. We find established at West End: 
L. Bourdreau's Hotel and Restaurant in the 1840's, The Franklin House in 1846 and the 
Lake Hotel in 1848. The latter was run by Captain Dan Hickok and approached the 
grandeur of the Milneburg resort.  

In 1898 the railroad to West End was electrified and the six and a half miles ride 
from New Orleans to West End was developed. The present day West End Park was 
completed in 1921. There was a disagreement between the railroad and the city over 
improvements the city government wanted to make. This resulted in the utility company's 
acquiring and re-developing Spanish Fort The city then constructed a sea wall 500 feet 
out in the lake and filled in the space between the old embankments to form the present 
30 acre West End Park completed in 1921. We find one descriptions in the old jazz 
publication "Basin Street:" 

 
"The principal lakeside resort of New Orleans people in summer, as well as of 

visitors, is the West End, and in winter there is the place more frequented by tourists and 
the public in search of quiet recreation and entertainment than this portion of Lake End. 
The place was known in years gone by as the New Lake, but a great storm swept away the 
revetment levee and restaurants, when the End was at the height of its prosperity and its 
New Lake name was lost in the great gale. When the City Railroad Company rebuilt the 
levee and re-established the resort a new name, West End, was given the resort - a name it 
has held ever since. 

Scarcely a visitor to the hospitable Crescent City has failed to take advantage of a 
ride to this portion of the lake, and certainly none who have made the trip and enjoyed a 
most palatable fish dinner have failed to bear testimony to the splendor of West End as a 
summer and winter resort alike, inviting to the tourist and the home resident. 

West End is within an hour's ride of the city. It is about six or seven miles away 
from town and easily accessible. The dummy trains carry visitors out with comfort, 
facility and rapidity, while to those who prefer the privacy of a carriage there is open a 
splendid shell drive out Canal Street and along the banks of the new canal. An additional 
inducement of a drive up St. Charles Avenue and thence to the lake is also offered. 
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The salubrious Southern climate makes West End an inviting place in winter. The 
lake end generally is fitted up in a manner to afford pleasure and comfort to guests. There 
is a long promenade perhaps a mile in length over the peninsula and revetment levee, 
made more than ordinarily pleasant by gardens artistically laid out, green lawns, grottos, 
fountains and the like. Electricity lights the way, and from the banks a magnificent view 
is afforded of the lake, made frequently grand by snow-capped waves. Natural and 
artificial beauty has certainly made West End one of the most picturesque localities and 
features of the Crescent City, which is so redolent of like scenes. 

The inducements this end of the lake offers to summer visitors are without 
number. In winter as in summer the restaurants are in full blast, and chef's de cuisine as 
fine may be found in the South, prepare repasts that will tickle the palates of connoisseurs 
from North, East and West. The salient feature of the dinners is of course fish, but every 
delicacy of the season is prepared, and at these admirably equipped restaurants a visitor 
may find a bill of fare from which he may certainly select a, most excellent dinner. The 
salt breeze, more than ordinarily refreshing in winter give zest to the meal, and after the 
long drive from the city and an agreeable walk along the levees a visitor is usually able to 
get away with a most substantial spread. 

In summer West End is the attraction. There is always amusement of varied 
character from the merry-go-round to the music of talented musicians. Games and shows, 
historic and otherwise, are to be found scattered over the vast expanse of land, and to the 
ardent sportsman the water of the lake affords most inviting sport. 

West End is always an attractive place. The lake roads take passengers out and 
back for 15 cents, and the restaurants make no attempt to fleece the unposted or unwary 
visitor." 

 
While we concentrate on history and music activities, Lake Pontchartrain hosts 

were among the pioneer sports promoters in the South with rowing, yacht and fishing. 
The Southern Yacht club, while founded at Pass Christian, Miss. in 1849 eventually 
would move to West End and its development explifies the slowing of the summer 
exodus from New Orleans as the lake resorts developed and activities increased on Lake 
Pontchartrain. 

There was a decline in yachting activities in 1852 due to the epidemics, 
devastating storms and the passing of the yachting fad. The lake establishment hoped to 
increase patrons by beautifying the area. The roads and canals into the city also were 
exploited. The New Shell Road became almost a race track for the sporting horsemen, at 
times leading to fines and injuries. Visitors desiring a casual trip could involve 
themselves in a leisurely sojourn by horse drawn barges. These barge-like vessels made 
six trips on Sunday to West End, taking about an hour. 

Weekends and holidays were the time of greatest activity on the lake front along 
with special events such as fairs, outings and picnics or to see the popular event of the 
1840's balloon ascensions. Initially frequented by "gentlemen" by 1854 the lake front was 
being catered to "family outings."  

The Civil War ended most recreation on Lake Pontchartrain and the resorts fell 
into disrepair. It would be 10 years before the Lake would approach its former status. The 
lake front resorts would again flourish and would gradually rival other well-known resorts 
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and amusement centers for mass patrons. The proximity to a large city made the lake 
numerically one of the most popular 'watering holes' in the South. 

 

Southern Yacht Club 

 
 

Southern Yacht Club House (Dec. 23,1883) 
 

A visit on a bright day to the Southern Yacht Club house, situated at the mouth of 
the New Canal on Lake Pontchartrain will be profitable and pleasurable to the tourist who 
comes to New Orleans in search of entertainment and health. The club is one of the first 
of the social organizations of the city and the most prominent of southern sporting 
associations, being made up of well-to-do business people and gentlemen of leisure who 
maintain the club for the pleasure they find in it. The quarters are airily built on high piles 
and the departments are commodious and fitted up with every regard for comfort. The 
building is high and on the roof is a cupola, whence with lorgnette or the naked eye 
picturesque country and a wild exposure of water may be seen. It is from this high porch 
the 'judges' judge, and the reporters report, and the timers time the big races that always 
form part of the club's annual regatta. These regattas are, of course, the feature of the 
club, and they have been the means of bringing alive the interest South in aquatics. Like 
the Jockey Club, the S. Y. C. is famous for its unstinted hospitality. Many fine craft 
composed the fleet of the club and many merry yachtsmen cruise among the islands of the 
gulf in these boats in summer. The S. Y. C. is one of the institutions of the town and it is 
a big one too. 

 
Boat Clubs 

 
Out on the Lake End are to be found also most of the rowing clubs this city 

boasts. They are all offered and membered by first-class people who are never backward 
in the treatment of friends, and area always able and willing to pull a good race. Some 
splendid and speedy scullers have been developed here and the lake in calm weather 
affords a splendid course for the oarsmen. The climate here is generally mild that the 
ornament pulls both winter and summer, though the regattas occur only during the 
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warmer months, and on the anniversaries of the clubs. The regattas are always followed 
by a soiree or reception, (sic: dance) and they are always high-toned affairs. The oarsmen 
are all a clever, happy-go-lucky lot and a visitor to any of the club houses will always find 
a warm welcome in store for them. At West End the St. Johns, Perseverance and West 
Ends have club houses. The Louisiana has a cozy place on Bayou St. John, at the foot of 
Esplanade Street, and the Hopes hold forth on the banks of the old Moschoche." 

 
One of the best descriptions of West End appeared in the local Thibodaux paper 

in 1883. We give the complete article: 
 

A Trip to West End 

Thibodaux-July 14, 1883 
 

"On Saturday morning July 14, 1883, I took the cars at Thibodaux 
Depot in company with 4 or 5 hundred excursionist to New Orleans. 

The ride to New Orleans was pleasant and agreeable. The road passing 
through the prolific cane and rice fields of Lafourche which gave 
unmistakable evidence of bountiful harvests in a few months. The prospect 
beyond Des Allemands so far as sugar is concerned was just the reverse, 
much of the cane seeming to be abandoned to the grass and weeds. 

In the city the heat was intense, but towards the evening I boarded the 
cars for West End to visit and see the festivities given by the French 
citizens in honor of a great event in the history of their native country. The 
cars were filled to their utmost capacity probably 25,000 people having 
made their way to their famous evening resort. (Sic: While 25,000 is the 
figure in the paper I believe it should be 2500 with the mistake in adding 
one too many 0's) 

West End is a beautiful place. The buildings are elegant, the walks 
nice, the gardens beautiful and Lake Pontchartrain spread out to the 
Westward as far as the eye can reach with numerous boats sailing upon its 
placid bosom renders the view enchanting. 

After promenading over the grounds and after witnessing some man 
attempt to walk a slender horizontal pole and tumble in the water below. I 
turned my attention to a bicycle tournament to which three professionals 
were striving for a prize. As one of the riders was passing at full speed 
with ---- to rest, a little child ran across the road. The rider being unable to 
change his direction in time ran against the child and gave a practical 
explanation of the scriptural adage: "By the carelessness of little children, 
the rider and his horse shall go tumbling down. The child received no 
injury, but the man was somewhat stunned but not badly hurt.  

In the center of the grounds was a fine Pavilion in which were placed 
the band of music. As I was passing by I saw a man, with stick in hand, 
striking it about in every direction over and around his head, as if 500 
horseflies were trying to alight on his nose. 
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Well, what has time done that he should beat it. Time has been good, it 
has given them all a splendid day, and made every thing propitious for the 
celebration and yet they have put a man up there to beat it. 

"Oh, he is beating time for the musicians! Well it may be so, but that 
accounts for one mystery that has ever been impenetrable to me. 

"What's that?" 
"Why, the musicians who plays the big fiddle, is always bald headed. 

The leader who beat time with such ferocity makes the fuzzily off the top 
of his head so high and fast that it never gets back. 

The great feature of the evening was the fireworks. To say the least of 
them, they were grand, magnificent, equal to any of the famed exhibition 
of Aladdin with his wonderful lamp. 

I thought that I would write a minute description of them, but after I 
had seen them I thought I would not do anything of the kind. 

In company with a distinguished citizen of Lockport, I had managed to 
obtain a seat, a few minutes before the exhibition began. 

Suddenly a cannon was fired that so astonished a little lady of 
seventeen near by that she sprang up about two feet and then sat down 
upon the first seat that was convenient, which happened to be my knees. I 
told her to sit still, the cannon wouldn't hurt her, but she jumped up quick 
as if another shot had been fired." 
 
One of the most complete descriptions is also found in the article by Robert 

Cangelosi, Jr. in the 1987 issue of New Orleans Preservation in Print. We again quote the 
entire informative article: 

 

WEST END 

by Robert J. Cangelosi, Jr. 
Sept., 1984 

New Orleans Preservation in Print 
 

"West End - The birthplace of yachting, rowing, movies, jazz, and amusement 
parks in New Orleans. Founded at the mouth of the New Basin Canal between 1832 and 
1835, West End boasts a tumultuous and colorful history. 

West End was the last of three resort communities to develop along New Orleans 
lake shore. Located to the west of the Spanish Fort and Milneburg resorts, West End was 
founded at the mouth of the New Basin Canal, hand-dug by Irish immigrants between 
1832 and 1835. The New Basin Canal was built by an American concern, the Canal and 
Banking Company, in order to complete with the Creole Carondelet Canal. The canal's 
terminus was formed by two jetties extending about 2,000 feet out into the lake. The west 
jetty was curved eastward in order to protect the entrance of the canal. In 1838 a wooden 
light tower was erected on the east jetty to signal the canal's mouth. 

 

NEW LAKE END 
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West End, originally known as "New Lake End," quickly developed after the 
opening of the canal. With reference to the canal, Gibson's 1838 guide states "a hotel is 
being erected at the Lake, sixty feet square, which will be finished in two months." This 
was probably Boudro's Hotel and restaurant, which the Daily Picayune referred to as a 
"pleasant and fashionable resort for families and gentlemen." The restaurant immediately 
became popular, with typical entrees of fried or stewed fish, hard and soft crabs, omelets, 
pigeon, cold roast, and fricassee chicken. 

The canal's owners, not to be outdone, opened Franklin House in 1846. The Lake 
Hotel, operated by Captain Dan Hickok, joined the resort community in 1848 John C. 
Reid, who visited the Lake Hotel in 1850, wrote: "Dan Hickok's garden is laid out with 
taste, the flowers are in great abundance - beautiful bouquets can be procured, while the 
breeze from the lake produces always a cool atmosphere." Captain Hickok obtained the 
reputation of the most famous host on Lake Pontchartrain and the hotel quickly became 
the best West End had to offer. Several years later in 1854, Dan Peter's Canal Exchange 
opened at West End. 

 

 

THE SHELL ROAD 

 

Access to West End was via the Shell Road along the west bank of the canal, 
which became a very popular and fashionable drive for weekend outings. Norman's 1845 
New Orleans and environs called it "the great resort of every species of pleasure vehicle 
that the city furnishes; and here may be seen, in an afternoon, all grades of society, from 
the gay sportsman mounted on his fast trotter to the sober citizen, who sallies forth on his 
ambling pony." Because of its straightness, this read proved to be an ideal impromptu 
racecourse, despite an 1844 ordinance prohibiting it. The term "2:40 on the Shell Road" 
was soon adopted to judge a horse's speed. This road subsequently became popular with 
bicyclists and new automobile owners. 

In 1840, passenger barge service was begun on the canal. These mule drawn 
barges provided a leisurely ride to West End from the Halfway House at the cemeteries 
on Canal St. for 20 cents. The awning covered barges were "commodiens and desirable --
spacious, light and airy" and provided "pleasant cush taped seats." The hour's ride was 
made three times daily and six times on Sunday. 

In 1840, the Jefferson and Lake Pontchartrain Railway Company was chartered to 
build a line from the City of Carrollton to the lake; however, construction did not begin 
until 1851, after the company was bought by the New Orleans and Carrollton Railway 
Company. The line, completed in 1853, traveled close to the present day parish line, 
arriving at the lake 2,190 feet west of the New Basin Canal. In order to build the line, a 
protective levee and an earthen wharf protruding into the lake were built. On April 13, 
1853, the company took 200 prominent New Orleanians for a ride, taking 35 minutes to 
make the 10-mile run. After this initial run, six trains ran daily except Sunday, when 
twelve ran. The fare was 25 cents. 

In 1852, the railroad contracted with Robert Crozier and Frederick Wind to erect a 
large two and a half-story hotel for $10,600. The hotel was located on the west bank of 
the New Basin Canal, 1,200 feet from the shore. In 1855, the architect T. K. Wharton 
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made a sketch of the West End which shows the hotel and given a feeling of the rural 
quality of the area. It was this same year that a new lighthouse was built to replace the 
wooden tower. 

West End hotel proprietors exploited the lake for swimming and fishing. Bathing 
was popular, but fishing was even more so. In the 1850s the Jefferson and Lake 
Pontchartrain Railroad ran special fishermen's trains to West End to bring great numbers 
of anglers to the lake shore. In 1844, the Daily Picayune reported croakers and bass were 
caught "every day" at West end, but by 1850, the Daily Crescent reported that the once 
popular spot had become so "stagnant and offensive" that most of the fish were killed. 

While hotel proprietors promoted swimming and fishing, they were also active in 
promoting spectator sports as a new source of revenue. As early as 1835 the Wave Boat 
Club was headquartered near West End and utilized the canal's five-mile straight run. 
This initial club was more social than competitive. However, in 1836 the Lady of Lyon 
Boat Club was organized with a more competitive spirit. In 1839, six other clubs were 
formed citywide. Subsequent clubs headquartered at West End included the West End, St. 
John, Perseverance, Riverside, and Westside Rowing Clubs. In the latter part of the 19th 
century, the St. John Rowing Club built a large clubhouse and grandstand on the east 
bank of the New Basin Canal Rowing races on the canal were of the "American style," 
two miles out and two miles back, thus giving spectators a view of the start and finish. 
Betting was usually heavy. 

 

LAND LOVERS 

 

In addition to these water sports, West End promoters offered shooting, ten pins, 
gambling, billiards and horse riding for the land lovers. 

Sailing was the other spectator sport actively promoted by the hotel owners. 
The Southern Yacht Club, founded on July 21, 1849, at Pass Christian, 

Mississippi, first brought serious yachtsmen together in competition. This club was 
primarily comprised of New Orleanians and subsequently relocated to West End. 

It was Dan Hickok who sponsored the first Southern Yacht Club regatta on Lake 
Pontchartrain on September 21, 1849. The regatta was the hit of the summer season and 
Hickok sponsored another in October and four in 1850. Spectators crowded the shoreline 
at West End, where Hickok's Hotel served them plenty of oysters, fish and crabs with 
champagne sauce. 

Due to severe storms in 1850 and 1852 which destroyed many yachts, the yellow 
fever epidemic of 1853 and a waning interest in the fad, yachting declined after 1852. 
Regattas which had been held weekly by the Southern Yacht Club were not held only 
once a year. A resurgence in yachting began in 1858 with the formation of the Junior 
Southern Yacht Club for boats 23 feet and under. The last lake race before the Civil War 
was held off West End July 27, 1860. 

 

CIVIL WAR 

 
The Civil War ended most activity at West End. Rowing and yacht clubs 

disbanded, not to form again until the 1870s, and the hotels became overcrowded with 
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war refugees and soon fell into disrepair. An 1863 drawing in Harper's Weekly shows 

"registered enemies of the United States" being deported from West End. The coast 
shipping trade ceased its extensive use of the port facilities due to war, but the Lake 
Pontchartrain Railway Company continued operation through the war until 1864, when it 
was abandoned. In 1865 the Union Army built a short-lived railway along the west bank 
of the canal to West end in order to handle cotton deliveries. The Daily Picayune, on 
April 26, 1865, reported that horses along the shell road were frightened by the 
locomotive and urged the army to build a railing to prevent the horses from jumping into 
the canal. 

During Reconstruction, West End was slow in getting back on its feet. In 1867 a 
small steamboat replaced the barge service to West End, which complemented the 
existing omnibus service along the shell road. 

A Sewerage and Water Road map shows the development of West End in 1872. 
The map shows several structures along the shore to the west of the canal, including 
Rodrigues, Bruning's and Tony's in addition, three bath houses were built out over the 
water as well as Antonio Tony's place, these structures being connected to the shore by 
long piers. Two drawings dated 1876 in the Notaries Archives show the Lake House 
Restaurant, the Canal Exchange Restaurant and Ten Pin Alley, and give a feeling for the 
area's architecture for the period. 

In 1871, the state legislature authorized the Mississippi and Mexican Gulf Ship 
Canal Company to excavate drainage canals and build protective levees. The exact 
location of the project was to be determined by the New Orleans Board of City 
Administrators. 

 

BELL'S HARBOR 

 

In 1873, City surveyor W. H. Bell prepared a plan calling for a 115 foot wide 
earthen embankment to be built approximately 800 feet offshore in the lake from the 17th 
Street Canal to the Peoples Avenue Canal - a length of approximately four and one half 
miles. The area between the shoreline and embankment would serve as a harbor and a 
basin for the drainage of New Orleans. Locks were planned in the embankment at Bayou 
St. John and the New Basin Canal and pumping stations on the line with the Peoples 
Ave., London Ave., Orleans Ave., and 17th St. Canals. New canals dug by the company 
and existing ones would drain New Orleans into the harbor. Extensive docks and switch 
tracks with connecting railroad lines were proposed to service the harbor. Along the levee 
a carriage road was proposed, "fanned by the pure breezes from the Lake, and making a 
promenade unequaled in the South." Jewell's Crescent City Illustrated shows a drawing 
of the proposed levee in 1823. 

The Mexican Gulf Ship Company began the project at the 17th St. Canal, but the 
company soon ran into financial problems. On November 22, 1872, the company 
assigned its assets to Warner Van Norden, its chief creditor. Van Nordon continued the 
project with little success until the city was authorized by the site in 1876 to purchase 
Van Norden's dredging operation, which included eight dredge boats and four steam 
derricks, and to undertake the project itself. 
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The city was not much more successful, completing only a 2,200 foot 
embankment from the 17th St. Canal to the New Basin Canal 100 feet wide and eight feet 
high. The lagoon created by the project never served its intended purpose as part of a 
drainage system, and is now the area of the New Orleans Marina. 

On April 29, 1876, the New Orleans City and Lake Railroad started running its 
"dummy" engine - a locomotive with its boiler and running gear completely enclosed, 
with open-sided trailer cars - from the Halfway House to West End, extending out into 
the lake on jetties. The building of this line was first promoted by the New Orleans, 
Metairie and Lake Railroad Company, chartered April 29, 1869, but lack of funds 
prevented its construction. The New Orleans City Railroad acquired the former 
company's franchise on December 21, 1875, and constructed a line between February and 
March of 1876. Once protest against anticipated smoke was overcome, service was 
extended down Canal St. to Carondelet in June of 1876. The line was eventually 
electrified in 1898. 

 

A 30 YEAR LEASE 
 

In order to spur ridership, the railway obtained a 30-year lease from the city for 
use of the embankment for development as an amusement park. The railroad's initial 
improvements were "damaged by the great tempest which broke up the revetment and 
swept away all the houses which had been erected along the shore. But the old company 
set to work to repair these damages and by an expenditure of over $100,000 restored the 
ancient glories and re-established the popularity of this resort." reported an 1884 
guidebook. 

In the rebuilding process, the railway built out over the water on the lake side of 
the embankment, abutting the New Basin Canal with a large wooden platform, reached 
from the railway station by a footbridge crossing over the canal. 

Upon the platform the company built the West End Hotel, a restaurant and other 
amusement buildings. Three large white structures were built in the Queen Anne style and 
were very ornamental. Numerous photographs document these buildings. 

The full length of the embankment was converted into a park. In 1888 the States 
described the parkway as follows: "There is a long promenade perhaps a mile in length 
over the peninsula and revetment levees, made more than ordinarily pleasant by gardens, 
artistically laid out, green lawns, grettos, fountains and the like. Electricity lights the way 
and from the banks a magnificent view is afforded of the lake, made frequently grand by 
snow-capped waves." 

 

WEST END HENCEFORTH 

 

In conjunction with improvements, on June 6, 1880, the name of the area was 
officially changed. The New Orleans Times reported, "New Lake End is no longer Lake 
End, it is West End henceforth." 

In 1879 the Southern Yacht Club built a clubhouse on piers of the west canal jetty. 
It was a two story frame structure dominated by a large portico and surmounted by a 
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cupola. The harbor created by the city was used by the yachts and many boathouses 
sprang up along the shores. 

An 1884 map of the city made for the Cotton Exposition shows West End with its 
numerous attractions. Along the east side of the canal were the former railroad station, 
Brown's St. Upira, the railroad telegraph house and station and the St. John, Riverside 
and Westside Rowing Clubs. Along the west side of the canal were the revetment and 
shell road, a large platform extending out into the lake from the revetment, two hotels, a 
railroad belvedere and the Southern Yacht Club. 

 

CONEY ISLAND 
 

The Times Picayune Guidebook of 1896 referred to West End as "the Coney 
Island of New Orleans," describing the area as follows: "At West End will be found a 
number of hotels and restaurants and all sorts of devices for public amusement. On an 
immense platform, built on piles over the water of the lake, is a music stand, where a fine 
band discourses music every evening during the summer to all who care to listen. The 
open air concerts are extremely popular, thousands of people resorting hither nightly to 
enjoy the music and the cool breezes from the lake." 

Music had always been a popular feature at West End. Military bands such as the 
Mexican Eighth Regiment and the West End Military Orchestras were frequently featured 
during the 1880s and 90s. Bands usually performed at the bandstand on weekends, as did 
the West End Opera Company. 

 

JAZZ 
 

Music historians Al Rose and Edmond Souchon assert that West End, along with 
other Lake Pontchartrain resorts of Milneburg, Old Spanish Fort, Bucktown and Little 
Woods, were "the" birthplace of jazz, and not Storyville. They point out that jazz was 
formulated well before Storyville was established and that relatively few jazz musicians 
played there. Noted West End Jazz spots included Bruning's Tavern, Lakeview Park and 
the West End Roof Garden. The song, "West End Blues," immortalizes the area and its 
jazz origins. Picnics sponsored by the West End establishments were open to the public 
and a favorite for weekend recreation. Music was naturally an integral element. 

West End theatrical performances were presented as early as 1851 by the Placides 
Varieties Theater and vaudeville became immensely popular, according to a 1908 
newspaper account. 

Movies made their New Orleans debut a West End on June 28, 1896. Electrical 
engineer Allen B. Blackmore of the New Orleans City and Lake Railroad set up Edison's 
"Wonderful Vitascope." From a small booth, short subject films were hand-cranked for 
open-air projection onto a canvas screen in front of the bandstand. 

Amusement rides such as the shoot-the-chute, the Ferris wheel and the carousel, 
as well as the scenic railway, were enjoyed by patrons. 

By combining an 1895 Sewerage and Water Board map of the revetment with the 
1896 Sanborn map of the New Basin Canal, a picture of West End can be obtained. On 
the south side of the revetment, extending into the lagoon, were numerous boathouses, a 
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hotel, several house sheds, a stable, a soda stand, six restaurants and various unidentified 
buildings. On the north side of the revetment were three bathhouses, including the 
crescent-shaped Frascati's Bathhouse and a shooting gallery. Wedged between the 
revetment and west jetty of the canal was a large platform built out over the lake housing 
the West End Hotel, the carousel, a bandstand, Mannosier's Soda and Ice Cream Parlor, 
and, extending out over the water, a "scenic railway." South of the revetment on the east 
bank of the canal were the Lakeview Park Pavilion, the Crescent City Police Station and 
the New Orleans City and Lake Railroad Station, flanked by ice cream and lunch stands. 
A swing footbridge allowed railroad riders to cross the canal. North of the swing bridge 
on the canal's east bank were the St. John, Riverside and West End Rowing Clubs and the 
rebuilt 1890s lighthouse on the point. Across the canal was a clubhouse, the West End 
Cottages and the Southern Yacht Club. 

 

WEST END DECLINE 

 

In 1908 an article appeared in the Times Democrat entitled "West End, Once 
Beautiful Resort, Now Presents Dilapidated Scene." The article's author was outraged at 
the site of the "puzzle garden" established on the revetment "The puzzle garden, 
constructed out of a maze of growing hedges through which hidden entrances were cut, 
began at the head of Bucktown road, occupying all the space between the rampart of the 
Lakeside revetment and the road proper." The article attributed the decline of the garden 
and West End to Mother Nature. "The ruin of West End as a resort came about through 
the encroaching of the waters of the lake upon the narrow strip of ground along the 
Bucktown road. In the early nineties (1890s) there was a terrific storm on Lake 
Pontchartrain, encasing mountainous waves that tore away the weak revetment and 
gouged deep holes into the walkway along the revetment. It took several years to repair 
the damage done by the storm, and hardly had the effects of the ravages of the wind and 
waters been removed when a year or two later came another fierce blow that again played 
havoc with the revetment. The lessees of the resort, discouraged by these setbacks, 
became neglectful of their duties and West End began to degenerate." 

Several years before the expiration of its 30 year lease, the New Orleans Railways 
and Light Company, which had acquired the New Orleans City and Lake Railroad 
Company, sought to renew it. The city, concerned about the neglect West End had 
suffered, envisioned what West End could be, and demanded that substantial 
improvements be made if the lease was to be renewed. City Engineer W. J. Hardee 
prepared a plan to which the railway agreed, but the terms of a new lease could not be 
agreed upon. Consequently, the railway was permitted to continue operating West End on 
a yearly basis. 

During May of 1909 the railway purchased the Spanish Fort property and 
proceeded to develop it as an amusement park. The company, however, needed to provide 
transportation to its facilities, and proposed extending its West End route along Adams 
Ave. (now Robert E. Lee) to Spanish Fort. The city, realizing it lacked the funds to 
execute the Hardee plan and that the Spanish Fort development would seriously 
jeopardize the future of West End, insisted that, in addition to the standard percentage 
receipts for the franchise; the Company lent New Orleans $175,000 in order to execute 
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the Hardee plan. The company agreed and the state legislature passed the enabling 
legislation in 1910. Mayor Martin Behrman created the West End Lake Shore Park 
Advisory Board to oversee the park's development. It is this project which gave West End 
Park its present configuration. 

During October of 1910 construction was begun. A seawall 500 feet into the lake, 
north of the old embankment, was built between the 17th St. Canal and the New Basin 
Canal, embracing an area of approximately 30 acres. The seawall was completed in July 
of 1912 at a cost of $68,255.34. 

As the seawall neared completion, Home Dredging Company was awarded a 
$45,152 contract to fill the area by hydraulically dredging 420,000 cubic yards of sand 
from the lake bed some 300 to 400 feet in front of the new wall. When the fill had 
sufficiently compacted in 1914, a $62,310.35 contract was awarded to Jones S. Irvine to 
install shell driveways and sidewalks, as well as subsurface drains, water and sewerage 
service, which were completed on November 8, 1914. 

The New Orleans Railway and Light Company installed ornamental cast iron 
posts with a single round white glass globe atop, and W. A. Dilzell was awarded the 
contract to install "the largest prismatic fountain in the world" at a cost of approximately 
$24,000. The Metairie Ridge Nursery Company installed nearly $9,000 worth of trees and 
shrubs, and two "commodious and ornamental public comfort stations" and six shelters 
were constructed. These structures were built in the Craftsmen style of architecture, 
which was very much in vogue then. All of these improvements exceeded the initial 
$175,000 borrowed from the railway, requiring the city to use an additional $177,000 
from the city treasury. The fountain, light standards (in an altered state), and several of 
the shelters remain today. 

In order to repay the railway loan, the Hardee plan had proposed various 
amusement structures in the park along the south side roadway to generate revenue. 
However, the Advisory Board felt this inadvisable, and opted to fill in a lagoon of 
approximately 500 square feet at the west end of the park for concessions. In 1917 an Art 
Nouveau memorial was erected to Semmes T. Walmsley for his part in the park's 
development. 

The West End had become a favorite for family outings. The fountain was 
immensely popular, and picnics and concerts were common. However, across the canal in 
Bucktown, gambling and prostitution flourished with the closing of Storyville. 

Famous West End restaurants opened during the 1920s. Swanson's and Fontana's 
opened in 1922, and Maggie and Smitty's Crab Net opened in 1924. Since many of these 
establishments were located across the parish line, gambling took place since Jefferson 
Parish tolerated it, although it was illegal. At Swanson's, which straddled the parish line, 
patrons would simply cross the line in order to avoid Orleans Parish police raids. 

 

W. P. A. 

 

In 1938 the WPA began construction on the Municipal Yacht Harbor, comprised 
of a breakwater and small boat harbor on the lake side of West End Park. The harbor was 
completed in 1940 and used during World War II for storage of PT boats. This marina has 
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just recently received its first major renovation since its initial construction and plans call 
for renovation of the WPA Municipal Yacht Club. 

On January 15, 1950, the West End Streetcar ceased operations and buses were 
substituted. In 1958 the City Planning Commission proposed relocating West End Park 
along West End Blvd. and Lake Marina Ave., and using the old park for additional harbor 
space. Luckily, this plan was never adopted. 

In 1962, the Orleans Levee Board completed the Orleans Marina in the inner 
harbor, and in 1976 a hard-surfaced parking lot was added to the park and part of the old 
drive was converted to a pedestrian mall. The Parks and Parkways Commission at present 
has plans for improvements to be made to West End Park. 

    
Robert J. Cangelosi, Preservation in Print. Sept. 1984 

 
Mr. Cangelosi has written a very detailed, well researched article that covers the 

history of West End. Little need be said and surely there is no reason to cover the same 
ground or paraphrase his facts. His article has given us a good background as to the past 
history of West End, one of the places on the lakefront that fostered the evolution of jazz 
and one which we will elaborate on.  

Another article appears in the late 19th century in the Times Picayune about West 
End: 

 

West End  

 (Dec. 23, 1888)  
 

"There is not on this continent a more agreeable and attractive resort 
than the West End, the terminus of the City railroad on Lake 
Pontchartrain. At this terminus the enterprise of the City railroad has at 
great expense erected hotels, restaurants and lair out beautiful gardens and 
promenades, where the citizens can find in the greatest abundance every 
demand of taste, luxury and enjoyment. There is a fine bath and swim in 
the lake, and after that a repast at any one of the several restaurants, where 
every delicacy and luxury can be procured on very reasonable terms. A 
great extension and impetus has been given to this attractive resort by the 
energy, skill, taste and enterprise of Colonel Joseph A. Walker, the 
president of the City Railroad Company, and the proprietor of the largest 
and most thoroughly and elegantly equipped billiard hall and saloon in 
America, the famous Crescent Hall at the corner of St. Charles and Canal, 
a comparatively young man, the enterprise and achievements of Mr. 
Walker have elicited universal admiration and applause and no man stands 
higher in this community with a stronger claim to the respect and 
confidence of the community than Jos. A. Walker." 

 
There are many more advertisements and write-ups in the local New Orleans 

papers about the activities on the lake front - almost daily. These write-ups many times 
mention the bands that are to play on the lake front. These mentioning also give us 
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definite dates of New Orleans Brass Bands organizations. In the Daily Crusader of July 
4, 1891 we read: 

 
 "July 4 - Orleans Athletic Club - 4th of July Celebration - Spanish 

Fort. Music by the Alliance Brass Band. 

 July 4th - Young Men's Hop B. A. - 4th of July Celebration - 

Spanish Fort - music by the Onward Brass Band. 
 July 4th - Picnic August 10 at Spanish Fort. Prof. T. V. Baquet 

with the 15 talented musicians of the Excelsior Brass Band will furnish 
the music on both occasions. 

 August 15 - Picnic - Spanish Fort - Onward Brass Band. 

 
While the Picayune's coverage of early jazz music was limited, the paper did 

cover the activities on the lakefront, especially the resort of West End. We find such a 
write-up in an earlier article in the May 7, 1898 issue: 

 

"The Bellstedt Band has scored a hit at West End and is proving one 
of the best drawing cards that the resort has ever had. The programmes of 
music for to-night and to-morrow night are fine, and will appeal to the 
music lovers of the city, as it is seldom that such compositions as the 
Bellstedt Band will render are ever attempted by a military band. Prof. 
Weitzman, walking on a wire hardly discernible, 100 feet above the 
platform, continues to amuse by his daring feats in midair. His 
performance concludes with a grand display of fireworks. The officials of 
the traction company state that the company expects to have their electric 
service in operation on the West End line in about two weeks. All of the 
overhead electrical work is finished: in fact, the company is lighting West 
End off of their trolley line, and are simply awaiting the arrival of the large 
motor cars, which were ordered in ample time to be in operation by May 1, 
had not the contractors been compelled to give the United States 
government orders preference over private contracts. The traction 
company is using every endeavor to hurry forward the shipment of the 
cars, which are said to be models of beauty and elegance in the way of 
electrical equipment." 
 
Again in the issue of June 20, 1898 we find another article about West End: 

 
"There was an immense crowd at the West End last night, and a good 

entertainment was given by the Bellstedt-Ballenberg (band), the vitascope 
and the specialty performance. Albini, in a clever act of magic, was a new 
appearance, so, also, was Miss Nellie Maguire, who made a hit with her 
costar and character songs. To-night the star of the evening will be the first 
appearance at West End of the famous Bessie Bonehill, a handsome 
woman and a charming artists, who will do her famous impersonations 
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and character change acts. The programme for the Bellstedt-Ballenberg 
Band Concert at West End to-night will be as follows: 
 
March "Milwaukee Carnival   Josef 
Dance, "La Gitana    Nehl 
Intermezzo, "On the Alert"   Fetras 
Morceau de Salon, "Evening Breezes" Bollman 
Grande Mossique, "La Juive"   Halevy 
 
   Intermission. 
 
Overture, "Wm. Tell.(by request)  Rossini 
Solo for Cornet, Selected   Mr. Herman Bellstedt   

 Cuban Dance, "Manana"   Gottschalk 
      Missud   
March "Southern Yacht Club   Bellstedt" 

 
From 1898, the year that West End was at its zenith, to 1908 we see a decline. By 

1908, we read that "West End is a dilapidated scene." A once beautiful resort has become, 
because of neglect, an area that is being reclaimed by the uncontrolled plant growth into a 
small, shabby, dense wild undergrowth area. In the Feb. 23, 1908 issue we read: 

 
"WEST END, ONCE BEAUTIFUL RESORT, NOW PRESENTS 

DILAPIDATED SCENE. Revetment walks, Drive and Famous Puzzle Garden are now in 
sad state of disrepair - Sculptured lady on top of the grotto weeps at neglected condition 
of her domain - no attempt made at restoration by city authorities. 

Anyone who remembers West End as it was ten or fifteen years ago, when the 
resort was on the high tide of prosperity, can not but be struck with the difference in its 
appearance to-day. While the landmarks, such as Tranchina's Hotel and Mannessler's 
Pavilion, still remain in a good state of repair, the general condition of the resort is in 
nowise comparable with what it was some years ago. 

In the halcyon days of West End, one of its chief attractions aside from rowing, 
bathing and yachting were the amusements to be found along the shell road to Bucktown. 
The revetment along the lake front of this road was then kept in a solid condition, and, on 
both the lake and the road sides, were innumerable shooting galleries, restaurants and 
booths of all descriptions, affording various enjoyments to the thousands who patronized 
the resort. But by far the chief source of enjoyment to the public, especially in the 
younger element, was the famous puzzle garden. 

The puzzle garden, constructed out of an image of growing hedges, through which 
hidden entrances were, began at the head of the Bucktown road, occupying all the space 
between the rampart of the Lake-side revetment and the road proper. The hedges kept 
well trimmed, and presented a beautiful appearance, the garden being additionally 
beautiful by grottoes built of rocks, under which the threnders of the maze must pass in 
order to effect no exit once they had entered the puzzle. Surmounting these grottoes were 
pretty pieces of statuary, serving still further to ornament the beauty of the piece. 
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To-day, this famous garden, from years of neglect, looks like the driveway to 
some grand old estate that has been abandoned for almost a century. The once trim 
hedges have been allowed to grow to the proportion of trees; that is, those which have 
been able to survive the fury of wind and water from time to time. No attempt has been 
made in recent years to keep the hedges in condition, and, consequently big gaps of 
openings are to be found here and there. The grottoes have fallen into decay and are 
crumbling away into dust, so much so that even if one were able to approach their 
entrances, which can not be done on account of the overgrowth of ivy, hedge trees and 
Spanish cactus, it would be dangerous to attempt to pass underneath. The outline of the 
puzzle still remains, but that is all. The sculptured lady, who sits in all her unadorned 
beauty on the top of the main grotto, is considerably the worse for wear, and, surrounded 
by the faded glory of the garden over which she was one the proud mistress, presents a 
forlorn appearance, indeed. 

"Sir," she said to a Times-Democrat reporter, who, as in a reverie was gazing on 
these picturesque ruins. "I was once queen over as fair a garden spot as ever bloomed. But 
those happy days, when I was proud to reign over this place, have flown, I fear, forever. 
Then I had as my subjects, thousands of the citizens of New Orleans, who would come all 
the year around to pay me homage, especially in the summer time when I held high court. 
How the young people, especially lovers, liked to thread the mazes of the puzzle garden, 
leading to my throne, and many was the troth that was pledged and sealed with a kiss in 
the shadowy grottoes! Strangers, too, from afar-off countries delighted to visit my court, 
saying there was not another such pretty and interesting sight anywhere in the world. 

But now all is changed, and here alone and deserted, I must spend the balance of 
my days. Some day, perhaps, the people of New Orleans, my people, will demand the 
restoration of this little kingdom, and I will have to give way, as I would gladly do to a 
lovelier and younger queen, who will be royally, surrounded and draw the homage of the 
multitude, which yearn for something attractive and enjoyable. 

Although questioned, the Lady of the Lake would not vouchsafe to say what has 
caused the ruin of her little kingdom, but pointed her hand significantly towards the 
waves lapping the revetment near. Evidently she meant to convey what is a fact that the 
ruin of West End as a resort came about through the encroaching of the waters of the lake 
upon the narrow strip of ground along the Bucktown road. In the early nineties there was 
a terrific storm on Lake Pontchartrain, unsuing mountainous waves that tore away the 
weak revetment and gouged deep heirs into the walkway along the revetment. It took 
several years to repair the damage done by this storm, and hardly had the effects of the 
ravages of the wind and water been removed when a year or two later came another fierce 
blow that again played havoc with the revetment. The lessees of the resort, discouraged 
by these setbacks, became neglected of their duties, and West End began to degenerate. 
Several half-hearted attempts have been made of recent years to revive the resort into 
something like its old-time popularity. The revetment was rebuilt a year or so ago, and is 
in a fairly good condition, except that the earth is caving in places, which has caused the 
bulwarks to warp to some extent. No attempt has been made, however, to beautify the 
scenery or to restore the puzzle garden, which could be done at a comparatively small 
outlay. The people go to West End in the summer time now simply for the lake breeze 
and the vaudeville entertainment and the music. But even the lake breeze is now tainted 
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by the smell of the greenish-looking scum that infects the waters around the resort when, 
the west wild blows. 

The Yacht Club and the rowing clubs still serve to attract men interested in these 
sports, and are well-maintained, being the occasions of much enjoyment during the 
regatta season. 

As a bathing place, however, West End is a back number. Only two of the public 
bathhouses that were once so well patronized by the general public still stand, and are in 
anything but a good state of repair. Then, too, the water, since the sun appeared, has been 
fit neither for bathing nor fishing. 

There is every likelihood, though, that the investigation now being conducted by 
the State Board of Health will result in the re-purification of the lake water, in which 
event there would be nothing to present a revival of West End's old-time popularity, 
except inertia on the part of the city administration, which now controls the destinies of 
the now sadly neglected "Coney Island of the South." 

 
By 1911 the area, while not the same detailed splendor of its scenic past, we do 

discover that the main park site is reclaimed and improved to where weekly band concert 
and other activities could begin again. One could get to hear Emile Tosso's fine concert 
band in weekly concerts along with other entertainments. This continued in the future as 
we read an article in the June 20th, June 23rd, and July 4, 1920: 

 
"WEST END TO HAVE WEEKLY CONCERTS - Free public concerts will open 

formally at West End Sunday at 7 p. m. when Rosato's Military Band will present a 
program lasting until 9 p.m. The institution of music at the lake resorts has been brought 
about through the efforts of a group of public-spirited citizens, terming themselves the 
West End musical committee, and working to raise subscriptions from persons interested 
in improving the attractions of the park. Original requests were made to motorists, with 
whom West End is unusually popular this year. Subscriptions from all sources have been 
received, however, and about $500 has been raised. It is expected that enough will be 
raised to present two weekly concerts for ten weeks. 

Sunday evening's program will be as follows: 
 
"The Star Spangled Banner," "The Great American, Theodore Roosevelt," March 

by Harry Lincoln: "Graziella," Waltz, by L. P. Paurendeau: grand selection, "Carmen," by 
G. Bizet: "Peggy," fox trot, by N. Moret: "Fantasia Sonambula," with three variations for 
solo clarinet, T. Picone, by E. Cavalini: grand selection, "Mephistopheles," by A. Boito: 
"Trento e Trieste," march military, by F. Dematteo; finale, "America."" 

 
Again in the June 23, 1920 paper we read another article about West End: 
 

"WEST END CONCERT BIG DRAWING CARD 

 June 23, 1920 
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More than 3000 pleasure seekers enjoyed the concert at West End Saturday 
evening for two cool, restful hours. Many families motored out, listened to the music and 
watched the electric fountain make fairy colors against the sky. 

The committee in charge is hoping that the $3000 needed to assure the 
continuance of the free concerts, Wednesday and Saturday nights, from 7 to 9, during the 
summer, will be raised. One enthusiastic young man, who handed a check for $100 to 
Robert Hayne Tarrant yesterday, said that he considered the concert movement one of the 
best steps toward municipal recreation ever taken up in New Orleans 

The program for Wednesday night, as announced by Professor Harry Mendelson, 
direct of the military band which gives the concerts, includes "Dunlap Commander 
March," by F. Hubbarts; "Love's Rosary," waltz, by Leo Feist; overture, :Poet and 
Peasant," by Suppe; "Peggy," foxtrot, by N. Moret; "Faust," "Boy Scout March," by 
William Pepper Company "Irene," one step, by Feist; "Echoes from the Opera," by 
Mendelssohn; "Ching-a-Ling's Jazz Bazaar," by Feist; and the "Sunny South," selection 
ending with "The Star Spangled Banner." 

 

WEST END - 

JULY 4, 1920 
 

“SUNDAY CONCERT GIVEN AT WEST END. Strike will not interfere in 
anyway with usual program. 

The street car strike will not be allowed to interfere with the entertainment 
program at West End Park Sunday; it was announced Saturday by the West End 
committee. Rosato's Military Band will give a concert beginning at 7 o'clock in the 
evening which will include ten numbers. 

Among the 5000 automobilists who throng the park each Sunday evening, today 
there will be Mrs. C. E. Weer and her little daughter, who has never walked. 

"I'll be there," Mrs. Weber told Robert Hayne Tarrant, of the committee, as she 
handed him $1 as the contribution of her daughter, who is crippled, gets more pleasure 
out of the music at West End Sundays than any other one thing I know of. I'm glad the 
strike won't interfere with the music. 

Mrs. Weber lived in 3108 Chippewa Street and she said her family has been 
among the regular visitors at the park ever since the music feature was begun by the 
committee. She said she learned through a "dodger" Sunday that the committee was 
accepting subscriptions from 'automobilitsts' to pay for the concerts, and she hurried to 
send in her dollar, the amount asked from each auto owner. 

The program of the concert follows; 
 
"Heaven's Artillery," March. H. Lincoln 
"Underneath the Southern Skies," song, M. Jereme 
"Serenata in Villiaggio" (Villae Serenade), F. Demattoo 
"When You're Alone," fox-trot, O. Spanger 
"Maria Mari," cornet solo by E. Marinini, E Di Capua 
"Su Messanette" (Midnight), brilliant fantasia with fine sostetto, quartette and  

  duet, very attractive for the public. O. Carlini  
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"You are a Million Miles From Nowhere," waltz, W. Donaldson. 
"Air Marie," clarinet solo by Signor F. Picane, H. Paimpare 
"Tell Me," fox-trot, C. Kortlander. 
"Celebre Toreador" (Curro Cucharas), Marcia Spagnola, G. Metallo. 
"America," finale 
 
West End became known for its numerous band concerts. Schafer and Allen write 

about these band concerts at West End in their book on New Orleans Brass Bands. They 
describe some of the band activity in the 1880's: 

 
"By the 1880s the resort/amusement area called West End (north of the city, on 

Lake Pontchartrain) was a platform for band music through the summer months. Concert 
bands from the North as well as local groups presented concerts of marches, polkas, 
waltzes, wind adaptations of light classics, and potpourris of popular tunes. By 1892, 
when Patrick Gilmore died, John Philip Sousa had left the United States Marine Band to 
form his own touring concert band, and Thomas Preston Brooke was organizing his 
Chicago Marine Band. There was a burgeoning industry for touring bands as major 
entertainments vehicles. West End was one resort out of dozens of similar places 
(Manhattan Beach, near New York City, was the most celebrated) where bands set up 
residence to play for vacationers...... 

At West End in 1893, Jules Levy, the most famous (and most temperamental) of 

the era's great cornet virtuosi, appeared with George A. Paoletti's New Orleans ensemble 
- "Prof. Paoletti's Celebrated West End Band" - for a series of concerts. At the turn of the 

century, T. P Borke (Sic. Brooks?)brought his Chicago Marine Band to New Orleans for 
the winter seasons, and in 1906 he opened his own music hall, Brooke's Winter Garden. 

Other bands from outside the city (Herman Bellstedt's Cincinnati Band. A Fred 
Weldon's Chicago group) appeared in New Orleans for regular concert programs at the 
resorts. So the city was thoroughly exposed to the greater band movement of America. 

These visiting bands did not confine themselves to war-horses in the repertoire or 
to polite dance music. In addition to overtures, potpourris of traditional dance tunes, and 
standard marches, they played popular music of immediate appeal. That meant, in the 
1890s, cakewalks and "coon-songs" and various imitations of these genres for wind band 
- patrols, plantations songs, synthetic "slave ditties." By 1900 it meant renditions of 
ragtime in brass. This was not generally, anything like the classic ragtime of Scott Joplin, 
James Scott, Tom Turpin, Charles Hunter, and their like, the Missouri/Midwestern 
ragtime for piano; it was, rather, an imitation of classic ragtime produced by popular 
songwriters and arrangers for large publishing companies. This music would dominate 
the popular imagination for the next fifteen years, and brass band conductors quickly saw 
its audience appeal........ 

T. P. Brooke, who was called the "Popular Music King" by his audiences, also 
quickly sensed the trends in popular music, and from 1900 to 1906 he presented many 
concerts made up entirely of ragtime arrangements, both in New Orleans and on tour 
across the United States. A typical Brooke ragtime concert was presented shortly after the 
opening of his Winter Garden in New Orleans in 1906. The program for this concert 
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shows that Brooke (and his audience) considered ragtime almost anything in the line of 
popular music, especially musical comedy numbers." 

 
In the Dixie section of the Picayune we find a regular feature called "Pictures Out 

Of Our Past" in which are featured pictures from the past history of New Orleans. Every 
so often we find a picture of the activity on the lakefront: 

 
DIXIE, Times Picayune, April 28, 1963  

PICTURE OUT OF OUR PAST 

 

"Prof. Armand C. Veazey stands in front of the men of his band on the platform 
at West End. West End! At the turn of the century, during the hot summer months, those 
two words worked magic on the spirits of New Orleanians, young and old. 

West End meant fresh lake breezes sweeping across the over-the-water wooden 
platform. 

West End meant plates heaped high with unsurpassable seafood. 
West End meant foaming steins of beer and sticky bottles of soda pop. 
West End meant bright lights and a couple of sprightly vaudeville acts. 
And above all - in those days before movie houses and electronic entertainment - 

West End meant the music, that wonderful, under-the-stars music, played by Veazey's 
Military and Concert Band." 

Here's an excerpt from a 1903 newspaper story: 
 
"That no band has previously filled a summer engagement so successfully and 

satisfactorily at West End previous to the debut at the resort of Veazey's Military and 
Concert Band, under the direction of Prof. Armand C. Veazey, has been adequately 
demonstrated each night of the 12 weeks the band has performed. Larger crowds than 
ever in the history of West End have occupied the reserved and platform seats this season, 
and it is a matter of fact that Veazey's Band has been the most prominent magnet and 
attraction." 

 

ARMAND VEAZEY 
 
Armand Veazey was born in St. Martinville, La., in 1865. He came to New 

Orleans at the age of 16 and for five years worked as a postal clerk. He had been born 
with a love for music, however, and the sweet power of his cornet gained him a local 
reputation even before he joined a band playing at Spanish Fort. 

His performance at that resort won him a stint with a West Coast band, after 
which he went to New York. For seven years he toured the United States with a number 
of groups. Then, in 1895, he returned to the Crescent City determined to develop a band 
of his own. 

He did so with singular success, and his fame as conductor and cornetist became 
city-wide. His band gained favor at Audubon Park, Athletic Park, the Strand Theater and 
City Park, among other centers of attraction. In 1898, he married Miss Alice Pons of New 
Orleans. He died in 1941. 
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Today, West End is largely the domain of the sailing set. There's still a somewhat 
placid and sterile West End Park, and the sight of it must often evoke in old-timers fond 
sweetheart-day memories of hand-in-hand lakefront strolls during which the evening air 
was filled with the romantic strains of Prof. Veazey's Military and Concert Band. 

As the seawall changed the atmosphere and terrain of the lakefront, the main park 
at West End remained and is mentioned in the WPA Guidebook of 1936: 

 
"WEST END, Pontchartrain Blvd. at Lake Pontchartrain, is a small suburban area 

in the extreme northwest corner of New Orleans at the western border of Orleans Parish. 
The chief attractions are West End Park, 'Bucktown,' and the Southern Yacht Club. 
Several night clubs are also located here. 

Formerly a favorite spot for outings, when gay young blades used the 'Shell Road' 
(now Pontchartrain Boulevard) as a speedway to test the mettle of their horses, West End 
is still a charming place for picnics. The park, which is protected from the lake by a 
concrete sea wall, has an abundance of shade trees, and a large number of refreshment 
stands where crabs and shrimps are served in season. A special attraction of the park is 
the large fountain in operation during the summer months. Here people sit for hours on 
warm nights watching the play of the waters in various colors, each spray an individual 
representation. One of the loveliest of these is known as the 'Prairie Fire,' a fountain of 
water illuminated by gold, red, yellow, and blue lights. 

Just across the bridge in the western section of West End, in the 'Free State of 
Jefferson,' is a small settlement known as 'Bucktown.' At one time a wide-open spot, it is 
today a comparatively quiet place A few of the raised camps extending out into the water, 
similar to the ones that once lined the entire lakefront, are still to be seen. 

The home of the Southern Yacht Club is located in West End, its two-story frame 
structure extending over the lake from the left bank of the New Basin Canal. The building 
houses an office, clubrooms, dormitories, and a cafe. The facilities of the club are 
restricted to members and guests of members. Numerous boats and racing sloops are kept 
in the yacht pen. An annual spring regatta is held in April, and in the early fall the club 
acts as host to the Gulf Yacht Association, which comprises yacht clubs along the coast 
of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. On Saturdays and Sundays races may    
be watched from the sea wall." 

 
West End not only presented band concerts but became known as a place that 

presented the best in vaudeville. The vaudeville tour ended in New Orleans. Most of the 
vaudeville "cabarets" were located on the edge of the French Quarter - from Rampart St. 
down Iberville - this area known as the "Tango Belt." There were jobs for these 
performers not only in the "Tango Belt" but work at the lakefront, primarily at West End. 
The show business magazine Variety contains a column each issue that list the various 
vaudeville and musical performers that are scheduled for appearances at West End.  

The lake front was not only a local resort area. It gained national popularity. The 
nation began to read about the Pontchartrain lake resorts. Most important to us are the 
various show business magazines advertising jazz bands in the commercial 
establishments. We find numerous mentioning of the resorts of the South Shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain. On May 19, 1906, in Variety we find a listing of the entertainment bill at 
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West End. In July 14th, we read that "Fishers Band is playing at West End Park," and 
again in August 4 stating the "Fischer's Band continues in favor." This band is again 
mentioned on August 25th, the band still playing at West End. On Sept. 9 we read "West 
End closes 9th. Fischer's Band was forced to respond to many recalls." 

West End appears not to have a 1910 season. It is not until Jan. 28, of 1911 that 
we read another item on West End: "West End Park will not re-open until the summer of 
1912. Improvements by the city will not be completed before then." The city had taken 
over the park at the expiration of the traction company lease. 

-1911, Jan. 28 - "The Spanish Fort resort on Lake Pontchartrain opens in May. 
Vaudeville will be an attraction. Probably the Orpheum circuit will book it. 

-1911, Feb. 11 - "Showboats are fast disappearing from the Miss. River; and the 
few that are left, in most instances - are operating at a loss. The managers of these 
floating palaces attribute the lack of appreciation by the country folks (their best patrons) 
to the emergence of picture theatres in the small towns.  

-1911 March 25 -" Spanish Fort opens May 1" 
-1911 April 8 - "Tosso's Military Band furnish music at West End Park." 
-1911 July 11 -" Vaudeville at Spanish Fort and West End (Fuente Band-Sp. Ft.  

   and Tosso's Band-W.E. Park.)" 
-1912 August 16 - "The bandstand, casino and other buildings at W. E. Park are  

  being removed. It  looks as if the old resort will not offer attractions  
  again." 

-1913 March 7 -" Sp. Ft. opens May 4" 
-1913 April 25." Bad season at Sp. Ft. with opera. will offer band and pro-acts- 

  Tosso's Band." 
-1913 July 11 -" W. E. Park to open next year." 
-1913 August 22 - "Bad season for Sp. Ft. closes August 31. Inclement weather." 
 
The next mention of West End is in 1917, on June 22nd: "West End Park has just 

unfurled a mammoth fountain that sprays to a height of over 50 feet. At night 2 
electricians throw colored light on the water, the effect produced being very beautiful." 

 
1918, Feb. 15 - "The newest of the local roadhouses, a very sumptuous affair, is 

called the 'Japanese Garden.' It is situated near West End Park. Ralph Levey is in charge." 
 
Periodically we read articles about the lakefront in the leading jazz magazines of  

today. One highly informative jazz magazine is the Mississippi Rag. In an article on the 
lakefront, Joe Mares speaks of his experiences on the lakefront: 

 
"Bucktown was a little before my time. Paul and drummer Harold Peterson played 

at the Bucktown Tavern when they were only 16 years old and it was at Bucktown that 
Paul met Rappolo for the lst time. Rap and Geo. Brunies were just kids starting out at 
Brunings Rest. Rappolo played with Abbey Brunies at the Midway at the lakefront during 
the late 20s. The Bienville Roof was at W. E. on Lake Pontchartrain which is not to be 
confused with the Bienville Hotel at Lee Circle where Monk Hazel and Norman 
Brownlee played. The N. O. Owls were a fixture at the Bienville Roof at W. E. for many 
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years. There was another very popular nightclub featuring floor shows called the Chez 
Paree. Originally called the Bungalow it was located out on the lakefront where Masson's 
rest now stands, Wingy Manone played there at the height of his career in the late '40s.' 
Mama Lou's was another popular jam session place located at Seabrook near Little 
Woods on Lake Pontchartrain." 

 

BUCKTOWN 

 
Boats on Canal aside of main street (left) of Bucktown 

Next to West End, over the bridge of the 17th St. Canal is the area known as 
Bucktown. It is about a block long, ending on the old Hammond Highway that runs 
parallel to Lake Pontchartrain. This main street, plus the taverns situated on the left side 
of the highway, was the scene of a very active social scene. Noted at first for its gambling 
and dance halls that gave it its notorious reputation, it is important as an adjunct to West 
End as another source for the exposure of the evolution of jazz.  

 
Around the 1860’s Bucktown began as a quiet little fishing village with most of 

the buildings much like the camps on Lake Pontchartrain. It ws next to West End and a 
bridge went between the two locations. There are theories about how it got its name: 
Some  say because they use to hunt buck deer there; Youngs sailors that requented its 
saloons were called ‘young bucks; Others say that sportsman “buck” Wooley operated a 
fishing business and after shooting a large buck hung the antlers on the bridge that linked 
Jefferson and Orleans Parishes.He also after confronting a soldier that was dancing with 
his girl he remarked: “This is Buck’s girl and this is Buck’s town. One other opinion was 
that after a night of dissipation one wouldn’t have a buck left. 

 
In an article in the Item Tribune we read of its past history: 
 
ITEM TRIBUNE Sept. 6, 1925 - "Barren Ruins of old Resort face the end. Only a 

Battered Hull, Remains Now. Once she ruled as Queen, Now She Goes Out a Wrinkled 
Hag. by Hudson Brunewald. 

Merely the battered hulk of the old Bucktown remains today, wind swept, 
weather-beaten shore of its erstwhile glamour, and buffeted by the waves of time and fate. 
It faces its doom like any old wrinkled hag who clings to the bitter recollections of 
blazing and which was one a flash of brilliant she was a queen among fallen sisters, even 
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as she clings to the faded scarf which adorns here bony shoulders, and which was one a 
flash of brilliant color in the lights of the cabaret. 

A short narrow strip of land, like a fisherman's thumb, points seaward, between 
the stringent stream of the seventeenth street canal, and the restless waters of Lake 
Pontchartrain, just over the Orleans Parish line in Jefferson. A shell road runs the length 
of the strip, in the very dust of which, whipped up into a while haze by the hot breeze, 
there dwells a sinister phantom of the "wide-open" days. 

On one side of the road a row of ramshackle houses with insidious vine-secluded 
porches and shuttered windows, reach back to the edge of the canal. On the other, 
innumerable tickety wharves streak out to a solid colony of doubtful dance halls, fishing 
camps, houses and shacks, stilted on slender pilings over the lake. 

A few scraggly trees, hay, princess of India, swamp cypress, and a lone skeleton 
oak, cast splotches of uncertain shade over the road. And the iron harred moors of an 
ancient one room jail, with its rusted chain and massive padlock, swings behind a clump 
of mangrove bushes. 

 

This Is Bucktown 

 
This is the Bucktown that is to or wiped out of existence when the $27,000,000 

lake front sea wall and parkway improvement project is begun; the Bucktown that is to be 
leveled and graded into an open park with cool roadways and residence site; the 
Bucktown that is doomed to destruction by the inexorable force of progress. 

One enters Bucktown from the New Orleans West End Parkway through a 
wooden arch, like the gateway to a traveling side show which lacks only the high 
platform and the ballyhoo shouting of Hindoo snake charmers, harem girls, and the 
freakish monstrosities of four continents, to complete the illusion. 

Through a broad walk alley, hemmed in on either side by a solid block of frame 

dance halls, bearing such names as: Lake Side Inn, White Cottage, Venice Inn, East 

End Club, Green Cottage, (cafe, cabaret and bathing), and Bruning's new restaurant, a 
vista of the broad blue lake may be seen stretching out to the horizon. 

Bucktown by day is peaceful. A mere handful of inhabitants are to be found, 
strolling barefoot in the white dust of its lone street, or peering from behind windows and 
dark doorways. But at night an amazing transformation takes place. 

 

Scene of Brilliance at Night 

 
An area of brilliance spreads its lustrous of incandescence against the night sky. 

Rows of electric bulbs trace piers patterns of glowing lights upon a screen of darkness. 
Music, wild and barbaric, blares from every door of the dance halls. The throb of the 
stifling cabarets beats the air with frenzied wings. Denizens of the deninmende mingle 
with the human tide surging into grim dives. 

In jangling, yellow illumined rooms where jaded habitués move through the 
smoke filled atmospheres, a tremor of life is felt in the dead fingers of a thundering past. 
The scene is suggestive of the "old days" when, like the Barbary Coast of San Francisco 
and the outlaw towns of the roaring west. Bucktown moved in all of its criminal glory. 
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It was a melting pot of sinister adventure, a limbo of the desperate, where hell 
broke loose nightly from the turgid undercurrents. Where the lowest of low life swarmed 
behind swinging doors. Where roulette, faro, rondeau, vingt-et-une, brag escarte, and the 
dice tables held their victims in a poisonous web. Where fortunes were made and lost at 
the turn of a card, and pistol shots were common. 

Here numerous illegitimate gambling houses, opened mainly at night, were 
resorted to by all classes, but more especially by members of the lower element, and by 
the many strangers from all parts of the world who came to New Orleans in those lively 
times in quest of "easy" gain. 

 

Rendezvous of Underworld 

 
Consult any of the old police records for history making names of Bucktown. 

There were characters for an artist's brush in the clandestine resort. Adventurers, 
impostors, artful women and dissolute wretches. Crafty gamblers and wily ginmeaters, 
who scrawled their daily losses and gain in yellow ledgers. 

And there are legends of stirring residents and gruesome tragedies worthy of the 
pen of a Harte, a Wister. a Rhodes or a London. 

Ancient bewhiskered survivors of those exciting times, who sit poorly clad, by the 
rail of their battered camps, looking out over the water with bloodshot eyes, will tell you 
of the night the storm howled in with breaking billows, and roaring guste and swept away 
to Hylnad's famous cabaret, with great vengeance. And they will point with greasy fingers 
to the grim evidence of old decaying pullings, jutting from the water like evil fangs. 

They will tell you of nights when the old Star and Garter saloon, cabaret, dance 
hall, and gambling den, ran full blast, overflowing with tumultuous crowds whose shouts 

and loud voices rang in the air. They will tell you of Martin's and Schonhauser's and 

Brunning's. 
 

The Percentage Girls 

 
They will speak of the girls who promenaded singly and in pairs through the 

ribald street, and decoyed aimless profligates to the gaming tables of this or that 
proprietor, who paid them percentage. 

They will tell you the story of Jo's monkey, who broke up a dance one night, and 
of how "Hell-Cat Sadie," met her fate by a sailor's knife. 

And they will whisper of loaded dice, and wheels that were "fixed.' and of men 
who were "shangled" on reeking luggars for the winnings in their pockets. 

"But there ain't no more Bucktown now," they will say, "She's a changed gal! 
Mended her ways, you see. So we calls here the "East End." 

Yet the old name Bucktown still clings. And it always will, for it is a name born 
of notoriety. 

Its origin is a matter of dispute. Some say that the place was named after "Buck" 
Oliver Wills, who opened one of its first big dance halls, but others claim that sailors 
called it Bucktown long before this, "because the Bucks were always fighting there." 
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Bucktown was a foundling. It came into being when the old property strip of J. 
Louis Beau lieu, which ran from Metairie road to Lake Pontchartrain, became 
Metairieville, and a squatters settlement of fishing camps and huts sprang up on its lower 
shore line. 

Origin of Squatters Mystery 

 
No one knows exactly where they came from. They were cast like seeds, by the 

winds and the tides, upon the marsh bound coast, and there took root, and grew into a 
strange colony. 

Later, a lakeside resort and amusement park known as "West End," was built over 
a broad board-walk on the adjoining shore in Orleans Parish. When the restaurants, 
vaudeville, side shows and concessions there began to draw vast crowds from the city, 
who came, in the early days, buy puffing little steam trains. Bucktown blazed forth with 
wildest fury, and claimed its share of the loud sporting element. 

New Orleans was still an El Dorado for gamblers then, partly because of its 
cosmopolitan mass of French, Spanish, Creoles, and the reckless foreigners of other 
countries; and when the law became too oppressive in the city. Bucktown rose to her 
glory. 

Gambling houses opened in every direction, and saloons, cabarets, and dance halls 
grew into a solid block of blaring, wild open resorts. 

 

No Pretensions of elegance 

 
But none of these establishments ever assumed any pretensions of elegance, or 

order. There were no sumptuously, furnished houses, where bountiful dinners and suppers 
were served to patrons and visitors, such as might have been found at McGrath's 
Sherwood's or Perritt's in  New Orleans. There were no high toned places in Bucktown. 
No cards or initiation fees were necessary. All were welcome-and all came. 

There congregated strange admixtures of human society from every walk of life 
and from every class. There were traveling gamblers, who arrived out of breath from parts 
unknown, and left on the run in the same direction. There were old rouges and young 
outcasts. There were ruffians and there were thieves. 

For years Bucktown flourished unmolested, except for high winds and rising tides. 
But a new storm loomed upon its emblazoned horizon. The moral sense of civilization 
had gradually developed despite all odds in the hectic history of Louisiana. New Orleans 
had undergone vast changes under the situation of progress. Slowly the eyes of the law 
were sweeping down upon the sinister habitats of vice and crime and the grim machinery 
of destruction turned toward Bucktown. 

Even the elements seemed to join forces with the stern raiders. What the fire of 
1914 failed to do by way of ruin, when sixteen of Bucktown's houses were razed to the 
water's edge, the hurricane of '15 completed. 

 

A Changed Bucktown 
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When Bucktown emerged from the tangled mass of dripping and twisted 
wreckage, with a few rebuilt restaurants and dance halls. It had suffered a great change of 
countenance. 

It is said that it actually struggled to free itself from the vile influence of its malign 
reputation. For the first time a church was discovered in Bucktown, and a school house 
reopened its protecting doors to the untarnished barefoot youths. 

But it was a struggle against bitter opposition. All was not destined to be smooth. 
Newcomers, with good money to spend, bent upon capitalizing her past glamour, erected 
new halls upon the ruins of the old. 

West End, too, had been reconstructed. An active city administration had 
transformed the old resort into a green parkway, with smooth drives and shaded walks. 
All of the old concessions were gone, and a new spirit pervaded the place. 

But Bucktown clung to the past merely drawing the shutter's tighter. There were 
gang fights in its lone street, and ringing echoes of old days filled the dance halls. 

One thing might be said in its favor, certain old citizens bundled themselves 
together in a protective unit and live today within a circle of their own. Fishing again, 
crabbing for profitable "soft shells" and seining for lake shrimp. 

For Bucktown is about to die. The last dice have been cast by the fingers of fate - 
The last bet lost at its tables. 

Soon the running tide will wash no more against the scarred pilings of the 
glamorous old settlement. For the goddess of chance bows to the lords of progress, and 
mighty undertakings are under way. 

When the $27,000,000 Sea Wall and Lake Front development project of New 
Orleans, which will convent the lake shore from Bucktown to Seabrook, into magnificent 
parkway, is begun, Bucktown will be leveled, and buried beneath a terrace of green 
lawns." 

 
Bucktown can be reached from West End by going over the 17th St. Canal Bridge 

or approaching it from Robert E. Lee Blvd. (old Hammond Highway) turn right 
immediately as you pass over the 17th St. Canal Bridge In the "Jazz Map of New 
Orleans" I have written the following about Bucktown: 

 
"Bucktown was a very notorious and rough place during it heyday. It was 

described in a 1925 newspaper: "Rows of electric bulbs trace fiery patterns of glowing 
lights upon a screen of darkness. Music, wild and barbaric, blares from every door of the 
dance halls...The scene is suggestive of the 'old days' when like the Barbary Coast of San 
Francisco and the outlaw towns of the roaring West." (A rather descriptive, colorful 
account of Bucktown, but true. Most of the area was leveled in the many storms and 
hurricanes that occurred over the years. A list is given of Bucktown Cabarets, not yet 
located.) "Bucktown moved in all of its criminal glory. It was a melting pot of sinister 
adventure, a limbo of the desperate, where hell broke loose nightly from the turgid 
undercurrent. They will tell you of nights when the Old Star and Garter Saloon, Cabaret, 
Dance Hall and Gambling Den ran full blast, overflowing with tumultuous crowds whose 
shouts and loud voices rang in the air." 
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In the early 1990's most of the remaining structures were destroyed and there is 
nothing left, save a few private homes, of the original notorious Bucktown. 
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MILNEBURG 
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Milneburg is the place on the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain that is mentioned 
most by the early jazz musicians. It has a long and interesting history. 

Milneburg was named for the genial Scotch philanthropist, Alexander Milne, 
who, dying in October 1838, left great wealth in lands and monies for the establishment 
and maintenance of local asylums.  

In England, Alexander Milne was one of the footmen for a gentleman who bore 
the title of "Duke of Richmond." The Duke was a rugged and demanding individual to his 
employers. He decided to put his servants into livery (Sic: Livery - A uniform or 
distinctive garb-a gift of clothes given by the master to his servants.) This also meant 
powdered heads with talcum. Milne, a real red head, refused to do this and resigned and 
migrated to America in 1776. Upon arriving to America he went into the hardware 
business and then to manufacturing bricks. Successful, he ultimately became one of New 
Orleans' three wealthiest men, which included Touro and McDonough. 

He acquired a Spanish land grant to land which nobody else seemed to want as it 
was swampy land that extended along the shore of Lake Pontchartrain. He gradually 
added more of the shore line property and owned roughly the entire lake edge from the 
Jefferson Parish line (Bucktown) to the "Rigolets," a distance about 22 miles long and a 
mile and a half deep. 
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Perhaps it was his Scottish business sense which gave him extraordinary ideas 
about the development of his lakefront property for in 1831 (just seven years before his 
death) he made a deal with a railroad to run a rail line from New Orleans to the nearest 
point on the lake. Thus began the famous history of "Smokey Mary" (Sic: sometimes 
spelled 'Smoky'), a mainstay of transportation to the lake front that lasted until March 5, 
1932. It was a distance of 4 and a half miles that took 15 minutes and originally cost 14 
cents. 

For many years Milne's stretch of lake shore land was of interest only to fisherman 
and to those who traveled through Lake Pontchartrain. A group of far-sighted 
entrepreneurs formed the Pontchartrain Railroad Corporation and the Louisiana 
Legislature authorized a railroad from the river front in New Orleans using Elysian Fields 
Ave. as their direct route to the lake. Railroads at this time were hardly known and were 
anything but proven and the lake terminal was hardly more than wilderness. The little 
railroad was the first railroad west of the Alleghenies and only the second to be 
constructed in the United States. To run the railroad directly to the lake meant acquiring a 
strip of land from Milne, which they did. Building the railroad was quite a feat. Loads of 
levee earth for fill was brought in by mules and special insect resistant ties had to be 
imported from Mexico. In six weeks and two days the road was ready for business. The 
new line had to depend on horses for its power source as the engine had not yet arrived 
from England. 

The federal government designated the lake terminal an official United States port 
of entry and authorized a lighthouse, a structure that is still standing today, being rebuilt 
in 1858 and again in 1875. 

 

 
 
The Port of Milneburg opened formally the same day the railroad was finished 

and officially named Port Pontchartrain. Upon Milne's suggestion, the small hamlet was 
named Milneburg. The engine finally arrived from England late in 1832 and was put into 
use immediately. Milne was on his way to becoming a millionaire. 

The lake bottom sloped away from the shore, although remaining shallow for a 
great distance making landing big boats impractical, thus a long trestle and wharf was 
extending about a half mile out so that side-wheelers and sail boats could dock. The port 
became a very busy one as the trip to New Orleans took only fifteen to twenty minutes. 
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This continued until a rail was built between Mobile and New Orleans in 1870 thus 
ending Milneburg as a practical port. 

Upon completion of the railroad the Milneburg area was develop with many 
wharves constructed over the shallow lake shore. They added a lake terminus, hotels and 
restaurants that would attract clientele from New Orleans as well as tourists. The area 
became another resort area on the south shore of the lake. The Lake House was built in 
1831 and the Washington Hotel in 1832-44  

In the 1840's and 50's Boudreau's and Miguel's Phoenix House increased the 
popularity of Milneburg. 

In the Sunday States of New Orleans of Dec. 23, 1883 we read: 
 

"In years gone by Milneburg was the prominent lake end resort but 
West End gradually became pre-eminent as an attraction to visitors and 
residents in summer and winter, and the Old Lake, as Milneburg was once 
called, lost some of its patronage and prosperity, it is still a most excellent 
place and attraction to visitors. There is much shrubbery, neat gardens, 
well equipped restaurants and amusements in summer, including, usually, 
an opera troupe. In winter the restaurants suspend business, and there is 
nothing alluring save the natural beauty and advantages of the settlement 
and the splendid fishing that is afforded. Milneburg, nevertheless, should 
not be cut from the visitor's list of sights to be seen. It is well worth a visit, 
and is easily accessible - Cars over the Pontchartrain road, whose depot is 
on Esplanade street, convey passengers rapidly to the lake. Milneburg 
promises to regain some of its lost prosperity next season, as it is on the 
cards that a large Western brewing association will lease the place and 
transform it into a grand beer garden, presenting amusements of varied 
character, and making the Old Lake inviting to families." 
 
The first resort began when the railroad directors realized that with a little 

imagination and investment they could create a passenger traffic that would nicely 
supplement their freight haulage. And so was built a pier 830 feet into the lake. On it they 
constructed a tavern they named the Lake House. It cost $8000, a fair amount to risk in 
those days, but they knew what they were doing. Since the ride now cost no more than a 
quarter, and was a pleasant way to spend fifteen minutes, New Orleanians flocked out to 
the Lake House. 

Instant success make the company risk further capital in the form of a hotel and 
three bath houses. In December, 1831, the company put up $11,000 to get things started 
and in the following April the Washington Hotel opened for the summer trade. The 
Washington Hotel gained a world-wide reputation and many visitors to New Orleans 
made the Milneburg area one of their places to visit. An Englishman, Henry Bax, 
managed the Washington Hotel from its opening in 1832 until 1844. The hotel gained 
notoriety and was renowned as a playground for the elite. Its grand ballroom was ideal for 
fancy balls, while its broad galleries were perfect for strolling, sipping drinks, giving 
parties, or simply relaxing. One person described his presence there was a pleasure: "to sit 
on the gallery of the old Washington Hotel and watch the Morgan side-wheelers churn in 
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from Galveston and Mobile, or to sit and watch the couples in the grand salon going 
through the mazes of the lancers and the quadrille." 

 
Rapidly Milneburg built up. Restaurants, hotels, saloons and varied pleasure 

domes crowded around the Washington Hotel and the railroad terminal. Miguel's Phoenix 
House and Boudreau's were two of the best liked restaurants. William Makepeace 
Thackeray dined on Miguel's bouillabaisse in 1856. Being very impressed he wrote in an 
essay in the Cornhill Magazine "At that comfortable inn in Pontchartrain we had 
bouillabaisse than which a better was never eaten at Marseilles." 

All of these new attractions and notoriety the railroad made up to sixteen trips a 
day with seven or eight extra excursions on Sunday and holidays.  

While the Washington Hotel and the fancy restaurants might be a bit expensive, 
there were enough other attractions to please anyone who could afford the reasonable 
railroad fare. Milneburg "is the truly republican stamping ground," said the Picayune in 
1839, "only see the crowd trundling out of the cars, of all sorts, sizes, sexes, and 
descriptions, laughing and elated, and with a determination for fun." This "republican" 
crowd was both white and black patrons. One of the original three bath houses was 
designated "for the coloured population." Begun in April, 1833, it was ready by July of 
that year. Originally the colored bath house was to have been connected to the shore by a 
separate pier, but this meant extra expense so in the end the Negro's bath house was 
attached to the wharf of the Washington Hotel. There was also a separate shore house. 

These accommodations were for the free Negroes of New Orleans, a place they 
could find release and relaxation at Milneburg. Milneburg also had accommodations for 
dining for free Negroes. The railroad provided special cars for the Free Negroes. A 
woman, Matilda Houston, noticed during her visit to New Orleans in the early 1840's that 
"there were as many Negroes riding the railroad to Milneburg as there were whites - if not 
more." The Negroes she saw were "thoroughly enjoying themselves, laughing and singing 
from the packed carriage." 

Slaves were another matter. They were forbidden to use the bath houses, and if 
they were around the lake at all they were supposed to carry a certificate from the Mayor, 
or else be in the company of their master. In part this was because the Free Negroes often 
resented mixing with the slaves (an ironic attitude) and in part because the lake offered an 
easy escape route for slaves. Ships were frequently short handed and not at all adverse to 
hiding a slave who would make a good sailor once they got him out into the Gulf. 

This then was Milneburg before the Civil War, during its best years as an elite 
resort. One visitor called Milneburg as a "Village of Flowers." It must have made a 
beautiful day to travel to Milneburg for a refreshing swim, then partake of a superb 
dinner, ending the evening with a stroll through the lush gardens. 

The same year, 1857, the Washington Hotel caught fire (it was quickly repaired), 
but it marked the gradual changing of Milneburg from the Civil War and its aftermath, to 
a less elite resort and more of a playground for the common people. 

After the war there was an increase in patronage and they began to call the little 
engine "Smokey Mary." The train even supplied a jail for Milneburg on Sundays and 
holidays when the resort was crowded. An empty boxcar was hauled over early and left in 
Milneburg all day for the incarceration of drunks, pick pockets, brawlers, and other 
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disorderly persons. When the last train left for New Orleans this unique jail on wheels 
would simply be attached and hauled back to the city. 

Changes began to be seen at Milneburg. Little by little the wharf was extended 
from the old boat landing, and camps sprang up on each side, as well as along the shore. 
These camps were used for picnics, fishing, bathing, dancing, drinking, or any other 
pleasure the citizens could dream up. A dance pavilion was added to the old Washington 
Hotel and the whole structure could be rented for public picnics and balls. Other times it 
functioned as a sort of beer garden. 

But most of all, the place and the people changed; there was also a change in the 
musical sounds heard. A strange new music interpretation was beginning to be played 
there. To those who remembered old Milneburg, with its brass bands and polite society 
this new sound was probably disturbing. To the dance patrons, the orchestras no longer 
guitar and violin; but trombone and snare drum. No more minuets, quadrilles or waltzes 
but swaying, swaggering dance music, that many called blatant, raucous noises and 
revelries, many called it discordant ragtime. 

These "raucous sounds" were, of course, the sounds of early jazz, sounds and 
styles of dance music that were to be the real glory and fame of Milneburg, something 
that would keep its name alive forever, long after the place itself had passed into destiny 
and disappear from the map. 

As Jazzmen puts it: "They used bands in those pre-radio days for every 
conceivable event at Milneburg on the lake front." And Sidney Bechet in Treat It Gentle, 
gives Milneburg a lot more credit than the whorehouses of Storyville for providing 
employment for pioneer jazzmen. The musicians, he wrote, "would go to those houses 
Sic: camps) just whenever they didn't have a regular engagement or some gig they was 
playing, when there was no party or picnic or ball to play at. But in those days there was 
always some party going, some fish fry, and there was always some picnic around the 
Lake. Louis Armstrong, Danny Barker, the Eagle Band, they all talked about Milneburg." 

 
The Milneburg of the 1920's 

 

First a ride on Smokey Mary out to the lake. Then perhaps a trip on the steamer 
Camelia across the lake and back. Or a picnic, or some combination of camping, picnic, 
fishing bathing and dancing. And everywhere the sounds of that glorious New Orleans 
music. But the end of Milneburg was fast approaching. In 1922 a sea wall that would 
move the shore out beyond the lighthouse was authorized. Work began in 1926 and was 
finished in 1930. Milneburg was no more. Milneburg will always be remembered each 
time the great tune 'Milneburg Joys' by Jelly Roll Morton is played. Alexander Milne's 
name is thusly perpetuated in a manner he probably never dreamed of but would 
appreciate. 
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Smokey Mary ran for two years after the sea wall was complete. The lighthouse is 

still standing. On March 15, 1932, Smokey Mary made her last trip, a hundred years after 
the first steam engine ran to the lake. Let us state that "Milneburg was a resort with camps 
and dance halls, but those dance halls held the sounds of jazz and the "Milneburg Joys" 
will be enjoyed as long as there are jazz bands in the world." 
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JAZZMEN AND THE LAKEFRONT 

 
Our main interest in Milneburg and the lakefront is the activities of the many 

musicians and jazz bands that played there. From all indications and assumptions, any 
band that did not play at the lakefront was the exception. There is no record of anyone 
ever stating that they did not play at the lakefront - on the contrary - all that were asked 
recalled they played there very often, either at regular gigs - such as A. J. Piron's at 
Tranchinas, or for private picnic/dances at the hundreds of camps lining the shore line. 

On the weekend a New Orleans musician is said to be either playing an 
advertising job on a truck through the streets of New Orleans or playing at the lakefront. 
The lakefront played an important role in the propagation of early jazz styles. Music 
historians Al Rose and Edmond Souchon assert that the lakefront were "the” birthplace of 
jazz, not Storyville. It might be pointed out that jazz was established and formulated and 
evolved into its style well before Storyville was established. Black, White and Creole 
bands all played at the lakefront which gave each of them an opportunity to hear each 
others style and repertoire. This opportunity should be pointed out as one of the main 
factors in the evolution of early jazz.  

 
What Early Jazzmen Said about the Lakefront 

 

Louis Armstrong stated in one interview that there were around 60 bands on a 
week-end on the lake front., both Black, White and Creole. The bands and musicians that 
indicated they played out on the lake front is a who's who in early jazz. First the 
musicians that talked about playing individual gigs (not steady ones). 

Alexis Ricard in his interview at Tulane states:  
 

"Most of these jobs (on the lakefront) with Papa Celestin's Tuxedo 

Band - were at West End. Some were at Milneburg. The sites were usually 
camps located near the water, rented by social groups or individuals for the 

occasion. Kid Rena over there, or Buddy Petit over here, Celestin over 
there - all trying to outblast each other. As many as 20 bands would play at 
the lake on a Sunday." 
 
In these interviews we read the names of the early jazz greats that played on the 

waterfront. Most of those interviewed mention both activities at the lakefront and the 

names of musicians. Andrew Bailey states: 
 

"They also went out to the lake, to Milneburg on Sunday.  Freddie 

Keppard used to play out there and Buddy Petit and them. - - - Out on 
the lake there was plenty of dancing, fishing, entertainment. The dance hall 
would be out on the water." 
 

Isidore Barbarin mentions the names of other bands playing on the 
lakefront: 
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"When asked 'Did y'll ever play at Lake Pontchartrain when it used to 
be Milneburg?' 'Yeah, was little, little places, it was no big to do. Played 

for picnics. There were many bands playing: Robichaux, a brass band and 

a string band, a jazz band - Eagle Band." 

Paul Barbarin, one of the musicians that formed a band in Chicago and who sent 
for "King" Oliver and Louis Armstrong, talks about the lakefront: 

"Used to go to Milneburg (1906-7) where there were many camps. 
There were picnics every day and bands were hired to play at those 
picnics, so that there might be several bands playing in the area at the same 
time. 

These picnics, remember, were in reality parties or happenings and included food 
and dancing and bands were an important part of this activity during the waterfront age. 
In a later interview he further stated: 

"My grandmother held many picnics for the family and friends at 
Lucien's Pavilion at Milneburg on Lake Pontchartrain...On Sunday there 
would be bands playing at every camp at the lake. Emile Christian can 
verify that statement, as he played there many times. For musicians 
Sunday was busiest at Milneburg, Monday were also very good. Bands at 
Milneburg or in the dance halls lined up in this order: facing the bandstand 
- "bass guitar, clarinet, cornet, trombone and drums. The guitar was used at
this time rather than banjo which became popular later."

In researching early jazz instrumentation and over 15,000 stocks, the banjo makes 
its appearance around 1911. While music was published for banjo and mandolin 
ensembles these instruments were not part of the traditionally published dance band 
music prior to 1911. 

Sharkey Bonano spent much of his youth around the lake front also mentions 
musicians and the lakefront: 

"There was music at Milneburg practically every day, but weekends 
and especially Sunday saw many bands at work there; On Sunday many 
picnics were held there. I heard Oliver at the lake sometimes on Sunday." 

There were a number of musicians whose interviews mention the name of smaller, 
individual camps that they played at for picnics (a picnic was the same as a party or dance 
with food, drink and music). From the old levee map we can see just how prevalent these 
camps were with literally hundreds of camps on the shore line from Bucktown to Little 
Woods. Sharkey Bonano lived near the south shore of the lake and speaks of these camps 
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which were owned by either individuals or clubs and rented out to others or used it 
themselves: 

"Clubs such as the Owl Club, the Hazel Club, the Hilda Club and the 
Little Brown Jug were especially to accommodate picnics, and dances, 
combined; the affairs were open to the public for $1.50....advertising space 
was sold." 

Along with Sharkey the Brunies Brothers had direct ties with the waterfront as 
one of the première restaurants (still in West End) was owned by the Brunies family: The 
brothers talk about the lakefront: Abbie Brunies talks about working at Milneburg from 9 
AM to 6 PM for $2.50 and said there were 3 dance halls there. George Brunies mentions 
playing in Bucktown and used to go to Milneburg on the weekends - Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday. Richard used to play all day picnics on Sunday at Milneburg with the Fischer or 
Schilling Bands and sometimes Jack Laines' and blew the roof off. 

Al Burbank, early jazz clarinetist "had a brother who used to give (promote) a lot 

of picnics at the lake. Manuel Perez and Big Eye Nelson were most often hired to 

provide the music." Kid Clayton, cornetist of early jazz bands, "played at Milneburg, 
working every Saturday and Sunday playing such places as the Log Cabin and Sam's 
Camp." 

Octave Crosby was an early jazz pianist and probably worked the lakefront more 
than other instrumentalist as he could work solo states: "I played at Milneburg; on the 
lake week-ends there would be bands in all the camps, during the week a piano player 
might be hired solo, there were pianos in all the camps. I played there with the band of the 
trumpeter Albert Snaie and also with trumpeter Willie Pajaud at a pavilion. (The pavilion 
i.e., a camp larger than a small cottage where Crosby played was open to the public.) The
dances at Milneburg (i.e., the public affairs not individual parties), stayed open until
eleven or twelve at night."

Eddie Dawson states the following about the waterfront: 

"I played in a band for picnics at Milneburg in which were Manuel 

Perez, trumpet, J. Palao, violin, among others. Sidney Bechet was hired 

to play for one job. I played with Keppard on violin at Milneburg 
picnics...I worked a lot with M. Perez at Milneburg. 

Willie Foster had some interesting thinks to say about the lakefront: 

"Caught Smokey Mary early Sunday morning to go to Milneburg to 
play a picnic, an all day affair. Monday we would probably play at 
Milneburg or West End for another all day picnic. There would be picnics 
all week at the lake; various organizations would rent camps at the lake for 
picnics." 
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Willie also states how people would sometimes "find out which of the clubs at the 
lake was going to have a band, or which one had a band already; then they would get a 
camp close to that club and people two or three camps on either side of one club with 
music would be dancing to the same band without having to pay for it." This brings to 
light the point that all the people could hear all kinds of music, which was also true of the 
many bands - they could hear each other and many times would have 'bucking' contests. 

Sam Penn, the early jazz drummer worked at Milneburg with Willie (the elder) 
Humphrey. 

Arnold Loyacano also mentions Jack Laine and his bands. He would: "stay at 
Laine's house Saturday night and on Sunday morning they would catch Smokey Mary and 
play at Milneburg where bootleg whiskey was available. (Al Capone supplied it)."  

August Laurent also remembers "playing at picnics by the lake. One place they 
had dances was up on stilts and they had one door and one pair of steps leading down." 

Another pianist, Armand Hug recalls playing picnics at Milneburg. He says "there were 
pianos at some of the camps." Hug imagined that Jelly Roll Morton surely had to have 
played at some of the camps at Milneburg and states: "There must have been pianos at 
some of the camps in the early days." Hug also recalls "I played with pick-up bands at 
picnics. Milneburg had plenty of camps out there. I played out there regular. So many 
different jobs. They gave picnics at camps out there and I played for white and I played 
for colored. Sunday - all day picnics and all to eat and drink and have a good time." 
Another pianist, Louis Gallaud played at Milneburg "leading a band out there then."  

Dave Oxley's first music job "was at Milneburg playing with Punch Miller, 

trumpet, Bubber Green, clarinet on this first job. It was Chris Kelly's band there...The 
band would start at twelve noon on Sunday and people usually wouldn't get back until 

one or two AM Monday." In 1915 Tony Parenti was playing at Milneburg. He states: "If 
there were parties going on at two camps near each other, there would be a battle of music 
all day long - from ten AM until six PM."  

Al Picou, famous for his solo on "High Society" played jobs at Milneburg for 

picnics, and Eddie Richardson remembers playing for a police stag party at Milneburg 

with George Jones, bass, Louis Gulliard, piano and Al Brown, drums. Willie Santiago 

while still young worked with Manuel Perez out at the lake at Milneburg and remembers 

"one picnic out there particularly with Paul Barbarin." 

Happy Schilling remarked that “I played for a lot of picnics at West End and at 
Milneburg. There were twenty or more bands working at Milneburg almost every Sunday 
playing for picnics." 

Harrison Verret stated that "pianos were seldom used with bands in the early 
days. There were no pavilions at all in the camps at Milneburg. In the early days, 
especially in the one family camps there probably were no pianos but as commercialism 
and dance halls were established pianos became more prevalent." (Sic: I think Verret 
means that most of the camps were small cottages and not larger ones that were called 
pavilions.) 

Kid Thomas talks about playing at Milneburg and West End for picnics, etc.: 

"We used to play on the lake (at West End and Milneburg) every 
Sunday. We used to play two or three times of the week on the levee 
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where the lake shore opened - used to play different camps, white or 
colored at Milneburg, The band played for a lot of picnics given by the 
Wolves." 

Bat Steckler, of the Streckler boat owner families, in his interview states: 

"Dozens of bands played around Milneburg. All private picnics in the 
little private player/camps. They had more rotten bands than they had good 
ones." 

That last statement of Stecklers is important as it shows that even band bands 
worked there. I think because there was such a demand for band that they were gotten 
together quickly and musical standards of some of these bands was below average. 
Inexperienced musicians have tendencies to have to "fake" more and with the copying of 
other bands became the incentives for improvising in early dance band music which led 
us to jazz styles. 

Bands, especially good ones, were always needed and welcomed. Manny Gabriel 
talks about the converting of any musician states: "You just could pick up your horn and 
walk out there (Milneburg) and the man be running behind you to come and play for 
him." Gabriel also talks about bands at the camps and on the boats. 

George Henderson talks of picnics at West End and Spanish Fort which were 
usually held on Sunday, usually beginning around 10:00 in the morning. 

While Milneburg seemed to have been most popular for picnics we have read that 
some also mention West End and Spanish Fort. Was it at a different time or era? Was 
Milneburg earlier and West End and Spanish Fort then became popular for picnics? I 
believe that all the spots on the lake front were used for picnics as we have other 
musicians talking about other locations. George Justin mentions picnics at Spanish Fort: 

"They used to give picnics out there (Spanish Fort) all through the day 
where in you'd play out there all day. Milneburg was where they used to go 
out on the beach in Milenburg." 

Avery 'Kid' Howard remarked that "I played at Milneburg when they had all 
those camps with Jack Carey ('Kid' Howard played drums) when he was playing out 
there. I also played out there with my own band.  7 or 8 bands were playing there: Rena, 
Punch Miller, Jack Carey, Sam Morgan and others." 

Punch Miller, in his interview, says a very interesting think: "Sunday, the band 
that is not on the streets is out at the lake, playing like the devil. From this we can see the 
need and use of music/bands during the era of the lake resorts and camp activities. I 
remember sometimes they used to have seven or eight bands out there. - Rena, myself, 
Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly - white bands played at Spanish Fort the most. They'd play out 
that way and we'd play at Milneburg." 

Stella Oliver, the wife of Joe 'King' Oliver, recalls that "Oliver ('King') played 
on the Lake - West end, a resort for Negroes on the Lake. Joe played at the lake before 
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World War I and even before they were married in 1912...Joe played at Milneburg which 
was also for Negroes. 

Another jazz musician who talks about the lakefront is Santo Pecora. He says: "I 
used to play at Milneburg and we bucked with colored bands. The locations were at 
Milneburg and Spanish Fort. (Sic: We should mention here that the names of West End, 
Spanish Fort and Milneburg might be interchangeable when used by these early jazz 
men.)" 

West End and Spanish Fort had their rather formal set establishments and 
commercial places. Milneburg was noted more for an abundance of small camps and 
emphasize. Picnics/dances were held all along the lake from Bucktown to Little Woods 
with both black and white bands playing alongside of each other, both playing at private 
camp picnics and for public dance halls and clubs. . 

The drummer of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band Tony Sbarbaro remarked: 
"We used to go out to the lake and play those picnics from nine til six." 

Big Bill Thompson recalls that "there were bands playing at the lake then, on 
Sundays. I was only six or seven years old at the time, the music was mostly ragtime." 

While there is no date attached to the above statement Thompson was born in 
1895 and this means that he was talking about the music at the turn of the 20th century. In 
New Orleans the bands have been described as playing music that they called ragtime but 
later became known as jazz. The term jazz was a name that began to be used in the 20's in 
Chicago and caught on nationally. There have been a number of articles written on the 
origin of the word jazz but by the beginning of the second decade of the century it was 
adopted and would gain a very broad meaning.  

"Little Dad" Vincent (banjo) says that "the Liberty Bell Band also played out at 
the lake at different camps and at Milneburg, West End, Spanish Fort, Little Woods and 
Bucktown , all out there." 

So many other early jazz musicians speak about the lakefront and by giving their 
statements we continue to show that the lakefront was a very active place and most 
musicians speak of playing there. I think it is important to put down in this book their 
statements, whether it be just a sentence or a paragraph. 

Albert Walters states: "We used to play many picnics, like at Milneburg...I 
worked out there till they completely demolished all the camps we were one of the last 
bands out there. (The seawall was constructed in the early 30's.) 

Alfred Williams also about playing for picnics. Picnics were the most popular 
form of gathering as they contained food, drink and dancing - which called for a live 
band. So many of the musicians talk about playing for picnics or what we might call a 
party. Williams states: In the summer there were lots of picnics such as at Spanish Fort. 
They had picnics all the way from Little Woods to West End to Bucktown...Every Sunday 

there were picnics from 10 to 6. Some bands would be playing - Buddy Petit, Sam 

Morgan, every camp would have a band." 
While Williams remarked that "every camp had a band" we know that was an 

exaggeration for there were 100's of camps. He was just emphasizing that there were 
numerous bands playing. Louis remembers the figure of 60 bands playing at the lake 
front. We can assume that most every musician, if healthy, was playing music on the 
week-ends and we probably could find many of the band's efficiency level very 
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diversified - some great musical bands and others a spasm-like band made up of mostly 

young amateurs attempting to play music. We read that "Kid" Howard was taught to 
play drums in a week. To me this means that much 'faking' or improvising was going on - 
an element and style that influenced early jazz techniques. Many musicians in New 
Orleans, not having formal musical lessons and not being able to read, had learned to 
produce sounds from their instrument and through trial and error and listening to other 
players been able to produce something close to the song or a part that would fit in with 
the melody. We read of musicians talking and listening to another band play an 
unfamiliar tune and remarking "I've got my part covered, how's yours? These happenings 
and their results help evolve a style of playing music that evolved into early jazz and 
emphasizes the importance of the lakefront where the various bands had the opportunity 
to hear other bands, hear new songs and copy them, thus evolving an approach to 
performance that evolved into jazz. 

Andrew Morgan, one of the musical Morgan family, played with the Magnolia 

Band and speaks of this band playing the lakefront: "The Magnolia Band - Sam Morgan, 

trumpet, Joe Watson, clarinet, Alfred Williams, drums, Ti Boy Gilmore, bass, Yank 

Johnson, trombone - the band was playing around 1918 - including West End and 
Milneburg." 

One of the most famous and respected names in early jazz 'Kid' Ory, played 
many times on the lakefront and has a few remarks about this experience: 'Kid' Ory states 
that "Buddy Bolden played out at Milneburg. We were busy on Sunday playing out at the 
lake. You know picnics at different pavilions - camps - they called them pavilions. " 

The words used to describe structure at the lake front: smaller, more family 
orientated structures were more often called camps. The larger structures mostly used for 
public social functions were more often called pavilions. I believe it is the former use that 
Ory is talking about. 

Albert Artiques remarked that "there would be three or four picnics on Sunday 
(He is referring to the general area his band was playing and not the complete area of the 
waterfront - an area over 7 miles long and not only out over the water but many 100's of 
camps extending many blocks from the lake front unto dry land.) He further states: 
"Milneburg was a favorite spot for picnics. I played in a five piece combo about five years 

ago with J. McGee - clarinet, Bill Waelde - bass at a camp between Little Woods and the 

airport. Tony Schrimer was on drums and Sam Callia on guitar." 

Jessie Charles emphasized that the music on the lake front was live. She says: 
"There were also bands at the lake in summer...They had live bands, not juke boxes or 
record player there." 

Emile Barnes having played on the lake front many times said: "I can sit down 
and imagined I could see all through Milneburg. They play every Monday at Milneburg or 
Little Woods." 

Santo Pecora, an early jazz trombonist has spoken of the lake front and 
remembers that "when I was a kid I used to play at Milneburg, at the Spanish Fort. There 
were camps out there and white and colored bands used to "buck" each other. It was a lot 
of fun. Whenever a picnic was given at the camp, a policeman had to be there in case of 
fights. At one picnic a "colored" band was really playing their necks off and really 
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knocking my band down. The policeman got on drums. He started pushing. Really could 
kick a band." 

We read jazz language in the above statement but we can readily understand what 
he means. If you have any questions just ask a jazz musician or any young kid what it 
means, they'll tell you. 

A small newsletter called "Basin Street" was published by some local New 
Orleans jazz enthusiasts. During the 40's and contains some information about the lake 

front. In the pages we read first a statement by George Peterson: "Had a ragtime band of 
my own in the early days of the history of Milneburg. I had one of the "hot bands" that 
played at this resort."  George and his band played on the 'piers' (camps on piers) and 
"swapped tunes with the rest of the men of that time." Again the remark that musicians 
listened and picked up new tunes while playing at the lake front. 

"Happy" Schilling Dixie Jazz Band played for all day picnics at Milneburg. In 

his band he had: Schilling - trombone, Harry Shannon - trumpet, George Barth-2nd 

trumpet, Buddy Schilling-Alto sax, Eddie Earmann-bass, Daddy Stevens-drums and 

Achille Baquet-clarinet. This line up is interesting as this was a white band and Achille 

Baquet (a light skinned Negro) played in the band. He is what is called a cross-over, (a 
person who can pass for white). There were other 'crossovers' this practice also gave 
musicians a chance to swap tunes not only between bands but between black musicians 

and white musicians. Manuel Mello played the lake front and said he "did as all 
musicians did in those days - played music with bands at Milneburg." 

One of the early jazz writers and entrepreneurs writes in Basin Street: 
 

"No outing (at Milneburg) was complete without a jazz band. Around 
1900 New Orleans was very band conscious and dimly aware that it had 
given to the world something new in music - jazz. In those days there were 

the Reliance Band led by Papa Laine, the Triangle Band Fischer's 

Band, Schilling Band, Tom Brown's Band, Manuel Mello's Band and 
others. For the sum of $3.00 (per man) for the whole day these jazzmen 
would sit at the end of the pavilion and as one jazz timer expressed it 
"blow our brains out." Each individual organization had a band and as the 
piers were well within shouting distance of each other, and because the 
musicians at one time or another had played together, there was always 

Jam Battles. As one band would take a much needed rest, the one on the 
wharf right next to it would take up the tune and try to improve on it to 
show up the exhausted musicians. Hot Jazz poured out over the waters of 
Lake Pontchartrain. Most of the pieces at this time were not written down, 
but learned by the keen ear of the early jazzmen and elaborated upon as 
they were played over and over." 
 

In "Record Changer" 'Kid' Ory again stated: "We played most every camp out at 
Milneburg. The camps were about 20 feet apart and different bands would play for them. 
We played from 9 in the morning to 6 in the evening." 

Dr. Ed. Souchon one of the most important researchers of early New Orleans 
Jazz writing in Record Changer states: 
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"Picnic groups such as "The Goldenrod Club" or "The Blue Eagles" 

would take over a camp for a party and spend the weekend fishing, resting, 
eating, drinking, dancing and carousing. Most of these clubs - or even 
family parties - would bring along their own band. At the "pay camps" 
(camps that held public dances for profit) a couple could eat and drink all 
they could hold for $41.50. 

 

Joe Oliver, Jack Laine, Nick LaRocca, Louis Armstrong, Armand Piron, 

Buddy Petit, Papa Celestin, Alphonse Picou, Paul Mares, The Schillings, Fischer's 

Brass Band, the Brunies, Tom Brown, Johnny Provenzano, Big Eye Louis Nelson, 

Sharkey and many others are names to conjure up in a picture of Milneburg when 
"Milneburg Joys" is played. 

'Cutting' (bucking) contests' across the water from one camp to another were 
frequent. Sometimes one camp would have a famous white band playing there, while 
across the water a few yards away would be an equally famous Negro outfit. If a new tune 
was played, they aimed it loud and hot across the waves at the other camp. Next week, it 
would come back at them, in a version or interpretation that was changed by style, or 
memory - but equally as good." 

 
Just how much interchange of musical ideas and arrangements took place is 

impossible to even speculate, but suffice to say that it was probably very much larger than 
has been considered by historians. I think it is a major element in developing the jazz 
style of music. 

"Pops" Foster early bassist writes in his autobiography his experience on the lake 
front:  

 
"Out at the lake they had some bands in the day and others at night. 

Milneburg was really jumping - the bands played picnics out at the lake. 
I spent a lot of time at Lake Pontchartrain. Sunday was your big day at 

the lake. Out at the lakefront and Milneburg there'd be 35 or 40 bands out 
there. The clubs would all have a picnic and have their own band or hire 
one...The people would dance to the bands, or listen to them...At night 
they had dances in the pavilions out on the piers." 

 
Many other musicians stated briefly about the lake front and would have said 

much more if pressed in their interviews. Their short statements: 

Emanuel Salyes played at Milneburg. 

Horace White mentions "playing the tune "Carolina Moon" at Milneburg 

Sonny White also remembers playing at Milneburg. 

Al Jiles played at Milneburg around 1925. 

John Joseph remembers playing at Milneburg many, many times. 

Ed Souchon: "I heard Steve Lewis and Tony Jackson playing at an open-air ice 
cream parlor at West End or Spanish Fort." 
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Lawrence Duhe says "excursion on Sunday.’ bout 20 bands out there on that 
beach on that lake. 

Joe Loyacano We played picnics at Milneburg, at West End, Bucktown, mostly 

on Sunday          ."William Braud: "I remember Clarence "Little Dad" Vincent, 
guitar and banjo player, with whom I worked in a small group, playing various 
places around the lake: Bucktown, West End, Spanish Fort, etc." 
 

In Basin St., quoted earlier Johnny Bayersdorffer recall: 
 

"The spring of 1924 I accepted a job at Spanish Fort, a summer resort 
similar to Coney Island in New York, on this engagement we had seven 

players - the same personnel as used at the Arcadia (Johnny Miller-piano, 

Steve Loyacano-banjo, Leo Addie-drums, Tom Brown-trombone and 

myself-trumpet. I added Charlie Seaglione-clarinet and Martin 

Abraham (Chink Martin) sousaphone and string bass. Played a season at 
Spanish Fort. 

    In March of 1925 I received a telegram from Spanish Fort in New 
Orleans, asking me to accept a job through the 1925 season. I promptly 
accepted and returned to New Orleans. By this time I was back to my 
original four who had left New Orleans together. Opening at Spanish Fort 

about the middle of March, 1925, to the original four I added Eddie 

Eiermann-sousaphone, Lester Bouchon on sax and clarinet, Hilton 

"Nappy" Lamore-banjo and Red Long on piano. About the middle of 
August there was a terrific influx of mosquitoes and the place had to close.  
 

Tranchinas 

A. J. Piron 

 
One of the most popular and famous establishments was Tranchina's Restaurant at 

Spanish Fort and its equally famous orchestra and leader - A. J. Piron. Piron's orchestra 
played at Tranchinas from 1918 to the late 20's, taking a few months off to make some 
phonograph records in New York City.  

Peter Bocage and A. J. Piron in the summer of 1918 organized a society dance 
orchestra for a job that was taken at Tranchina's Restaurant at Spanish Fort. The 

orchestras personal included: Louis Cottrell on drums, Peter Bocage on Cornet and 

violin, Lorenzo Tio Jr. on clarinet and tenor sax, Louis Warneke on sax, Arthur 

Campbell playing piano, J. Marrero on banjo and Henry Bocage playing bass. Steve 

Lewis replaced A. Campbell within a few months. In the summer of 1919 when Tio and 

Cottrell left the orchestra to work with the Maple Leaf Orchestra, Willie Edwards was 

playing cornet, P. Bocage was playing trombone. Tio and Cottrell returned in the fall and 

Johnny Lindsay began playing trombone with P. Bocage going back to cornet. Johnny 
St. Cyr. replaced J. Marerro for a few months when he left the band; then C. Bocage, 
another brother, replaced St. Cyr. 

The record trip to New York was in May of 1923 with the band of Papa Celestin 

temporary replacing Piron at Tranchina's. On a second trip to New York, Hypolite 
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Charles band replaced the Piron Band. After returning the band remained until 1928. 
Louis Cottrell died in 1927 and was replaced by Paul Barbarin and in time by Cie Frazier. 
In 1928 Piron decided to change the sound of the group and let the entire group go and 
revamped his musical ideas to stylize the group into a more 'modern' sounding ensemble. 
With this new sound Piron changed jobs and with his new group the "Moonlight 
Serenaders" began playing on the S. S. Pelican on the Mississippi River. 

Many musicians and writers have written about Piron while at Tranchina's and 
this will be our main interest - Piron while at Tranchina's. 

 

- Pops Foster: From about 1915-17 I was with Armand Piron's orchestra at 

Tranchinas. "At first we had Arthur Campbell on piano, Pete Bocage on Trumpet, Tom 

Benton on guitar, Me on bass, and Piron on violin. Arthur Campbell left after awhile and 

Tom Benton took over on piano, and then Johnny St. Cyr took his place on guitar. 
About this time piano started being used in some places. Usually we didn't have a 
trombone but once in a while we did. Spanish Fort was like Coney Island. It was on the 
lake, about a week I quit at Tranchinas." 

Irvin Leclere: A. J. Piron played at Tranchinas at the Spanish Fort for years and 
years.  

Monk Hazel: remembers that "Steve Lewis played a lot with A. J. Piron, when 
he played with Piron was out at Spanish Fort. Piron must have been at Spanish 
Fort indefinitely almost, he must have been 25 years out there in Spanish Fort." 
While it was not quite 25 years but 10 (1918-1928) others do remember A. J. 

Piron playing at Spanish Fort at Tranchina's. 

George Justin mentions that "Piron played out at the Spanish Fort." 

Punch Miller while never working with Piron says, "Piron always worked at the 
Spanish Fort." 

Billy & De De Pierce also mentions they heard Piron at Spanish Fort on the lake." 

Bebe Ridgley mentions playing with Piron around June 1924 at that time at 
Tranchina's Restaurant at Spanish Fort. 

St. Cyr in-between - playing with Oliver's Band from 1915-17 then joined A. J. 

Piron at Spanish Fort. I worked until I joined Fate Marable Riverboat Band in 
1918. I was playing with A. J. Piron at Tranchina's at Spanish Fort when banjos 
became popular around 1917. At Piron's suggestion I made a banjo/guitar out of a 
regular 5 string banjo body and a neck I made out of a piece of oak. ( Sic: Piron 
began playing at Tranchina's in 1918 and in his 10 years there he left three times 
to record in New York City. Once in 1914, (before Tranchina's, in an ill-fated 
vaudeville band that did not tour as was thought, in Dec. of 1923 and from Jan. 
through March in 1924.) 
 

Peter Bocage reminisces about Piron and Tranchina's: 
 

"We stayed out to Spanish Fort for Tranchina's out there for 10 years 
on that job. Had a great, big restaurant out at Spanish Fort that was the 
Piron Band. We started with a string aggregation and we wound up with 
an 8 piece orchestra. We went to New York, recorded and played Roseland 
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Ballroom. We came back, while we was away. Celestin was out there with 
Bebe Ridgley (1924). The people wanted us back so we went back on that 
job again." 
 
In another interview Bocage, who played violin and brass in a musical ensemble 

talks more about the Tranchina's situation: 
 
"About 1915 me and Piron got together a band which played at 

Tranchina's Restaurant at Spanish Fort for about 10 years (Sic: the date 
was 1918). The Piron band played every night at Tranchina's. We played 
music from New York shows; songs which have become standards; we 
played waltzes, and the latest hits; we didn't play blues, because the people 
wanted sedate music, Paul Whiteman was popular at the time, and people 
would ask for tunes his band played." 
 

Amos White - Opposite Tranchina's Restaurant at Spanish Fort was a public 
dancing pavilion. Probably knowing an orchestra was needed A. J. Piron went to the 
manager and as a result the Amos White Orchestra began playing there. Piron, as was the 
practice at this time, acted as promoter or contractor of the band and got a percentage. 
The public dance pavilion was not in competition with Piron's Orchestra at Tranchina's as 
the public pavilion drew their customers from a different social position and each would 
go to their appropriate social place much as some today that can afford it would go to a lst 

class restaurant and others go to a chain family restaurant. Lawrence Duhe recalls 

"playing with Piron at Tranchina's Restaurant at one time as did Harry Fairconnetue 

around 1928." 

Chinee Foster a musician in Piron's Band at Tranchina's recalls "the band that 

was playing at Tranchina's was the same band that recorded Black Rag. Piron had 
worked at Tranchina's before Celestin." 

Cie Fraizer played with Piron in Feb. of 1928. He cites playing at Tranchina's 
night club on Jefferson Highway for 18 months. (Sic: This probably was the Beverly 
Gardens).  

 
We can usually puts the 'dance bands' of the first decades of the 20th Century into 

either a reading band (usually playing for higher social status) and the 'faking' bands who 
did not read on dance jobs and played more for the general public. John Handy talks of 
this: 

 
"Piron playing at Tranchina's and was playing for a better class of 

people and they didn't go for too much of that rough music, so all his stuff 
was smooth and soft...And then he had you playing it note for note, and 
crescendos and different things. Well that's the way he wanted it played, 
and that's the way you had to play it for him. So, if you'd go set in his 
band, you understand what I mean, you had to be a pretty polished 
musician to go set in his band." 
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August Laurent remembers Lorenzo Tio Jr. played mostly with Peter Bocage, 
they were on one job together for 35 years, playing at Tranchina's seven night a week 
(Sic: it was actually ten years as we have previously read) Vic Gaspard was good with 
Tranchina's band all those 35 years (Sic: also exaggerated) 

 

Bill Matthews also played with Piron after Piron told him "Billy I want you work 
over there at Tranchina's with me, I'll give you $15 a week: Fifteen dollars was big money 
in them days. Go to work at eight, knock off at twelve. All overtime you get paid for 

Piron had a pretty good lineup...So I went over there with Piron. I met Steve Lewis on my 
way coming into town on the West End car. I said "Steve I'm going to play with Piron." 
He said, "Well I'm going to play with Piron myself." (Both started the next night) At that 
time Piron had: Tio, Bocage (valve trombone) Piron on violin, L. Warmick on Sax, Udell 
Wilson on piano...When we were out at Tranchina's, Tranchina bought a xylophone and 
Peter Bocage took the xylophone home. He could really play it." 

 

Felix Tranchina was a musician and bought a bassoon and L. Tio Jr. played it 
sometimes at Tranchina's. He bought the instrument because he liked the sound. 

 

Louis Cottrell Sr. (perhaps the most respected early New Orleans drummer) 
joined Piron playing at Spanish Fort and was with Piron until his own death in 1928. 

 

Monk Hazel talks about the Piron Band but is confused about the name of 
Tranchina's and Over the Rhine. They were two separate locations. One was next to the 
17th Street Canal at West End and Tranchina's was at Spanish Fort near Bayou St. John. 
So what Hazel will call Over the Rhine is Tranchina's. 

 

"Steve Lewis played a lot with Piron. Later played at an ice cream parlor out at 
Spanish Fort. Where he played with Piron was out at Spanish Fort too but it was a private 
restaurant. Tranchina's  - it was called 'Over the Rhine'. It was over the Basin, over the 
canal. Right across from Spanish Fort on the downtown side of the Park, where the beach 
is now, that was Milneburg. This was up further from that. It originally was at West End - 
the amusement Park, then they moved it to Spanish fort. The Canal leads to Bayou St. 
John. Over the Rhine Restaurant was where society people used to go to eat. It was a very 
famous place. But that wasn't a jazz band at all. They read everything - the Piron Band. 
They'd play a little jazz but it was what today you'd call a society band. But they had a 
couple of men in it that could play jazz like Steve. They had one trumpet player for 
awhile there that played pretty good. Punch? Not the guy that they claim he never did play 
anything but just the straight lead. And always in a mute (P. Bocage) Lorenzo Tio Jr. was 
in that band." 

 
It is interesting that Piron, like Paul Whiteman and John Robichaux had 'hot men' 

in their band and when requested could get 'hot.' Hazel was talking about the Piron band 

and their job at Tranchina's. Hypolite Charles remembers Piron's Band. He remarked 
that: "Piron's Band was nice but his piano player (Steve Lewis) couldn't read even though 
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Piron played for society people. Piron's Band was playing at Tranchina's Restaurant at 
Spanish Fort. 

Fan Bourgeau mentioned that Piron played the violin. The violin, as lead 
instrument of the 'string band' was the leader in the ensemble. As jazz began to dominate 
with a four man rhythm section and two trumpets were added and later saxes. The violin 
was faced out as volume was a big problem against the wind instruments. Bourgeau 
mention that “Piron continued to play although violin had gone out of style. Piron was a 
good violinist and a jazz violinist. He read. He was first class. Played on the lake. He was 
at Tranchina's with his 6 piece band." 

Leonard Bocage remembers that the Piron band was carried by WDSU radio 
each day: 

 
"Piron at Tranchina's broadcast over the radio every day from there. 

The personnel in this band included: P. Bocage-trumpet, Cottrell-drums, 
L. Warnick-sax, Henry Bocage-bass tuba, and Charles Bocage-banjo. I 
think they broadcast over WDSU." 

 
In these oral interviews we are quoting the information and facts music be 

examined closely. These men were trying to remember events and place from 40 or 50 

years in the past. Jim Robinson remembers that Pierre Anderson (trp.) also played 
sousaphone with dance bands including a long engagement in Amos White's band at 
Tranchina's at Lake Pontchartrain." We have read earlier that Piron got Amos White's 
band a job at the public dance hall across from Tranchina's. We understand that Robinson 
was a little mixed up in his place of performance. To collaborate White's place of 
performance we read in Charters (pg. 103): 

 
"Piron heard Amos play and talked him into taking a band into the 

public dance pavilion across the road from Tranchina's Restaurant where 
Piron was playing." 
 
Many early jazz men have mentioned the lake front in their interviews that we 

have quoted. Many more mention the lake front. They include: Ferrand, Evans, Cl. 

Gabriel, Don Albert, Wm. Braud, M. Gabriel, Geo. Henderson, Ed. Humphrey, 

Avery 'Kid' Howard, John Joseph, Louis Keppard, Jack Laine, J.& B Marrero, J. 

Robinson and H. Barnes. We can quote others in brief comments: 
 

John Lala - Sure I played out at Spanish Fort. We played out there for the 
dancing. Play from six to eight. We played all overtures and marches, and from 8 to 10:30 
or 11:00 we had the dance band not the whole band.  

Waeddle: Mr. Bill Russell has some sheet music of Seifert's Band when they 
were playing at Spanish Fort. 

Al Walters: There was plenty of activity at Spanish Fort when I started. 

Al. White: In the summer there were lots of picnics at Spanish Fort. Every 
Sunday there were picnics from ten to six. 
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Sam Charters (pg 58): "In the shaded Japanese-laterned parties at Tranchina's 

Restaurant Piron and Celestin played for a white audience." 
 

Camps 

 
Much is mentioned about playing music at the various camps on the lake front. 

We have numerous pictures of these camps both on land and on piers over the water. 
Many musicians talked about these camps. From these writings we can understand more 
about these camps: 

 

Willie Foster: "Typical camp on the lake: There were rest rooms at the back, 
dressing rooms on opposite corners. Dance floor, with a few benches along the walls, and 
a screened in porch along the entire building the band played on the porch which was 
about eight feet deep. There were some camps which had bedrooms for sleeping, for 
family functions, but most were built for outings." 

 

Paul Barbarin: "On Sunday there would be band playing at every camp at the 
lake ...used to go to Milneburg where there were many camps. There were picnics (dances 
with food) every day and bands were hired to play at those picnics, so that there might be 
several bands playing in the area at the same time." 

 

'Kid' Thomas "Used to play at different camps for different clubs, white or 
colored at Milneburg. They had camps all out there. Good sized camps. They had a porch 
all around (like the restaurant/bar Mama Lou's) played on the porch. Dance all evening - 
had picnics day and night. All through the summer. Everyday, every night they had 
something going on out there. Different clubs have a camp out there, a good sized camp - 
might rent a camp and hire a band." 

 

Manny Gabriel: "So many bands working out there. All on the lake, it was just 
like - take a walk here. Then it spread like that way. That walk spread that way with a 
whole lot of camps; this one, everyone, that way. The camps spread all over the lake. 
Nothing but camps. Bucktown, you go to West end, then Milneburg."(Manny's statement 
is a little hard to understand. What he was saying is that one camp led to another and soon 
there were many camps and a walk would lead to another camp with another band.) 

 

Sharkey Bonano: "The dance pavilion and cottages he had (John Quarrella) were 
located over the water on the broadwalk which extended from the village of Milneburg to 
the end of the pier which was marked by a lighthouse. Broadwalk was about 2 miles 
long." 

 

There were many other musicians that remarked on the lake front: Tony Parenti 
recalls "playing at camps out at Milneburg. If there were parties on at two camps near 

each other, there would be a battle of music all day Hug remarked that "they had plenty 
camps out there (Milneburg). They gave picnics at camps out there and I played for 

whites and I played for colored." Punch Miller remembers "They had them things 
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(camps) built out in the water you know. Bands playing out there (at the camps) Rena, 

myself, Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly." Albert Walters recalls "we used to play many picnics 
- like at Milneburg, at the Little Eva Camp, the Bombela, and a lot of others - the name 

done got away from me." Al Antiques remembers some other names of the camps: "all 
those camps at West End: Lillian Cottage, Dixie Cottage and American Club." Likewise  

'Kid' Clayton remembers other names: "Playing at Milneburg some years ago I played 
such places as the Log Cabin and Sam's Camp. (These are from the Tulane interviews.) 

Kid Ory in the Record Changer remarked: "The camps were about twenty feet 
apart and different bands would play for them. We play from nine to six. I played on 
excursion boats for short trips." 

 

Colored on the Lake 

 
There was segregation at the lake front, a practice of the times and social 

environment. Our study will only describe the situation of blacks on the lake front, not the 
moral of ethical position but one of historic facts being examined: 

Dave Bailey: "Went out to the lake, to Milneburg on Sunday. That was the best, 
in fact the only place the colored people could go at one time...Colored dance hall at lake; 
plenty of dancing, fishing, entertainment. The dance halls would be out on the water. You 
would pay to get in - not much - 25 cents - sometimes fifteen cents. Some places they 
would have shows, show girls singing. Colored could also go to Lincoln Park." 

Kid Howard: "A night club, open with music on week-ends, was strictly for 
whites (near Milneburg). The camps out over the water were for colored people. The 
white camps were out at Seabrook. Spanish Fort and Bucktown were for whites. Howard 
played there. West End was all for whites." 

John Joseph: "Milneburg was white people for awhile and then for colored 
people in a certain time. They had different spots - a spot for colored and a different part 
of the lake for whites. West End was for white - never was a colored. Milneburg used to 
be colored not always white. Spanish Fort - that was for white." 

Louis Keppard: "They used to have picnics out on the lake. The Mothers (both 
black and white) would spread a big sheet out on the ground at Spanish Fort or Milneburg 
for them to eat on. They would all get along well together. If anything happened, if the 
kids started fighting their mothers can beat my backside and send me home crying." 

 Punch Miller recalls that "white bands played at Spanish Fort the most. They'd 
play out that way see and we'd play at Milneburg." Stella Oliver says "Spanish Fort on the 
lake was for whites, Joe played at Milneburg, which was also for Negroes."  

Ray Lopez: "There were camps all along the lake, with a colored band here and a 
white band there, all trying to 'outblast' each other." 

 

'Happy' Schilling: "Mixed bands - talks of playing with mixed bands. He had a 

job at Smith's Cottage for the job he got Dave Perkins-valve trombone, Achille Baquet-

clarinet, Batista Ancoin-fiddle (all three Negroes), Happy Schilling on guitar, Harry 

Shannon-trumpet, and Ragababy Stevens-drums (all white). 
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Brunies Brothers: "Jobs playing at Milneburg from nine to six, the band would 
take it easy until late in the afternoon, allowing the other bands nearby, both colored and 
white, to blow hard, when they tired Merrit Brunies and his band could play hot." 

George Brunies: "At the lakefront: They'd have a colored band here and a white 
band here, and a colored band there, and they'd all blowing against each other." 

Kid Thomas: "used to play different camps like that, for different clubs, white or 
colored at Milneburg, for colored all up and down the lake." 

Al Walters: "There was plenty of activity at Spanish Fort when I started. Most of 
the white musicians had it. Colored musicians didn't have nuthin' ...I worked out there 
(lake front) till they completely demolished all the camps." 

Octave Crosby: "White bands were usually used on the boat, with colored bands 
being hired rarely." 

 
From the above quotes we find some conflicts of facts or opinions. We can 

factually say that there was segregation on the lake front, at some locations and during 
certain time frames. We must also take into consideration the individual experiences of 
each musician, each who saw the lake front through his eyes and experiences, a view that 
is only a small segment of the overall picture. The important thing is that all bands had 
interchange and reaction to each other and thus progressing and spreading the style of 
jazz. There were black and white establishments that used both white and colored bands. 
Other places were strictly for black or white and hired their own bands depending on the 
race of their customers. 

 

Commercial Entertainment Places 

 
There is an old levee map dating 1917 to have exact markings on the location of 

the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain from Bucktown to Little Woods. This map contains 
the names of hundreds of camps both on the water and on land. While there might be 
some discrepancies as to certain locations on the lake front by early musicians this map 
makes the final decision of the exact locations. Lapse of memory or generalizing would 
account for some mistaken locations while some general nicknames, i.e. calling the 
complete lake front, Milneburg or getting mixed up with names of owners or names of 
places  while not confusing to those  during their era would not be so understanding to us. 
Ex: Lucian's Pavilion was spoken of as being in both Milneburg and Spanish Fort. 

 

QUARELLAS: Sharkey Bonano's brother-in-law was John Quarella, an 
important businessman and owner of Quarella's Pavilion in Milneburg. Sharkey talks 
about Quarella: 

"Milneburg was then the greatest resort area in the south. My brother-in-law John 
Quarella was called the "Mayor of Milneburg." because he had a dance pavilion, a 

restaurant, a confectionery, a grocery and a butcher stand. The dance pavilion and 
cottages he had were located over the water on the broadwalk, which extended from the 
village of Milneburg to the end of the pier, which was marked by a lighthouse, the 
lighthouse is still there, but is at what is now called Pontchartrain Beach.  
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The broadwalk was about 2 miles long, projecting out into the lake. Quarella's 
Pavilion was in the center of the boardwalk." 

Tony Sbarbaro spoke of "working Sunday's at Quarella's Pavilion with Ernest 

Giardina and Tony Parenti relates "The train ran on a trestle out to the very end of the 

camp at Milneburg. Quarella's was in the center. That's where Frank Christian (cornet) 

played with his band. His brother Charlie Christian (trombone). "Tats" on drums, 

Willis Guitar on String bass, Tony Giardina on clarinet. On the end was a place called 
Fahey and Gahagan. 

 

Manuel's Pavilion: Located in Milneburg Alexis Richard mentions Manuel's 
remarking that Chinee Foster got me to join Celestin's Band at Manuel's Pavilion. The 
Synigals related their experiences at dances at Manuels: "Quadrille dancing in New 
Orleans, began at Maneul's Pavilion, although the Quadrille was danced in the country 
before that when Johnson had his band in New Iberia." 

 

  Spanish Fort 
 

        
 

Luciens' Pavilion: Spanish Fort   Paul Barbarin in reminiscing about his 
grandmother who: "held many picnics for the family and friends at Lucien's Pavilion at 
Milneburg on Lake Pontchartrain." Al. Picou also said that he played "at Lucien's 
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Pavilion with the Independent Band on Sundays." Louis Keppard remembers" In 1905, I 
played a dance at the Lucien Pavilion at Spanish Fort with J. Brown's Band. 

 

Over the Rhine: Spanish Fort  Clarence Gabriel father's orchestra "played at the 
lake at places such as "Over the Rhine", Spanish Fort, Milneburg at a big restaurant in 
Bucktown which used to give dances." 

 

Moreau's': Ernest Milton, Harold Dejan and Willie Darrenboug "worked a long 
time at Moreau's in the Little Woods section near Milneburg.  
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APPENDIX 

 
Basin St. Newsletter 

1945 
 

"Milneburg Joys - Many jazz fans know the hot tune, "Milneburg Joys," but few 
know the jazz era that created such a piece. Back around 1830, a point on the shore of 
Lake Pontchartrain was called Milneburg, after a Mr. Milne, a property owner of New 
Orleans. The creation of Milneburg was due to the fact that freight bound for Mobile and 
other Gulf Coast towns was hauled to this site and later shipped via the lake to its final 
destination. 

A New Orleans attorney, Mr. Hoffman, conceived the advantage of running a 
railroad from the city out to Milneburg. After much delay and many trials the 
Pontchartrain Railroad was organized. This junket was about five and a half miles and the 
round-trip passenger fare was 15 cents. Because of the crudeness of the puffy little wood-
burning engines and the uncertainty of the train reaching its terminal, sails (that's right) 
were outfitted on the steam engines to assure everyone that if anything went wrong with 
the mechanism the train would continue its journey just the same. "Smoky Mary" and 
"Puffing Billy" were the pet names of two of the little engines. 

The point of origin in New Orleans was on Elysian Fields, right where the Jacob 
Schoen funeral home now stands. Laughing crowds embarked every Sunday for the 
excursion spot on the lake. For some it meant taking the whole family, from junior who 
was only interested in swimming and fishing, to junior miss who was interested in baiting 
the gay (Sic: Happy) blades who thronged out to this pleasure spot. Food was either 
brought out unprepared and cooked at the camp or else large picnic baskets were "toted" 
out. 

Milneburg was a poor man's resort or a rich man's pleasure spot, depending upon 
one's point of view. For the rich there was the Washington Hotel whose landscaped 
grounds were known as Boudreau Gardens. Eating, drinking, dancing, balloon 
ascensions, boat races and band music were some of the many attractions. A bit further 
down on the lake the poor man had his fun. Stretching far out into the water were piers, 
row after row. Each wharf was connected to a two to four room camp. Some of these 
camps were privately owned by New Orleans citizens who spent their vacations there. 
Some of the larger camps were rented by various organizations, such as "The Garden 
District Carnival Club" and the "Beanville Social Club" for the purpose of the various 
clubs' outings. Naturally no outing was complete without a jazz band. Around 1900, New 
Orleans was a very band conscious and dimly aware that it had given to the world 
something new in music--jazz. In those days there were the Reliance Band led by Papa 
Laine, the Triangle Band, Fischer's Band, Happy Schilling's Band, Tom Brown's Band, 
Manuel Mello's Band and others. For the sum of $3.00 (per man) for the whole day these 
jazzmen would sit at the end of the pavilion and as one jazz old timer expressed it, "blow 
our brains out." Each individual organization had a band and as the piers were well within 
shouting distance of each other, and because the musicians at one time or another had 
played together, there was always a "jam battle." As one band would take a much needed 
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rest, the one on the wharf right next to it would take up the tune and try to improve on it 
to show up the exhausted musicians. As beer could be bought for about $7.50 a keg, and 
as it was the custom for all lusty males to drink deeply, the music soon ascended to a 
fever pitch. Hot jazz poured out over the waters of Lake Pontchartrain and many were the 
tunes inspired amid these surroundings. 

The unwelcome job of maintaining law and order of the day feel to the Fifth 
Precinct. As there was no jail at Milneburg, the drunks and anti-socials; were placed in a 
box car attached to the end of the train. They sweated it out in this temporary hoosegow 
until it was time for "Smoky Mary" to start puffing her way back to the big city. This 
special calaboose for the over-indulgent merry-makers belongs to the history and the 
revelry of old New Orleans. We can think of no other train that towed a jail in its wake. 

 Most of the pieces at this time were not written down, but learned by the keen ear 
of the early jazzmen and elaborated upon as they were played over and over. TIGER 
RAG was one known as "No. 1." It was only later that these original tunes were worked 
over, improved, and finally given a name. Such was the birthplace of the MILNEBURG 
JOYS. It sums up all the gaiety of those forgotten days." (July, 1945) 

 

Record Changer 

 
"The Town is Ended, but the Melody Lingers on by Edmond Souchon, II. If you're 

a damn Yankee, you pronounce the word "mile-en-burg ("Mile" as in 'smile'; "n" as the 
letter 'n'; and "burg.") 

If you're a descendant of the gentleman, then you proudly pronounce it "Mill-ne-
burg." ("Mill" in 'kill'; "ne" as in 'knee'; and just plain "burg." And say it fast.) 

But if you're from New Orleans - or from Milneburg proper, then you most 
probably pronounce it "Milneburg." ("Mill" as in 'still'; "len" as in 'ten'; and always just 
plain "bug.") If census of pronunciation were taken in these parts, "Milneburg" would be 
your best bet if you wanted the man in the street to recognize what place you were talking 
about. 

If perchance you're lucky enough to strike an old-timer who could direct you to 
the hallowed ground at the end of Elysian Fields Avenue, you are in for a terrific letdown. 
There just ain't no such animal anymore! You will find a brand new seawall extending for 
miles north and south of the spot to which you had been directed, with a new subdivision 
of New Orleans raising its head right along the banks of Lake Pontchartrain. About a mile 
inland from the seawall, if you look hard enough you will see three or four dilapidated-
looking building - but, even as you look, razing is taking place, and in another few weeks 
these won't be there. That is what's left of Milneburg! 

On your way out Elysian Fields Avenue in search of a spot of revered ground, you 
probably noticed on the uptown side of the street a group of beautifully kept buildings, 
spread out in a manner to suggest the grounds of a university. Most imposing, is the main 
building with its massive columns extending from ground floor to the third. All the 
edifices are of brick, painted white, and have dark green shutters. The lawns are close-
cropped and an air of wholesomeness and happiness surrounds the place. This is the real 
heritage of Mr. Milne. This is the home for boys who have felt the need of a restraining or 
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guiding hand. But this is not the Mecca toward which the jazz world turns its face 
whenever a certain melody is played. 

The Mr. Milne we are concerned with was Alexander. He was one of the footmen 
for a gentleman who bore the title of "Duke of Richmond." This was in England, 
somewhere around the last quarter of the 18th Century. We understand that, by 
reputation, the Duke was a rugged and demanding individual to his hirelings. 

The Duke of Richmond decided to put his servants into livery. This meant 
powdering their heads with talcum. The story goes that Milne, a violent red head, 
"refused to powder his carrot top" and resigned his position. Alexander Milne migrated to 
America in 1776, went into the hardware business, then turned to manufacturing brick. 
He ultimately became one of New Orleans' three wealthiest men, in company with Judah 
P. Touro ("relaxin' at the _____"), and John McDonough (N. O. public schools - 
Maryland, my Maryland)  

The Spanish government granted Milne land which it seemed nobody else wanted. 
It was swampy and extended along the banks of Lake Pontchartrain. But he bought more 
and more of it, until he owned roughly the entire lake edge from the Jefferson Parish line 
to the "Rigolets." This was about 22 miles long, and about a mile and a half deep. 

His Scottish business sense gave him many extraordinary ideas about the 
development of this lakefront property, and in 1831 - just seven years before his death - 
he made a deal with a railroad company to run a rail line from New Orleans proper to the 
nearest point on the lake. Thus began the famous run of "Smokey Mary," which 
continued until March 5, 1932. It was a 4 and a half mile run in fifteen minutes, for 14 
cents. The trains left the station every ten minutes, or - with a very changeable schedule - 
up to once every hour. This depended on the time of the day, the season of the year, and 
which "national" or "local" holiday was being celebrated. The town became a bustling 
little community of 3,500 people, a figure which was multiplied many times over week-
ends and on celebrations. 

The town became noted for its eating places, and for its famous chefs. Probably 
the most celebrated was Louis Moreau, whose building still stands and, incidentally, is 
still in the possession of his descendants. Boiled crabs and shrimp and beer seem to have 
had their introduction to each other and to the palates of the gourmets during this 
particular epoch.  

Because of the condition of the soft ground and swamps surrounding, inhabitants, 
fishermen and pleasure seekers found it necessary to build a city on stilts. Boat landings 
extended their walks, walks became runs, runs became piers, and these jutted out in many 
directions like ribs from a spine, as dozens upon dozens of camps came into existence. 

Picnic groups such as "The Goldenrod Club" or "The Blue Eagles" would take 
over a camp for a party and spend the weekend fishing, resting, eating, drinking, dancing 
and carousing. Most of these clubs - or even family parties - would bring along their own 
band. At the "pay camps," a couple could eat and drink all they could hold for $1.50. 

There was no "Social Register" or Blue Book" at Milneburg, and the one and only 
"Corporal Romer" was a very busy man during the rush seasons. To help him out, the 
authorities would attach a one-room jail-on-wheels to the end of "Smokey Mary," and any 
overflow from the Milneburg lockup was thrown into this "calaboose" (Spanish for jail, 
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later contracted to "caboose"), to fight it out, sleep it off, or nurse a violent headache until 
it was time to go back to New Orleans. 

Joe Oliver, Jack Laine, Nick LaRocca, Louis Armstrong, Armand Piron, Buddy 
Petit, Papa Celestin, Alphonse Picou, Paul Mares, the Schillings, Fischer's Brass Band, 
the Brunies, Tom Brown, Johnny Provenzano, Big Eye Louis Nelson, Sharkey and many 
others are names to conjure up in a picture of Milneburg when that tune is played. 
"Cutting contests" across the water from one camp to another were frequent. Sometimes 
one camp would have a famous white band playing there, while across the water a few 
yards away would be an equally famous Negro outfit. If a new tune was played, they 
aimed it loud and hot across the waves at the other camps. Next week, it would come 
back at them, in a version or interpretation that was changed by style or memory but 
equally as good! 

Just how much interchange of musical ideas and arrangements took place is 
impossible to even speculate, but suffice to say that it was probably very much larger than 
either side (white or colored) would care to admit. 

Then came World War I, then the depression, then W. P. A. West End, Spanish 
Fort, and Little Woods were similar resort places developing and taking away many of the 
old friends and customers. Plans for a new seawall around the edge of the lake were 
made, using W. P. A. labor - and the death-warrant of the famous Milneburg resort town 
was signed. Modern equipment moved in. Tons upon tons of sand and mud from the 
bottom of Lake Pontchartrain were pumped ashore to fill in the swampland. The edges 
were gradually pushed outward into the lake for a distance approximately a mile from 
what was the actual center of the township. 

A great concrete seawall began to surround Lake Pontchartrain. A modern 
amusement park with its roller coasters, hot dogs, frozen ice cream whips, shooting 
galleries, and "tunnels of love" ground its restless heels into the almost down-and-out 
community. 

To the thousands of pleasure seekers going for an evening of fun at Pontchartrain 
Beach, the little clump of trees and few standing shacks almost at the end of Elysian 
Fields Avenue simply signifies that their ride is almost over. A few old timers slow down 
nostalgically to glance at what was once the most outstanding resort near the Crescent 
City. 

The only music to be heard there today comes from the juke-box in Moreau's 
saloon, under the last standing Indian Oaks. It plays all the latest "hit" tunes. But it doesn't 
boast a single record of Milneburg Joys. The town is ended, but the melody linger on.”  
(Dixie Roto Magazine, The Times Picayune New Orleans States, July 10, 1949, by Dr. 
Edmond Souchon) 

 

MILNEBURG JOYS 

 
"Former Lakefront Resort Vanishes, But Its Memory Lingers On By Richard R. 

Dixon 
"At a comfortable in at Milneburg on Lake Pontchartrain, we had bouillabaisse 

that which better was never eaten at Marseilles and not a headache, upon my word, on the 
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contrary, I only awoke with a sweet refreshing thirst for claret and water," penned the 
famous American poet, William Makepiece Thackeray (1811-1863). 

Thackeray, who wrote in his "Ballad of Bouillabaisse" of "A street there is in 
Paris famous . . . The which in youth I oft attended, to eat a bowl of Bouillabaisse," also 
found that this delightful dish for gourmets was just as savory in Milneburg as in the 
French capital. He gave immortality to Milneburg and its bouillabaisse in due time. 

 

Mazeppa on a horse 

 
Adah Isaacs Menchen, actress and adventurers who was in her time the "toast of 

Europe" was born in a shack at Milneburg. Her real name was Dolores Adios Fuentes, 
who became the intriguing Adah Isaacs Menchen of theatrical fame, and during her 
heyday literally set drama patrons of three continents on their ears. Adah was said to have 
been the first woman to play Mazeppa, and also the first "Mazeppa" to actually ride a 
horse on the stage, (previously a dummy had been strapped to the horse for this scene). 
Miss Menchen wrote affectionately of Milneburg in her memoirs, as did Adelina Patti, 
the beloved and talented operatic star, who charmed New Orleans audiences for many 
years. Adelina was the city's favorite prima donna from 1861 to 1904. (She is said to have 
presented her final "farewell concert" in 1904, although she made another final 
appearance in England in 1914. 

 

Mecca vanishes 

 
Milneburg, which was often referred to as the "old lake" in order to distinguish it 

from the newer developments on New Orleans' Pontchartrain lakefront, was founded 
around 1800 by Alexander Milne, a Scotsman financier and philanthropist. The site of 
Milneburg, on the Lake between the New Orleans airport and Bayou St. John, is now 
occupied by Pontchartrain Beach, the "Crescent City's" popular summer recreation and 
playground area. Only a land-locked lighthouse and six lonely oaks remain of the colorful 
resort area of years gone by, which witnessed its final curtain in the late twenties. 

Milne dreamed of making Milneburg one of the top resort attractions of the 
nation. The ambitious Scotsman who came to this country after he was thirty-one years of 
age amassed a fortune making bricks and in real estate investments. 

With a prediction that the city was going to expand towards Lake Pontchartrain, 
Milne moved out there and invested every dollar he owned into adjoining land. He 
became so attached to his surroundings that he seldom left the lakeshore. His former 
friends and associates now thought of him as a hermit, and perhaps their opinions were 
substantiated when it became known that Milne had built a reproduction of a Scotch 
castle on his newly acquired property. 

 

Shipping was good 

 

Milneburg, the City's first lakefront resort, also became an important port of entry 
for commerce coming into New Orleans. Small craft which traveled across the lake used 
Bayou St. John or a canal built by the Spanish to haul supplies to and from the center of 
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New Orleans to their respective across-the-lake destinations. By 1828, it became apparent 
that other means were needed to haul freight and passengers between the lakefront and 
the French Market, the city's principal trading center. During this year a railroad company 
was formed. Elysian Fields Avenue was picked as the route to connect the river front with 
the lake. After three years of hard work and frustration, the Pontchartrain Railroad began 
to service the Milneburg lakefront. 

Soon the Pontchartrain Railroad became the most important avenue of travel and 
communication between New Orleans and the lakefront. When it ceased operations in the 
mid-1930's it was considered to be "the oldest in consecutive service in the country and 
the first railroad west of the Alleghenies." 

The Pontchartrain Railroad must have been a real pioneer in many respects. "At 
the time the Pontchartrain Railroad began operations; all freight cars on the railroad were 
loaded just as wagons are. But the superintendent of the railroad instituted a system of 
simple platforms which are now to be seen everywhere in the country," so related an old 
guide book of the period (1831) when the railroad was inaugurated. 

 

"Poor Man's Riviera" 

 

Oldtimers still fondly recall that Milneburg was quite a fabulous place. In the 
latter half of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century it became known as "a real 
fisherman's paradise and a poor man's Riviera." During the "good old days" a schooner of 
beer or a poor boy sandwich cost but a nickel and a round trip on the "Smoky Mary" was 
listed at a mere fifteen cents. 

A large off shore reef afforded the best fishing in the area. It was no problem to 
quickly catch your share of croakers, trout, sheephead or hard shell crabs. From its grassy 
shores there were bountiful supplies of oysters and delicious "buster" soft shell crabs. 
And its waters, more often clear and free of contamination, offered the most delightful of 
bathing and swimming. 

 

"Out to the Lake" 

 

Because most of its homes or camps were built over the water on pilings it 
became known as a "city on stilts." Within a short while after it’s founding, but more 
especially after train service was inaugurated, it became an inviting attraction for all-day 
picnicking and dancing. The popularity of its fine restaurants and eating places was soon 
to provide another good reason for journeying "out to the Lake." 

Although most of the camps were privately owned, in many instances they 
became the property of private clubs and organizations. Members of the latter groups 
were permitted to spend a day or two, or maybe a week at the camp, when it was not 
being used by the club's general membership. 

The restaurants of Milneburg came in for their share of popularity, both at home 
and abroad. Boudro's restaurant was operated by a Gascon, who featured the well known 
dishes associated with the French cuisine of the Mediterranean. A special feature of 
Boudro's were the gardens and its walks which were lined with magnolias, camellias and 
sweet olive bushes. Music wafted from the dancing pavilion entranced the promenades. 
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At several similar fine establishments, fine wines were poured, champagne corks 
popped and gambling tables were crowded with the elite. A plush hotel, the Washington, 
was built and the socialites of the city, and the surrounding area converged for rest and 
relaxation. 

 

People's Haven 

 

West End and Spanish Fort amusement park gained in popularity when Milneburg 
lost its appeal to the upper class. Meanwhile, Milne's lakefront dream became a well 
patronized and pleasant retreat for the working or middle class. Fishermen still found its 
waters very productive and soon many of them brought along their families and friends 
who picnicked or bathed along the beaches. Public bath houses or rented camps afforded 
an unusual opportunity for most of them to taste of the better things of life. Thus, once 
again interest in Milneburg was revived and much of its former glory was reclaimed. 

Many more fine cottages were built over the water on pilings and even dance halls 
and fine restaurants began to appear. Squatters moved onto the scene and many built 
modest huts along the water's edge. Professional men, shop keepers, and the laboring 
class once more flocked to Milneburg in great numbers. Here they found delight in 
spending a day, week end or perhaps several days "at the Lake." Truly it became known 
as a family resort in which good clean fun and frivolity abounded. 

 

Smoky Mary's Route 

 

The success or popularity of Milneburg must be rightfully attributed to the service 
rendered by the Pontchartrain Railroad and its "Smoky Mary." I remember boarding the 
"Smoky Mary" train near the French Market on Elysian Fields, found a good seat near the 
window and waited for the conductor to shout "all aboard." The round trip fare being but 
fifteen cents, almost anybody could be a real tourist in those days. 

Since I lived in Algiers, on the West bank of the Mississippi river, we had to get 
up early in the morning in order to catch the Third District ferry which would bring us 
across the river to the railroad station on the New Orleans side. It seemed that even for 
this short train ride (from the river to the lake, about five miles) my Mother had to 
prepare a basket full of lunch for my brothers and all the children in the party. 

 

Anticipation Keen 

 

When the signal was given, and the conductor shouted "all aboard," we knew that 
we were on our way. "Smoky Mary," the locomotive, would give a sudden thrust forward 
which jerked the daylights out of us. While visions of a day at Milneburg danced in our 
heads, we knew that all was well - who cared if the train jerked, you got drenched with 
soot or dust enroute, or the going a bit bumpy. As the train moved out towards the Lake, 
it seemed that we moved through an impenetrable forest. 

When we proceeded just beyond the midway point of our journey, the Gentilly 
Station loomed in sight. Quite often, as a young boy I accompanied my Grandmother, 
Mrs. Jeanne Charles on this seemingly long journey. She would frequently get off the 
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train as it stopped at the Gently Station in order to visit with her brother, Remy Bergerot, 
whose dairy occupied a part of the section now occupied by the Gentilly Shopping 
Center. 

Fine restaurants, dance pavilions, bar rooms, a couple of small hotels, and many 
camps built on pilings over the water, and some of the water's edge greeted the visitor as 
he arrived at the Milneburg railroad station. When the train reached the lake's shoreline, it 
pulled out on a trestle over the water where the lake steamers tied up to take on freight for 
the towns across the lake, such as Madisonville, Mandeville and Covington. 

As one writer said: "Along this trestle, jutting out from it and around about were 
built hundreds of summer camps on stilts or pilings over the water. Many had bathing 
piers and boat docks jutting out from them nearer the level of the water and many of the 
camps were connected with each other by walkways. Also on the sides of the trestle were 
dancing halls, saloons and casinos, on shore along the tracks were stores, a jail and more 
saloons." 
There was always a spirit of friendship and neighborliness existing among the camp 
owners and those who visited or who lived at Milneburg. When cisterns would run dry 
because of a drought, the people at the camps would just put out their washtubs along the 
tracks and "Smoky Mary" would come along and fill them with water from her tender. If 
a strong wind hit the lakefront and flew off a few slates or sheets of tin off your roof, 
there was always somebody ready to help you make repairs in a jiffy. 
 

Sunset Camp 

 
Many private groups owned, rented or leased camps at Milneburg. My Mother, 

(Mrs. Richard A. Dixon), often spoke of the "Sunset Camp" where we visited when I was 
a youngster. My Uncle, Mr. Remy Charles, Messrs: Henry Kepper, Andrew Reaney, 
Willie Mahoney and Louis Lahare were among its members. 

Quite often they would borrow a horse and wagon from Felix Borne, Frank Duvic 
or Manuel Abascal in order to haul supplies to the camp. Provisions - food and beer kegs 
were loaded on the wagon for the long journey out to Milneburg. 

Beer sold for a dollar-six-bits a quarter keg and most everybody loaded their kegs 
on the train as though it were luggage. Every morning the ice man brought ice directly to 
the camps, and if you needed beer the ice man was ready to roll in a keg or two. Fresh 
bread and milk were delivered daily. Nobody went hungry, because it was no trouble to 
catch all the fish or big, fat crabs you could eat. 

 

Milneburg Joys  

 

As the popularity of Milneburg grew and larger crowds were attracted to the 
lakefront, many clubs or families would bring along their own jazz bands. Dixieland 
music rode the crest of popularity in those days. It was a gay period and cares seemed to 
be forgotten while the "ragtime" music of that era proved to be the proper accompaniment 
for the Milneburg scene. 

Sometimes the bands would come out on the galleries of the camps across from 
each other and see which band could blow louder and make more music than the other. 
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Loss of sleep meant nothing, soon residents of nearby camps endured the nocturnal 
serenade or else rolled over and went back to sleep. 

Many of the old time jazz bands like Sharkey's and Buddie Petit's were well 
known at Milneburg. Oscar Marcour and Bill Whitmore were also among the favorites. 
"Milneburg Joys" and other Dixieland tunes either originated there or were blasted over 
the waters of the lake. 

Every Sunday when "Smoky Mary" pulled out, one of the cars was always filled 
with musicians. They would put their instruments on the car seat and in the aisles and 
enjoy themselves. When not discussing their plans for the day or next week, they would 
take the opportunity to do a little practicing. 

The jail at Milneburg was between a dance hall and a saloon. On Monday 
morning the police would herd the drunks on to the train and dump the ones who were 
still drunk off at the Fifth Precinct Station which was along the tracks. Those who were 
sober stayed on the train, the rest went to jail and finally stood trail in the recorder's court. 

As one old timer put it: "The beer flowed like water and everything was free! I 
found out later that certain organizations would get up an advertising card, like a big 
calendar, and they would sell space to all the merchants their members dealt with. They 
would rent a camp with the proceeds and load up with beer and food. Each couple paid a 
dollar and a quarter fee and the whole group would have food, beer and music for the 
week end. .  nothing more to pay." 

Another one said: "The railroad fare was only fifteen cents for a round trip in 
those days, but it would also buy three huge schooners of beer or three large ham or 
cheese poorboys and the man who made them at the railroad's little station on Elysian 
Fields and Chartres Street would slap on them a huge spoonful of chow-chow that held as 
much as a twenty-five cent jar does nowadays.”Some years ago Little Woods, another 
lakefront colony sprang up further to the East, and still enjoys a rather limited popularity 
as compared with the sprawling Milneburg of old. There are still many camps over the 
water built on pilings. Just how long they will stay there is unknown. Progress as they say 
might just be around the corner. 

Besides the gaiety associated with Milneburg, there was another aspect of the little 
village which when the Settlement was removed was as tragic as the loss of the fun-
making waterfront. Some families that came to visit also stayed, reared large broods and 
found a way of life they liked. When the change came they had to almost begin life anew 
in unfamiliar surroundings. 

The steamer Camellia, which was used for across the lake shipping and travel, 
was gone. Steamers Susquehanna and the Madisonville now used wharves at West End 
where they provided a new and improved service to those wishing to use this means of 
lake transportation. 

The era of prohibition began January 16, 1920 and fun making was somewhat 
curtained, but the natives remained in the community they had created and learned to 
love. 

During the late twenties, the Orleans Levee Board announced that it was planning 
to build a bulkhead out in front of the old Milneburg lighthouse and all along the lake 
from West End to the New Orleans airport. The enclosed area of the lakefront was then 
filled and graded with sand and mud pumped in from the lake. 
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It was estimated that there were 1600 homes at Milneburg both on the edges of the 
lake and on higher land. When the soil was pumped in, there were a Catholic church, two 
Negro churches, three restaurants, a public school, a drug store, two markets and six 
grocery stores. When the Orleans Levee Board announced its plans, those who owned 
camps, homes or places of business in the Milneburg area were "given notice." 

Today, Milneburg has disappeared. The "city on stilts" is no more. The well 
known lighthouse lies inland several hundred feet, and the sit of Milneburg, on the Lake 
between Bayou St. John and the New Orleans Airport, is occupied by Pontchartrain 
Beach, the city's summer playground which attracts over two-and-a -half million visitors 
annually. As the families moved out the area, many of them never to see each other again, 
the contractors moved in, stretched long pipe lines from the Lake to the section near the 
water edge that was enclosed within the bullhead. 

As a result of this marvelous process of the twentieth century new land areas were 
created. Soon paved streets and avenues were installed. Next came modern homes and 
subdivisions, and most of all - Pontchartrain Beach, the City's lakefront recreation area 
and beach. It was only the beginning. 

But the Milneburg of bygone years was done for. There was no more "Smoky 
Mary," no more Qurello's dance hall, Brunies bar, Moreau's, Boudro's, Foster's, Shanty's, 
the "dollar-six-bits" quarter keg of beer was gone, the young men who sported "straw 
katies," white pants, white shoes, and tall stiff collars were now old men. Milneburg is 
now but a memory. It was a place that we still talk about, and when we do there is always 
a smile and a pleasant memory. 

As Thackeray once wrote: "The play is done; the curtain drops, slow falling to the 
prompter's bell; a moment yet the actor stops, and looks around, to say farewell.”I get that 
same feeling, when I pass the old Milneburg lighthouse which now stands amid the rides 
and concessions at Pontchartrain Beach. So long to the "city on stilts," I remember you 
well." 

 

An interesting and informative article appears in the May 23, 1926 issue of the 
Times Picayune.  The headline and sub-headline read: "Taxes Cast Upon Lake Waters 
Return - Sunken squares of Milneburg likely to repay thrifty citizens who clung to them 
after sit of once famous resort had been submerged for years." We will use one of the 
quotes mentioned as an example: "Sq 5443 M. L. Carrau Lasscre, Sq. in lake. Bounded 
by Elysian Fields, Marigny, Columbia and America. "This entry signifies that this land, 
according to the archives in the City Hall has disappeared and that for many years its 
owners have paid taxes on parts of the lake bed. Such payments covered a time span of 30 
years, according to one property owner's declaration and this land, forming part of old 
Milneburg, extended almost to the end of the pier head, now quite a distance in the lake. 
During the Civil War and the time "Side wheelers" of the Morgan steamship line operated 
in Mobile there were sawmills distributed along this wharf. 

In the years of constant encroaching of the waters upon the shore line, Columbia 
Street became submerged - today, were you to follow it, but occasional bits of the original 
alignment remain and great gaps show the ravages of storm and water. America street lost 
it’s identify early; having been beyond Columbia street, which now precariously skirts the 
lake. However, these wise property owners, undaunted by years in which no 
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improvements were made, and the continuous washing away of their land, accepted the 
condition, and since their property was water, water it remained. Now it reappears as an 
asset instead of a liability, since these tax-paid squares rated as "disappeared" are being 
put back on the map by the Pontchartrain sea wall, the water sites assuming the dignity of 
negotiable properties. 

This is a quaint and unusual phase of property rights; with a history that is 
interesting especially in this, the case with the square under the name of M. L. Carrau 
Lassere. This water site extends, from the Carrau Gardens in Milneburg, once the famous 
Boudro Gardens, pride resort of the South and scene of historic revelries and Epicurean 
delights. 

In the early 20th century the lake steamers could go to Covington and would dock 
at Columbia Landing about 2 blocks from downtown Covington. 

 

 
Schooners Landing, Covington, ca. 1910 

 

 
Boat landing at the foot of Columbia Street, Covington, ca. 1915 
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Steamer Josie dicking at the foot of Columbia Street, Covington, ca. 1915 

 

Estate Left to Asylums 

 

Milneburg was named for the genial Scotch philanthropist, Alexander Milne, 
who, dying in October 1838, left great wealth in monies and lands for the established and 
maintenance f asylums. The lands constituted that great stretch from Bayou St. John 
along the lakeshore to a point beyond Milneburg known as Peoples canal, encompassing 
twenty-two miles. 

The settlement of Milneburg was recognized in a plan adopted by the city council 
May 14, 1831. The United States government made it a port of entry known as Port 
Pontchartrain and as such, it was formally opened April 23, 1831. The Pontchartrain 
railroad, first operated as the Morgan system, is the second oldest railroad in the United 
States, the oldest in point of consecutive service. Due to the limited and hazardous 
transportation of that period the locomotive did not arrive when scheduled, it is said that 
the ship bearing it from England foundered in a storm. So the six spick and span little 
coaches, with quaint awnings at the sides, and "caravan" in construction, were drawn by 
horses and thus reached the lake for the momentous arrival of the boats from Mobile. 
This road was begun March 10, 1831, with a roadbed of levee earth, and ties of red cedar 
shipped direct from Mexico. The coaches were pulled by horses until 1832, when wonder 
upon wonder, a locomotive arrived from England! 

Washington Gardens at one time were noted for their beautiful water view, 
enormous moss-draped oaks and a magnificent hotel, a companion building to the hotel at 
Spanish Fort the two oldest buildings on Lake Pontchartrain. The former was about 
ninety years old when demolished, as a safety measure, some years ago after a storm. 
Directly across from the Washington hotel, immediately fronting the terminal of the 
railroad are Carrau Gardens, once Boudro Gardens, immortalized by visiting celebrities 
and referred to by William M. Thackeray in his reminiscences of a wonderful banquet of 
bouillabaisse and attendant vintages. 
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At that comfortable inn in Pontchartrain they had bouillabaisse, that which a 
better was never eaten at Marseilles, and not a headache in the morning upon my word; 
on the contrary, only awoke with a sweet, refreshing thirst for claret and water. 

 

Anniversary Banquet Held 
 

The last homage reverently paid the old gardens was March 28, 1911, when the 
fifty-fifth anniversary of the dining of Thackeray was commemorated. Distinguished men 
of business and the world of letters filed into the old banquet hall, where the same chef, 
world heralded, awaited with the triumph and theme of the evening, the bouillabaisse, as 
served on that memorable night more than half a century before. 

Storms and the ravages of time have left devastation. Boudro Gardens, once the 
reservoir of celebrities, a resort that was typical of the South, had avenues of wide-
spreading oaks, magnolias freighted with great gobular velvety bloom, bowers of jasmine 
and roses. Honeysuckle and glematis framed the trellises that outlined the entrance from 
the road gate to the banquet hall; the orange trees bore wonderful fruit, and toward the 
rear were an orchard noted far and near for its figs, plums, pears and peaches. This was 
the land that gradually disappeared. There were promenades that ran out toward the long 
broad wharf that stretched to the steamship landing: there were landings and summer 
houses to which said boats moored and parties embarked on pleasure bent. 

The two families that first cast their fortunes with Boudro Gardens are still 
represented in Mmes. Boudro and Acousta, both residents of New Orleans. Down in one 
of the Pontalba buildings Madame Boudro advanced in the eighties, is a maker of 
artificial flowers. Her deft finger fashion bridal and communion wreaths, the month of 
May meaning additional work for her, due to the many church celebrations and the May 
queen crowning. Madame Boudro's husband was Lucien, son of Gustav Boudro, who 
came to New Orleans as a youth, first establishing himself in the restaurant business in 
Chartres Street, later moving to Milneburg, then in the heyday of its glory, and starting in 
business in the gardens that bore his name in the early '50s. The business descended to his 
son, but was bought by Francois Colomes and Philip Billman and operated by them 
between 1860-65/ 

 

Napoleon III Drank from Cup 

 

Madame Boudro recounts with great pride the story of a cup-nothing 
extraordinary, just an ordinary restaurant cup-from which Napoleon III partook of coffee, 
and which was presented by her husband to General Banks of the Union army, being one 
of his most treasured possessions. 

Boudro was the chef de cuisine of Jenny Lind when she was the guest of Madame 
Pontalba in one of the stately apartment houses that bears the baroness' name. As a mark 
of especial favor to the singer, who was an accredited gourmet, Madame preferred the 
services at her own chef. It has been said that this is one of the reasons why Jenny Lind 
lingered in New Orleans so long as she never wearied of Creole surprises and reveled in 
pompano, jambalaya; gumbo and bisque. 
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As Madame Boudro fashions the white blooms from billowy tarleton, she speaks 
of the grandeur of the old gardens the grandee's who were its habitués, the magnificence 
of its assemblages Mme Louise Alverez, daughter of Francois Colomes, tells you with a 
thrill of pride of her recollections - the beauty of the land, its cultivation, the garden that 
was abloom with choicest roses and other plants. The Fourth and fourteenth of July were 
gala occasions, with displays of fireworks that cost almost a fortune. The city traveled 
lakeward to view the fetes, which were anticipated events. 

We speak of banquets today as costly, but in its zenith Boudro Gardens set its own 
records. Madame Alverez cites that it was nothing unusual for a supper for five or six 
persons to cost $200. 

Mme Alverez also recalls the gentlemen who stopped with their parties enroute on 
steamers; these were short traveling shawls that struck them at waistline. Such a journey, 
because of its length and peril, was considered a notable feat. 

During the Civil War, Colmes opened a restaurant in Spanish Fort: then came the 
invasion of soldiery and everything was seized. Mme. Alverez says flagons of marvelous 
liqueurs, the rarest of French and Rhine wines and vintage champagnes allayed the thirst 
of enlisted men - Shipping activities centered in Milneburg, troops having transported to 
and fro on the historic railroad. Later the road was incorporated into the Louisville & 
Nashville system, the latter operating it as - a "spur" officially called the Pontchartrain 
railroad, but in the vernacular known to every sportsman and small boy as "Smoky 
Mary." 

 

Famous Chef Trained There 

 

The noted chefs, Boudro, Alvarez and Billman, apprenticed many other 
celebrities, among them being Trisconi. Moreau and other names that have added to the 
gastronomic fame of New Orleans. And the dances in the wing that adjoined the banquet 
hall - these were stately affairs, with the twang of guitars, and sigh of violins in carefully 
measured waltzes, schottisches, polkas, quadrilles and lancers. Charming hoop skirted, 
crenotioned and paptaletted femininity, duly chaperoned, met the gaze with averted eyes 
and avowed favor with a flirt of the fan. 

The cabaret, the public dance hall, the barrier of old reserve; blatant brasses 
resounded and dancers whirled in entirely different steps, the all day picnic with the beer 
keg as side attraction to the brass band took possession of Milneburg. 

In the meantime, the area has been encroached upon by incoming waters and 
storms, the shore line of the old gardens became ragged and irregular, there remained but 
a small portion immediately fronting the train stop, and the quickly crumbling banquet 
hall, become a dance hall, seemed to totter uncertainly upon the brink. The board wharf 
colony had grown apace with rudely constructed fishing camps, summer houses and 
dance halls with no pretensions to architectural symmetry of alignment. One jutting pier 
from the main wharf served as entrance to as many boats as could huddle about it. 

The owners of the "disappeared" lands, realizing the infringement of their 
property rights by the waters, built, at considerable expense, a long pier extending from 
Clarrau Gardens as such an angle as to bar intruders. Thus was maintained a restriction, 
the only one that precluded "squatter." In the meantime the lake shore was crumbling and 
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year by year the inroads became most apparent the gardens had sunk into disuse, goats 
chewed at the remnants of trees, just a few oranges and oaks, rooted in the lake, conveyed 
ant vestige of the "gardens.”The hall lay scattered in piles of debris among rank weeds. 

And so it is that for many years the owners have paid taxes on aqueous property 
"disappeared" but officially rated in the tax records. 

 

Smoky Mary 

 

 
 

In the Times Picayune of March 15, 1932 we find the last run of "Smoky Mary" 
described with the headlines: "Last passengers will travel over noted line today. Service 
to be abandoned on nation's first railway, built century ago. 

Passenger service on the first railroad line completed in America will be 
discontinued at 6:45 p. m. today when "Smoky Mary" chugs in from Milneburg to the 
Pontchartrain junction on Esplanade Avenue.  

The Pontchartrain Railroad, a claimant in fame unequaled by the huge railway 
network and a never-failing subject of jokes by the wits of New Orleans for more than 
century, has almost completed its days of usefulness. 

Freight service will be continued pending the completion of lakefront 
improvements during a period not to exceed three years from March 14, but, after today, 
no longer will passenger travel over its 4.96 miles of rails. The century of its glory has 
passed. 

Death Knell - Sounded 

 

The death knell - was sounded March 4th when the federal court approved the 
ordinance providing for abandonment of the Pontchartrain railroad right-of-way from the 
lake to North Rocheblave Street, the remainder of the right-of-way to be used by the 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad. 

Under an agreement with the city reached in 1930 the right-of-way from North 
Rocheblave Street to Milneburg was transferred by the city in exchange for the city's title 
to the Louisville and Nashville depot site at the head of Canal Street. Final papers were 
signed Monday by J. Kemp Ridgely, president of the Pontchartrain railroad and general 
passenger agent for the L. & N. and Mayor T. Semmes Walmsley. 
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M. Ridgely said that at the end of the three year period set aside for the 
continuance of freight trains, the tracks from North Rocheblave Street to Milneburg will 
be taken up to permit completion of a boulevard that the city plans to build from Gentilly 
Road to the lake. 

 

Abandonment Approved 

 

The abandonment ordinance has been approved by the interstate Commerce 
commission and by the Louisiana Public Service Commission, and now the railroad that 
has been in operation since "a brigade of wooden cars" was first drawn by horses over its 
iron rails on April 23, 1831, is ready to stop operations. 

The line has unprecedented claims to distinction. It had the only traveling jail 
mentioned in old records. It boasted the world's first raised platform for loading freight. It 
carried trains without train masters, operators, dispatchers. 

A passenger never has been killed on the line. It is the only railroad of the past 
century operating under the name given it in the original charter. It received the first 
charter granted a railroad west of the Alleghenies. 

Work on the line was begun in 1830, the swamps being traversed "by filling them 
up with mounds of earth." When the road was completed, the famous Washington Hotel 
was erected in Milneburg. 

 

Opening Celebrated 

 

A great celebration occurred in New Orleans when the little line was opened. The 
governor rode in the first car, conspicuously labeled "Louisiana." The next four cars tilted 
precariously under the weight of city officials and other dignitaries. With a grandiose 
gesture, the entourage moved at the velocity of 12 miles an hour while excited Orlenaians 
thundered applause. 

On the day of the inauguration of the steam carriage, a skeptical crowd gathered 
doubting that an engine could pull 12 cars loaded with 300 people. The papers note that 
"after a few labored aspirations" the train moved off amid a blast of victory from its 
whistle and the huzzas of onlookers. Tradition has it that the monster dashed down the 
track at the "mad speed" of 15 miles an hour. 

 

Train Carried Jail Car 

 

The line passed into the hands of the Louisville and Nashville railroad in 1880. In 
the late 80's the tone of Milneburg  changed. On days when excursions were run to 
Milneburg the first train to make the trip always carried an empty box car that was put on 
a siding. There was no jail at the resort, so this became a temporary prison for 
obstreperous merrymakers. When the last train left for New Orleans the "jailhouse" was 
hooked on and offenders were turned over to waiting policemen when the train arrived at 
the junction. 

The last century has seen the antiquation of the famous line. Its major purpose as a 
trade outlet was long since relegated; more distant pleasure resorts superseded Milneburg 
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in popularity. Today "Smoke Mary" with all the dignity of a museum piece, will chug 
from the lake to the junction on its last passenger trip, and the railroad that a century ago 
symbolized a new age of prosperity and growth for New Orleans will approach its end.” 
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NEW ORLEANS RECOLLECTIONS 

By Rod Carew 
 

In his regular column in Record Changer, Rod Carew discussed the South Shore 
of the lake: "In approaching and passing the city of New Orleans, the Mississippi River 
makes a series of majestic curves, while flowing in a south easterly direction. A large 
portion of the city is contained in one of these great curves, which somewhat resembles a 
broad letter U, a part of which forms the crescent that accounts for the designation "The 
Crescent City." As it finishes the letter U the Mississippi swings to the right and turns 
toward the Gulf of Mexico. At about the point where the river makes this right turn is the 
foot of Elysian Fields Avenue, a thoroughfare in downtown New Orleans, broad enough 
to carry several railroad and trolley car tracks in the center with a wide roadway on each 
side. Not many blocks from the river was a small railroad station, the terminal stop of a 
little railroad that connected two points well known in the history of jazz music, -- New 
Orleans and Milneburg. 

I was told that in the years following the Civil War, Milneburg was a popular 
resort for fashionable New Orleans folks, but as the years passed it lost its appeal to the 
elite and became a gathering place for the hoi polloi. While I lived in New Orleans it was 
a great place for boisterous picnics and social club outings. 

Elysian Fields Avenue runs almost due north and south, and the little railroad 
followed the same direction straight to Milneburg, to which the trains ran frequently on 
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. The engines on these trains were small coal burning 
affairs, which seemed to run just fast enough to keep the wooden coaches always in a 
shower of cinders. Persons wearing white clothes had to be careful, there being no screens 
in the car windows. Louisville and Nashville Railroad trains also ran out Elysian Fields 
Avenue for about twenty blocks, and then turned east on their way to the Gulf Coast, 
while the Milneburg  trains continued straight ahead. At the point where the L. & N. 
trains branched off stood Stern's ammonisted Raw Bone Super Phosphate and Potash 
Works; when the wind was right the passengers on the trains somehow got the idea that 
they were not riding past rose gardens. The five mile trip to Milneburg did not take long, 
and soon the little place could be seen ahead, with blue patches of Lake Pontchartrain 
showing through the large trees growing along the shore. 

I don't recall any railroad station at Milneburg; after pausing briefly at the shore, 
the little train continued straight out the railroad pier which ran some distance out over 
the lake. The final stop was at the end of the pier, where connections were made with the 
"New Camilla," the little steamer which ran across the lake. The "New Camilia" was said 
to be very old, and the story was that it had been christened the "Camilia" when it was 
built, but when it got old they gave it a heavy coat of white paint and called it the "New 
Camilia." The painting was repeated each year, and rumor had it that if the many coats of 
paint were scraped through, it would be found that the wooden hull had rotted away and 
the thin shell of white paint was all that kept the boat afloat. 

Milneburg was located both on the shore of Lake Pontchartrain and out over the 
lake itself. On the shore were picnic groves, and a dance hall or two; out over the lake 
were built a large number of camps, cabins and pavilions, which were reached by narrow 
wooden walks running at right angles from the railroad pie. These structures and the 
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walks running to them were built several feet above the level of the lake, and were 
supported by wooden piles driven into the bottom of the lake; many of the camps had 
little stairways running down into the water for the convenience of those who wanted to 
swim. Out at the end of the pier was a more substantial structure, Moreau's Restaurant, 
where a very tasty sea food dinner could be had. A plank walk or promenade extended the 
length of the pier, along which were placed a few wooden park benches. There was no 
shade along most of the pier, and the benches furnished pretty hot seats until late in the 
afternoon when the sun got low. The camps and cabins could be rented for almost any 
length of time, by the day, week-end or longer. Social clubs and other groups would bring 
food, drink and music. As the evening drew on, there could be heard music coming from 
all directions, and when the music of two groups didn't clash, the strains from a hot cornet 
or trombone floating across the water had a very pleasing effect. The hottest jazz came 
from the dance halls at the edge of the lake. The one I remember was Quarella's Pavilion, 
where many of the New Orleans jazz pioneers played at one time or another. It had the 
reputation of being a pretty rough dance hall. 

My trips to Milneburg were solitary ventures to while away an idle afternoon. To 
ride out to the end of the pier, passing the old lighthouse that stood about halfway out, for 
a meal at Moreau's; to saunter along the pier, or sit on a bench and read, while enjoying 
the music in the distance; these were enough to fill out the afternoon. As night came on I 
was satisfied to get on the little train and rattle back into town, where there were always 
plenty of interesting things to see, and always enough music for any taste. And I usually 
had some important loafing and listening to do." 

 

Riders Digest  

May 14, 1962 
 

"In early colonial days Orleanians developed a resort on Bayou St. John near the 
Beauregard entrance to today's City Park, and there enjoyed fishing, hunting and 
swimming when there were no alligators in sight. As the city expanded after the 
Louisiana Purchase, resorts were developed on the lakefront, five miles away, for the 
benefit of those who did not have the time or the money to go to the more fashionable 
spas in other parts of the country. 

Lake Pontchartrain's dandy bottom invited bathers, and the water depth from zero 
at the shoreline to 16 feet in the middle met the needs of swimmers. These water 
sportsmen left their clothes and other effects with the professional fishermen who lived 
on or near the lakefront. 

Two months after it opened rail service between the river near Elysian Fields 
Avenue and Milneburg (today's Pontchartrain Beach) the Pontchartrain Railroad 
Company in 1831 built an 80-foot bathhouse over the lake and connected it with its Lake 
Hotel by a long pier. In 1833 it built the Washington Hotel and three bathhouses, 
charging 12 and a half cents for the use of the bathhouse facilities. Such records as have 
survived the years indicate the popularity of this resort for fishing, swimming and 
banqueting. 

Before this the Pontchartrain Hotel at Spanish Fort (where Bayou St. John enters 
the lake) had opened resort attractions there. It was "much frequented by persons from the 
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city during the summer," recorded the Duke of Saxe-Weimar in his "Travels Through 
North America during the Years 1825 and 1826." 

Prairie Cottage, a resort opened not far from the southern terminus of today's Lake 
Pontchartrain Causeway by James H. Caldwell's proposed railroad to Nashville, in 1840 
advertised the hunting, fishing and swimming allurements of that part of the lakefront. 
West End (first known as New Lake End), opened by the New Basin Canal Company, 
gave New Orleans another "watering place," with horse-drawn barges providing a means 
of transportation to the area. The Jefferson and Lake Pontchartrain Railroad added still 
another when it extended this city's first transit operation, now known as the St. Charles 
Streetcar line, from Carrollton to Bucktown (or East End, the designation which Jefferson 
Parish now prefers), half a mile west of West End. 

Thus railroads carried the pleasure seekers to three of the Lake Pontchartrain 
resorts, shell roads and horse-drawn barges to the other two. In 1844 the horse-drawn 
barges put on three round trips a day on the West End run, six on Sunday. The fare was 
20 cents each way, and time required for the trip was about an hour. 

"Every year diminishes the inducements to the residents of New Orleans to spend 
their summers in the North, by augmenting the number of delightful places of resort in 
the vicinity of New Orleans, where the warm season may be passed with equal pleasure 
and less expense," recorded the Commercial Bulletin of New Orleans on July 8, 1839. 

"Nothing can be finer than the bathing" on the lakefront, rhapsodized a 
correspondent to the Daily Crescent of New Orleans on July 24, 1850. "The water 
immediately under the bathhouse is about up to your neck, and has a firm, sandy bottom. 
Imagine how delightful it is to plunge into the exhilarating element and to float upon its 
heaving bosom. It puts the body in a perfect glow." 

 

Transit Reader's Digest (II) 

 June 31, 1963 
 

"In 1839, when New Orleans had a population of 102,000, its favorite resort was 
Milneburg (where Pontchartrain Beach stands today). This community had been begun as 
a port for coastwise trade in 1831 when the Pontchartrain Railroad laid nearly five miles 
of track from the Mississippi River to Lake Pontchartrain, a steam service that continued 
until 1932. Fare on the Milneburg train was 25 cents each way. A shell road paralleled the 
track for carriage transportation. 

New Orleans had other resorts, such as Carrollton, also reached by steam (the 
New Orleans and Carrollton Railroad). "But Milneburg," said the Daily Picayune on June 
12, 1839, "is the truly republican stamping ground, where all classes congregate and 
where each moves about, in his own particular orbit . . . 

"Milneburg's the place for both variety and novelty," declared the paper. "There is 
the 'swell' who prides himself on his elegantly caparisoned 'blood' and his white-spotted 
red neckerchief. The equally swelling 'fopling' in his sulky, who has handled the tapes 
with consummate address and who attaches more importance to the guidance of a vehicle 
than to the discovery of a north-west passage, is there. You can see the family carriage 
moving out in that direction, containing the paterfamilias surrounded by some half-a-
dozen 'little responsibilities,' and at his side his better-half, a little the worse for the wear 
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and tear of time, but still looking contented and happy. There is the honest drayman, who 
has rattled along the Levee during the week - he is mounted on his badly curried, half 
broken, hardy looking Rozinante. His stirrups have an antediluvian appearance, and the 
rest of his gear is anything but polished. But he must have his recreation. To wind up the 
weekly visitors to Milneburg, only see the crowd trundling out of the cars, of all sorts, 
sizes, sexes and descriptions, laughing and elated, and with a determination for fun." 

Milneburg's attractions included facilities for pistol practice, tenpins, dominoes, 
billiards, dancing to a "two-stringed violin sawed by a semi-Paganini, and a cracked 
tambourine," and swimming, for Pontchartrain "is literally alive with people puxuriating 
in the cool water. The curling breeze, waking up the waves to kiss the gorgeous sunset, 
bears their merry laugh and joyous shout to land.” The reporter closed his rhapsody with 
reference to the soft hum of voices in the barrooms, where the principal topic of 
conversation seemed to be such confections as the julep, the toddy, punch and sangaree, 
and to the restaurants, fragrant with "fish cooked up in exquisite style." What could be 
more pleasant after the day's activities, he indicated, than sitting in the shade with a 
newspaper, or strolling on the beach with a fragrant cigar!" 

 

Pops Foster  

 
"After I turned professional, I spent a lot of time at Lake Pontchartrain. Sunday 

was your big day at the lake. Out at the lakefront and Milneburg there'd be thirty-five or 
forty bands out there. The clubs would all have a picnic and have their own band or hire 
one. All day you would eat chicken, gumbo, red beans and rice, barbecue, and drink beer 
and claret wine. The people would dance to the bands, or listen to them, swim, go boat 
riding or walking on the piers. The food was mostly every tub that means everybody takes 
what he wants and waits on himself. The musicians had just as much fun as the people 
you played for. 

Monday at the lake was for the pimps, hustlers, whores, and musicians. We'd all 
go out there for picnics and to rest up. At night they had dances in the pavilions out on the 
piers. One night we were playing at the lake and we had a clarinet player named Leb who 
ate so much fried fish he nearly choked to death. We had to take him home and he was 
sick for a long tine. He was from Breakaway, Louisiana, where Sam Morgan's from. 
Some people lived out at the lake all year long. The only time they had to be scared was 
in a storm." 

 

PICTURES OUT OF OUR PAST 

 
Dixie, June 9, 1968 - "A camp built on pilings over Lake Pontchartrain is as New 

Orleans as red beans 'n' rice and seafood gumbo. It's true today; it was true back in 1916 
when this photo was taken of the King Do-Do Social club's camp at Milneburg. "As I 
remember, the camp was located close to the Milneburg lighthouse, which is now in the 
Pontchartrain Beach amusement park," says James F. Tallon, 1727 Frenchmen, the 
contributor. "We used to get to the camp by riding the Smoky Mary train." 

Tallon is somewhere in the photograph, but with such a mob scene he cannot 
pinpoint himself. "I'm near Emile Marquez, who owned the camp," he says. Marquez is 
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the older, mustachioed and be-hatted gentlemen standing under the King Do-Do sign near 
the center of the photo. 

Marquez and his friends made up the social club, which used the camp for family 
gatherings. "This can be seen in the photograph," says Tallon. "No rowdyism or 
disorderly conduct was permitted by Marquez." 

Although it would be impossible to identify all the people in the photograph, 
Tallon can name a few. He says the man standing on the railing is Sonny Kissinger. The 
man in the white shirt leaning on the railing to the right of the photograph is Louis 
Schneller. 

The camp was torn down some years after this photo was made, but Tallon says 
its last owner was Marquez who operated a bar on Frenchmen and N. Villere Streets. 

Before Marquez purchased the camp, it was owned by Frankie Russell, a top-
notch lightweight boxer who used it as his training headquarters, then by Walter Methe, a 
city detective who late sold it to Marquez." 

 
Dixie, August 5, 1969 - "The month was January, and the year was 1910. A group 

of New Orleans teen-agers decided to go fishing at Milneburg. So they went-hats, 
topcoats and fishing poles included. 

The youths are, from left, Eddie Lebreton Sr., William R. Hogan Sr., F. Robert 
Duplantier, Leon Hogan and A. J. Duplantier Sr. 

The photograph was submitted by A. J. Duplantier Jr., 1750 Pressburg. 
(Incidentally, the contributor and William R. Hogan Jr. are partners in an accounting 
firm.) 

Milneburg, once a popular resort for Orleanians, was located in the area now 
occupied by Pontchartrain Beach. It consisted mainly of restaurants and camps built out 
over the lake. Excursion steamers tied up there, and the famed Smoky Mary - which was 
as much an institution as it was a train - ran along Elysian Fields Avenue to Milneburg 
from the river. 

Milneburg dated back to 1830 when the four and a half mile stretch of track was 
laid from the river to the lake. At that time, Alexander Milne, one of the city's wealthiest 
men, owned most of the land along the lakefront from what is now the Jefferson Parish 
line to the Rigolets. Milne, a canny Scot, envisioned his Milneburg as a prosperous little 
town growing richer and richer as a transshipping port - where both passengers and 
freight would be transferred from the short railroad to lake steamer for shipment to Gulf 
Coast and East Coast ports, and goods coming in from these points transferred to the 
railroad for distribution in New Orleans. 

Instead, it became a resort area - with New Orleanians using the railroad to flee 
the city for a relaxing time on the lake. Thus, Milneburg prospered for many years. In 
fact, Smoky Mary ran until 1932. 

A number of factors led to the decline of Milneburg - not the least among them 
the rising popularity of West End and Spanish Fort. A crushing blow was dealt in 1922, 
when the Orleans Levee Board announced it would build a seawall from West End to the 
industrial Canal. In the process, most of the area occupied by Milneburg's camps was 
filled in. A dozen years later, in 1934, fire destroyed much of what was left standing. 
After that, there were only memories. And now even they are fading." 
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Time Picayune, June 6, 1971 - "An old photograph will often show buildings that 

are long gone, while the terrain they cover lingers on. This one shows just the reverse. 
That lighthouse is still there, but the lake around it has been filled in. 

Back around 1910-16, when this picture was taken, that portion of the 
Pontchartrain lakefront was known as Milneburg. It was named after Alexander Milne, 
who wheeled and dealed during the early part of the 19th Century until he owned most of 
the land within a mile and a half of the lake in Orleans Parish. 

This was mostly marshland that nobody else had much use for - but Milne had big 
ideas. On Sept. 17, 1832, the original Smoky Mary train began making regular trips from 
the river to the lake along a strip of land that is now Elysian Fields Avenue. A bustling 
little resort community grew at the lake end of that line. 

Old-timers may recall Smoky Mary. She ran just short of a century - the run was 
discontinued on March 15, 1932. Old-timers may also recall the Washington Hotel or 
Moreau's Saloon or any of the dozens of camps that jutted far out into the lake along the 
piers. Old-timers may recall them, but not a trace of them remains. 

Time passed Milneburg by. A new generation of Orleanians found other 
amusements more to their taste. In the 1930's, a WPA project filled portions of the lake 
until the camps were obliterated and the lighthouse stood on dry land. That land is now 
occupied by Pontchartrain Beach and LSU, New Orleans. There are plans to build a 
Museum on the site. (1994) 

The photo was taken by Will J. Morgan, whose granddaughter, Mrs. Bernard L. 
Eckholdt Jr., 3646 Fairmont Drive is the contributor." 

 
Times Picayune, Dec. 12, 1971 - "This is a nice, relaxful photograph, showing 

good friends and family members during a peaceful moment at Milneburg. 
For those too young to remember, and for newcomers, Milneburg was located in 

the area where Elysian Fields Avenue meets Lake Pontchartrain. It was a resort area, with 
a host of nightclubs and cafes and family-owned camps. At one time, a noted train - 
Smoky Mary - puffed to Milneburg from its station at Elysian Fields Avenue and the 
river. 

Milneburg, however, was many yesterdays ago. It thrived in a simpler era before 
superhighways and super jets; it thrived in an era when people were content to vacation at 
home and not worry about stretching the dollar (and credit) to Mexico City or Paris. 

"The resort was flourishing when this photograph was taken in 1920," writes the 
contributor, Mrs. Gus Caradjaz, 4914 Painters St. 

The contributor identifies those in the photograph as, from left, Vincent Valenti, 
her father; Cosimo Valenti, her grandfather; Pete Duco; Gus Caradjaz, her husband, and 
Vincent Valenti, a cousin with the same name as her father. 

"The photograph was taken on the run of my father's camp," writes Mrs. Caradjaz. 
"The camp consisted of four bedrooms, a large dining room, a kitchen and a porch." 

As a resort, Milneburg had its ups and downs; it’s final down being in April 1934, 
when fire swept through the remaining structures at Milneburg reducing them to ashes." 
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THE JOYS OF MILNEBURG 

Anonymous 
 

"This was Milneburg - many the fish dinner - many the frolic of my youth."  Out in 
Kiddieland at Pontchartrain Beach stands a small and utterly charming lighthouse. It is 
there to delight children and other fun seekers and it looks as though it came right out of 
Disneyland. But far from that, this lighthouse once stood in water right where land now 
surrounds it, and cast its beams for many years to guide the ships and sailors on Lake 
Pontchartrain. It stood guard over a busy United States port of entry. It was a familiar 
landmark in one of the great pleasure resorts of America before the Civil War, and 
finally, in its old age, it presided over a cluster of camps and dance halls where a new 
kind of music, early ragtime and jazz, was played. 

All this began, in a sense, when a Scottish footman in the service of the Duke of 
Richmond and Gordon refused to powder his hair. His name was Alexander Milne, and 
since he was in his thirties he seems to have been content with his work until one day 
when the Duke decided to put all his servants in liver. (Sic: liver: uniformed clothing) 
This meant powdering the hair, and Milne, who was proud of his vivid red hair, decided 
that now was as good a time as any to try his luck in America. But the Revolution was 
just about to erupt to Milne made his way to New Orleans, arriving in 1776. 

Milne's first success was in hardware, but before long he went into the business of 
making bricks. The great fires of 1778 and 1794 which destroyed much of New Orleans 
and were disastrous for so many, proved to be business boosts for Milne since he supplied 
most of the bricks necessary for the huge jobs of rebuilding. 

He also obtained some grants of land around the farms in gentilly, and he bought 
land in other outlying areas. Milne's great faith though was that New Orleans would 
expand in the direction of the lake and therefore he began to buy land around Bayou St. 
John and along the lakefront. Before too long Milne owned a huge stretch of property 
along the lake's southern shore. It was about twenty-two miles long with a depth of one 
and one-half miles, and ran from somewhat west of the Jefferson Parish line all the way 
to the Rigolets. 

For man years, decades even, Milne's land was of interest only to fishermen and to 
those travelers who came to New Orleans through Lake Pontchartrain. These latter would 
take ship, usually at Mobile, and sail along the Gulf Coast to Lake Borgne until finally he 
reached the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain about five miles from New Orleans. Other 
than this, plus a small amount of freight. Milne's coast was more or less dormant. But it 
was just about to be shaken awake. 

The shaking began in 1829 when a group of far-sighted entrepreneurs formed the 
Pontchartrain Railroad Corporation. Within an ear they got the Louisiana Legislature to 
authorize a railroad from the river front in New Orleans out Elysian Fields Avenue to the 
lake. When one considers that railroads were hardly known at all then, were anything but 
proven and that the lake terminal was hardly more than wilderness, the courage and faith 
of these investors stands out. In fact this little railroad was only the second one to be 
started in the United States, and it was the first one west of the Alleghenies. As it turned 
out the Pontchartrain Railroad was also the first to be completed in the United States. 
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Of course to get to the lake shore meant that a strip of land had to be acquired 
from Milne. Whether he sold or leased the land is not certain, but in any case he was 
surely cooperative since he knew what the railroad would mean to him. 

Building the road was in itself quite a feat. Man loads of levee earth for fill had to 
be brought in by mules, and special rot and insect resistant ties of red cedar had to be 
imported from Mexico. Nevertheless, construction, which began on March 10, 1831, 
progressed rapidly until on April 23, 1831, just six weeks and two days after the start, the 
road was ready for business, even though it was without a steam engine and would, for a 
while, have to depend on horses for its horsepower. 

Already the federal government had designated the lake terminal an official 
United States port of entry and authorized a lighthouse. (The first one was completed in 
1837. It was rebuilt in 1858 and again in 1875, when the one now standing in Kiddieland 
was constructed.) 

The new port, opened formally on the very same day the railroad was finished, 
was officially named Port Pontchartrain. But Alexander Milne had a different idea. He 
got the New Orleans City Council on May 14, 1831 to name the small hamlet Milneburg, 
and thereafter Milneburg it was. (Milne was apparently anxious to preserve his name. He 
not only promoted the name Milneburg, but he also provided in his will for a Milne 
Home for boys, and another for girls.) 

When the first steam engine finally arrived from England late in 1832, the little 
Pontchartrain Railroad was already on the way to success. Although under five miles 
long, it was the vital link in the best freight and passenger route between Mobile and New 
Orleans. And as this traffic boomed so too did the value of Milne's lakefront property. He 
soon became a millionaire. 

Since the lake bottom sloped away from the shore, making contact with the ships 
required a long trestle and wharf extending about a half mile out. Here came side-
wheelers and sail from Mobile, Pascagoula, Pearlington, Madisonville, and other ports, 
carrying mail, freight, lumber, and passengers. The heaviest traffic belonged to the side-
wheelers owned by Charles Morgan, the Gulf region's most successful shipping magnate. 

Out on the wharf the Pontchartrain Railroad built its loading platforms on a level 
with the flat cars to facilitate loading. (It thus scored another first in America.) And since 
the trip to the city took only fifteen to twenty minutes the road could move a lot of 
freight. 

So traffic and commerce flourished. During the height of the trade with Mobile 
and the other Gulf ports, when the Morgan side-wheelers could be seen almost daily, 
there were round-houses, machine and equipment shops, as well as many offices and 
other business necessities in Milneburg. However, as a port city the days of Milneburg 
were numbered and had Milne to depend on the port alone to perpetuate his name we 
might long have forgotten him. 

For when New Orleans was captured in 1862 trade with Confederate Mobile 
ended and Milneburg became chiefly an entry for federal troops and supplies. Trade was 
restored when Mobile fell in 1864, but just two years later the New Orleans, Mobile and 
Chattanooga Railroad obtained a charter to build a railroad over the 141 miles of land 
between Mobile and New Orleans. When this road began operating in 1870 the value of 
Milneburg as a port was practically at an end. 
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Milne's town, however, would be of little interest to us if it had been merely a 
sometime port. What really made Milneburg a name to be remembered was its career as a 
resort, or rather its careers, since it went through two distinct phases of supplying 
relaxation, fun and games. One might say that there were two Milneburgs, having in 
common the fact that they both owed their creation and existence to the railroad. 

The first resort began when the railroad directors realized that with a little 
imagination and investment they could create a passenger traffic that would nicely 
supplement their freight haulage. And so they built a pier 830 feet into the lake. On it they 
constructed a tavern the named the Lake House. It cost $8000.00, a fair amount to risk in 
those days, but they knew what they were doing. Since the ride cost usually no more than 
a quarter, and was a pleasant way to spend fifteen minutes, New Orleanians flocked out to 
the Lake House. 

Such instant success caused the company to plan for a hotel and three bath houses 
as soon as possible. In December, 1831, the company put up $11,000.00 to get things 
started and in the following April the Washington Hotel was ready and waiting for the 
summer trade. 

Very shortly the Washington Hotel gained a wide fame, not only local, but among 
many who planned to visit New Orleans. Word of the hotel spread many ways, especially 
through written descriptions made by enchanted travelers. One of these, Joseph Ingraham, 
published in 1835 two volumes on his travels. In them he described the Washington as: 

 
"A very handsome cafe or hotel crowded with men. The eternal dominoes were 

rattling on ever table, glasses were ringing against glasses, and voices were heard in high-
toned conversation, in all languages with mingled oaths and laughter . . . All these 
persons, probably were from the city, and had come down to the lake to amuse 
themselves or kill an hour. The opposite cafe was equally crowded; while the billiard 
rooms adjoining were filled with spectators and players. Clouds of tobacco-smoke 
enveloped the multitude..." 

 
An Englishman, Henry Bax, managed the Washington Hotel from its opening in 

1832 until 1844, by which time it was renowned as a playground for the elite. Its grand 
ballroom was ideal for fancy balls, while its broad galleries were perfect for strolling, 
sipping drinks, giving parties, or simply relaxing. Years later, a man who had lived the 
good life fondly reminisced about those grand days when he and his crowd used" . . .to sit 
on the gallery of the old Washington Hotel and watch the Morgan side-wheelers churn in 
from Galveston and Mobile - and in the grand salon the couples would be going through 
the mazes of the lancers and the quadrille." 

And this was by no means all the Washington could offer pleasure seekers. 
Outside a beautiful park and gardens adjoined the hotel; while not far away was the 
bathing beach. Bathing, in fact, was a prime attraction at Milneburg almost from the start. 
In July, 1831, just two months after the railroad commenced operating, the company built 
a bath house on the hull of the Jubilee, a steamboat that had sunk not far from the railroad 
terminal. This eighty foot building was connected with the Lake House by a five hundred 
foot pier. 
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Milneburg's first bath house came to an early end when an August storm utterly 
demolished it. But it had already proved the potential in bathing. So the company 
hastened to let out contracts for three bath houses that would be protected from future 
storms by a six hundred foot breakwater. These bath houses would cost $3000.00 each. 

Rapidly now, the rest of Milneburg built up. Restaurants, other hotels, saloons, 
and varied pleasure domes clustered around the Washington Hotel and the railroad 
station. Miguel's Phoenix House and Boudreau's were two of the best liked restaurants. 
Miguel's specialty was bouillabaisse and it must have been extraordinarily delicious. 
When William Makepeace Thackeray dined on Miguel's bouillabaisse in 1856 he was so 
impressed that he wrote about it later in an essay in the Cornhill Magazine. "At that 
comfortable inn in Pontchartrain we had bouillabaisse than which a better was never 
eaten at Marseilles." And this from a writer who had earlier written a poem about the 
bouillabaisse at Marseilles. (On March 28, 1911, a number of historically minded 
Louisiana's dined at the site to celebrate the fifty-fifth anniversary of Thackeray's visit. 
The bouillabaisse was still good.) 

Now all these attractions, plus a multitude of fishermen, meant plenty of 
passengers for the railroad. Up to sixteen trips a day with seven or eight extra excursions 
on Sundays and holidays hauled the fun seekers back and forth. By 1841 a fisherman's 
special left each day at 4 A. M. If the catch was good, and it usually was, the coaches 
reeked of fish for days. 

Thus although the Washington Hotel and the fancy restaurants might be a bit 
expensive, there were enough other attractions to please anyone who could afford the 
reasonable railroad fare. Milneburg "is the truly republican stamping ground," said the 
Picayune in 1839, "only see the crowd trundling out of the cars, of all sorts, sizes, sexes, 
and descriptions, laughing and elated, and with a determination for fun." 

The reporter didn't think it necessary to say that this "republican" crowd was made 
up of blacks, as well as whites. One of the original three bath houses was designated "for 
the coloured population." Begun in April, 1833, it was ready by July. Originally it was to 
have been connected to the shore by a separate pier, but this meant extra expense so in the 
end the Negro's bath house was attached to the wharf of the Washington Hotel. There was 
also a separate shore house. 

Thus the Free Negroes of New Orleans also found release and relaxation at 
Milneburg's beach. They apparently found it possible to dine as well as bathe for William 
Johnson, a Free Negro visitor from Natchez, noted in his account books that he had paid 
$3.00 for a meal in Milneburg in 1831. The railroad provided special cars for the Free 
Negroes, and Matilda Houston noticed during her visit to New Orleans in the early 1840's 
that there were as many Negroes riding the railroad to Milneburg as there were white s - if 
not more. The Negroes she saw were "thoroughly enjoying themselves, laughing and 
singing from the packed carriage." 

Slaves were another matter entirely, at least officially. They were forbidden to use 
the bath houses, and if they were around the lake at all they were supposed to carry a 
certificate from the Mayor, or else be in the company of their master. In part this was 
because the Free Negroes often resented mixing with the slaves, and in part because the 
lake offered and easy escape route for slaves. Ships were frequently short handed and not 
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at all averse to hiding a slave who would make a good sailor once they got him out into 
the Gulf. 

Despite all such precautions and restrictions there were numerous slaves in the 
crowds that enjoyed Milneburg. For in New Orleans a large number of slaves worked and 
lived practically on their own and possessed considerable freedom of movement. It was 
almost impossible to distinguish them from the Free Negroes at Milneburg. Finally family 
slaves were often brought along to help out with picnic and other chores. Hence before 
long separate rooms were provided for slaves and they too joined in the bathing and 
fishing. 

This then was Milneburg before the Civil War, during its best years as an elite 
resort. It must have made a lovely day to go out there for a refreshing swim, followed by a 
superb dinner, and then a stroll through the lush gardens. These gardens so impressed one 
visitor in 1857 that he described Milneburg as a "Village of Flowers." 

But that same year the Washington Hotel caught fire, and although it was quickly 
repaired, the Civil War and its aftermath were about to change the character of 
Milneburg. It became less of an elite resort and more a playground for the common 
people. 

So it was that after the war, New Orleanians rode their little railroad in greater 
numbers than ever. And now they had given a pet name to the train that pulled them to 
and from happy land. They called her "Smoky Mary," because her engine was fueled with 
soft coal which made her puff out clouds of black greasy smoke and hot cinders on 
passengers, crew, and bystanders alike. But that was a minor discomfort compared to the 
joy "Smoky Mary" bestowed. 

She became an integral part of life in other ways as well, John A. Galivan, her 
engineer for thirty-seven years, recalled how a housewife in Milneburg might need some 
blue thread or such to finish dress. He would buy it in town and bring it out on "Smoky 
Mary's evening run. Or if the stork was coming "Smoky Mary" was the one to get the 
doctor there on time. She helped eloping couples escape their parents, toted water during 
dry spells, and in general made herself indispensable. 

She even supplied a jail for Milneburg on Sundays and holidays when the resort 
was crowded. An empty boxcar was hauled over early and left in Milneburg all day for 
the incarceration of drunks, pick pockets, brawlers, and other disorderly persons. When 
the last train left for New Orleans this unique jail on wheels would simply be attached 
and hauled back to the city. 

At Milneburg itself several physical changes were occurring. Little by little the 
wharf was extended from the old boat landing, and camps sprang up on each side, as well 
as along the shore. These camps were used for picnics, fishing, bathing, dancing, 
drinking, or any other pleasure the citizens could dream up. A dance pavilion was added 
to the old Washington Hotel and the whole structure could be rented for public picnics 
and balls. Other times it functioned as a sort of beer garden. 

But most of all, as the people and the place changed; there was a change in the 
sounds heard at Milneburg. A new and strange kind of music was beginning to be played 
there. To those who could remember the older Milneburg, the new sound was disturbing. 
As one wrote: "No more the guitar and violin; enter the trombone and snare drums." It 
seemed to him that what he now heard were "blatant, raucous noises and revelries," and 
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that the minuet, lancers and quadrilles had given way to "swaying, swaggering dances." 
Others called it "discordant ragtime" and yearned for the "tender rhythm" of the waltz. 

But these "raucous sounds" were, of course, the sounds of early jazz; sounds that 
were to be the real glory of Milneburg and to keep its name alive long after the place 
itself had passed from the map. Milneburg overcame a haven for the developing jazz 
bands which were hired to play as often as possible. As that pioneer study Jazzmen puts 
it:  

"They used bands in those pre-radio days for every conceivable event [at] 
Milneburg on the lake front," and no matter who else might have forgotten, the musicians 
remembered those days and those joys. Thus Danny Barker in Hear me Talin' To Ya: 

"The colored and white bands battled (or bucked), frequently from opposite lake-front 
camps. It was the custom to have picnics and family outings at places like Milenburg." 
(True, the spelling is a little off, but it is the same place.) 

 Sidney Bechet in Treat It Gentle gives Milneburg a lot more credit than the 
whorehouses of Storyville for providing employment for pioneer jazzmen. "The 
musicians," he wrote, “would go to those houses just whenever they didn't have a regular 
engagement or some gig they was playing, when there was no party or picnic or ball to 
play at. But in those days there was always some party going, some fish fry, and there was 
always some picnic around the lakes - Milneburg or Spanish Fort Lake." 

Finally the king himself, Louis Armstrong, recalled in Satchmo the days of his 
youth when he played in the band of the Colored Waifs Home for Boys: "The band was 
even sent to play in Milneburg [another variety of spelling] and Little Woods." 

To sum up let us turn to Jazzmen once more: 
 "The Eagle Band and others were often a feature of the picnics held during 

summer months. The oldest resort establishment was Milneburg. . The many good times . 
. .For years these offered lucrative employment to musicians." 

 
This then was Milneburg as the 1920's began. First a ride on Smoky Mary out to 

the lake. Then perhaps a trip on the steamer Camelia across the lake and back. Or a 
picnic, or some combination of camping, picnic, fishing, bathing or dancing. And 
everywhere glorious New Orleans jazz. In the words of one old-timer. "Some picnics, 
take it from me kiddo - some rags and jazz, I'll tell the world." 

But the end of Milneburg was fast approaching. In 1922 a sea wall that would 
move the shore out beyond the lighthouse was authorized. Work began in 1926 and was 
finished in 1930. Milneburg was no more. 

Thus Alexander Milne's town might have been forgotten were it not for three jazz 
men, the tremendous Jelly Roll Morton, Leon Rappolo and Paul Mares. The sat down one 
day, not long after the sea wall was authorized, and composed a jazz classic dedicated to 
the joys they had known at Milneburg. They got the spelling a trifle wrong but it was 
close enough for New Orleans. They named their song the "Milneburg Joys" and as 
Jazzmen noted, Milneburg was "immortalized in the Milneburg Joys, a classic stomp 
played by all the New Orleans bands." 

In his book Mister Jelly Roll, Alan Lomax says of Morton's compositions: "Sales . 
. particularly Milneburg Joys, were really terrific, because the New Orleans Rhythm 
Kings played the tune and they were big all over the country. And in another place he 
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speaks of "King Porter Stomp, Goodman's big hit, Dead Man Blues, Oliver's big hit, and 
Milneburg Joys, everybody's big hit." 

But the recordings of Milneburg Joys are really the best evidence of the song's 
vast and continuing appeal. Starting with the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, who first 
recorded Milneburg Joys on July 17, 1923, there comes an avalanche of records, Glen 
Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra; McKinney's Cotton Pickers; Bennie Moten's Orchestra; 
Don Redman; The Dorsey Brothers; Tommy Dorsey; The Connie's Inn Orchestra; Red 
Nichols: Jimmy O'Brant's Washboard Band; Lil Harding's orchestra; Kid Rena; George 
Lewis' New Orleans Stompers - all paled homage to the joys of old Milneburg. The most 
recent recording is by The Happy Jazz Band of San Antonio, Texas, made in September, 
1964. And so it is that Alexander Milne's name is being perpetuated in a manner he never 
dreamed of. 

When the sea wall was complete, Milneburg was of course gone, and the light 
house was inland where we see it now. But Smoky Mary ran for another two years 
although she had to run backwards to the lake since there was no longer a turntable. 
Mainly she carried materials used for the construction going on. Finally on Tuesday, 
March 15, 1932 the last train left Milneburg at 6:30 P. M., one hundred years after the 
first steam engine ran to the lake. 

The event was well covered by the local newspapers, with the account in the 
States being written by that one time reporter, and long time congressman, F. Edward 
Hebert. Mainly the reporters wrote of the railroad and it’s past. Only the engineer 
reminisced that when he had started thirty-seven years before "Milneburg was a resort 
with camps and dance halls." But those dance halls held the sounds of jazz and the 
Milneburg Joys will be enjoyed again as long as there are jazz bands in this world. 
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NORTH SHORE 

 
There has been much written about the history of New Orleans jazz music during 

the early 1900's. These writings tell of the activity on the Southern shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain, but fail to notate the important role played by the places and people on the 
North Shore of the Lake who shared many of the social customs and activities of the 
citizens of New Orleans. There was a very active social atmosphere on the North Shore 
and its direct link to New Orleans were the many steamboats navigating the lake. On 
these steamboats we find local jazz bands that not only playing jazz on the trip over, but 
had secured dance jobs on the North Shore. These bands many times would take dance 
jobs in a circuit type situation, traveling to the various towns on the North Shore, playing 
a dance in a different town each night of the week. A number of New Orleans jazz 
musicians including Buddy Petit and George Lewis, lived at on time on the North Shore. 

Thus is presented in this part of the text the colorful and interesting history of 
music on the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain. 

 

COVINGTON 

 
In 1878, the towns on the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain were lightly 

populated areas, having little over a few hundred residences. Prior to the building of 
railroads and bridges, the locations were thought of as places' one either passed through 
on the way to New Orleans or where one spent the hot summers, taking advantage of the 
cooling breeze, the long pines, and the healthy natural springs. 

Jacques Drieux acquired the land lying in the fork between the Bogue Falaya and 
Tchefuncta Rivers, later selling it to John Wharton Collins in 1813. Naming this area 
Covington in honor of General Leonard A. Covington, Prior to 1875 it was inhabited by 
Indians with only a few white families residing in the area. Covington is found in the 
center of an Ozone Belt (Ozone is the term applied to the healthful air in an area). There 
are only two other recognized Ozone Belts: one in the Hartz Mountains of Germany and 
the other in Arizona. This area, later to be called St. Tammany Parish, main produce was 
wood. It has been written that all of the buildings in New Orleans were made from St. 
Tammany Parish materials.  

With the development of the New Orleans and N.W. Railroad in 1887, the North 
Shore flourished as a resort area. Hotels, Spas and summer cottages sprang up. The North 
Shore was now within commuting distance from New Orleans.  

Mrs. Pauline Fuhrmann in an interview in "Covington History" she describes life 
in Covington during the turn of the century: (1900's): 

 
"During this period, transportation to Covington was by schooner. In 

the early 1900's Mrs. Fuhrmann's Uncle, Capt. Henry Weaver, built a 
steamboat named "Josie" after his wife. It was launched from the shipyard 
in Madisonville, and was the first steamer here. In addition, the first 
paddle-wheeler was named the "Camelia" and was the passenger boat from 
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New Orleans. Mrs. Fuhrmann said, 'The wharf was at the foot of Columbia 
Street and these boats would come at least one a week and tie up to it.' 

My father's sister was married to Capt. Weaver and he had the 
schooner since the only exit was from the Bogue Falaya or Tchefuncta and 
the steamer Camilia came up only as far as Old Landing." 
 
When asked about how people spent their leisure time in the early part of the 

century in Covington we read: 
 

"Sunday was the day to ride the excursion boat to New Orleans. The 
Post Office was located in the Southern Hotel, which had a beautiful 
veranda where the young people could sit and talk while waiting for the 
mail to be unloaded and the boat ready to depart. Inside the hotel was a 
ballroom and a parlor where one could dance until time to leave. 

Almost every afternoon the same group of boys and girls walked to the 
park, where there was a pavilion. The park was also very popular for 
swimming. The park was built around 1907-1908. The pavilion was built 
so there was space underneath, with a dance floor above. The first fair was 
held there. They decorated the top floor all around the edges and danced in 
the center." 

 

                         
                               St. Tammany Hotel 
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Great Southern Hotel (Pine Tree Inn (Bogalusa) 

Mr. Philip Burns also a resident of Covington, remembers the railroad that ran 
from the lake front to Covington. He remarks: 

 
"Sometimes in the early 1900's a railroad line was built which went 

from Covington to Mandeville, going through Abita Springs. Called the 
"Doodlebug," the first one was gas, and then a later one was electric. This 
car ran several trips a day to meet the boats that landed in Mandeville to go 
to New Orleans. It was a very pleasant outing for young people because 
big excursions came from New Orleans to Mandeville on weekends. It was 
a good way to spend an hour and a half with your girl and enjoy the good 
music the people on the excursion had. We'd go to Mandeville, then ride 
the boat over to New Orleans and come right back. There was a big 
wooden walkway on the beach in Mandeville so people could walk right 
out on it into the boats." 

 

 
Electric Train – taken in 1915 

 
The above photograph was taken by Oliver Haik circa 1915. The electric train traveled 
from Mandeville, to Abitas Springs to Covington and returned/ Ot pftem [ocled up 
visitors from the south Shore and transported them to various point along the route 
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The electric train at Mandeville, out from Duval’s on pier-ca. 1915 

 

 
Electric Train crossing beach to pier in Mandevill, ca. 1905 

 

Social affairs were limited to small soirees and outdoor activities, such as picnics, 
swims and hayrides. The "hops" or "soirees," as the dances were called, were more of 
family/friend gatherings than commercial endeavors, with the music furnished by small 
local groups or solo pianists: 

 
"Soiree - Everything was done that could add to the pleasure and 

comfort of those present. Mirth and joy, music and dancing were the order 
of the evening." (Nov. 23, 1878-St. Tammany Farmer.) 
 

"There was another social 'hop' at the residence of Mr. J. C. Barelli last 
Thursday evening. Not being much of a dancer, we only participated in a 
few waltzes and reels, and 3 or 4 "tuckers," but the young folks, who were 
fond of dancing, were still tripping the light fantastic when we came 
away." (Jan. 4, 1879-St. Tammany Farmer) 
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The local inhabitants did participate in Mardi Gras and from very early times, 

"Rex" always came to Covington: 
 

"Mardi Gras - Rex comes to Covington. The band discoursing 
delightful music. The musicians were members of the royal household, 
being no less distinguished persons than the two Catsackian twins Sawen 
and Pullen - one playing on the violin, the other the accordeon." (March 1, 
1879-St. Tammany Farmer) 
 
The local citizens were assiduous in scheduling and attending the various 

activities; 
 

"Racket club gave another Soiree last Monday night." (April 12, 1879-
Ibid.) 

 
"Picnic at Tchefuncta River. After dinner came music and dancing." 

(April 19, 1879-Ibid.) 
 
"Soiree - courthouse last Thursday night - The music was excellent." 

(May 7, 1879-Ibid.) 
 
"Ball at courthouse-Seductive strains of most charming music." (Aug. 

23, 1879-Ibid.) 
 

"Soiree at Mrs. Silas residence. Amusements consisted of dancing and 
various games." (Nov. 8, 1879-Ibid.) 
 

As far back as 1879, steamers were crossing the lake from West End and other 
southern locations on Lake Pontchartrain bringing excursionists to the North Shore. At 
this time there were at least six large steamers cruising the lake, bringing as many as two 
thousand people on the weekends: 

 
"Next Sunday six steamers will cross the lake with excursions for 

Mandeville, Madisonville and Covington, being the New Camelia, Abita, 
Alice, Georgia Muncy, Heroine and Henry Wright - thought that these 
steamers will bring over no less than 2000 persons." (July 5, 1879-Ibid.) 
 
Each year the carnival season was celebrated in Covington with a parade and ball. 

In contrast, there is mention of only a few carnival parades in New Orleans during these 
early years: 

 
"Rex again comes to Covington. Grand carnival procession to 

courthouse where a grand masquerade and fancy dress ball will be given in 
honor of the occasion." (Jan. 24, 1880-Ibid.) 
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The music for the carnival ball was supplied by the Johnson family band that rode 

on the plantation tableau float. A band was hired for the ball, but the citizens were so 
disappointed in its music that they had the float band play instead: 

 
"Ball Music - From plantation tableau of parade - Epraim Johnson - 

banjo, Sambo - tambourine, Jackson and his two sons - Ike and Julius - 
dancers, and Susannah - cook. The music and dancers of this little family 
circle were both attractive and comical. The imported music was not equal 
to the occasion and in this respect the members of the club were 
disappointed, although the member appointed to take charge of it 
performed his duty faithfully. The gentlemen impersonating the plantation 
scene were present however and with the assistance of Messrs. Warren 
Richardson and Galloway, discoursed excellent and charming music until 
the last of the revelers had departed." (Jan. 31, 1880-Ibid.) 
 
The Johnsons were spoken of once again when they provided the music and 

entertainment at a party/dance for a Mrs. Keller: 
 

"Party/dance at Mrs. Keller - At nine o'clock a knock was heard at the 
door and when it was opened 'Eph' Johnson and his 'chillums' entered and 
treated the company to some choice music. As a natural consequence a 
'reel' was formed and with the music, dancing and refreshments, etc., the 
guests had a delightful time." (Feb. 21, 1880-Ibid.) 
 
In the towns of Louisiana, the fire department was a very important part of the 

town. It was voluntary and funds were raised by having special activities such as socials, 
dances and fairs. In order to raise money to buy a new fire engine the town of Covington 

gave a ball for which it hired a band from New Orleans (the Pelican Brass and String 

Band). This is the first mention of using bands from New Orleans: This was Prof. James 
Humphrey's band. 

 
"Fireman's ball at courthouse, Tuesday, May 25, to buy fire engine." 

(May 8, 1880-Ibid.) 
 

"Fireman's ball. Music furnished by the Pelican Brass and String Band 
of New Orleans, Prof. F. Fabregas - leader. Under the soul-stirring strains 
of this wonderful band, the votaries of the art terpsichore, indulged in their 
favorite pastime to the full extent. The dancing continued until the golden 
shafts of the 'God of Day' appeared in the eastern horizon, when the gay 
assembly dispersed." (May 15, 1880-Ibid.) 
 
The locals continued to have 'private soirees' around town, along with other 

activities, such as ice cream socials and balls: 
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"Several private soirees in town this week - one at Mrs. Martees 
Tuesday night, and one at Mr. Cahiers Thursday night - and entertainment 
at Mrs. Geudrev Friday night." (June 5, 1880-Ibid.) 

 
"Concert and ice cream festival - dancing after each event (July 24, 

1880-Ibid.) 
 
"Fireman's ball - The music, which was furnished by an excellent 

string band from the city of which Prof. Fabregas is the leader, was very 
fine, and contributed to the pleasure of the evening." (Aug. 7, 1880-Ibid.) 
 
In 1881 and 1882, there were very few mentions in the paper (St. Tammany 

Farmer) of various social activities, but there were still the party/dances, Mardi Gras 
activities, and visiting entertainments such as minstrels and road shows. 

As the population of the North shore increased the need for larger gathering places 
became necessary, and talk of building a town hall and a hall for dancing began to appear 
in the paper: 

 
"Entertainment at courthouse for benefit of a town hall - followed by a 

dance hall needed with ample stage room and seating for at least 500." 
(May 26, 1883-Ibid.) 
 
With the increase in population there became additional needs from the social as 

well as the religious community. In the February 10th paper "Covington needs a public 
hall for exhibitions, entertainments, balls, traveling shows, etc." 

The Episcopal Church entertainment is mentioned in the January 20th issue and it 
is interesting that almost every event of any kind ended with a dance: 

 
"Episcopal church entertainment will close with a dance." (Jan. 20, 1883-

Ibid.) 
 
This entertainment at the church showed evidence of the need for the formation of 

local musical groups. The group that was to play this dance failed to show up and several 
young men of the community volunteered their services and played music for the dance. 
(Feb. 3, 1883-Ibid.) 

During this era, bands that played for dancing were usually called 'string bands' 
and varied in size from two to five or six musicians. The larger brass bands would play 
for the larger dances and affairs that could afford them, such affairs usually were held in 
larger halls or outdoors. The paper mentions various affairs using smaller string bands: 

 
"Entertainment Thursday evening - the music will be furnished by a 

band from the city." (Sept. 8, 1883-Ibid.) 
 
"The entertainment mentioned (sic: in Sept. 8th Item) - the music 

which was furnished by an excellent string band from the city was 
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irresistible and dancing continued until about 3:00 in the morning." (Sept. 
15, 1883-Ibid.) 
 
It is interesting that the string band mentioned above was a violin and harp. This 

group's fee was $1.25. (Sept. 29, 1883-Ibid.) 
Traveling shows did stop in Covington and usually, because of early publicity in 

the paper, drew good crowds. This was not always the case. A minstrel group, having had 
no previous publicity, played the city. They did not attract an audience big enough to pay 
their way out of town: 

 
"Traveling minstrel show made two attempts to give a performance but 

failed for want of an audience. We learned they pawned their bass drum to 
get money enough to leave town." (Feb. 12, 1883-Ibid.) 
The first mention of a local band was on August 18, 1883. A Covington string 

band played a serenade for the editor of the paper, a musical practice during this era to 
give exposure to the band, with a resulting item in the next issue: 

 
"The band was out serenading again this week. They have our thanks 

for musical favors rendered." (Aug. 18, 1883-Ibid.) 
 

"The Covington String Band honored us with a serenade last 
Saturday night." (Dec. 1, 1883-Ibid.) 
 
From this mention we can assume that the band was organized sometime in the 

spring or summer of 1883. 
The North Shore became an exciting place to live for not only did the citizens 

have their private social affairs, but on the weekends the area was infiltrated with 
excursionists. The paper states that: "there were 1500 excursionists and two brass bands 
from New Orleans at Slidell last Sunday." (June 27, 1883-Ibid.) 

The "Original Black Diamond Kings," a minstrel troupe from New Orleans, 
made an appearance in Covington the week of March 21st. In Madisonville, there was a 
dance for the launching of another steamer, the St. Joseph. 

Later we will see how jazz rhythms brought on new dances. In this early period, 
popular dances included the waltz, polka, and various reels and 'barn like' dances. At a 
party/dance at the Bossier House on August 28, 1886, the program of dances is given in 
the paper: 

 
"Party/dance at Bossier House 

Program of dances: 
 
    1) Our guests - Virginia Reel 
    2) Ada Bossier - Waltz 
    3) Alexander - Saloon Polka 
    4) Long branch Mazourka (sic: spelling: Mazurka) 
    5)Labat Tucker 
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    6) Irene Laster - Waltz 
    7) Bertha Scooler - Reel and Toe 
    8) Georgie Borge - Lancers 
    9) Julia Richards - March 
    10) Mamie Daubert - Reel 
    11) Rosalie Lion - Waltz 
    12)L. C. Harris - Polka 
    13)B. Dooley - Mazurka 
    14)Laura Bowman - Tucker 
    15)Rachel Scoolar - Waltz 
    16) Abita Springs Lancers 
    17) Dades 'Pot Pourri'"  August 28, 1886 

 
Besides the lakeside hotels in Mandeville and the local downtown hotels in 

Covington, there were resorts scattered in the nearby countryside. One such place was the 

Blueberry Grove Hotel, set in a scenic grove close enough to Covington to enable free 
transportation from Covington. A weekly advertisement appeared in each issue: 

 
"Grand masquerade and fancy ball at Mulberry Grove Hotel. Free 

conveyance will be furnished from Covington to Mulberry Grove." (Nov. 
119, 1887-Ibid.) 
 
Train excursions were as popular and as much used as the steamers on the lake. A 

favorite excursion was the train from New Orleans to Pearl River. This trip is described in 
the May 28, 1887, issue: 

 
"A trip to Pearl River - from New Orleans via train running along Lake 

Pontchartrain. The first stopping place after leaving the city is called Little 
Woods, said to be owned by Mr. Rogers of the 9th Ward. This place is 
situated on the border of the lake, about 10 miles from the city, and is 
frequently used by excursionists for picnics, having a large platform for 
dancing. There are several families residing at this place. Their labors are 
divided between raising vegetables and catching fish, which they ship to 
the city to dispose of. 

The next station is a fine little town called Slidell, 26 miles from New 
Orleans. It has about 150 inhabitants mostly Railroad employees. This 
place has several stores, including the usual bar-room, near Pearl River 
Station." (May 28, 1887-Ibid.) 
 

Another popular place for social gatherings was the Claiborne Hotel in 
Covington. Most of the hotels used their dining rooms after dinner for dancing. It was a 
picturesque atmosphere, right out of the 'Gay Nineties.'  

 
"Claiborne Hotel - Sweet strains of music floated out from the large 

dining hall, summoning the numerous couples of promenades from the 
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yard to keep measured tread to the rhythm of the dance. Open air 
promenading and dancing alternated during the entire evening." (Aug. 20, 
1887-Ibid.) 
 
This hotel was like the numerous hotels and boarding houses on the North Shore - 

during the summer season most of them filled with visitors - each of them holding dances 
for their patrons: 

 

"Dances are in abundance - at Long Branch Hotel, Frapparts, 

Crescent, Colomes and Pellaots House." (Aug. 27, 1887-Ibid.) 
 
As late as the last week in September the hotels "still enjoyed patronage of city 

visitors, especially hunters." (Sept. 23, 1887-Ibid.) 
There were usually dances, especially in private residences on the holidays - 

Halloween, Christmas, Mardi Gras and others. This period in the late 1880's and early 
1890's was an active dancing era. They had the waltzing contest and the cakewalks, with 
regular dancing and the usual refreshments. This is seen in a mention of the Catholic 
Church music concert: 

 
"After the concert for the Catholic Church the audience proceeds to 

Pellaot's Hall for refreshments and dancing." (Oct. 22, 1887-Ibid.) 
 
Balls were especially numerous during the Christmas season (and we should 

mention here that they were very scarce during the Lenten season). During the Christmas 
season the paper mentions their frequent occurrences: 

 
"Balls will be numerous. The main one at Mr. J. L. Philips on Bayou 

Castaing. Two hundred invitations for Saturday night, Christmas Eve." 
(Dec. 24, 1887-Ibid.) 
 
The paper (St. Tammany Farmer) does mention the frequency of dances given, but 

the items do not always contain the names of the bands or the musicians who furnish the 
music, whether it be a local pianist or a brass band from the city. We can assume that 
from the late decades of the nineteenth century until well into the twentieth century. (This 
account ends in 1929.) Dances were the main form of social activity and they were 
regularly scheduled each week. This was true of both the Black and White community. 
However, Blacks and Whites didn't attend the same scheduled dances, with the exception 
of those held at the public park on public occasions such as the Fourth of July, when they 
would have separate pavilions or dancing platforms. 

Each town seems to be mentioned in the paper during a certain period, while little 
is said about the activities in the other towns. I think this is due to the emergence of key 
people motivated to send in the stories to the paper and individuals not afraid to do the 
work necessary to get activities underway. 

In 1888 Mandeville comes to the fore with mention of balls and arriving 
excursionists: 
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"Arrangements for ball given by Marquis G. P. deMarigny are 

completed, at Crescent Hall in Mandeville." (Jan. 14, 1888-Ibid.) 
 
"Reindeer Social Club of New Orleans, Picnic in Mandeville. There 

will be a brass band in attendance which will discourse sweet music." 
(May 12, 1888-Ibid.) Sic: The group didn't show up to play. 

 
"Five Company #3 of Algiers, accompanied by their brass band arrived 

and located at Crescent Hall." (Aug. 25, 1888-Ibid.) 
 

Entertaining at the Gauthier House were band members of the Orpheon 

Francais Band from New Orleans who were later to entertain at various functions on the 
North Shore: 

 
"Gauthier House - Orpheon Francais - Professor George L. O'Connell, 

Eugene Medal (Sic: He will become a local citizen, moving to Covington 
and directing the string group in town.) H. Wehrmunn, Jas. Voorhies, H. 
Valle, Ernest Dusse, L. H. Barbey, and O. J. Legendre - musicians. 'Coney 
Island Polka,' 'Amge Ployez,' 'Votre Aile,' 'Norma' and 'Spring Serenade.'" 
(Sept. 8, 1888-Ibid.) 
 
The year 1889 sees a continued increase in population and visitors to the North 

Shore. Mandeville, with its location on the lake and its many fine hotels, is a main 
attraction for visitors. The three hotels in Mandeville - Crescent, Frapparts and Colomes - 
are very busy and continue to furnish entertainment for their guests: 

 
"Ball at Frappart's spacious ballroom - The music was excellent and 

the dancing was kept up until day break." (Aug. 10, 1889-Ibid.) 
 
"Howard Association at Crescent Hall - A brass band will be in 

attendance." (Sept. 7, 1889-Ibid.) 
 

"Hop at Crescent Hall - Mungier Bros. organized the hop. Charles 

Hestrest played piano for dancing." (Sept. 14, 1889-Ibid.) 
 
Many of the visiting groups, such as the Howard Association, would bring their 

own band. There are also examples of organized band coming over - not have a job but to 
spend a weekend as visitors, many times bringing their instruments and playing for the 
locals and visitors in an impromptu session or serenade: 

 
"Serenade Messrs. Montamat, Ben Brown, George Weibel and Casper 

Vahle, members of Montamat's Band, arrived from the city last Saturday 
on the schooner Pippo and favored their friends with some excellent 
music." (June 15, 1889-Ibid.) 
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"We acknowledge the compliment of a delightful serenade last 

Saturday night by the talented Floranville String Band." (Nov. 2, 1889-
Ibid.) 
 
There were numerous social clubs in the small towns that gave dances and 

entertainments. One such club was the Young Men's Social Club in Mandeville. They 
gave a ball at the Crescent Hall that was the beginning of a series of dances: 

 
"Big ball at Crescent Hall by Young Men's Social Club. A string band 

from New Orleans will be in attendance." (Oct. 26, 1889-Ibid.) 
 

Unfortunately, many of the articles, like the one above, state that there would be a 
band from New Orleans but do not give its name. What we can learn from such articles is 
that New Orleans bands did furnish music for the small towns surrounding the city with 
the result that their influence on local musicians was firsthand. Dances were used as 
money-making affairs for charitable causes and it was apparently thought that bands from 
New Orleans would encourage better attendance. Other times, when a local organization 
had a membership large enough to assure a good attendance, a small local group or even 
just a pianist would be employed. On the North Shore there were a number of good 
pianists. The first one mentioned is Charles Hestrest. C. Hestrest volunteers to play a 
dance for the benefit of the town hall building fund. In his statement, Hestrest remarks on 
his qualifications: 

 
"Charles Hestrest volunteers to give concert for town hall." 'I play the 

piano and make dance music a specialty. I propose that you give a dance 
after the concert and I offer my services to play.'" (Sept. 28, 1889-Ibid.) 
 

Nothing is heard from Charles Hestrest after that. A young man named Marcelin 

Hastiest (Could he be the son of Charles?), is mentioned as playing piano for a dance of 
the Young men's Social Club: 

 
"Mandeville - Second in series of balls by Young Men's Social Club. 

At 8:00 the piano, presided over by our 'pet' Marcelin Hestrest, struck the 
Boulanger March, and as by electricity 22 couples marched around the 
room." (Jan. 11, 1890-Ibid.) 
 
Marcelin Hestrest is a teacher in the schools and is said to be in line for the head 

of the Catholic School system upon the departure of Father Aveilhe. This position does 
not come about and Marcelin has become the secretary of the town, but continues to play 
for affairs that need a pianist: 

 
"Episcopal Church entertainment - Marcelin Hestrest on program. He 

also has become secretary of the town. The young pianist is always ready 
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to play for a good action and is very grateful for the manner he was 
applauded by the audience." (Nov. 8, 1890-Ibid.) 
 
Young Hestrest not only performs but also composes. He is noted as the composer 

of "The Cleveland Success": 
 

"Mardi Gras ball - Young Men's Social Club. Mr. Hestrest opened up 
the revelry with a most entrancing waltz, "The Cleveland Success", 
composed by himself." (Feb. 14, 1890-Ibid.) 
 
We find in the July 28, 1894, issue of the paper that Marcelin is now the train 

conductor of the East Louisiana Line, but is still playing piano: 
 

"Thanks to Mr. Marcelin Hestrest - Conductor of the East Louisiana 
Line for sweet music." (July 28, 1894-Ibid.) 
 
In a review of a concert/dance appearing in the April 26, 1894, issue of the Farmer 

we read "Mr. Hestrest played for dancing at the piano for benefit of the band fund." 
In 1890 we find out that the Orpheum François Band is still organized and plays 

gratis for the benefit of the Catholic Church building fund: 
 

"Grand concert in town hall. Orpheon Francais band has generously 
tendered their services for the occasion - to build a new Catholic Church." 
(Sept. 6, 1890-Ibid.) 

 
"The Orpheon Francais Band of New Orleans will discourse sweet 

music tonight at the town hall. Nobody can afford to miss it." (Sept. 13, 
1890-Ibid.) 
 
The paper lists some of the programs the Orpheon Francais Band played. 

Interesting is the name of the two soloists, later to become great orchestra/band leaders in 
New Orleans: 

 
"On program by Orpheon Francais Band - 'Fantaisie Pastorale' violin - 

E. Tosso, (Singelee), "Roses and Lilies,' cornet - A. Easey. Orpheon 

Francais Orchestra (Levy) Leader - O'Connell." (Sept. 20, 1890-Ibid.) 
 
Another item mentions other compositions composed by Marcelin: 
 

"Ball given by Young Men's Social Club - The ball was opened with 
the famous Boulanger March under the excellent performance of M. 
Hestrest. He executed a new polka, composed by himself. Among the new 
dances played was the 'Lovers Sigh Waltz,' 'The Parisian Waltz,' and 
'Dudes and Dunies favorite 'York March.'" (Nov. 22, 1890-Ibid.) 
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The Orpheon Francais Orchestra presents a concert in Covington that is scheduled 
for Sept. 13 and pre-concert publicity is seen in the Sept. 6 issue of the paper of 1890: 

 
"GRAND CONCERT - Next Saturday night, the 13th inst., a grand 

concert will be given at the Town Hall, in Covington, for the purpose of 
raising funds to build a new Catholic Church in our town. The ladies have 
taken charge of the matter in earnest, and are now actively at work making 
the necessary preparations, which is ample assurance that a wonderful time 
is in store for all who may attend. The programme will consist of vocal 
and instrumental music, by some of the most talented amateurs of our 
town and parish, and of New Orleans. The celebrated Orpheon Francais 
band has generously tendered their services for the occasion, and to hear 
them is alone worth many times the price of admission, which has been 
fixed at the low sum of 25 cents. There will doubtless be a large-
attendance, but our big hall will comfortably accommodate all who come. 
There will be a number of refreshment tables, in charge of the ladies, 
supplied with the choicest dainties and more substantial edibles. The cause 
for which this entertainment is given is a most worthy one. The present 
church edifice is in a very dilapidated condition and beyond repair, and the 
ladies have concluded that the time has come to build a new one, in order 
to keep pace with the spirit of improvement visible on all sides. We hope 
they will be substantially encouraged by a large attendance and liberal 
patronage at the concert next Saturday night, September 13th. The doors 
will open at seven o'clock, and the curtain will rise promptly at half-past 
seven." 
 
The year 1890 sees repeated initiatives in social entertainment, both at private 

homes and the commercial hotels: 
 

"Ice cream party and dance at Mr. Williams Coopers last Tuesday 
night." (April 12, 1890-Ibid.) 

 
"Frappart and Crescent Hotels were crowded and Colomes Boarding 

House was overrun." (May 17, 1890-Ibid.) 
 

"Excursion on New Camelia - Crescent Hall and Hotel. The band of 
music that came with them was ever ready to respond to the call for 
another 'hop.'" (June 7, 1890-Ibid.) 

 

"Garden party at Bossier House. There will be music and dancing." 
(August 9, 1890-Ibid.) 

 
"Can't Get Away Club of Mandeville gave grand annual ball at 

residence of Mr. Robert Cooper." (Feb. 8, 1890-Ibid.) 
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Also ever present were the groups from other cities coming to the North Shore for 
vacations or weekend trips: 

 
"Last Sunday, Phoenix Conclave #1 'seven wisemen' arrived on New 

Camelia. The Italian Band accompanied them and on their arrival they 
proceeded to Paul's Exchange where the dancing platform had been 
beautifully decorated, and enjoyed themselves dancing." (Aug. 9, 1890-
Ibid.) 

 
"Washington Artillery coming to Mandeville and will be accompanied 

by a brass band." (Aug. 9, 1890-Ibid.) 
 
Many of the above activities occur in either private homes or in the small resort 

hotels. The town was in need of a large hall for community activities as well as 
government business. The answer was to build a new Town Hall that was completed and 
dedicated on August 25, 1890. An account of this evening, a typical evening of this era, 
included the stylist entertainments of the late 19th Century in a small town of Louisiana. 
This entertainment and dance that followed would be the setting for the evolution of the 
new ragtime craze and the soon to follow "jazz age" dances: 

 
"THE NEW TOWN HALL  Dedicated to the Public. Oration, Festival and 

Ball About $500 Realized. Monday, August 25, 1890, will forever hold a bright 
and prominent place in the history of Covington, for on that night our new and 
handsome Town Hall building was dedicated to the uses of the public. This event 
had been looked forward to with fond anticipation by young and old, and its 
occurrence fully came up to their brightest expectations. 
Shortly after the doors were opened the auditorium began to fill up, and soon the 
hundreds of seats were occupied. 
At 9 o'clock the curtain rose, and Mayor Guyol, in a few appropriate words, 
introduced Hon. Chas. B. Stafford, a prominent and rising attorney of New 
Orleans, as the orator of the evening. 
Mr. Stafford delivered a most eloquent and interesting address, referring to the 
past history, present prosperous condition, and bright future in store for our 
beautiful little town. He proved himself an orator of considerable ability, and was 
listened to throughout with marked attention. He paid a fitting tribute to our 
charming town and parish, fine scenery, healthy climate and energetic and 
hospitable people, and complimented our honorable Mayor and Alderman for 
having succeeded in erecting such a handsome edifice, which he predicted would 
mark a new era of prosperity for our town and parish. 
At the close of Mr. Stafford's address he was greeted with hearty applause. 
 The following Programme was then charmingly rendered: 
 
 1) Piano Solo, by Mr. M. Hestrest. 
 2) Fancy Dance, by the little Misses Richard 
 3) Solo, by Mr. F. A. Guyol. 
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 4) Japanese Dance and Tableau, in costume. 
 5) Solo, by Miss Boisblanc, (with chorus) 
 6) Comic Dance, by Mr. E. Benson 
 7) Piano Solo, by Miss Roubion. 
 8) Tableau, "Pygmalion and Galatea, "Miss Gause and Dr. Warren. 
 9) Music by the orchestra. 
 10) Tableau, "Faith, Hope and Charity." 
 11) Music, "Home, Sweet Home," by the orchestra. 
The programme was attractive and charmingly presented in all respects. 
The vocal and instrumental music, dancing and tableaux were exquisite - 
so much so that special mention would be superfluous. All were perfect, 
and the delighted audience was sufficient evidence that the performers 
were successful in their efforts to please and amuse them - which fact was 
proved by the frequent encores. 
 At the close of the performance the vast audience repaired to the 
large and spacious hall in the second story, and soon all who desired to do 
so were whirling in the mazy dance. Others promenaded, and all liberally 
patronized the refreshment tables, supper room, and punch and coffee 
tables." 
 
In the paper of Sept. 6th, there is a write-up about the above program and it's 

participates: 
 

"All here were greatly pleased to hear of the success of your Town Hall 
entertainment. From numerous parties from here who attended we were 
informed that our "pet pianist," Marcelin Hestrest, executed a piano solo 
that brought down the house, and by repeated encores brought him back to 
the front. Mandevillians are proud of the success he attained among the 
Covingtonians, and "Marc" is thankful for the kind treatment he received 
at their hands." 
 
Serenading still was in vogue and we find bands continuing the practice. The 

editor was serenaded by "the Young Men's Dance Club," music by the band of the Lynch 

Minstrels." (Dec. 6, 1890-Ibid.) 
The year 1891 brought a number of well-known bands, both brass and string, to 

the North Shore. One of the most famous dance orchestras in New Orleans was the 

Magnolia Orchestra. This orchestra included such jazz greats as Joe "King" Oliver, 

Louis Keppard, Emile Bigard, Lorenzo Tio Sr., Johnny St. Cyr, Pops Foster and 

George Baquet. They remained as a band until around 1914. There is no evidence that 
the Magnolia Orchestra existed as early as this mention in 1891. Previous earliest date is 
1909. Did the above mentioned jazz greats play when this band played in Covington? 
Was it the same band? Or was it just 'a' Magnolia Orchestra, not related in line to the 
1909 version? 
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"Catholic Church benefit at town hall. A fine programme of 
instrumental music has been arranged by the 'Magnolia' Orchestra of New 
Orleans." (June 6, 1891-Ibid.) 
 

"The grand concert and festival for benefit of Catholic Church at town 
hall. The instrumental concert, by the Magnolia Orchestra was very good 
and was followed by dancing." (June 13, 1891-Ibid.) 
 
We will see that most of the brass bands in New Orleans, at one time or another 

came to the North Shore and usually performed in conjunction with a club or social 
association from New Orleans. There were some outstanding bands present in 1891: 

 
"Knights of Pythian concert and ball, town hall - Orchestra consisted 

of a portion of the well-known Continental Band of New Orleans." (July 
4, 1891-Ibid.) 
 

"Concert and ball - Town Hall - Knights of Pythian Military Band - 
Professor T. F. Weldon, Leader. This excellent band made a good 
impression and won many admires while here, who would like to see them 
return at some future day?" (Aug. 22, 1891-Ibid.) 
 
With the steamers carrying great crowds and many bands, we can safely assume 

that during the resort season there were many brass and string bands accompanying the 
excursionists. As an example: 

 
"UFBA Hall (sic: United Friends Benevolent Association) of 

Madisonville - Grand entertainment and ball - Music will be furnished by 
a brass band consisting of 10 pieces from the city." (June 20, 1891-Ibid.) 
 
Private parties and dance continued, especially during this era of 

American/Southern sociality: 
 

"Dansant - Town Hall by Young Men's Social Club." (April 11, 1891-
Ibid.) 

 
 "Soiree at Mrs. J. M. Geissen." (April 11, 1891-Ibid.) 
 

"Madisonville - Residence of Mr. Michael Koepp - Began at early hour 
of 4:00 P. M. The musicians were the best that could be procured, 
consisting of an accordeon and 2 violins." (May 2, 1891-Ibid.) 

 
Social activities during 1892 exemplify the various activities available during the 

spring and summer months on the North shore - excursions, balls, picnics, hayrides - not 
only for the locals, but also the visitors, for during this period the "Different Hotels here 
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(Abita Springs) are rapidly filling up: Bossier House, Labat's Long Branch, Morans, 
Matins and Summers." (June 18, 1892-Ibid.) 

During the summer of 1892 we can find these activities covered by the local 
newspapers: 

 

Excursion and Picnic: "Excursion train from New Orleans with an 
extensive crowd of picnickers from the various circles. Dancing and 
refreshments were the order of the day." (June 11, 1892-Ibid.) 
 

Grand Entertainment: "Grand entertainment at Madisonville July 9th. A 
silver cornet band from the city will discourse sweet music." (June 18, 
1892-Ibid.) 
 

Picnics: "Jovial picnickers of Mandeville gave a delightful 'pic' at the 

pavilion in Abita springs. Music was furnished by Mr. Gus Mugnier, a 
talented musician whose untiring energy lent much to the enjoyment of the 
day." (Aug. 13, 1892-Ibid.) 
 

Potpourri: "Our town and summer resorts are will filled with visitors, and 
all appear enjoying themselves. Judging from the numerous hayrides, 
dances, picnics, etc., they have shown their good judgment by coming to 
St. Tammany and we hope they will all return to the city with renewed 
health and vigor, after their summer sojourn among the pines." (Aug. 13, 
1892-Ibid.) 
 

Ball and Entertainment: "Mandeville Knights of Pythian grand ball and 

entertainment at Jackson Park, August 31st." (Aug. 27, 1892-Ibid.) 
 

Hayride: "The grandest musical hayride of the season will be given Sept. 
6th" (Sept. 3, 1892-Ibid.) 
 
"The music, burlesque, hayride a grand success. The band discoursed 
sweet music," (Sept. 10, 1892-Ibid.) 
 
The celebrated Orpheon Francais Band of New Orleans gave a grand concert and 

entertainment at the town hall in Covington on April 27th, for the benefit of St. Peters 

Catholic Church, and the famous Boehler's Band of New Orleans was hired to play for 
a dance at Jackson Park in Mandeville. 

On June 18th we find out that a brass band was being organized in Madisonville 
(see pages on this development, page 12). String and brass bands, as well as smaller 
groups of instruments (and solo piano), were still much in vogue. This music that we now 
call "jazz" was of course not called that during this period, but there are indications in the 
papers about a different type of music that required a different type of dancing. This 
dancing is the best clue as to the time jazz music was evolving. As early as 1892 we can 
see evidence of this 'sinful' dancing. 
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There is also a movement to organize a brass band in Covington. This does occur 
and the band is continuous in existence, with only brief breaks for re-organization (See 
paragraphs on this, page 60) 

A movement to establish a string band was also underway and was under the 
leadership of Eugene Medal (See page 101). 

Local groups are mentioned more frequently and they progress to the point at 
which they can play for dances, entertainments, and concerts, as well as commercial jobs, 
in fact, more dances and jobs than they can handle. The area is a very musical one during 
this era, perhaps one of the most productive in the musical history of the North Shore. 
The editor of the paper realizes this and remarks about it: 

 
"There is music in the air in Covington. We have a brass band, a string 

band and in nearly every house there is a piano, organ, violin, guitar or 
flute or some other musical instrument and there are a number of fine 
vocalists." (Aug. 12, 1893-Ibid.) 
 

"Our city sojourners appear to be enjoying themselves, and hayrides, 
tally-ho and horse back excursions, picnics, boating and fishing parties are 
of daily occurrence and all night the air resounds with vocal and 
instrumental music," (July 29, 1893-Ibid.) 
 
While the local bands play for many activities, there is still a need for importing 

bands from New Orleans. Usually it is the larger benevolent or fraternal societies that can 
afford to bring in bands from the city: 

 
"Madisonville lodge of Knights of Pythian third annual ball in Mr. J. 

Mamaid's beautiful park, the spacious pavilion being decorated with 
evergreen and Chinese lanterns. The crowd flocked to the park and wait 

until the Houlnie Brass Band arrived, when all joined to dance the light 
fantastic toe until the 'wee small hours' - 3:00 A. M." (June 3, 1892-Ibid.) 

 
"Knights of Pythian (Mandeville) 4th annual ball. The music, a brass 

band from the city, came by train. Immediately they began playing as they 
marched along the beach. After serenading several of the most prominent 
families they proceeded to the pavilion and from 8:30 till 4:30 dancing 
was the chief amusement." (Sept. 2, 1893-Ibid.) 
 

One of the most famous brass bands in New Orleans was the West End Band 

under the leadership of George Paoletti that gave a concert in Covington at the town hall: 
 

"The famous West End Band of New Orleans under the leadership of 
Prof. George A. Paoletti, gave a delightful concert at the town hall last 
Thursday night and played a number of popular pieces in their well-known 
masterly manner. The duets and solos were particularly fine. Every 
member of the band is an artist and without a doubt they produced the 
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finest music that has ever been heard in the town hall. At the close of the 
concert they gave a dance in the upper hall." (Sept. 23, 1893-Ibid.) 
 
The year 1894 is the busiest for local bands, with as many as ten brass or string 

bands playing for local affairs. The paper is full of items about their activities (see items 
under band titles). The Madisonville, Mandeville and Covington Brass Bands are 

mentioned along with the string bands namely the Surprise String Band of Covington, 

the Mandeville String Band, and a new string band, the Eclipse String Band of 

Liberty Settlement. 

Liberty Settlement was approximately three miles past Covington on the road to 
Bogalusa. There is little there now but once there was a thriving settlement with its own 
string band, the Eclipse String Band. Formed in the late summer of 1894, it was for a 
while very active: 

 
"The Eclipse String Band has been organized at the Liberty Settlement 

with 6 pieces and understand they will shortly give an entertainment and 
ball for the purpose of buying instruments. The members of the band are: 
Thomas Montgomery, Leonard Oalmann, Frank Biery, Richard Meadow, 
Joseph Beck and John Wallacke." (Sept. 1, 1894-Ibid.) 
 

The group gave an entertainment at the Liberty Club House on October 10th. 

About this same time, there is mention of a Climax String Band being mistaken for the 
Eclipse Band. Oalmann and Biery are in both bands but the remaining personnel are 
different. There are other mentions of the Eclipse Band but not the Climax Band. On 

March 16, 1895, there is mention of the Merman/Oalmann String Band: 

 
"Recent benefit for Miss Mary Belle Pool not Eclipse String Band but 

the newly recently organized Climax Band - Frank Biery, W. G. Biery, 
Leonard Ohlman, Frank Brown, Eugene Morin and Peter Leech." (Dec. 
22, 1895-Ibid.) 

 
"The Eclipse String Band of Liberty Settlement serenaded Friends in 

Covington Tuesday night." (March 9, 1895-Ibid.) 
 
"Grand fancy dress masquerade and calico ball - St. Joseph night, 

March 19th by the Eclipse String Band - benefit for band fund, music 
furnished by the Herman/Oalman String band of 4 pieces." (March 16, 
1895-Ibid.) 

 
This ball was not well attended and made the members of the band bitter. They 

felt that they deserved support as they would be doing a lot of charity work and benefits 
for the community. This view is stated in a reply in the paper: 

 
"Card of Thanks - We will doubtless be expected to furnish music for 

charitable and church festivals, consequently deem it proper to inform the 
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public that the amount needed to secure the instruments is not less than 
$50.00 the total receipts were short exactly $4.15 of paying expenses for 
the ball. We intend to try again after the Lenten season and hope for more 
encouraging results. Frank P. Biery, President." (March 10, 1895-Ibid.) 
 
There is no further mention of the Eclipse Band or the Climax Band. The 

Oalmann Band is mentioned again: 
"Mite party and dance at Garden District School. Mr. Oalman's Band 

for fine music rendered." (Nov. 16, 1895-Ibid.) 
 
"July 14th celebration (Bastille Day) at Mulberry Grove. Oalman's 

Band furnished music," (July 18, 1895-Ibid.) 
 
"At Simons Hotel - Mrs. Jeanne Wangon's 17th birthday party. 

Oalman's String Band was in attendance, giving forth sweet music." (Sept. 
5, 1895-Ibid.) 
 
The year 1895 was a busy year. Very few bands from New Orleans are mentioned, 

the activities being handled by the local brass and string bands. There are still the local 
benefits: "Benefits for Catholic Church building fund at Rising Sun Hall in Mandeville." 
(Sic: a fair) - May 18, 1895. 

One sees the first steps toward real commercialism when the large pavilion at 
Abita Springs was open to picnickers and visitors. Mr. W. G. Bier, on May 12th, opened 
a refreshment stand at the pavilion so that dancers could refresh themselves without 
having to bring drinks or leave the pavilion to walk a few blocks to the grocery store: 

 
"Mr. W. G. Biery's opening a first class refreshment stand in dancing 

pavilion at Abita Springs - Grand opening May 12th. Music by a fine 
string band from the city." (May 11, 1895-Ibid.) 
 
With dancing one of the most popular social activities, individually owned 

pavilions were built, as was the case in Madisonville. J. W. Badeaux opened up the 
Central Pavilion, which became one of the most popular areas on the North Shore, 
drawing both local traffic and excursionists: 

 
"Grand Masquerade soiree in Madisonville at J. W. Badeaux's Central 

Pavilion. Music was furnished by the Madisonville String Band. Central 
Pavilion is a new enterprise added to the town, and is getting quite 
popular, balls being given there all summer." (Sept. 19, 1896-Ibid.) 
 
Each resort season brought additional steamers. J. Buchanan Blitch, in his book 

"The Story of the Long Branch, Abita Springs, La." writes: 'Thirty steamships plied Lake 
Pontchartrain between Madisonville, Mandeville and New Orleans, with stops at 
Milneburg, Spanish Fort and West End. In 1910, for a round trip fare of $1.00, a visitor 
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could board a steamer at West End, disembark at Mandeville and board the new railroad 
'motor car' for a trip through the pine woods to Abita Springs." 

 

In 1896, the newest steamer, "Cape Charles," began daily trips on the lake: 
 

"The Cape Charles (new steamer of the East Louisiana Railroad) 
between Spanish Fort and Mandeville. The New Camelia - daily trips to 
Mandeville, Lewisburg, Madisonville - Wednesday and Sunday excursions 
up the beautiful Tchefuncta River to Old Landing." (May 9, 1896-Ibid.) 
In 1897, the populace continued to amuse itself with ice cream parties, dances, 

outdoor activities and social clubs - women's clubs, lodges, etc. There were numerous 
card parties - the most popular card games being Euchre, 500, Hearts and Bridge: 

 
"Dance and euchre parties are of almost nightly occurrence and the 

young folks seem to be enjoying themselves." (Jan. 30, 1897-Ibid.) 
 
Being somewhat isolated, the various small communities entertained themselves. 

They formed their own bands and gave their own social functions. Every small settlement 
had its own musical group - some small string bands, others, larger groups to even brass 
bands. Lewisburg was a small settlement on the lake just West of Mandeville (now on the 
left side of the Causeway as you proceed off the bridge from New Orleans to the North 
Shore). In 1898, the paper mentions Lewisburg, the site of an old plantation: 

 
"Lewisburg - Dance at Mr. Joseph Smith - Music furnished by Mr. and 

Mrs. Robert Smith, Mr. Artus and Miss Bertha Dicks." (Jan. 8, 1898-Ibid.) 
 
"Lewisburg - Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith's 10th Anniversary. Music 

furnished by Lewisburg Orchestra; the chief musicians being Mrs. Robert 
Smith, Miss Bertha Dicks, and Mr. Chas. O. Artus." (Jan. 22, 1898-Ibid.) 

 
And the small town of Chinchuba: 
 
"Chinchuba - Party at Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins - The music was furnished 

by the chief musicians: Messrs. Ellious Sharp, Tom Smith, Eddie Smith 
and Paulin Durel." (Jan. 29, 1898-Ibid.) 
 
From the reports in the paper, one can learn the instruments that were in popular 

use. Saxophones are not mentioned but mandolins are. The term "string band" did not 
indicate a set instrumentation but usually a violin or other string instruments. One group 
mentioned was a trio: 

 
"Enjoyable picnic at Bradley's Bridge - Sweet music was furnished by 

the mandolin, violin and accordeon." (April 1, 1899-Ibid.) 
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In most Louisiana cities, the fire department was a volunteer one and a very 
important part of the community. With most of the houses and stores build of wood, 
many a town was hit by disastrous fires, such as the fire in Covington's business district in 
November of 1899. These volunteer fire departments were supported by individuals and 
business people. To raise money most fire departments gave either fairs or dances. In the 
late summer of 1899, the Covington and Abita Springs fire department both gave benefit 
balls. (June 16, July 1, 1899) 

Other civic institutions also needed help - such as the public libraries: 
 

"Entertainment - Benefit public library. The "TGF" returns thanks to 

the members of the Covington Brass Band for services rendered." (July 
21, 1900-Ibid.) 
 
The Covington Brass Band also was in need of financial help and each year would 

give a benefit for its needs as it played gratis many community and public functions: 
 

"Grand excursion to Mandeville, Thursday, August 9th, for benefit of 
Covington Brass Band. N. A. Morett - President, Charles Pechon-
Manager, Fortune Planche-Director." (July 28, 1900-Ibid.) 
 
The excursion was a great success, and in the next few issues of the paper there 

are long articles concerning the brass band (see Aug. 18, Aug. 25, and Sept. 1, 1900). All 
present "had an enjoyable time and doubtless a good sum was realized for the worthy 
cause." (Aug. 11, 1900). The band sent a card of thanks to the paper and its supporters. 

Included in those thanks were: Prof. Louis Portune, "Who assisted us by cornet music 
and to Mr. Leon Grilloit, who played 2nd clarinet, Signed H. A. Mortee, President of the 
Band." 

There is continued activity in Abita Springs - a benefit dance for the Abita Fire 

Company at Conrad's Hall on August 4th, and another dance in September with music 
by Prof. Frank Martin, assisted by Frank Brown. 

Madisonville is also active - Dance at Union Friends Hall in Madisonville: "A 
fine band from New Orleans will be in attendance," a dancing party at Mr. Koepp Sr.'s 

home in Ponchatoula, "music furnished by the 'Happy Boys' of Madisonville - Messrs. 
Charles Olgen, Charlie Fraser, Willie Cullunder, W. S. Fraser and Joe Stein." (April 27, 
1900); plus a dance at Mrs. Jules Brady's, music being furnished by the "New Progressive 
Club of Madisonville." 

In Covington, at the Roubins and Stroble Building there is a benefit for the 
Methodist Church with a string band from New Orleans, and a garden party given by 

some of the women of Covington for the Waifs' outing. The Covington Orchestra - 
"Miss R. Weaver, Messrs. Hurrle, Silas Smith, F. Planche, Claude Champagne, gave 
several selections." 

 
The North Shore was directly connected to the South Shore of Lake Pontchartrain 

by the lake steamers. These boats brought the social live and activities from New Orleans 
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to the North Shore. By learning the dates of activities on the North Shore we find out 
above certain facts of the scene in and around New Orleans: 

 
"Capt. E Miller, the veteran navigator, informs us that we were 

mistaken in stating that the Jacque Dupre was the first steamer running 

from New Orleans to Covington. He states that the Black Hawk, Capt. 

Wm. Bagley and the Corsair, Capt. J. W. Hoffman, followed by the 

Mazeppa, Capt. Knight, and the Walker, Capt. Bonville. 
 In response to the above paragraph lately published in the 
FARMER, I would say that the writer has in his possession a letter written 
by Gen. Thomas Shields, dated New Orleans, 20th June, 1821, addressed 

to Gen. David B. Morgan, Madisonville. Steamboat "Neptune," which 
evidences the fact that a boat of that name ascended the Tchefuncta River 
long before those named by Capt. Miller were in existence....... 
 The writer hopes that the steamer "Neptune" that carried the above 
letter over the lake to Gen. Morgan, before a quarter of the nineteenth 
century had elapsed, is not the same "Neptune" now running in the place 
of the "New Camelia," early in the twentieth century and in the same trade. 
Wm. H. Seymour." (Aug. 17, 1901) 
  

A grand complimentary benefit has a pianist, Mr. Michael Mugnier, providing 
sweet dance music. (Sept. 15, 1900). As part of the Mugnier Family who owned the Hotel 
Mugnier in Mandeville, he is available to furnish music for informal party/dances: 

There were impromptu dances given by small groups of usually young people that 
used just a pianist and more formal and planned dances usually given by the town dance 

orchestra. In Covington the Enterprise Orchestra schedules regular dances for the 
community: The orchestra's first attempt at a dance was a limited success. It was given to 
acquire funds for instruments. They decide to try it again: 

 
"To those who are determined to succeed, failure is but a goad to 

further effort. Although we have met with discouraging results at our first 
attempts to raise funds for instruments, we will keep at it until we do 
succeed, and now adopt a plan which will incur less expense, and at the 
same time show us to what extent the public appreciate our efforts to 
develop first-class orchestra for the town and parish. We will give a dance 
every Saturday, at such a place as shall be decided upon by the directors, 
beginning the 31st inst. at the Garden District school house. Gentlemen 
will be charged 25 cents for the privilege, for the evening, with no other 
charges except for refreshments. Due notice will be given of the place for 
the next dance on Sept. 7, and all succeeding dances. Our success depends 
on your patronage, so if you want us with you, turn out in force and prove 
it. ENTERPRISE ORCHESTRA. “(Aug. 17, 1901) (See history of 
Enterprise Orchestra page 35.) 
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Yes, one detects a sort of animosity about the orchestra's support by the 
community, a support that is needed for the success and future of the orchestra but as 
important the existence of a musical group for the benefit of the community. Every 
community needed a local musical ensemble for the many activities of the era, all needing 
'live' music. 

We read about Michael Mugnier playing for a party with dancing: 
 

"Hotel Mugnier - Party - Dancing was enjoyed and Mr. Michael 
Mugnier made himself appreciated by his kindness and amiability in 
performing on the piano. He is a fine Musician." (May 25, 1901-Ibid.) 
 
One of the most popular places at the turn of the century was the Claiborne Hotel 

where frequent parties and dances were held: 
 

"A number of ladies and gentlemen rode over to Claiborne Hotel 
accompanied by a string band and enjoyed dancing and refreshments till a 
late hour." (Aug. 17, 1901-Ibid.) 

 

"Dance for St. Joseph's night in Claiborne Hotel was largely attended 
by the young folks of Covington and vicinity." (May 22, 1902-Ibid.) 

 
"Young men of Covington gave an enjoyable dance at Claiborne Hotel 

last Thursday night. The music was furnished by the Covington 

Symphony Orchestra." (Aug. 7, 1902-Ibid.) 
 
"Dance at Claiborne Hotel last Tuesday night given by young men of 

Covington." (May 16, 1903-Ibid.) 
 
"Young people gave dance at Claiborne Hotel Thursday night." (June 

11, 1904-Ibid.) 
 
In the summer of 1904 there was a military encampment near Covington, and the 

town made the soldiers feel welcome by giving them a reception and ball: 
 

"Military encampment near Bogue Falaya - Claiborne Hotel, reception 

and ball. Music by the Braun's Military Band." (July 13, 1904-Ibid.) 
 
While some local clubs and social organizations turned to the city (New Orleans) 

for musical talent, there were local bands that were capable of playing for dances and 
other 'live' activities on the North Shore: 

 

"Annual ball of Bogue Falaya Grove - #21 of Woodmen of the World 

at school pavilion May 14th, Saturday. Music by Merchant's Brass 

Band." (May 14, 1904-Ibid.) 
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This complimentary ball was well attended, with music by the Merchant's Brass 
Band, Professor Portune, leader. This was the only mention of this Merchant's Brass Band 
and it is not known whether it was the same Covington Brass Band that was usually 
known simply as the Covington Brass Band, which was made up mostly of the merchants 
of the town: Domergue, a grocer, Levy, a butcher, and Roubion, the livery stable owner. 

While there was not a concert association in the area, some of the top musical 
groups gave concerts on the North shore: 

 

"Concert by the New Orleans Symphony - 25 members, Prof. Octave 
D. Aubert in Badon Building." (Feb. 7, 1903-Ibid.) 
 
Usually the paper, following a town concert, would have an article describing the 

event. Strangely there was no review in the next week's paper. On another occasion, that 
of a concert by two banjoists, there was a review: 

 
"Banjo concert; Sunbeam Band (not a musical group) of lst Baptist 

Church of Covington. Messrs. M. P. Jones and Charles D. Cottrell of New 
Orleans - concert at the Pavilion. 
 Jones and Contrell enjoy the reputation of being the finest performers 
on the banjo in the world, as will be seen by the following press 
comments: 

New Orleans Picayune: 'Mr. Jones is more than an artist; in his work, 
he is a genius.' 

Times Democrat: 'Mr. Jones is a musical wonder.' 
Democrat States: 'Mr. Jones is among the most wonderful soloists that 

ever undertook to reduce to scientific principle possibilities of the banjo.' 
Harlequin: 'In the rendition of Allegro Vivace (Rossini-William Tell) 

Mr. Jones simply surpasses anything I've yet heard." (Nov. 12, 1904-Ibid.) 
 

St. Joseph Monastery's Brass Band is mentioned in 1905. This band, made up 
of students and brothers at the monastery, takes up the slack presented by the lack of an 
organized town band for social functions: 

 
"Dr. C. L. Z. Williams honored with a serenade by the St. Joseph 

Monastery Brass Band last Tuesday in celebration of his re-election as 
mayor of Covington." (June 10, 1905-Ibid.) 
 
The brass band also furnished music for the college commencement on June 17th. 
Social activities flourished during this period of 'live' entertainment. There were 

parties and dances each week and other outdoor functions: 
 

"Active week - Claiborne Hotel dance. Parties and entertainments are 
being constantly given and our residents and sojourners are enjoying 
themselves to the fullest extant; hayrides, lawn parties, dances, plays, 
entertainments, private parties." (Sept. 9, 1905-Ibid.) 
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In the case of an impromptu affair, the party-goers were satisfied to dance by 

piano music, usually furnished by some of the guests at the party: 
 

"Birthday party - Music was rendered on the piano by four people 
(with Prof. Viavant) by which they danced till a late hour." (Sept. 16, 
1905-Ibid.) 
 
Dancing, both at private parties and commercial dance halls, usually lasted until 

the early hours of the morning, often till dawn. Dance Halls, like the Dew Drop, Pine 

Top, and Sons and Daughters in Mandeville were situated near residential areas and the 
sound of the bands would carry for some distance. This situation was addressed by the 
town council of Covington: 

 
"The town council met in special session on June 21, Present: P. J. 

LaCroix, Mayor Adlerman, D. J. Addison, Emile Frederick, J. E. Nilson, 
M. P. Planche, Absent - Alderman D. J. Slaunders, A. R. Smith. 

The mayor stated that the object of the meeting was to discuss the 
matter of vagrants and music at the dance halls. 

After some discussion, it was moved by D. J. Addison, seconded by 
M. P. Planche, that music at dance halls be prohibited after 12:00 P. M.  
and that the night Marshall be instructed to make his rounds at that hour 
and see that same is enforced. Carried, moved and seconded, that the 
above order go into effect Saturday, June 26, 1906." (June 26, 1906) 
 
Holidays were not always celebrated with town parades. The populace many times 

would go into the city to celebrate Mardi Gras and other holidays. Covington was usually 
quiet on July 4th and other holidays, except for private parties. The paper remarks "St. 
Patrick's Day was quietly celebrated in Covington, a feature of that being rare music by 

the St. Joseph's College Band." (March 21, 1906-Ibid.) 
 
Town taxes were usually insufficient to completely pay for all the town's financial 

obligations and the construction of new municipal buildings, thus occasioning a fund-
raiser: 

 
"Program given for Municipal Court Building fund. Trio - piano Miss 

Evelyn Delcroix, violin-Mr. Godfrey Champagne and clarinet-Mr. Charles 
Champagne - banjo solo-Mr. Will Clark - dancing after musical program." 
 
During the summer, locals and excursionists to Covington enjoyed a dance 

pavilion in the park. Each Friday night there was a dance sponsored by the town for 
public enjoyment. The dance was always very well attended and the music was 
"delightful." 

Each autumn there were the parish and town fairs. Besides exhibitions, the fairs 
offered daily band concerts and dancing. Bands from around the state played for the fairs; 
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in 1906 the State Fair of Louisiana had the Washington Artillery Band; other fairs 
brought bands from as far away as Donaldsonville, along with using local bands and 

nearby town bands like the Bogalusa Elks Band. The St. Tammany Fair of 1906 had the 

Prof. Baugh Band in hourly concerts. (Dec. 15, 1906) 
Places of amusement opened and became popular, then eventually closed for one 

reason or another. Sometimes it was because of fire, other times because of competition 
or fads fading away. In 1907 the fad was roller skating, with dances held after the skating 
period. We see this in towns like Ponchatoula, Bogalusa, and even New Orleans. In 
Covington, a skating rink opened and became quite popular. 

 
"First grand ball by Covington Amusement Company (the skating rink) 

Tuesday, Dec. 19th, music furnished by the Covington Orchestra." (Dec. 
22, 1906) 

The famous Southern Hotel was opened for occupancy around November of 
1906, with a formal opening on June 1, 1907.  

 

 
 
 

 
Covington continued growth in population and the people of the town had been 

feeling the need of a modern hotel large enough to accommodate the great number of 
tourists who visited the town yearly. The hotel was described as: 

 
"Thoroughly up to date, built on the large and graceful lines of Spanish 

Mission architecture, and surrounded with a tropical setting that will make 
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it truly a thing of beauty and an ideal retreat for the weary inhabitant of the 
city and the refuge from the northern cold, as well as convenient quarters 
for the commercial man . . .The hotel will contain, besides 85 guests 
rooms, store buildings and office, large, airy halls, parlors and sun-parlors, 
reading rooms, cafe and restaurant, and a lobby that would do credit to a 
more pretentious hostelry." 
 
The hotel quickly became the social center of Covington and the site of many 

dances: 
 

"Southern Hotel - informal dance, music by an orchestra from New 
Orleans." (Aug. 3, 1907) 

 

"Southern Hotel dance. Music by Mar's Orchestra from New 
Orleans." (Aug. 3, 1907) 

 
"Southern Hotel dance. New Orleans Orchestra." (Sept. 14, 1907) 

 
Dances were scheduled for each weekend with usually a band from New Orleans 

engaged. During the week different social clubs or gatherings of friends would schedule a 
dance for which a local orchestra would usually be employed. 

Cantrelle Hall was also a busy building, with dances held there nearly every week: 
 

"Druids Ball - Cantrelle Hall. Gardner's Band of 8 pieces from New 
Orleans. Dances: alternating 2 steps and waltzes." (Dec. 28, 1907-Ibid.) 
 
The above quote is interesting in that it addresses the selection of the types of 

dances that will be featured. The two-step is the fox-trot and this is the dance step style 
that uses jazz music. The waltz was the most popular dance around the turn of the 
century. One can sense the changing of the dance style during this era. 

Various groups, mostly church affiliated ones, began to preach the evil of the new 
style dances, much as today's style of dancing is talked about. In the town of Ponchatoula 
they had what they called "old timers" dancing nights. Numerous articles were written 
about the new dances being developed for jazz music: the two-step, tango, turkey trot, 
etc. We notice, as we continue through the early years of American dance music, the 
vogue of ballroom dancing change to jazz-accompanied dances, popularized by dancers 
like the Castles. 

The jazz band had become the 'in' sound, but it was still the string band and the 
brass/military band that were hired for important dances. The skating rink continued to 

schedule dances - "A military ball by the 4th Cavalry troops at Peoples Skating Rink - 

music by the Mandeville Brass Band."  
Hayrides were still in vogue on bright moonlighted nights, also skiff rides on the 

beautiful Bogue Falaya. 

Continuing in 1908, Cantrell's Hall is the site for many of the local activities. On 
St. Joseph's Night, March 19th, the "First grand masquerade ball is given by Bogue 
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Falaya Grove #2, UAOD, with music by the Gardner Band from New Orleans." 
Cantrelle's Hall was the site of the dance given by Troop C, with music by a solo pianist, 

Prof. Amadee Guyol, a local musician/merchant. Prof. Guyol also played for the 4th 
Troop Cavalry dance on February 25th. 

The year 1908 saw the blossoming of Abita Springs into a very active community. 

A local resident, Frank Martin, formed a string band and began playing for many local 
dances. A new dance pavilion was being erected and one only has to glance at the social 
column of the newspaper to see how active the town of Abita Springs was becoming: 

 
"ABITA NEWS AND SOCIETY NOTES by Paul Clifford. (July 24, 

1908). The New Abita Springs Hotel entertained last Saturday evening in 
the large pavilion out on the lawn, which was beautifully decorated with 
Japanese lanterns and electric lights. Mr. Leon Souchon, of the hotel, 
made a short address of welcome, in which he stated that he was glad that 
Abita had turned out in full force in answer to his invitation; he was glad 
to see so many familiar faces, and hoped to see them more often in the 
future. In concluding, Mr. Souchon extended the privilege of the hotel and 
grounds to those desiring to hold entertainments in the future. 
Refreshments were served and dancing held the boards until midnight. The 
cotillion that opened the dance program was graceful led by Miss Lenore 
Orantia, and Mr. Chas. Wormes, Tinnie Hyman and Walter Fazende, etc." 

 

Frank Martin's Band plays for a dance at Bradley House, and  Gardner's Band 

from New Orleans is hired for a dance at the Abita Social Club. The Enterprise String 

Band plays several dances in Abita Springs. There is an entertainment given by the 
Enterprise String Band at town hall. The latter activity was reviewed in the paper: 

 
"The Enterprise String Band is to be congratulated on the excellent 

music furnished." (Aug. 29, 1908-Ibid.) 
 
The Mandeville Band plays for the occasion of the opening of the new pavilion 

near the Springs for "$4.00 per man and pay expenses including transportation." (Oct. 17, 
1908-Ibid.) 

The Abita Springs Orchestra plays for an entertainment at the town hall on 
September 5th. This orchestra is the same group as the Martin Orchestra. It is hard to 
distinguish which band is which as the newspaper does not always give the correct name 
of the band. When reading about the Mandeville Band its name might be found as the 

Mandeville Brass or the Mandeville String Band. The only clue comes from the type of 
activity for which the band is hired: if it is outside and a celebration/ceremony like the 
opening of the new pavilion, it probably is the brass band; if it is inside and in a small 
hall, it probably is the string band. 

Gradually one can see the emergence of a more commercial outlook by the town's 
council and the merchants, who are realizing that the area can be utilized more than it has 
in the past. We see new hotels, pavilions, more steamers, more excursionists coming from 
New Orleans and places as far away as Chicago, to take advantage of the healthful 
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climate of the North Shore. With the increase of tourists more hotels and restaurants are 
needed which of course mean more bands are also needed. Gradually we see an increase 
in the use of bands from New Orleans to help handle the extra affairs that become an 
everyday occurrence in the towns along the North Shore. Abita Springs, realizing this, 
secures a new, large pavilion and begins a campaign to secure the necessary funds to hire 
and maintain a band: 

 
"Funds to be raised to maintain a concert band on two evenings each 

week, where the best local talent will be gotten together under a competent 
musician from New Orleans." (Sept. 26, 1908-Ibid.) 
 
The year ends with a number of dances and with the traditional Christmas tree ball 

with music by the Gardner Brass Band. (Nov. 28, 1908) 
1909 was one of the busiest years, with many mentions in the paper about the 

wealth of musical activities in the various communities, and read of the building of a new 

pavilion in Bogue Falaya Park. During this period, the big steamers could proceed to the 
town of Covington where there was a dock at Bogue Falaya Park. Covington needed to 
continue growth and improvement to keep up with Mandeville, where there were wharves 
(two in Mandeville, one in Lewisburg) including pavilions, and Abita Springs, where the 
railroad brought the excursionists from the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain to enjoy 
the big new pavilion. The securing of a new pavilion was reported in the April 3, 1909, 
issue of the paper: 

 
"Park Pavilion - erected by Jenkins Brothers for $500. The first part of 

May will place Covington in a position to give excursionists the 
accommodations to which they are entitled and which will be the means of 
largely increasing the number that will visit Covington this summer. 
Covington has always been a favorite resort for pleasure seekers from New 
Orleans and the lack of accompanying quarters has been a drawback much 
spoken of and very hurtful to outside interest." (April 3, 1909-Ibid.) 
 
The park and new pavilion officially opened on July 3, 1909, with music 

furnished by the Covington Military Band. It is not until November that the town 
council has a meeting to decide the policy of its new park. They discuss the hiring of a 
park commissioner whose job would consist of renting the pavilion for private dances, for 
granting concessions, governing, care-taking, and improvements. 

The Covington Brass Band of yesteryear had not been active and at a meeting at 
Cantrelle's Hall, presided over by J. A. Domergue, with C. C. Kornfeld as secretary, a 
new brass band of twenty-five members was organized. It was stated that the band "would 
be formed of brass and reed instruments." (Jan. 12, 1909-Ibid.) 

Mandeville's Band was active at this time and both bands played for the Mardi 
Gras in 1909. The Covington Band, with new "regular" uniforms, plays for the Fireman's 
Day parade. After the parade there was the usual dance: 
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"Expenses of Fireman's Dance - Band $56.90, Hall rental - $20.00, 
incidentals - $18.00, and printing - $21.50. Total $181.40." (March 27, 
1909-Ibid.) 
 

Gardner's Band plays for a number of dances and is well liked. One dance finds 
the crowds are too big for the hall, which is motivation for considering the possibility of 
building a larger pavilion for dances: 

 
"Druids Ball/Christmas Dance - The hall was so crowded that there 

was scarcely room to dance and Gardner's Band was placed upon the 
stage. It was after 2:00 in the morning when dancing ceased and people 
left the hall." (Jan. 2, 1909-Ibid.) 
 

The Gardner Band is later identified as one of the Reliance Bands of New 

Orleans. The Reliance Band was usually led by the now famous "Papa" Jack Laine, the 
"Father of White Jazz." He was so popular in New Orleans that he sent out more than 
seven bands, among them the Gardner (actually spelled "Giardina," Ernest being the first 
name) Band. The band became very popular, especially in Abita Springs where it played a 
number of times: 

 
"Ball at Abita Springs - Pleasure Club of Abita Springs - benefit of the 

Abita Fire Company. Music will be furnished by the celebrated Reliance 

Orchestra of New Orleans. This band is a great favorite with the people 
and made quite a hit at the ball given by the club in July last." (Aug. 21, 
1909-Ibid.) 

 
"Abita Springs - Reliance Band of New Orleans on Saturday." (Aug. 

28, Sept. 4, 1909) 
 
"Abita Springs dance on Saturday, August 29th. Reliance Band of New 

Orleans will furnish the music." (Sept. 4, 1909-Ibid.) 
 
The brass bands of both Covington and Mandeville are very active during the 

year, as is the Abita String Band. Another band that begins to emerge is the Ragan 
Brothers Band of Ponchatoula. Having relatives living near Abita Springs, this band is 
very active in Ponchatoula, Hammond, and Amite: 

 
"Dance at Arbor Place by Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Ragan, in honor of their 

charming daughter Gertie. Music was furnished by the Ragan Band and 
dancing indulged in until early morning. “(Dec. 31, 1909) 
 
Cantrelle's Hall is still popular. The carnival club gives a benefit concert in early 

January and "after the concert those disposed to do so will have an opportunity to trip the 
light fantastic, the music for which will be furnished by the Covington Orchestra." (Jan. 
12, 1909) 
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The new Covington Pavilion is becoming popular with visiting groups, one of 
which is the Trainmen of New Orleans, Hammond and Amite City: 

 
"Order of Trainmen from New Orleans, Hammond and Amite City 

brought a band of music with them and used the new park pavilion for 
dancing and shelter." (June 19, 1909-Ibid.) 
 
The Abita Pleasure Club gave a grand entertainment and ball on Saturday, July 

24, for the benefit of the school fund. The music for this occasion was furnished by the 
"famous Reliance Orchestra, E. Gardina - leader." Gardina was not the correct spelling of 
his name nor was the earlier given name of Gardner. His name was correctly spelled 
Giardina. Giardina was born in New Orleans in 1897 and died around 1956. He was an 
early White jazz musician playing with the Reliance Brass Band. He also played with 
bands led by the Brunies Brothers, with members of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, 
and Frank Christian's Ragtime Band. The Reliance Band had well-known jazz musicians 
who were later to become famous musicians: Tom Brown, who brought the first 
Dixieland Band to the city of Chicago (before the Original Dixieland Jazz Band arrived in 
that city); Leon Rappolo, the great clarinetist; Tony Sbarbaro, the drummer of the ODJB; 
and George Brunies (and brothers) who made a name for himself playing with Louis 
Armstrong. 

The Southern Hotel continued having special activities with mention of a dance 
with music furnished by Mr. Adedee Guyol. 

Additional information on the music scene and its economics is gained when 
reading an item in the paper that mentions the price of the hall and band: 

 
"Mandeville entertainment a success - Expenses - $25.00 - hall, $18.00 

for an imported band of music. Our home band refusing to play for less 
than $26.00." (July 31, 1909-Ibid.) 
 
There continued the import of bands for the many occasions. While some articles 

do not mention the band by name, the frequency of them shows us there was indeed a lot 
of music needed for the numerous affairs that were held on the North Shore. 

 
"Masquerade and Ball at Cantrelle's Hall on Oct. 9th, Saturday. Music 

by the 2nd Regiment Infantry Military Band of New Orleans has been 
secured for the occasion." (Sept. 18, 1909-Ibid.) 

 
"WOW entertainment and ball - Music furnished by a first class white 

band from the Crescent City." (Sept. 18, 1909-Ibid.) 
 
In 1910, we find the continuance of social activities and the area is even busier 

with many private parties being held: 
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"There are so many parties in Mandeville at this time of the year that 
the brass bands and string bands are kept busy practicing new pieces to 
satisfy the dances." (June 11, 1910-Ibid.) 
 

A number of well-known New Orleans' bands played on the North Shore: Tom 

Brown's Band, The Brookhaven Military Band, and the Reliance Band. 

Cantrelle's Hall and the Southern Hotel remain popular dance spots along with the 
Claiborne Hotel. 

One of the most popular bands begins to be the Ragan Band, previously 
mentioned. The band is first mentioned on June 25th playing for an informal dance in 
Abita Springs for the Gormans, and for a birthday party of Mrs. John C. Ragan on July 
28th. 

The Ragan Band continues to work in the North Shore area in 1911. They play a 
party at Mrs. Becher's home and a birthday party at "Mr. E. J's." 

Tom Brown's Band was negotiating a playing contract with the Abita 
Town Council: 
 

"Abita council meeting - Communication from Brown's Band was 
read, relative to playing music twice a week on the pavilion. Committee 
appointed to confer with Mr. Brown and go into a contract." (March 18, 
1911-Ibid.) 
 
The Brown Band had played in and around Abita Springs so the town council did 

know of him and his band. The band played for a house warming at Lamousin's as 

mentioned in the March 18th paper, "The Brown Orchestra was there and discoursed 
sweet music while the dancers enjoyed themselves." (March 18, 1911) The Brown Band 
also played at a ball for the "Funny Fellows Club': 

 
"The music was especially good and the selections being taken from 

the latest popular airs sent over by Prof. Benton of New Orleans and 
Brown's Orchestra received many encores." (March 28, 1911-Ibid.) 
 
St. Tammany Parish celebrates its 100th anniversary in 1911. There was a crowd 

at Bogue Falaya Park that listened to speakers and a concert by the band of St. Joseph's 
Academy. We read: 

 
"The St. Joseph's Academy furnished the music for the occasion, 

which was much enjoyed by everyone. The selections played were: York 
Town, The Mocking Bird, Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground, Daises 
Won't Tell, Red, White and Blue, Red Wing, Princeton Quickstep, Oregon 
Quickstep. The members of this excellent band are: Father Egler, director; 
Harold Zeringer, F. A. Zeringer, cornets; Father Thomas piccolo; Father 
Joseph, baritone, Louis Toups, clarinet; L. Caillouet, first alto; L. Aucoin, 
second alto; M. Herbert, trombone; A. Bernard, bass; O. Lyons, tuba; Ben 
Mutter, snare drum; B. Didier, bass drum."(April 29, 1911) 
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The Abita Pavilion, on May 13th, presents the opening concert and vaudeville 

with Brown's Orchestra - a forerunner of the music and entertainment that will be 
presented at the pavilion during the rest of the summer, as advertised in the paper: "Music 
will be of the latest selections, furnished by Professor Bentin (Sic: Benton) of New 
Orleans. Refreshments will be on sale. Every evening during the summer there will be 
free music and dancing for those who wish it." (May 13, 1911) 

 

The pavilion of the 1884 Cotton Exposition was moved from New Orleans to 

Abita springs (north shore of Lake Pontchartrain in 1888 and was used for jazz 

dances and other social affairs. It is still in use today. 

 

 
Abita Springs Pavilion - 1888 

 

(Sic:On May 18
th

 2008 I drove through Abita Springs and found that the Pavilion 

had been moved from the park to near the center of the business district and there was a 

concert going on so I stopped and listened for awhile.)  

 
For a dance (grand ball) on April 21st, at the Redmen Hall in Slidell, music was 

furnished by Ed. Clam's Band (This is the wrong spelling of the name - The man is 

Edward Clem of New Orleans, one of the oldest and most respected of the early jazz 
pioneers). It was he who replaced the legendary Buddy Bolden when Frank Duson took 
control of Buddy Bolden's Band upon Bolden's admittance to Jackson Mental Hospital. 
Clem led his own band from 1907 to 1914. Clem's Band also played for a dance in 
October at the same hall in Slidell: 

 
"The dance given by the Redmen Wednesday night at their hall was 

one of the social events of the season. Music furnished by Ed. Clam's 
Band from New Orleans rendered sweet music." (Oct. 26, 1911) 
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Brown's Band continues playing at the Abita Pavilion each Wednesday, Saturday 
and Sunday throughout the summer. On September 16th, Saturday night, it is the 
Reliance Band of New Orleans that plays for a benefit dance at the pavilion. 

After the main attraction at the movie house (the film), there followed the usual 
dance, a practice employed by most of the entertainments given during this era; 

 

"Dance at Airdome (Sic: the movie house in Abita Springs). Music 
was furnished by a string band." (Jan. 13, 1912) 
 
During the year of 1912, the Ragan Band continues to be popular and plays for a 

number of occasions: 
 

"Dance on Military Road Saturday night, January 27th for the benefit 
of building fund. Music by Ragan Band. 10 cents." (Jan. 20, 1912) 

 
"Dance - Tacky and Character Dance at Garden District School on 

Saturday - Ragan Band will furnish the music." (Feb. 17, 1912) 
 
"Abita Springs entertainment a success. Guitar and Harmonica duet by 

John Ragan - dancing - Miss Bertha Schmidt, John and Sidney Ragan." 
(Feb. 17, 1912) 

 
"Abita Springs Masquerade Ball. Music furnished through the 

kindness of the Ragan Band." (Feb. 24, 1912) 
 
"Dance - Garden District School improvement League. Music by 

Ragan Band." (March 23, 1912) 
 
Brown's Band was still engaged, playing for a smoker at the Abita Springs Town 

Hall. A. D. Paggio opens the Casino and announces: 
 

"The Casino will have a large dancing platform, bathing house, boat 
landing...The pavilion will be on the water in front of Lake Lafitte Street. 
(Mandeville)." (Feb. 17, 1912) 
 

Paggio's Pavilion included motion pictures, music and dancing. 

There are other places mentioned such as Lee Landing's Macabee Hall in which 
dances are held. A merchant's day celebration in Covington with music furnished by the 

Bogalusa Concert Band is held. The Bogalusa Band had a background of great musical 
accomplishment in and around Bogalusa. (See material on Bogalusa section). 

The Steamer Louis Dolive brought the socialists of New Orleans to Jackson 

Park in Mandeville at 11:00 on a Sunday morning where refreshments and dancing were 
enjoyed. 

Jackson Park was about a block from the lake in Mandeville and was a popular 

park for excursionists, both Black and White. Another steamer, the Josie, had difficulty 
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on the lake during a storm. It lay in fifteen feet of water about five miles from West End. 
It was saved and returned to its normal schedule on the lake. 

In 1913 a few new names are mentioned. At the Hennorich home a soiree 

dansante had music furnished by the Lew Rose Band. The Parish Fair on October 22nd 

hired the Johnny DeDroit Military Band from New Orleans. DeDroit had the jazz band 
at Kolb's Restaurant on St. Charles street near Canal Street in New Orleans. He also had 
played at the Grunwald Cave in New Orleans for a number of years. For a grand ball by 

the Woodmen of the World at the United Friends Benevolent Association Hall in 

Madisonville, the Deverges Orchestra furnished the music. 

One of the great black bands on the North Shore was the Isidore Fritz Family 

Band, the Independent Band. This band furnished music for a dance at Dr. Ford's home. 
(See section on Mandeville for more material on this band.) 

At a lawn party given for Our Lady of the Lake Catholic Church the Dixie 

Orchestras of the Lew Rose Hippodrome Company contributed the music. 

St. Paul's College Band furnished music for the Easter Egg Hunt that Father 
Basil sponsored each year. The Covington Orchestra provided music for the Air Dome 
picture show. Other accounts of music being provided in Lewisburg show that there was 
still a continued attempt to employ local entertainment for local activities. 

The local paper carries the story of the gun fight at the famous Tuxedo Dance Hall 
in New Orleans. The Tuxedo employed many of the famous jazz musicians of early jazz- 
See March 29th, 1913, paper for details. 

The new dancing style was on the agenda at the Covington Council meeting of 
September 2, 1913, and the council voted that the city attorney be instructed to "draw up 
an ordinance forbidding the dancing of the 'Turkey Trot,' 'One Step,' 'Tango,' 'Bunny Hop' 
and other suggestive dances at public entertainments and dances." 

 
"Moved by D. I. Addison, seconded by L. A. Perreand, that the City 

Attorney be instructed to draw up an ordinance forbidding the dancing of 
the "Turkey Trot," "One Step," "Tango," "Bunny Hug" and other 
suggestive dances, at public entertainments and dances. The motion 
having been voted on favorably the following ordinance was drawn up and 
accepted:  

An Ordinance 
Making it unlawful for any person to dance in an immoral, indecent 

and suggestive manner, to us loud, indecent and vociferous language, to 
curse and swear in any public place, such as the pavilion, park, theatre, 
barroom, poolroom, hotel, street, workshop or any other place where 
people commonly resort for the purposes of business, recreation, 
amusement, or in any place of public worship. 
Section I. Be it ordained by the Mayor and Town Council of the town of 
Covington, That it shall be unlawful for any person to dance in an 
immoral, indecent and suggestive manner, to use loud, indecent and 
vociferous language, and to curse and swear in any public place, such as 
the pavilion, park, theatre, barroom, poolroom, hotel, street, workshop or 
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any other place where people commonly resort for the purpose of business, 
recreation, amusement or in any place of public worship. 
Section 2. Be it further ordained that any person or persons found guilty of 
violating the provisions of this ordinance shall be fined in a sum not to 
exceed $50.00 or imprisonment not to exceed thirty (30) days, or both, at 
the discretion of the Mayor." 
 
The Farmer carries an editorial about this "suggestive dancing": 
 

"Suggestive Dancing" 
The action of the Covington council in passing an ordinance 

prohibiting suggestive dancing, obscene language, etc., in public places is 
timely and politic. While not wishing to make comparison between the 
common gatherings in public places and the public dances given by clubs 
and parties of young people, it cannot be overlooked that considerable 
unpleasantness has occurred recently through the different viewpoint of 
dancers as to the propriety of dancing the one-step and other of the later 
dances. The passing of this ordinance leaves it no longer a matter of 
opinion but the violation of a law with quite a severe penalty. It is hardly 
probable that at private dances indulgence will be given to a performance 
not permitted in public places under the law, hence it may be regarded that 
a termination has been reached in the dancing of any dances that may be 
objectionable to anyone, and all unpleasantness that may have arisen 
through the action of floor committees and others in the execution of 
agreements or instructions should be forgotten." (Sept. 6, 1913) 
 
Another article about the new jazz dances appears in the Sept. 20, issue of the 

Farmer: 
 

"Once More the Tango, Turkey Trot and the Bunny Hug. Does the 
same sense of purity that sees only the artistic in a "September Morn" 
weave around the wiggles and squirms of the newfangled dances the 
protecting cloak of art, or are ordinary mortals fenced off from 
appreciation of the evaluating effect of muscular contortions and the 
affinity of contact? Surely if these dances are too much for the public 
stomach of Chicago, it is difficult to see how they can be swallowed by 
disciples of Terpischore in high society. Yet the papers announce that an 
estimable young lady tells of dancing the tango on board the Imperator on 
her return trip from Europe, in which the latest Paris gowns, the newest 
dips and kinks of the dance and the greatest glitter of diamonds formed the 
attraction for dancers representing a wealth of $850,000,000. It seems that 
the dance was given for the benefit of the crew and netted $4,798. 

When it comes to $850,000,000 we must acknowledge that we are 
only a peep at the high-ups. But we don't dance the tango in St. Tammany 
parish, not because we are afraid of spoiling silks and laces, but because 
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the police jury has made it an offense punishable with a fine of $50.00, 
due to the sense of shame the witnessing of these dances has brought to the 
good people of the parish. It may do for the millionaires, and perhaps their 
dancing masters have taught them to wiggle and to shove each other 
around in a delightful manner that makes it a privilege to be on the floor 
and a mark of distinction to out tango the rest. However, we are satisfied 
to rest our honors on the discretion of the ordinance in question and we 
believe the police jury has done a good thing in passing it. If officers of the 
law will enforce it the tango, the bunny hug and the turkey trot will be 
passed along as other of the things that only the rich can enjoy." 
 
We know from history that these editorials were all in vain; these dances did 

become popular and would eventually be accepted. (In our own generation we faced the 
same problem with the various modern dancing of the Rock and Rap eras.) It is 
reaffirmed that dancing the tango was an offense punishable with a fine of $50.00. 

Other cities dealt with the dancing problem: Ministers in Bogalusa, as well as 
ministers in other cities such as Ponchatoula, and especially in areas such as Picayune, 
Mississippi, where dancing of any kind was not allowed. The North Shore was close 
geographically to New Orleans and close to the Crescent City's opinion of dancing. The 
Catholic Church did not take a moral stand on the issue as did the Protestant churches of 
the South. It is interesting to read the various articles/editorials appearing in local papers 
at this time concerning the question if dancing was immoral. This social issue of dancing, 
dance halls and saloons in the early twentieth century would continue to be an issue well 
into the 1920's and it was big news when two notorious saloon keepers from New Orleans 
exploded into a gun fight (previously mentioned) in the Tuxedo Dance Hall on Franklin 
Street. (As a bit of interest - while there was only one musician in the dance hall at the 
time of the shooting, if all the musicians who said they were there were really in 
attendance, the place could not have held them all. The house band at the time of the 
shooting included Papa Celestin and Bebe Ridgley, both of who were not present at the 
time of the shooting.) 

Another occurrence of importance to our history is the destruction of the Pinetop 

Saloon and Dance Hall. Upon hearing the St. Tammany Ice Company whistle, members 
of the Covington Fire Company arose from their beds and attended the fire, which they 
discovered was the Negro dance hall/saloon, the Pinetop. This was January 3, 1914. 
Many of the jazz greats had played in that dance hall and it was a very popular spot that 
the town fathers had little respect. The paper described its clientele as "Negroes of a class 
that was a constant menace to peace and order." 

 
"THE "PINETOP" DESTROYED BY MIDNIGHT FIRE 
Former Negro Saloon is Now Nothing but a Pile of Ashes 

Resort for Gathering of the Worst Classes 
Loss on Building is $2800; Insured for $1000. Stock Insured for $500 

 
A little after midnight of last Sunday the deep tones of the whistle of 

the St. Tammany Ice and Manufacturing Company aroused the people 
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from their beds, and members of the Fire Department, making up the rest 
that had been lost during the festivities of the holidays, dragged 
themselves wearily into the cold night air to fight fire. It was a useless job, 
however, for the building known as the "Pine Top" was well ablaze and 
had been burning some time before the whistle sounded. All that was 
saved was a piano in an outside shed belonging to Mr. Bourgeois, and a 
cooking stove and some utensils, which the cook rescued. The building, a 
two-story frame structure, was owned by Mrs. Seiler and was insured for 
$1000. It cost $2800. The contents, owned by LeJaunie & LeBlanc, who 
conducted a colored saloon, were insured for $500. It is not known how 
the fire originated. 
    The "Pine Top" was situated in an open square interspersed with 
loblolly pines, from which its name originated, making it an ideal place for 
a "honky tonk." It was frequented by Negroes of a class that was a constant 
menace to peace and order, and the surroundings were such that a criminal 
making his escape from the building could defy a pursuing officer or place 
that officer's life in jeopardy. A large shed, built next to the saloon, was 
used for a dance hall and there were rooms above the saloon. In this dance 
hall could be found the toughest Negroes in the parish, and many from the 
turpentine orchards on pay day, and women who gave their earnings to 
their "men," watched them with jealous eyes when they danced with 
others. When a Negro criminal was wanted, this was one of the first places 
visited by the officers of the law. Its only redeeming feature was its 
usefulness in providing clues for tracing Negro offenders against the law. 
Mephistopheles must have sighed as the flames licked it up. Aside from 
the loss of property, there will be little regrets." 
 
The battle of the dance continued. The Farmer reprints a story from a New 

Orleans paper about the tango: 
 

"TANGOISTS MUST LET IN THE LIGHT 
 

New Orleans, Jan. 14. - Closely following upon the recent edict of the 
archbishop of Paris, who commanded that the tango was only an addition 
to the already long list of possible mortal sins, and as such should be 
confessed to your spiritual adviser, came a similar edict, this time from 
Superintendent of Police Reynolds. It is aimed to do away with tango 
dancing of the more repulsive sort, and reads as follows: 
         Police headquarters, 
        January 14, 1914 
     All-Station Message: Commanding officers of all precincts must 
instruct officers detailed at entertainments to prohibit the more vulgar 
forms of dancing. Complaints have reached this office that the tango is 
being carried to such extremes as to become repulsive and demoralizing. 
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You will instruct your men to see that the practice is stopped and to make 
arrest when necessary. 
        J. W. Reynolds, 
        
 Superintendent. 
    In commenting on the order Superintendent Reynolds declared that the 
tango could be danced without the suggestive steps. The only thing he 
objects to is the more virulent form, when the light of day or dim electric 
light cannot be ascertained by the naked eye between the partners. 
    "We will arrest all persons found dancing improperly," said the 
superintendent. 
     Dancing teachers, though they claim the edict is not against them, are 
up in arms to the defense of the tango. The same might be said of New 
Orleans leading hotels. All agree with the superintendent that there are 
several ways, perhaps, to dance the tango and other dances, but that their 
way is all right. 
    "We have nothing but society people come here," said one hotel 
manager. "Not being a dancer myself, I can't tell you much about it, but 
from what I have noticed there is nothing more eminently proper and 
graceful than the steps I observed. 
    It is believed Mr. Reynolds' order will result in a general toning down of 
Terpsichorean pastimes in cabarets and restaurants immediately adjoining 
the Tenderloin. Since the police have been made censors of the new 
fangled dances, it is not believed they will carry their authority as far as the 
home or private dances. 
"The tango improper?" Asked Miss Stella Mercadel, one of Orleans' best 
known dancing teachers. 

She 're-asked" the interrogation put by a reporter. 
"Well, I should say not. In the first place, the gentleman has to hold off 

his partner a good distance. This is especially true in the side steps and the 
dip." 
 
The resort community of the North Shore, during the year 1914, began to feel the 

winds of war and the paper is filled with stories of the war, the economy, and other 
pertinent items of national interest. Little is said about the entertainment scene during the 
war years. There are still some local dances such as the "Free dance at Abita Springs 

Sunday, music by the famous Christian Band of New Orleans who will play their 
popular music." (Sept. 12, 1914)  Another dance is held in Abita Springs on Sunday, May 

24, with music by the Taroo Band of New Orleans. The Mandeville Band is still 
organized but the Covington Band had disbanded. 

The Slidell High School begins to emerge with publicity in the paper. One issue is 
devoted to the music program in the public schools, a movement that would continue to 
grow and eventually would take over the activities of the old town bands of the past. 

The Slidell High School Band, under the direction of Professor C. E. Hooper, 
besides performing its normal duties within the high school program, is hired to play at 
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the Clio Theater every Saturday night (the movie at that time was "Million Dollar 
Mystery"). 

The DeDroit Band is active in the community and plays at the annual Parish Fair 

of 1914. The Abita Springs String Band and the Mandeville Band are mentioned and 
are still actively involved in the music scene. The town of Abita Springs celebrates the 
occasion of the first electric lights in town with a dance. 

During the war years there are still the local private dances but the commercial 
ventures of dance halls seem to cease, probably because of the war that was soon to have 
direct American involvement. 

The St. Tammany Parish Fair continues in 1915 and the band that was hired cost 
$130.00 plus $15.00 transportation and an additional $10.00 for lodging. The Slidell High 
School Band also plays the 1915 Parish Fair. 

In April of 1916 the Covington Brass Band reorganizes, becoming the Covington 

Municipal Band. (See Covington Band, page 80.) Directed by Professor Girauldt, the 
band begins to play for local functions:  1) the parade for school tax (See August 1, 
1916), 2) an excursion to Mandeville on board the steamer Jose for which it plays gratis, 
and, 3) the Parish Fair parade (Oct. 28, 1916). 

There are no records or accounts of the Covington Municipal Band again until 
March 10th of 1917 when we read that the band again reorganizes (See Covington Band, 
page   ), after which there is no further mention, probably because the war years found 
many of the young men in the service and not available to play in a home town band. 

The Southern Hotel in Covington is under new management and reorganizes its 
affairs and becomes more active in the social life of the community: 

 
"Re-organization of Southern Hotel - Will have dance at regular 

periods and will see that the young set of Covington who are fond of 
dancing shall have good music to dance by and enjoy themselves." (March 
31, 1917-Ibid.) 

 
"Dance at Southern Hotel - Honor of men in Washington Artillery - 

Washington Artillery Band furnished music." (Aug. 18, 1917-Ibid.) 
 
"Dance/Tennis Club at Southern Hotel - Music furnished by an 

orchestra from New Orleans." (Aug. 25, 1917-Ibid.) 
 
On April 8th the Airdome Theater reopens in Abita Springs and a big dance is 

part of the re-opening. "The Airdome has been remodeled and enlarged and a fine new 
dance floor is part of the remodeling." (April 7, 1917) 

There is still an active band in Mandeville as it plays for a boys' graduation in 
June. 

A dance craze is sweeping the country. To be up with the times, the Fair Grounds 
add dancing to their racing activity. The additional attraction at the race track is first 
hinted at in a brief statement in the paper: 
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"Racing at Fair Grounds Sunday - There is talk of having dancing and 
a good band to dance by. It is said there will be no extra charge for 
dancing." (July 28, 1917) 
 
The St. Tammany Parish Fair of 1917 engages the George DeDroit Military Band 

to provide the dance music: 
 

"DeDroit Military Band will furnish music for the concerts and dances 
at the 8th annual St. Tammany Parish Fair, which opens Oct. 25th and 
closes the 28th. Prof. George DeDroit was principal musician of the band 
of the lst Regiment of Texas Volunteers. He is a musician of note and is 
well known in this section. His 10 musicians at our Parish Fair have in 
past years been quite a feature . . .The Red Ribbon shows Italian Band has 
been engaged to furnish additional music." (Sept. 22, 1917) 
 
In 1918 the home front is busy with the war effort, helping in any way it can. One 

way was giving dances to help organizations like the Red Cross: 
 

"Dance for Red Cross - Music by the Working Man's Band at 

Madisonville's Tumble Inn." (April 27, 1918) 
 
Another benefit for the Red Cross takes the form of a boxing match with music by 

the Mello Jazz Band, a band under the control of the Reliance Bands of Jack "Papa" 
Laine: 

 
"Benefit Red Cross boxing exhibition. Music furnished (gratis) by 

Mello's Jazz Band at Madisonville Baseball Park." (July 6, 1918) 
 
This mention is the earliest use of the word "jazz" to describe a band playing the 

new type music on the North shore. Members of the Mello Band were prominent figures 
in Jack Laine's Reliance Band of earlier fame. 

The fraternal organizations do their bit for the war effort and present an 

entertainment that features Mr. R. Emmett Kennedy, well known for his entertaining 
lectures on Negro subjects presented in Negro dialect and featuring vocal renditions of 
early Negro Spirituals. Kennedy is the uncle of legendary New Orleans cornetist Emmett 
Hardy: 

 
"Knights of Columbus to entertain - Mr. R. Emmett Kennedy, well 

known among the cultural classes of New Orleans for his remarkable 
talent as a musician and interpreter of classic Negro songs and stories, 
have been engaged along with other entertainers - benefit of war fund." 
(April 20, 1918) 

 
Dancing was featured at the Fair Grounds the next week: 
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"Dancing at St. Tammany Fair Grounds May 5. Music by Ragan Bros. 
big 6 piece orchestra - good dance floor - just as slick as glass." (April 27, 
1918) 

 
Again the following week the Ragan Band plays at the Fair Grounds: 
 
"Parish Fair Grounds - Baseball - Dancing - Ragan Big 6 piece 

orchestra." (May 18, 1918) 
 
Abita Springs continues its regular dance schedule, stating that "there will be a 

jazz band from the city." (Aug. 10, 1918) 
The DeDroit Military Band is hired to play for the 1919 Parish Fair and makes an 

appearance in their military uniforms. (This engagement was canceled, the reason not 
given, but the war was an important factor.) 

Slowly the North Shore returns to a more normal atmosphere once the war had 
ended, with the Jahncke Shipyard having to make the biggest adjustment to a peacetime 
economy. Madisonville, with many workers at the shipyard, had experienced a very large 
increase in population and wartime activity. The shipyard, employing a large number of 
workers, needed activities for these workers in their off-hours, resulting in a series of 

shipyard sponsored dances, usually held at the Riverside Park: in Madisonville. 
 
"Jahncke Shipyard Column: 
      Madisonville - Last dance of the big dances to be given this season was 

held at the Riverside Park, Saturday, Sept. 20th. Schilling's Band 
rendered music for the occasion." (Sept. 27, 1919) 
 
The Fourth of July was celebrated in a big way during the war and the Jahncke 

Shipyard was no exception, giving a big celebration and hiring a first class band from 
New Orleans. (June 28, 1919). 

In Covington there was a big celebration with Seigfried's famous twelve-piece 

Military Brass Band. 

The Port Hole in Madisonville was becoming a popular place to enjoy dancing or 
see a movie: 

 
"Port Hole In, Madisonville  - At the pavilion two dances a week and 

also two days for motion pictures." (Jan. 14, 1920) 
 

The town of Abita Springs held a big dance with the Steven's Brass Band from 
New Orleans playing. This was another version of the Reliance Band of Jack Laine. 

At the Parish Fair there was dancing from seven to ten every night and the 

Famous Donaldsonville Band of ten musicians was engaged. This was the Claiborne 

Williams Band, a band that played most of the parish fairs and had an excellent 
reputation as a very respectable band. 

After an editorial about the need to rebuild the pavilion in Bogue Falaya Park 
appears in the March 27th paper, the townspeople work together to rebuild the pavilion, 
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the opening of which is celebrated on June 19th and features a band concert and dance. 

Abita Springs' Pavilion continues to be used for dances, with a jazz band from New 

Orleans. The Hip Theater in Mandeville is mentioned for the first time, having 
scheduled a "grand fancy dress ball at the Hip Theater, Mandeville, for the benefit of the 

Mandeville Fire Company #1, Feb. 7th." The Independent Band lead by the Fritz 

brothers, furnish the music. In Mandeville, Jackson Park opens, with a dance to an 
eight-piece jazz band. Dances are scheduled every Saturday night. Another theater, the 

Palace Theater in Abita Springs, stages a big dance with music by a jazz band. At the 

end of the resort season many of the hotels close down - the Mugnier; a hotel closes for 
the winter on Sept. 18th. The town of Abita Springs continues to schedule dances on 
Sunday night with an eight piece "colored band furnishing the music." The parish fair, in 
1920, engages again the great band of Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville. This band 
is described in the October 16th paper: 

 
"This aggregation of colored musicians come here for the fair direct 

from the plantation section lying along the Mississippi River. These men 
delight in playing music - playing with equal perfection Dixie as it should 
be played, selections from the operas and the jazziest of jazz. All the 
musical numbers of this band will delight you, some will call around after 
rounds of applause, while one number may bring tears to your eyes - it is a 
selection composed by a former member of the band who has passed to the 
great beyond. The band fulfills a pledge to play this selection at all of their 
engagements to satisfy his dying request." (Oct. 16, 1920) 
 
While it is true that the Williams Band was from an area that had a number of 

plantations, the band members were professional musicians, having played many of the 
parish fairs and also in New Orleans where they were considered one of the top bands. 

In 1921 we see continuation of musical activity, especially during the resort 
season. In Covington, the resort of Sulphur Springs becomes popular and there are a 
number of dances/entertainments scheduled there. On May 1st we find scheduled the first 

grand ball featuring the Kid Rena Jazz Band of New Orleans described as "a good jazz 
band with plenty of dancing space at the pavilion so that everybody is assured a pleasant 
evening." (May 14, 1921) Kid Rena has one of the most popular bands in New Orleans 
and Rena is considered one of the best jazzmen in the city. His specialty was playing very 
high notes on the trumpet, a style that influenced Louis Armstrong. His band style was 
"tight" and his arrangements would later influence the great dance band arranger, Don 
Redman. Jazz music is now the most popular form of dance music and it is played in 
almost every dance hall: 

The tide of the popularity of jazz was irreversible and it soon was the music of the 
land. It continued to be discouraged and fought against. We read of this negative view in 
an item in the paper: 

 
"Jazz music has been attractive to the average American because it 

throws dull cares to the winds. It bid defiance to the solemn meditations of 
the bankrupt and it confuses the mind of the despondent. As long as it has 
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the floor there is nothing doing for the sad visage of discontent." (May 14, 
1921) 
 
Abita Springs continues to advertise its dances, using terms like "an eight piece 

jazz band," "A good jazz band has been engaged for the occasion," "Same classy jazz 
band," First class jazz band," "a seven piece white jazz band from New Orleans," "Six 
piece colored jazz band," "An eight piece jazz band," showing that the jazz band was the 
professed style. The brass band seemed now to be relegated to the parish fairs and 
parades. The parish fair again hires the Claiborne Williams Band that it advertises as a 
jazz band. The Williams Band did play jazz but at the fair it also played concert music. 
We find that most of the bands during this time were versatile and could play parades, 
concerts or dances with equal abilities. The Covington Pavilion at Bogue Falaya Park and 
the dancing pavilion in Jackson Park, Mandeville, continue to be the sites of numerous 
activities using jazz music, along with the Progressive Association Hall in Mandeville, 
which advertise its dance using an eight piece jazz band. There seemed to be a 
competition among the pavilions in each town for the dance crowd. 

When the paper announces that a new band is forming in Covington, the style of 
this band is a jazz band, not a brass or string band. 

 

"Covington Band - Covington is to have a band. Six members have 
been enrolled and are now practicing. They are: Russell Moise-cornet, 
Clifford King-trombone, Bill Johnson-clarinet, Clyde King-drums, 
William Duplantis-banjo and Alvin Bascle-guitar." (Dec. 31, 1921) 
 
New bands appear in the area. The Picture Show Hall in Abita Springs uses the 

Bogalusa Band for a dance. While no name is given for the band from Bogalusa, later in 

the year the Blanchard Jazz Band's name appears in the paper. This was the band that 

included guitarist Ed. "Snoozer" Quinn. There was a brass band in Bogalusa at this time 
but I would think that it was the Blanchard Band that is currently active, as the style at 
this time was to employ jazz bands for dances. We see from the Bogalusa paper that, "A 
good jazz band has been engaged for the occasion." Spoken about in the Covington 
Paper, it was indeed the Blanchard Jazz Band of Bogalusa. The Blanchard Band also 
appears at the Abita Springs Theater. The Claude Blanchard Band is hired by the 
Mandeville Pavilion to provide music every Saturday night: 

 
"Dance every Saturday night, 8:00 at Mandeville Beach Pavilion. High 

class music." (July 1, 1922) 
 

"Blanchard's Jazz Hounds to play at big resort. Claude Blanchard 
manager of Blanchard's Jazz Hounds, a musical organization that has 
attracted attention wherever they have played has closed a contract to play 
every Sunday at the big dancing pavilion recently completed at 
Mandeville. 

    The fact that Bogalusa will supply the music will attract a large 
number from this city to the Lake Pontchartrain resort. The roads are ideal, 
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seafood dinners can always be secured and it is believed Bogalusa will 
divide the week-ends between the Gulf Coast and Mandeville." (July 6, 
1922 - Bogalusa paper.) 
 
There are a number of new bands that play in the resort area during the summer of 

1922: 
 

"Masquerade at Mandeville St. Joseph's night at Hip Theater in 

Mandeville. Music furnished by Leonard's famous 8 piece jazz band." 
(March 11, 1922-St. Tammany Farmer) 

 

"Madisonville boat - Steamer Reverie of New Orleans to 

Madisonville dance at Riverside Pavilion with the famous New York 

Novelty Orchestra with Arthur Berlin at the piano, will furnish the very 
best of music." (June 24, 1922) 

 

 
Steamers from New Orleans would go up the Tchefuncta River and 

dock at Houltonville (White City) and drop off passengers while 

others went on to Covington, Ca. 1910 
 
"Rotary Club of New Orleans enjoy outing in Madisonville. Mr. 

Jahncke's cruiser Fox. The Texas Symphony Orchestra of New Orleans 
(sic: not a symphony orchestra as we know it today but a small dance 
ensemble) was on board and very much in evidence about town and 
furnished wonderful music during the entire day." (July 1, 1922) 

 
"Mandeville - Pan American Life Insurance Co. annual outing - The 

Maple Leaf Jazz Band furnished the music for the dancing, 4-5 PM 
dancing . . . Left West End on the Reverie at 8:30 AM. Left Mandeville 
and returned at 6:30 PM.”)Sept. 2, 1922) 
 

"Madisonville - Scrip dance at Riverside Pavilion. Kid Albert's 

Jazzers of New Orleans." (Sept. 2, 1922) 
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"Madisonville - Scrip dance. The music was very good and was 

furnished by the Dor-Ray Orchestra." (Nov. 9, 1922) 
 
The Woodmen Circle in Slidell begins to become very active as a club and gives a 

dress and masquerade dance with music furnished by the Slidell Band, a band that is 
mentioned for the first time. 

Athletic events in these days always warranted a band to play between innings 
(sic: if a baseball game was scheduled). (See: Mississippi Rag, March, 1984 "Sports and 
New Orleans Jazz.") A baseball game between the St. Tammany Reds and the Sycamore 
Nine of Ponchatoula has present a band playing for the game: The band mentioned (Doo 
Ray Orchestra) is really the Davenport/Ragan band - Dav/Rag Band that is misnamed or 
misspelled. 

 
"The St. Tammany Red added another scalp to their belt Sunday 

afternoon when they defeated the Sycamore Nine of Ponchatoula. A large 

number of enthusiastic fans came with the club and brought the Doo Rag 

Orchestra of Ponchatoula, which furnished excellent music throughout 
the game." (May 6, 1922) 
 

The Covington Jazz Band is beginning to gain in popularity and plays for a 
surprise dance: 

 
"Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Young - surprise dance - The Covington Jazz Band 

which is growing in popularity, furnished delightful music." (June 24, 
1922) 
 

"Popularity of Ozone Belt of St. Tammany, 3000 people from New 
Orleans aboard the Reverie in two trips. A pleasure club-changes have 

been made in music, and the Nola Jazzers will furnish an attractive 
program. Both Saturday and Sunday." (July 22, 1922) 
 

The Parker Jazz Band of Baton Rouge is mentioned playing for the Mandeville 
Beach Pavilion: 

 
"Dance - Mandeville Beach Pavilion - Music by Parker's Jazz Band on 

Saturday." (July 22, 1922) 
 
By far the most popular band around New Orleans, the North Shore and the 

surrounding towns of Bogalusa, Ponchatoula, Hammond, etc., was the band of the 
legendary Buddy Petit (sic:  real name was Joseph Crawford). The first mention of Petit is 
in the April 29th paper: 

 
"There will be a big dance at Abita Springs, Sunday, April 30th. A jazz 

band from New Orleans - Be sure and come for a good time. Music will be 
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furnished by Buddy Petit Jazz Orchestra from New Orleans." (April 29, 
1922) 
 

The Petit Band schedule included playing a job in different towns each night of 
the week. Petit played in Abita Springs, Madisonville, Ponchatoula, Bogalusa and 
Kentwood, thus completing a musical circuit, now called "block booking." 

 
"Madisonville - Dance next Thursday night. Buddy Petit Jazz 

Orchestra has been chartered for the 2nd of the 9:00 dances to be given on 
Thursday evening, May 11th at the Riverside Tea Room, under the 
auspices of the Riverside Pleasure Club." (May 6, 1922) 

 
"Mayor Robert W. Badon has issued a blanket invitation to all his 

patrons and friends to attend a house-warming Saturday night, May 6th, at 
the Badon Garage, at 8:30. This promise to be a very pleasant affair, 
delightful music to be furnished by Buddy Petit's Jazz Orchestra." (May 6, 
1922) 

 
"Madisonville - Dance at Riverside Tea Room - Buddy Petit Orchestra 

will furnish the music, both in the afternoon and for the dance." (May 13, 
1922) 
 

"Dance - Riverside Tea Room - Music was furnished by the Eagle Jazz 
Band of New Orleans." (May 20, 1922) 
 
Buddy Petit's Jazz Band was known by more than one name - the band having the 

name of: Eagle Jazz Band, the Black and Tan Jazz Band, and the Buddy Petit Jazz Band. 
There was to be a boat ride on the steamer Josie with swimming in the lake a major 
attraction, but the boat ride was rained out and the party moved inside where "Joy reigned 
supreme, as followers of terpsichore swayed and whirled to the weird jazzful tunes of 
Buddy Petit's Orchestra." This colorful description appeared in the June 3rd, 1922 issue 
of the Farmer. 

The Petit Band is hired by the Crescent City Auto Association and plays for a 
dance at the Covington Pavilion: 

 
"A dance will be given at the park pavilion in Covington, Saturday 

night, July 8th, under the auspices of the Crescent City Auto Association. 
The delight of dancing is lost without good music, and will have Buddie 
Petit's Jazz Band. The program is a most popular arrangement of the best 
dance music. You won't be able to keep your feet still one minute." (July 
8, 1922) 
 
Petit's popular band continued to play around the North Shore. He is engaged to 

play at the Madisonville Pavilion each Saturday and Sunday night: 
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"Dancing in Madisonville each Saturday and Sunday at the large, airy 
and attractive pavilion is proving very popular. Music will be furnished by 
Buddy Petit." (July 15, 1922) 

 
Petit also is playing in Abita Springs and large ads appear in the paper advertising 

him: 
 
"Big dance at Abita Spring on July 30th. Music will be furnished by 

Buddy Petit's Jazz Hounds." (July 22, 29, 1922) 
 
Buddy Petit became a resident of Mandeville in 1925 and is said to have married a 

Mandeville girl, Teresa Gibson, and settled in Mandeville near the Dew Drop Dance Hall 
on LaMarque Street. (See appendix "Buddy Petit on the North shore.") 

In 1922, the St. Tammany Parish Fair again hires the Claiborne Williams Band: 
 

"St. Tammany Fair - Claiborne Williams Donaldsonville Band will 
furnish the music at the fair again this year. Those who have heard this 
band know that a treat is in store for everybody and the dancers will be 
given the latest there is in dance music." (Oct. 14, 1922) 
 
The year 1923 saw a continuance of musical activity and dancing in particular. 

The Lake had a new steamer, the "Susquehanna," which joined the Reverie and Paul 
operating between West End, Mandeville and Madisonville. Joining the 'fleet' was the 

'Ozone' ferry boat that operated between Madisonville and West End. The Susquehanna 
began moonlight rides with dancing: A good article about the "Susquehanna is found in 
the Jan. 27, 1923 issue of the paper: 

 

 
 

"MADISONVILLE TO HAVE BIG STEAMER IN SERVICE. 
Susquehanna Formerly In Excursion Business Chesapeake Bay 
(Maryland). Reverie and Paul also to operate. 
 The 'Susquehanna,' a colossal excursion steamer recently 
purchased from Baltimore Md., by the Lake Transit Company, of New 
Orleans, represented by Mr. Victor Camors, largest stockholder, and Mr. 
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Breedlove, general manager, both of New Orleans is on her way here 
under the careful piloting of Captain L. F. Young, of Madisonville. 
 The 'Susquehanna' is a beautiful boat of huge dimensions, having 
three large decks, one of which is reserved exclusively for dancing, and 
has a carry capacity of 1000 passengers. The steamer is of the excursion 
type and was engaged in the pleasure business on the waters of 
Chesapeake Bay when purchased. 
 Mr. Camors will put the huge steamer in operation to ply between 
Madisonville and West End, touching at Mandeville, at the beginning of 
the season. The "Susquehanna" is expected to arrive in New Orleans about 
Wednesday." 
 
We read about one of the many moonlight rides aboard the Susquehanna: 
 
 "Moonlight ride and dance on Steamer Susquehanna, Monday, August 
31st. Leave Madisonville 8:30, leaves Mandeville 9:30, return 11:30." 
(August 11, 1923) 
 
In the meantime Mr. Camors, who own the steam yacht "Reverie" and steamer 

"Paul," announces that he will put both smaller crafts in operation across the lake, the 
latter to continue throughout the season as a ferryage and automobile transfer. 

The traffic was heavy on the lake. One account says there were as many as thirty 
boats on the lake running between the South and North Shore. The ferries "were forced to 
run night and day for auto traffic" was the way one account in the paper put it." (Sept. 8, 
1923) 

The Bogalusa Band (probably Blanchards) continued to be popular on the North 
Shore, play a "fancy dress and masquerade ball at the Southern Hotel," and "a carnival 
ball at the Southern Hotel." The band was described as "good and full of pep adding life 
and fun to the affair." (Feb. 3 and 10, 1923). The Bogalusa Band seemed to have had a 
contract with the Southern Hotel as they play for another dance at the hotel: 

 
"Dance at Southern Hotel by Terpsichorean Revelers - delightful music 

being furnished by the Bogalusa Band." (April 28, 1923) 
 
Another place that begins to become popular is the Elks Pavilion on the beach in 

Mandeville. "On the beach" was what the lakefront in Mandeville was known by. The 
dancing pavilion was in the same block as the St. Tammany Hotel and it used various 
bands for dancing: 

 
"Elks Mandeville beach dance - full saxophone orchestra." (March 15, 1923) 

 
It is interesting to note that this is the first mentioning in the St. Tammany Farmer 

of the use of the saxophone in the dance orchestra.  
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"Elks Mandeville beach dance - special music by the Maple Leaf Band 
of New Orleans." (June 25, 1923) 
 
The Maple Leaf Band of New Orleans was one of the most accomplished bands in 

the city. Among its personnel were: Emile Bigard, Hippolyte Charles, Sidney Desvigne, 
Lorenzo Tio Jr., Vic Gaspard, Steve Lewis and Louis Cottrell. 

The Jack Carey Jazz Orchestra secured an engagement at the Hip Theater in 
Mandeville beginning on July 7, 1923. This band, led by trombonist Carey was very 
popular in New Orleans. Carey may have been the first to play the trombone in the 
tailgate style and is said to have been the first to use French melodies in jazz. It was he 
who is said to have adapted a French Quadrille into the tune "Tiger Rag," this song 
previously being called the "Jack Carey." 

 
"Dance - Hip Theater, Mandeville, Saturday, July 7th and every 

Saturday throughout the season. Music by the original Jack Carey Jazz 
Orchestra." (July 7, 1923) 
 

Abita Springs continued to be active in recreational affairs, having the Elks Band 
from Bogalusa furnish music for dancing at the pavilion. (July 28, 1923). The band plays 
again on August 5th and the paper stated "A good jazz band will be on hand from 2 to 12 
PM." Bands played much longer than modern day bands play, and a ten hour length was 
not unusual during this era. 

In Madisonville the Riverside Pavilion begins another season of Sunday afternoon 
dances: 

 
"Dancing is being instituted on Sunday afternoons at the Riverside 

Pavilion as an attraction to the numerous excursionists out of New Orleans 
and the many other visitors to Madisonville also on Sunday evening." 
(April 23, 1923) 
 

Another new jazz band is mentioned in the paper - the Durand Jazz Band, from 
New Orleans. Durand, like many of the young trumpet players, worked occasionally with 
the brass bands and led a dance orchestra. Durand played with the Onward Brass Band in 
1922 and with the Tuxedo Brass Band upon occasion. Buddy Petit occasionally was hired 
to play with the Durand Band. The Durand Band is first mentioned when it plays for a 
Thanksgiving Dance: 

 
"Thanksgiving dance, Knights of Columbus Hall. Durand's Jazz Band 

will furnish the pep music." (Nov. 17, 1923) 
 
"Christmas dance - Knights of Columbus Hall. Durand's Jazz Band 

will furnish the music." (Dec. 22, 1923) 
 

Jackson Park, in Mandeville, was a very popular place for picnics and other types 
of social gatherings. The paper probably did not write up all the occasions but only the 
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large gatherings such as the Mandeville grocers' outing, with the music being furnished 

by the famous Fischer Band of New Orleans: 
 

"Mandeville Grocer's day outing - Dancing at Jackson Par, 11 AM to 6 
PM. Music by Fischer's famous Jazzmonia Band." (August 11, 1923) 
 
The Durand Band fulfills other engagements on the North Shore in 1924. The 

Knights of Columbus in Covington holds a big dance using the Durand Band: 
 

"Another big dance - Knights of Columbus Home - Covington, 
Saturday night, Feb. 2nd - Durand’s famous Jazz Band." (Jan. 26, 1924) 
 
The town of Slidell is not mentioned as often in the St. Tammany Farmer, perhaps 

because it was in the far Southern end of the parish, but the Redmen Lodge of the WOW 
is a very active group and holds a number of dances in its hall, such as the St. Joseph's 
Day Dance, using the Durand Band: 

 
"Big mid-lent dance - Cypress Camp #26 WOW, Redmen Hall, Slidell. 

St. Joseph's night, Wednesday, March 9th. Music by Durand's Orchestra 
and jazz band." (March 16, 1924) 
 
With the need for jazz bands and the opportunities open to musicians, a jazz band 

formed in Mandeville, the Holly Leaf Jazz Band. It was composed of Mandeville 
residents and formed in January of 1924. 

 
"Jazz band from Mandeville. The first meeting with reference to the 

proposed jazz band composed of Mandevillians was held on Wednesday 
night when all discussion and problems were brought to a conclusion. 
Those decided upon to act as officials are: Herbert Smith, manager, Gus 
Smith-leader, and Rene A. Dudourg - Sec. The band, as yet under 
construction will be known as the 'Holly Leaf Jazz Band.' Those 
comprising the band with their instruments are: Gus Smith and A. Parisy-
cornets, Rene A Dubourg and Jules Bagur, Jr.-C melody sax, Claude 
Poirson-alto sax, Theo. Verret-clarinet, Paul LeBreton-slide trombone, 
John Smith-Tuba, Herbert Smith-drums, Jos. Frosch-banjo. Five of the 
above are experienced, which fact will serve as a great advantage to the 
novices. The band has scheduled a dance for carnival night, March 4th. 
However, all plans are not definite, so watch for the final announcement. 
Prof. Louis Portune will instruct the members, all instruments having been 
received." (Jan. 19, 1924) 
 
The band's instrumentation included:  
 2 cornet   1 trombone 1 drum 
 3 saxophones  1 tuba 
 1 clarinet  1 banjo 
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The instrumentation of the early 20's was different from the early 'jazz' bands. 
Excluded were the flute and the violin. The emphasize now was on sectional sounds, not 
ensemble sounds. The saxophone became the backbone of the jazz band and was one of 
the main contributors to the jazz sound that would become the big band sound of the 
'swing' era of jazz. We also see the use of 'written' jazz with less improvising than the 
early jazz group. It was the tutti sound and the written syncopation that was stressed 
during this era of jazz, not the small polyphonic sound and individual improvising of 
members of the group. 

As with all newly organized bands there was a need for money: 
 

"On carnival night, March 4th, the recently organized Holly Leaf Jazz 
Band will give a grand masquerade dance at the Elks Theater, Mandeville 
Beach; from 8 pm to 11 pm. Music will be furnished by a good jazz band. 
The proceeds from this affair will be applied to the treasury of the 
orchestra." (Jan. 26, 1924) 
 
A follow-up item appears in the paper to help publicize the above dance: 
 

"The Holly Leaf Jazz Band is making preparations for one of the best 
dances of the season, which will be held on carnival night, March 4th. 
Everybody in the parish invited to attend. Over 30 tickets for the occasion 
have been disposed of and prospects to greatly increase this number are 
bright. Masquerade and join the crowd." (Feb. 23, 1924) 
 
In the March 1st paper, another story appears about the dance: 
 

"On carnival night, Tuesday, March 4th, the Holly Leaf Jazz Band will 
hold the only dance in the parish at the Elks Theater. Good music will be 
furnished for the occasion. Rain or shine the dance is on, and judging from 
the tickets sold, the crowd will be a capacity one." (March 1, 1924) 
 
This dance was a success and the paper of March 8th describes the results of the 

dance: 
 

"The largest and most enthusiastic crowd that the Elks Theater has 
ever had turned out for the carnival dance given Tuesday night by the 
Holly Leaf Jazz Band. Throughout the evening visitors poured in from 
Slidell, Covington, Madisonville, Folsom, Abita and other towns of the 
parish. The proceeds from the occasion will be applied to the treasury of 
the band to aid in defraying its expenses necessary." (March 8, 1924) 
 
A number of jazz bands, new to the North Shore, make an appearance during 

1924. There was the band of Hippolyte Charles. Charles was one of New Orleans best 
musicians. Due to illness and religious beliefs, Charles gave up music and retired in 1925, 
never to play the trumpet again. The paper states: 
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"Fancy dress ball Saturday, Feb. 23rd. Knights of Columbus Home. 

The famous Charles Orchestra will play." (Feb. 9, 1924) 
 
The Maple Leaf Band, making a return engagement to the North Shore, plays a St. 

Joseph's ball: 
"Masquerade ball, St. Joseph's night, Wednesday, March 19th at Elks 

Theater, Mandeville. Music by the New Orleans Maple Leaf Band, 8 to 1. 
Gentlemen $1.00, ladies 25 cents." (March 8, 1924) 
 

The Original Olympia Jazz Band of New Orleans had among its members the 
legendary Freddie Keppard, King Oliver, Sidney Bechet, A. J. Piron and Louis Cottrell, 
Sr. when it played three engagements in April and May of 1924, there is no indication of 
who was playing in the band at that time: 

 
"Redmen Hall, Slidell - April 26th. Music by the Original Olympia 

Jazz Band of New Orleans." (April 19, 1924) 
 

"Dance - Abita Springs. Music by Olympia Jazz Band, May 11th, 
Sunday." (May 10, 1924) 
 

"Dance - Slidell, May 10th. Music by the Original Olympia Jazz 
Band." (May 10, 1924) 
 

The Black and Tan Jazz Band of Buddy Petit play at the Covington Pavilion on 
June 11th. 

 
"Dance - Park Pavilion, Covington, June 11th, Wednesday. Music by 

Black and Tan Jazz Band of New Orleans. As usual, the dance given 
Wednesday night at the park pavilion was a decided success, splendid 
music being furnished for the occasion. Mr. Dupantis is to be 
congratulated on his management of those charming affairs, which are 
growing more popular each week. Another dance is scheduled for next 
Wednesday over at the Bogue Falaya Park pavilion." (June 7, 1924) 
 
We find another new name in bands. There is some confusion about the name and 

whether it applies to one or two bands that play under the names of "Melody Jazz Band" 

and the "Southern Melody Boys." We find both names in the paper: 
 

"Basket picnic July 4th (sic: advertised along with a baseball game). 
Music by Melody Jazz Band of New Orleans." (June 28, 1924) 

 
"Labor Day celebration - dancing, music by Southern Melody Boys, a 

white 7 piece orchestra." (August 16, 1924) 
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"Labor Day celebration - the best orchestra in the Florida Parishes, 
Southern Melody Boys." (August 30, 1924) 

  "Dance, Elks Theater, Mandeville, Oct. 5th. Melody Jazz Band of 
New Orleans." (Oct. 4, 1924) 

The Original Melody Jazz Band in an advertisement on Dec. 20th plays for a 

dance at Redmen's Hall in Slidell. 
The Ragan Brothers Band is still active, mostly in their home town of 

Ponchatoula, but occasionally plays in Covington: 

"Dance - park pavilion, Covington. Happy Six Jazz Band, Thursday, 
July 17th. (Sic: this was the name of the Ragan Band)." (July 12, 1924) 

"Dance - park pavilion. Happy 6 Band, Saturday, August 1st." (July 26, 
1924) 

"Covington Fair Grounds - ball game and dance - Happy 6 Band." 
(Sept. 20, 1924) 

The owner of the Lyric Theater in New Orleans is also the Abita Mayor and 
brings his musicians from the theater to the Abita celebration: 

"Abita Mayor inauguration celebration - brings his celebrated minstrels 

from his Lyric Theater in New Orleans and his orchestra." (July 19, 
1924) 

St. Tammany Parish is becoming very popular with excursionists and on the 
week-end it was said that the population increased with as many as 3000 visitors. This 
increase is noted in the paper of July 5: 

"There are many indications that St. Tammany Parish is getting more 
and more in the public eye and is increasing in popularity as the people 
learn the comfort of its climate, the opportunity for boating, fishing and 
hunting, the delight of its flowers, pure air and pure water, and its general 
advantages as a place for outings and a good time in the open. 

Among those who will have their annual outings here are the 
employees of the Southern Pacific Railroad Co., who will be in 
Mandeville Saturday, July 26. They will leave on a special train and there 
will be between 1000 and 1200 in the party. 

Arrangements have been made with the N. O. G. N. Railroad Co., for 
the annual picnic of the Druids at Abita Springs, August 10. 

The Benevolent Knights of America have also selected Abita Springs 
for their annual outing to be held Sunday, August 24. They will have a 
special train from New Orleans to Abita. 
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Excursions are constantly running from New Orleans to Mandeville 
and Madisonville, the Lake Transit Company's boats being frequently 
crowded. The Steamer Josie is also carrying passengers and automobiles, 

and the new steamer of Howze & Comfort, the St. Tammany, is also 
entering the trade from the Mandeville harbor. 

This side of the lake continues to be a popular resort for the people of 
New Orleans. 
And then there is coming, the big causeway across the lake from 
Mandeville to West End. 

Keep your eye on St. Tammany Parish, and if you are wise, get a home 
here while you can at a reasonable figure." (July 5, 1924) 

This is an early mentioning of building a bridge. We know (in 1994) that the 
Causeway Bridge had its entrance to the lake in Metairie and not West End.  The 
following article explains why a bridge became necessary for the area: 

"When the Pontchartrain Causeway from Mandeville to West End was 
first proposed, shortsighted people who had interests in other directions 
and were fearful that travel and development would be drawn away from 
them opposed the causeway on the ground that traffic would not support 
the investment. No credit was given for the increase in traffic that would 
result by opening a way for it into New Orleans, or if any were given, 
present available distribution within a restricted area was used in their 
argument against it. Let us see how this works out. 

A short time ago the boats running across the lake were in close 
competition to secure the limited business. The St. Tammany Hotel was 
opened and developments in Mandeville began to attract attention. People 
came over and found that St. Tammany had good highways and pleasing 
scenery. They went home and brought their cars over. The boats began to 
be crowded. Large boats were put in to accommodate more than twice the 
number of cars. But the demand for transportation outgrew the capacity. 
Last week the boats worked day and night to accommodate the trade. 
Hundreds were turned away. The St. Tammany Hotel and other hotels in 
Mandeville, and Abita and the Southern Hotel and others in Covington 
could not accommodate the number that applied for accommodations. 
Reservations poured in. More than fifty people left for towns outside the 
parish, trying to secure lodgings for the night. 

The fact is that no matter how many boats shall be put on the lake they 
will still be automobiles unable to secure transportation. The Causeway 
must be built. We do not need a Macauley or a Bacon to prove this. As 
soon as real estate dealers begin to realize that the causeway will help their 
developments, no matter in what part of the Florida Parishes they may be 
situated, then we will all get together and build it. The chances are, 
however, that the Causeway Association will have the City of New 
Orleans working solidly for the causeway in a short time. The island plan, 
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with Government aid, would build a free causeway, without asking the 
Government to participate in a speculation. With the consent of the State 
the islands could be thrown up and sold and the cash money be put up 
against the Government's cash aid, and the State should be willing to aid, 
too." (July 11, 1925) 
Reading this today we know that certain changes were made and the location of 

the Causeway were changed and the idea of islands coming off the main bridge in the 
middle of the lake was dropped. But the editorial was correct in the need and the 
importance to the area of the Causeway. 

 
The practice of organizations bringing their own bands on excursions continues as 

the Pan American Life Insurance Co. has its outing: 
 

"Thursday the steamer Susquehanna brought over the employees of the 
Pan-American Life Insurance Co. of New Orleans. There were about 750 
in the party and they made things hum while they were in Madisonville. 
They had 2 fine bands with them." (July 26, 1924) 
 

The steamer St. Tammany, based in Mandeville, gives Friday night dances with 
"excellent Music," but no name of the band is given" 

 
"Big dance every Friday evening on Steamer St. Tammany. Excellent 

music, unsurpassed dance floor. Boat leaves Mandeville Harbor at 8:00 for 
a delightful cruise on Lake Pontchartrain. 50 cents." (August 9, 1924) 
 

We see the first mention of Morgan's Spa in Abita Springs and learn that they 
have a fine dance platform (August 6th). We will read more about Morgan's place in later 
issues of the paper. 

Alongside the advertisement for the Redmen's dance is one for the Elks, with the 

Kid Francisco's Jazz Band furnishing the music. This might be drummer Johnny Frisco, 
long associated with band leader "Happy" Schilling: 

 
"Dance - A grand masquerade dance, Saturday, Dec. 20th, Elks 

Theater. Kid Francisco's Jazz Band of New Orleans, will furnish music for 
the occasion." (Dec. 20, 1924) 
 
By 1925 there are jazz bands everywhere and one seldom hears of string bands; 

although brass bands are still around. They are not usually "booked" for dance jobs. Much 
like the kids of today form "Rock Bands," musical groups calling themselves jazz bands 
began appearing in every town and in the colleges. In Covington, the college organized an 
amateur jazz band: 

 
"St. Pauls to play a double-header Sunday, the college amateur jazz 

band will furnish peppy music before and between the games." (Jan. 10, 
1925) 
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New names of bands appear and play for dances on the North Shore. More famous 

name bands are sought and engaged for dance jobs: 
 

Schillings: "Formal opening (St. Tammany Hotel - opening for business 
April 7th) April 30th, Friday. Music furnished by Schilling's Society 
Serenades of New Orleans - supplied the 'pep' that affected the gala event." 
(May 2, 1925) 
 

Tuxedo: "Parish Fair, Oct. 16th. The association has contracted with the 
famous Tuxedo Band of New Orleans to furnish music for the fair." (Oct. 
3, 1925) 
 

Original Melody Jazz Band: "Dance - Redmen, Slidell. Music by the 
Original Melody Jazz Band of 7 pieces." (Feb. 14, 1925) 
 

The Dixola Jazz Band, new to the North shore, is hired to play for the July 4th 
celebration at the fairgrounds and also at the Southern Hotel. Among the personnel in this 
band are: Howard Reed-trumpet, Chick Johnson, Elwood Taylor-saxes, Count Comes-
piano, Tony Tortorich and Leo Donegan-drums, Harold Wirth-banjo and Axson Riley-
tuba: 

 
"4th of July celebration. Crowds to Covington. The Dixola Band of 

New Orleans furnished music for a dance at the fairgrounds and also 
played during the week at the Southern Hotel." (July 11, 1925) 
 
While there is advertisement in the paper using the names of band members, the 

Dixola is the first to use its picture as part of its advertising. Such an advertisement 

appears in the August lst issue, advertising its coming engagement at the Elks Hall every 
Saturday and Sunday. (August 1, 1925) 

Ending its engagement at the Elks Hall, the band moves to the WOW Hall in 
Slidell beginning September 26th. In the September 19th paper, the band is advertised, 
not as a jazz band but as a novelty band. Many of the early jazz bands, especially those in 
Vaudeville, did have a very comical style along with their music. 

An interesting name of a band which play at the Elks pavilion in the "New 

Orleans War Dogs: cited as "one of New Orleans greatest orchestras' (Aug. 8, 1925). 

Another new band engaged to play at Bogue Falaya Park is the "Sewanee Serenaders." 
(Aug. 15, 1925) 

The renowned "Boswell Sisters" perform on the North Shore on July 19th as part 
of Lum's Vaudeville entertainment. This vocal trio, with whom Emmett Hardy, the 
legendary New Orleans trumpet player is associated, became national celebrities: 

 
"Boswell Sisters of New Orleans, popular young jazz entertainers, who 

have many radio friends in Covington, will be here Sunday, July 19th with 
Ulm's Vaudeville entertainment." (July 11, 1925) 
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The Boswells play the Majestic Theater in Covington, opening in May of 1926 
and are a big hit: 

"Majestic Theater opening - Boswell Sisters proved to be great 
entertainers and were reported encored." (May 8, 1926) 

Still the most popular and busiest and on the North Shore is the Buddy Petit 

Band - playing in Abita Springs each Wednesday and Sunday night, beginning on 
February 15th through August 1st. Ads for this weekly affair appear frequently in the 
papers. In the many write-ups and ads the Petit Band is described as "the famous Buddy 
Petit Jazz Band," "Petit's famous Jazz Band," and "Petit's famed Jazz Band." 

The Buddy Petit Band also plays for other functions, such as on the lake cruises: 

"Big dance and lake cruise - steamer St. Tammany - every Friday night 
leaving Mandeville Harbor 8"30 pm sharp - music by Petit's famed jazz 
band. 50 cents." (June 30, 1925) 

"Lake cruise and big dance, Friday night. Music by Petit's famed Jazz 
Band." (June 27, July 4, 1925) 

The Petit Band is working Friday, Sunday and Wednesday in Abita Springs and 
Mandeville. Petit usually book his band on a circuit and it can be theorized that the band 
was working some place on Saturday night, either in a town on the North shore or in New 
Orleans. 

Beginning on December 12th, a new band appears at the St. Tammany Hotel, as 

Osteen's Black Cats play for a supper/dance at the hotel. On January 2nd the paper notes 
that the "Black Cats" are playing for a dance at the Southern Hotel. This seven-piece band 
from the city is booked at the St. Tammany Hotel from December May 12 to May 29, 
1926. 

The week of June 5th introduces another new name playing at the St. Tammany 
Hotel - Al Streiman's eight-piece orchestra. This band is engaged through July 31, 1926. 

"St. Tammany Hotel, Al Streiman and his Oreo Orchestra." (July 31, 1926) 

The next mention of the St. Tammany in regard to bands is on January 15, 1927. 

The band is Capt. Barlett's Blue Jackets, playing for a number of dances in late January 
and February. This band is also from New Orleans: 

"St. Tammany Hotel - Dance and spaghetti dinner - music by Capt. 
Barlett's Blue Jackets." (Jan. 15, 22, Feb. 5, 1927) 

"Mandeville Country Club, Feb. 19th. Hot music, Capt. Barlett's Jazz 
Band from New Orleans." (Feb. 12, 1927) 
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Jack Carey's Band again is engaged for a number of dances. Thomas "Mutt" 
Carey also plays some dances. They are brothers and often play together in the Crescent 
Orchestra. Jack is engaged to play for a dance at Covington Park Pavilion on May 20th, 
although the paper has his name as "Jack Perry," and again at the Elks Pavilion in 
Mandeville on June 19th. 

Mutt Carey plays for a carnival ball at the Elks Hall on February 13th. It is called 

"King Tut's Jazz Band" but it is led by Mutt, not Tut. Using his correct name, the paper 
reports that "King Mutt appears for an affair in Jackson Park, Mandeville on June 26, 
1926. 

On an excursion for the New Orleans Greater Northern Railroad another new 
band appears. It is their only appearance recorded: 

"New Orleans Great Northern Railroad Co. steamboat and train 

excursion, Sunday, Nov. 21st. Fred Damon's recording orchestra." (Nov. 
2, 1926) 

In 1927, beginning on February 19th, Osteen's Black Cat Orchestra is playing at 
the St. Tammany Hotel and advertisements appear in the paper each week until a new 
band is mentioned on March 14th - the Pied Pipers. 

There is a large advertisement in the paper on June 18th stating "Dance, June 
25th, by the St. Tammany Yacht Club at the St. Tammany Hotel and at the Elks 
pavilion." These two were within a block of each other "on the beach" in Mandeville. 

The last mention of the Buddy Petit Band is on February 19th, 1927 (Petit dies in 
1931), playing for a big carnival dance on February 26th at the WOW Redmen Hall in 
Slidell. 

The Melody Jazz Orchestra again appears on the scene and plays for a number 
of engagements, first at an Easter Dance in Abita Springs. This begins a steady 
engagement - each week they play in the Abita Pavilion. They are also playing for a dance 
at the Elks Pavilion in Mandeville on May 21st. As late as August 6th the Melody Jazz 
Band is still playing in Abita Springs on Sunday nights. On January lst the band plays a 

dance at the WOW Hall in the Petecek Building in Covington, which is the last time this 
band is mentioned. 

Jack Carey again plays on the North Shore for the Parish Fair, along with the 
Mandy Williams Band. There is nothing known about this new band (Mandy Williams). 
The band plays for a dance at the Elks pavilion in Mandeville on July 9 and 16, 1927, but 
is not mentioned again.  

Other bands new to the North shore include: 

"Jack O'Lantern Orchestra: Fair Grounds, Covington, for flood 
relief dance. The Jack O'Lantern Orchestra of California. A nationally 
famous organization. The famous Billie Burke, sax-uke and entertainer 
will be found among them." (May 28, 1927) 
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"Bourgeois St. Tammany Orchestra: Christmas dance - St. 
Tammany Hotel, Music by Bourgeois St. Tammany Orchestra." (Dec. 17, 
1927) 

The Stanacola Refinery Band of Baton Rouge plays on the North Shore twice in 
1927; once for a memorial and again for the fair parade and concerts on the fairgrounds. 
(Oct. 15, 1927) 

In Madisonville, at the WOW Hall, the Kid Howard Six Aces of Plaquemines, 
Louisiana play on December 25th and 31st play for dances. Avery "Kid" Howard began 
as a drummer and now a trumpet player, was a former pupil of the "Blues King" of New 
Orleans, Chris Kelly. 

In the last years of the 1920's namely 1928 and 1929, radio has become firmly 
entrenched in the homes and the automobile. Residents of the North Shore motored to 
New Orleans by way of the new Pontchartrain Bridge in Slidell. In Madisonville, the 

Riverside Pavilion continues dances with the nine-piece "Deluxe Harmony Orchestra" 
(Jan. 28, 1928). In Abita Springs, dances continue each Sunday night. There is dancing at 
the Fair-grounds in Covington, and Charropin Bathing Park opens on Sunday, May 6th, 
with a six-piece band rendering the "latest and most popular music." (March 31, 1928) 

On July 4th, Madisonville had the Toots Johnson Orchestra of Baton Rouge. 
This orchestra is the most popular orchestra in Baton Rouge and is a favorite of the young 

university students. For Bastille Day on the 14th of July, in Abita Springs, the Arabian 

Knights Band of New Orleans furnishes the music. The Abita Springs Pavilion 
continued to have dances throughout the season. 

Bud Scott's Band, familiar around the Southwest, plays for the Covington 

Athletic Association dance on October 9th at the Masonic Temple. Interesting, he is 
advertised as, and I quote from the paper, "The Singing Demon" and "the Singing Demon 
and his famous Nigger Band" - something we would not read today in a newspaper. 

The Deluxe Harmony Orchestra of Baton Rouge plays for a boxing match at the 
ball park in Madisonville. (Sept. 15, 1928) 

The areas two most active hotels, St. Tammany and the Southern, also continue 
their social activities: 

"St. Tammany - St. Tammany Hotel 'latest bulletin', the New Orleans 

Country Club says "Anderson's (sic: Andy Anderson of Mandeville) 

colored Jazz Orchestra gave great satisfaction" and so it is especially 
engaged for the Thanksgiving dance December lst." (Dec. 1, 1928) 

"Dance - Southern Hotel, Dec. 24 and Jan. lst. The Peerless Revelers 
of New Orleans, a nine piece orchestra." (Dec. 22, 1928) 

In 1929, Covington continues, every Sunday, the successful dances for the 
"season." Mentions in the paper of local dances are scarce, probably as many of the 
residents are going to New Orleans and the bridge slows down the boat traffic. The 

steamer Madisonville continues to feature dance cruises from Madisonville to West End, 
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leaving at 3 pm and returning either at 6:30 or 11:15. The only mention of a band is a 

local group calling itself the Covington Troubadors: 

"Firemen's ball at Southern Hotel Feb. 2nd. The Covington Troubadors 
are going to furnish the syncopation for the occasion and when these folks 
start to dispense the rhythm if you can keep the old feet still we are going 
to say that you have no feeling in them." (Jan. 19, 1929) 

The famous band of Baton Rouge, Stewart's Blackbirds, play for the July 4th 
celebration in Mandeville for a dance at night. The famous Owl Orchestra of New 
Orleans "known throughout this section as Victor recording artists and radio stars, will 
furnish the music for Slidell's big homecoming the 4th of July." This is a nine-piece dance 
band. 

Beginning in the 30's there is a gradual move to larger orchestras whose members 
read music. These orchestras usher in the "Swing" era of jazz and make jazz more 
respectable and musical. Jazz would have to wait until the 1945's before the combo style 
of jazz again becomes popular with the emergence of a style called "Bebop." The 
popularity of the North Shore as a resort begins to wane and since the 30’s have never 
reached the height and popularity that it had in the latter decades of the 19th Century and 
the first decades of the 20th Century. 
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ENTERPRISE BRASS BAND 

(Covington Town Band) 

The first mention of organizing a brass band in Covington is in the newspaper 
(The Enterprise) of July 16, 1892. The article states: 

"The movement to organize a brass band in Covington is progressing. 
A number of young men have expressed their willingness to join and it is a 
well known fact that we have many amateur musicians, who are as fine as 
can be found anywhere, and their musical talent will enable them to learn 
the instruments in a short time. A good brass band will be a benefit to the 
town in many ways, but in order to secure it our public spirited citizens 
must assist in bearing the expense of purchasing the instruments and for 
instruction, and they will be amply repaid in due time for their help in the 
good cause. A meeting will be held next Tuesday night, for the purpose of 
taking action in the matter, and all who are favorable to the movement are 
urgently requested to attend. The meeting will be held at 8:00 at the town 
hall." (July 16, 1892) 

Mr. Krenztel, the editor of the local paper and a music enthusiast, continues to 
encourage the formation of a brass band and places another item about the formation of a 
brass band in the paper. It appears in the October 29th issue: 

"The movement to organize a brass band in Covington should meet 
with liberal encouragement from our citizens. Every progressive town has 
one and Covington should do likewise." (Oct. 29, 1892 

During the period between October 29th and November 19th, the band is 
organized and is waiting for its new instruments. The names of the members of this first 
band appeared in an article on November 19th: 

"The BAND - The organizing of a brass band in Covington has at last 
been completed and the instruments are expected here tonight. The band 
will be under the direction of Prof. J. Henry Schuy. The band is composed 
of the following named gentlemen: E. T. Moody, J. Henry Schuy, Louis 
Heintz, Chas. Heintz, Leopold Levy, Alphonse Lasset, Louis Medal, 
Henry A. Martee and Charlie Pechon." 

The band begins practice and from the next article it appears that a number of the 
gentlemen mentioned might have had prior musical training, as in a period of five days 
they serenade the editor of the paper" 

"The brass band, after 5 days practice, honored us with a serenade last 
Friday night, and evinced commendable progress for such a short time. 
They rendered a very charming quickstep in fine style. If they continue to 
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improve as rapidly, it will not be long before Covington can boast of as 
fine a brass band as any town in the state." (Dec. 3, 1892) 
 
In what may be the band's first public appearance, it is mentioned playing for a 

concert/minstrel show at the Covington Town Hall for the benefit of the piano fund. The 
paper, following the word usage of the day, calls most musical/dramatic activities 
"entertainments." The band plays an overture for the entertainment and takes part in the 
minstrel show, with the musicians also performing in the acting parts: 

 
"Entertainment Friday night at the town hall for piano. The members 

of the Covington Brass Band have kindly consented to lend their aid, 
which will greatly contribute to its success. "Overture and Minstrels" by 
the Covington Brass Band & "Farce" by members of the Band. There will 
be dancing and refreshments." (Jan. 21, 1893) 
 
The town paper usually reviewed the activity of the prior week. The entertainment 

of the band was highly successful, and the editor again mentions the names of the band 
members in the paper and the serenade that the band played for him on the previous 
Monday night. 

The band continues its rehearsals and the editor mentions this fact and that the 
band continues to improve. He mentions the good job they did in the Covington Mardi 
Gras Parade. The band is now known as the Enterprise Brass Band of Covington, La. No 
reason is given for the change in name, but the band is called by both names concurrently: 

 
"The Enterprise Brass Band composed of young men of Covington 

under the leadership of Prof. Schuy, deserves credit for the great progress 
they have made in the few weeks they have been practicing. Although 
some of the members were absent, they did nobly in the parade on Mardi 
Gras day. They kept excellent time, their musical strains harmonized 
melodiously and they acted like veterans. Here's success to the Enterprise 
Band." 
 
Band elections are held and officers are chosen. We see some new names on the 

band's rooster: 
 

"The Enterprise Band recently organized is composed of the following 
officers and members: Pres. - Alva L. Williams, Sec./Treas. - Harry A. 
Martee, Music Director - J. H. Schuy, P. E. Theroit, Dispatcher and 
Programer - Ernest Domergue, Jr., Property man - Fred Pechon, Drum 
Major - A. L. Williams, Charles Heintz Jr., Louis Heintz, E. J. Pechon, 
Chas. Pechon, Leopold Levy, Alphonse Lasset, A. Zeitvogel, E. T. Moody, 
Leon Roublion and Lee Roberts." (March 11, 1893) 
 
The band's next activity is another entertainment to be given after Easter. In going 

through the paper year after year, it becomes apparent that many activities slow down 
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during lent. The papers mention that the band is hard at work rehearsing for the 
entertainment: 

 
"The members of the brass band are in active training for their grand 

entertainment and minstrel show which will be given some time in April." 
(March 25, 1893) 
 
The grand concert and minstrel show was given and reviewed in the paper in the 

April 22, issue: 
 

"Entertainment. The grand concert and minstrel performance at the 
Town Hall, last Thursday night, by the Enterprise Brass Band and 
Dramatic Co., was a decided success in every respect. The large hall was 
well filled, and the audience showed their appreciation by frequent 
applause. The band rendered a number of difficult pieces with marked 
credit, and is making commendable progress. The cornet duet, by Messrs. 
Theriot and Domergue, was very fine, and the Negro sketches, by Messrs. 
Roberts, Mortee and Moody, were quaint and humorous. Several 
quartettes were also rendered by members of the Band. At the close of the 
performance the floor was cleared for dancing, which was continued until 
a late hour, and the refreshment tables, in charge of Mrs. M. H. Talley and 
Miss Nannie Pharis, were well patronized. It was a most enjoyable event 
throughout, and doubtless a good sum was realized for the benefit of the 
Band. Mr. M. Hestrest presided at the piano with his usual grace and 
ability." 
 
The personnel of the band, notably the officers, have undergone a change and the 

paper announces the new president" 
 

"The Enterprise Brass Band has recently made some changes in its 
organization. Mr. H. Martee - President, Ernest Domergue - Sec., Louis 
Portune of New Orleans - instructor." 
The date is set (April 28th) for the entertainment and the event again gets some 

publicity in the local paper: 
 

"ENTERTAINMENT - The members of the Enterprise Brass Band are 
actively rehearsing for their grand entertainment and minstrel 
performance, which will be given at the town hall on Thursday night, 28th, 
followed by dancing and refreshments. Admission - 25 cents, ladies free." 
(April 8, 1893) 
 
In the April 15th issue of the paper, further publicity is given to the 
entertainment: 
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"ENTERTAINMENT. A first-class entertainment will be given at the 
Town Hall, next Thursday night, the 20th inst. by the Enterprise Band and 
Dramatic Co., of Covington, for the benefit of the Enterprise Brass Band. 
The performance will consist of Minstrels, Variety and Comedy, followed 
by dancing and refreshments. The price of admission will be only 25 cents. 
The well-known talent of the members of the company insures an evening 
of rare amusement, while the object is one to which all should freely 
contribute, as it is universally admitted that the band will be a great help to 
the town in many ways, and its members deserve every encouragement in 
the good work in which they have made such fine progress up to the 
present time. Every seat in the big hall will doubtless be filled next 
Thursday night." (April 15, 1893) 
 
Probably to encourage the newly formed Enterprise Brass Band, Prof. Portune 

with another teacher, Prof. Ernest of New Orleans, bring their own 18 piece brass band to 
Covington for a visit to the Enterprise Brass Band. Again the paper takes notice of the 
visit and of the serenade tendered the editor by the visiting band: 

 
"Music in the air - Prof. Louis Portune and Prof. Ernest of New 

Orleans with their fine brass band of 18 pieces, will arrive in Covington 
tomorrow - on a complimentary visit to the Enterprise Brass Band." (April 
29, 1893) 

 
"Our thanks are due to the Enterprise Brass Band and their guests Prof. 

Portune of New Orleans and his band for a charming serenade last 
Sunday." (April 29, 1893) 
 
The North Shore of the Lake is becoming known as a health resort whose citizens 

have a high regard for musical culture and this fact is noted in the paper: 
 

"There is music in the air in Covington. We have a brass band, a string 
band, and in nearly every house there is a piano, organ, violin, guitar or 
flute or some other musical instrument and there are a number of fine 
vocalists." (August 12, 1893) 
 
The band remains very active and next plays for an entertainment at the town hall 

for the benefit of the Catholic Church: 
 

"Entertainment at town hall for Catholic Church. The Covington Brass 
Band will furnish the music. . . Overture by band, trio - Medal-violin, 
Domergue-cornet and Miss Myra Richards-piano. The Covington Brass 
Band discoursed sweet music and showed marked improvement and 
progress in their playing." (August 26, 1893) 
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Similar circumstances occur with the town bands in most of the towns of 
Louisiana in regard to their activities. Most town bands are formed for community 
service, making themselves available for holiday celebrations, charity benefits, and for 
various social activities, but those bands need financial support from the town and all 
give special benefits on their own behalf. Such an activity is given by the Covington 
Bands: 

 
"The Enterprise Brass Band will give a grand concert and ball on 

Tuesday, Sept. 12th. The program will consist of song, recitations and 
Negro sketches. . . As the Entertainment is for the interest and welfare of 
the brass band, the public are earnestly requested to be liberal in their 
patronage." (Sept. 2, 1893) 
 
The brass band next played for the Knights of Pythian in Covington on the 

occasion of the opening of their new building named "Castle Hall": 
"Dedication of Castle Hall. The Enterprise Brass Band discoursed 

sweet music at intervals during the exercise." 
 

Prof. Portune also was the teacher/director of the Madisonville Brass Band, and, 
along with his own brass band in New Orleans, plus a string band, he was a busy man. He 
trained some of the members of the local brass band to take over the directorship if the 
occasion should arise. We see this tutorship when he has Ernest Domergue (cornetist in 
the Covington Band) conduct a number of the band's selections at the benefit" 

 
"Entertainment and ball for benefit of the brass band postponed to next 

Saturday because of weather." (Sept. 16, 1893) 
 
"A success - The overture by the brass band under the leadership of 

Mr. E. Domegue (assisted by the teacher, Prof. Portune) was very well 
rendered." (Sept. 16, 1893) 
 
The paper lets us now that the band benefit cleared the sum of $41.00 (Sept. 22). 

The "fad" of the time in brass bands was the silver cornet, rather than the gold plated 
cornet, just as musicians today buy guitars of their favorite stars: 

 
"Mr. E. Domergue Jr., leader of the Enterprise Brass Band has 

purchased a handsome silver cornet, of which he is justly proud. At great 
southern music house - P. Werlein at 155 Canal Street, New Orleans." 
 
While the custom of serenading is a spring/summer activity, the mild climate for 

fall and winter allows outdoor activities to continue: 
 

"The gallant boys of the Enterprise Brass Band were out serenading 
their many friends last Tuesday night and complimented the editor with 
two fine selections admirably rendered, for which we return many thanks." 
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The town band in Point a la Hache loses some instruments in a hurricane; in 

Bogalusa the town band loses some instruments when one of its members steals them. In 
Covington it is a fire. The band practice hall and "club house" were above Leon 
Roubion's livery stable. Leon was a member of the band. The livery stable was totally 
burned resulting in the band losing most of its furniture and a few instruments" 

 
"Fire at Livery Stable owned by Leon Roubion - The Enterprise Brass 

Band, who had fitted up a room over the stable, lost their furniture and 
several instruments amounting to $103.00." (Dec. 2, 1893) 
 
This warranted a grand entertainment to pay for new instruments. Prof. Portune 

brings his string band, calling it the "Livery Stable Five" to play for purchase of new 
instruments: 

 
"Entertainment for the brass band on Dec. 29th. Music will be 

furnished by a first class string band from the city. The Livery Stable 

Five, composed of Prof. Louis Portune, (The Railroad March is played by 
the band on the program.)" (Dec. 16, 1893) 
 
No time is wasted and the instruments must have been ordered rapidly, for on 

Dec. 16th: 
 

"We learn that the Enterprise Brass Band has received new 
instruments, to replace the ones recently destroyed by fire and they are 
again practicing to attain perfection." (Dec. 16, 1893) 
 
The Enterprise Brass Band has now been organized one year and celebrates its 

anniversary with a banquet: 
 

"The Enterprise Brass Band celebrated their lst anniversary last 
Monday night with a grand banquet at the Commercial Hotel." (Jan. 20, 
1894) 
 
The brass band in the last decade of the Nineteenth Century not only played in 

concerts and parades, but also for dances. The Enterprise band was no exception. It is 
mentioned as the band that provides dance music for a number of occasions around town: 

 
"Entertainment - the brass band play for grand ball at town hall." 

(March 3, 1894) 
 

"An enjoyable hop was given at the popular Mulberry Grove Hotel 
last Saturday night. The Covington Brass Band were in attendance and 
discoursed sweet music." (March 10, 1894) 
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The band continues playing for community functions and provides the music for 
another charity, this time the Catholic Church: 

 
"Entertainment for Catholic Church at town hall, May 25th. Music was 

furnished by the Covington Brass Band, under the leadership of Prof. 
Portune and they acquitted themselves in a highly commendable manner. 
In fact the great improvement our band boys have made in the last few 
months was the subject of general comments. After the entertainment, 
came dancing." (June 2, 1894) 
 
There is another Catholic Church benefit in August and again the brass band plays 

for entertainment and dancing: 
 

"Entertainment at town hall for Catholic Church benefit. The 
Covington Brass Band has been engaged to furnish music for the 
entertainment and dance in the upper hall." (August 18, 1894) 
 
Another benefit for the band is scheduled for October 18th: 
 

"Benefit grand ball for Covington Brass Band at town hall October 
18th." (Oct. 13, 1894) 
 
On January 5th, the paper again mentions the band playing a serenade. On January 

29th, the band gives another entertainment to raise funds to continue its activities. This 
endeavor creates a profit of $50.00 for the band fund. (While the paper does not mention 
many band activities until April 5th about the coming band's grand entertainment and 
minstrel show, we can assume that the band remained active rehearsing, while their 
public performance lessened during Lent. On August 24th, the band plays for another 
Catholic Church benefit that includes a dance after the entertainment: 

 
"Entertainment Saturday night at the town hall for Catholic Church 

benefit. The Covington Brass Band  furnished the music for the 
entertainment and the dance that followed." (August 24, 1895) 
 
The band is not mentioned again until May 2, 1896, when it serenades the 

political candidates and the editor of the local paper: 
 

"The Covington Brass Band were out serenading last Saturday night 
and honored the editor with some charming music. We learn that the band 
is about to re-organize and go into active practice again. In this they 
deserve and should receive the encouragement of our citizens." (May 2, 
1896) 
 
We must not assume that the band was inactive during periods that they are not 

mentioned in the paper. As with an active band today there are times when there are not 
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performance possibilities but the band continues rehearsals. Also, the band may have 
played jobs that are not covered by the paper or otherwise advertised. 

The town of Covington celebrated Mardi Gras each year with the King, Rex, 
arriving with pageantry. The brass band plays in each Mardi Gras celebration. In March 
of 1897, the paper mentions that the band possessed 'gay' uniforms: 

 
"Mardi Gras in Covington - parade - Covington Brass Band in gay 

uniforms, discoursed sweet music." (March, 1897) 
 
On June 26th the band plays another benefit for a fence to go around the town 

cemetery: 
 

"Entertainment for cemetery at town hall. The Covington Brass Band 
rendered several pieces in a very creditable manner." (June 26, 1897) 
 
In January of 1900 (the 27th) the paper expresses the opinion that the brass band 

should re-organize: 
 

"We think it would be a good idea for our young men to re-organize 
the brass band. They were doing nicely at one time, and there was no good 
reason for giving it up. Get together and start over again. There will be a 
demand for you during the coming months." (Jan. 27, 1900) 
 
The editor was a prophet as the year is indeed a busy one for the brass band. In the 

summer of 1900 the band is very busy playing for different functions: 
 

"Entertainment 'TGF' benefit for the public library. The 'TGF' returns 
thanks to the members of the Covington Brass Band for services 
rendered." (July 21, 1900) 
 
The band next scheduled a grand excursion to Mandeville on Thursday, August 9, 

for its own benefit. (July 28th, 1900). At this time H. A. Mortee is president of the band, 
Charles Pechon is manager, and Fortune Planche is the director. An ad in the paper the 
following week (August 4) and a small item in the local column states "The band has 
greatly improved in the past few weeks and is deserving of hearty encouragement." 

The band plays for an excursion and the paper states: "the excursion was well 
attended and financially a success and as the function was described: all had an enjoyable 
time and doubtless a good sum was realized for the worthy cause." (August 11, 1900) 

 
Besides giving entertainments for financial reasons another popular way of 

securing needed band funds was for the band to sponsor an excursion. This the Covington 
Brass Band did: 

 
"Next Thursday, Aug. 9, is the day for the grand excursion to 

Mandeville, for the benefit of the Covington Brass Band. Rare attractions 
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are offered, and an enjoyable time is assured. The Band has greatly 
improved in the past few weeks, and is deserving of hearty 
encouragement. By taking advantage of this excursion you can enjoy a 
pleasant day's outing and at the same time help them along. We call 
attention to their advertisement, in another column."(Aug. 4, 1900) 
 

"BRASS BAND EXCURSION One of the largest local excursions of 
the season left Covington on Aug. 9 for Mandeville, for the benefit of the 
Covington Brass Band. The train left Covington at 9 a.m., arrived in 
Mandeville at 10 a.m. After the train unloaded the passengers they were 
escorted by the Band to the pavilion at Jackson Park, where about 250 
people spent the day. Everybody enjoyed themselves and everything 
passed away in a quiet and peaceful manner. There were on board a great 
many persons from different parts of the country who were delighted with 
the location of Mandeville, and the beautiful Lake Pontchartrain, in which 
a great many took advantage of the fine salt water bathing and fishing. 
This excursion was bound to be a grand success, being carefully arranged, 
and great assistance being rendered by the efficient General Manager, N. 
G. Pearsall, and his genial Conductor, Marcelin Hestrest, who kindly 
volunteered his valuable assistance in caring for the passengers, and 
collecting and selling tickets. The Band returns a card of thanks to the 
general public for their patronage, and also thanks to the following persons 
for their liberal contributions; (sic: a list of names is given) and many 
others whose names have not been handed in time for publication, also to 
Prof. Louis Portune, who assisted us by cornet music, and to Mr. Leon 
Gurilliot, who played second clarinet, and to Messrs. Gus. Laborde and 
Emile Norman, who kindly attended to the refreshment department, also to 
Mr. Mugnier of Mugnier Hotel, Mandeville, for courtesies extended the 
band. H. A. Mortee, Pres. of Band." (August 18, 1900) 
 
In the next three issues of the paper there are lengthy articles about the band. First 

a thank you from the band mentioning: "Prof. Louis Portune, who assisted us by cornet 
music and to Mr. Leon Grilloit, who played 2nd clarinet." (August 18). The band plays 
for a Garden Party. Included on the Program are: Piano duet" - Mrs. A. B. Griffen, Miss 
Myra Richard - a coon medley - Mrs. Lucille LaFaye and Henry George Boudro. The 
Covington Brass Band will be in attendance." (August 25, 1900)  

The Brass Band next gives a benefit concert/dance for its former tuba player who 
is very ill: 

 
"Card of thanks - The entertainment given at the pavilion in Covington 

Thursday night August 16th, by the Covington Brass Band for the benefit 
of the first Eb tuba player, who was overtaken some months ago by severe 
sickness and now lies at the point of death, was a grand success. 500 
people attended. Dance from 8 to 2. $88.70 profit." (August 25, 1900)   
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Each town during the turn of the 20th Century possessed a gathering place, 
usually a square or park in which there was constructed a pavilion (a stage or large 
platform for dancing, band concerts and speech making, etc.). A new pavilion is erected 
in 1900 and is the setting for an entertainment by the Covington Brass Band on August 
16, 1900: 

 
"COVINGTON BRASS BAND. The entertainment given on Thursday 

night, August 16, at the newly erected pavilion, by the Covington Brass 
Band, was a splendid success financially as well as socially. The large 
crowd that graced the occasion with their presence did honor to the well-
known generosity of the people of Covington and vicinity. The 
entertainment was given solely under the auspices of the Band. To the 
energy and untiring efforts of its members was due the splendid financial 
consummation of their generous deed of charity, to one of their distressed 
members, and it received, as it certainly deserved to do, the unstinted 
patronage and commendation of the whole community. 

The Brass Band of Covington has been but recently reorganized, with a 
splendid roster of membership. Under the careful and efficient officers 
who now direct and supervise its work, as well as the evident musical 
talent of the young gentlemen who make up its membership it will be but a 
question of a short time when the Covington Brass Band will be as 
efficient and compare favorably with any Band of any town similar in 
magnitude to Covington. Their effort to bring the Band up to a high 
standard of efficiency, deserves the most loyal and cordial support that the 
people of Covington could give to any enterprise within their midst. 

With the addition of a Public Park, a Band is now more than ever 
essentially necessary and should be liberally and earnestly assisted by the 
entire community. 

Disregarding the natural advantages in the way of social pleasures that 
are evident by having a Brass Band within our midst, and regarding it 
wholly from an educational standpoint - for an education it undoubtedly is 
to the young gentlemen who belong to it - it is certainly worthy of the most 
liberal patronage of the citizens of Covington. 

The day is not far distant when Covington will be proud of the musical 
talent within her midst. Practice makes perfect. Perseverance is the fuel of 
success. To you gentlemen who make up the membership of the Band, I 
will say: Your very marked improvement is a harbinger of your future 
success. You must not be discouraged. In every avocation in life 
despondency and a diffidence in our powers of achievement at times 
overtake each and every one of us. But remember, nothing is gained 
without labor. The accomplishment of any act requires an effort, and our 
every act, it be worthy at all, is worthy of our best efforts. Therefore, 
practice - persevere. By so doing you will prove the earnestness of your 
efforts, and thereby gain the confidence of your fellow citizens, and after 
having gained their confidence, they will willingly and generously respond 
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in rendering help and assistance to you in the task you have so bravely 
undertaken. Good luck and much prosperity be yours.  A CITIZEN." 
 
A very complimentary letter appears in the September lst issue of the paper. The 

band had played a benefit for the St. Peter's Church fund, providing the dance music for 
the affair. (Sept. 1, 1900)   

Never seemingly turning down any worthy cause, the band on November 10th, 
plays for the Presbyterian Church benefit. They take time to play for C. M. Poole's 
twenty-first birthday on December 22nd. that is attended by 40 guests. 

The band gives an 'entertainment for band funds.' In the early 20th Century the 
"entertainment was one of the main sources and activities for raising funds for 
organizations in need of operating funds. A good description of an entertainment is given 
in the Jan. 19th, 1901 paper: 

 
"THE BAND ENTERTAINMENT: 

The entertainment last Monday night, for the benefit of the Covington 
Brass Band, was a decided success in every way, and the house was 
crowded, many being compelled to stand. 
The Drama, "A Social Outcast," was charmingly rendered by Misses 
Edythe and Amy Richard, and Messrs. Jos. B. Lancaster, Silas L.  Smith 
and Julian H. Smith. 

The phonograph, in charge of Mr. T. A. Bohne, was an attractive 
feature, and also the Temperance Lecture, and the Barber Shop scene, by 
Messrs. H. A. Mortee, Jos. B. Lancaster, D. N. Corbett and F. Poole. 

The performance closed with a cake walk participated in by little Lulu 
Lacroix and Lottie Howard, Frank and Unis Castle, Julius and Jennette 
Benjamin. 
The young couples were gaily costumed and highly colored, and acquitted 
themselves in a most creditable manner, which spoke well for the artistic 
training of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin. 

The floors were then cleared, and dancing and refreshments were 
enjoyed till a late hour. 

The Covington Brass Band furnished excellent music throughout the 
evening, and doubtless realized a good sum, which they richly deserve." 
 
Having need for money, the band gives a grand entertainment and dance at Castle 

Hall in Covington on January 11th for its own benefit. It is a success and a card of thanks 
appears in the January 29th issue of the paper, after a very good review is seen in the 
January 19th issue. 

A very interesting, lengthy article that appears in the March 2nd issue of the 
paper, explaining the need for money by the band, and well illustrates the workings of an 
early twentieth Century American Brass Band. 

 
"THE COVINGTON BRASS BAND.  
To whom it may concern: 
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There being numerous inquiries around Covington in regard to what 
are the expenses of the band, and what use has the band for the money they 
have accumulated, and why is it that bands have to give entertainments, 
etc. to defray their expenses, we will endeavor to take great pains to 
explaining this matter in print, so that any one will understand the cost of 
running a band of from 12 to 15 men: First, in establishing the band 
several years ago, the instruments were bought as cheaply as possible, 
simply to learn on, as costly instruments would prove no value to any 
beginning band, as the use of these instruments for that number of years 
they materially wear, break and become dented, and generally depreciated. 
We are replacing these instruments with new ones of the latest and best 
make, from the music house of Lyon & Healy, of Chicago. The cost of 
these instruments are from ten to twenty dollars each. As soon as the band 
is financially able, their intention is to get a band uniform, having already 
bought a set of the latest style Marine band caps. Second: The average cost 
of the band is from 18 to 20 dollars per month; this is a general expense 
for card and book music, sheet music, room rent, lights and instructor, 
repairs and a great many odds and ends. 

On the excursions to Mandeville, last August, we realized 90 dollars. 
This was nearly exhausted after paying some back debts of the band, but 
by using considerable economy we had $10 left in the bank. When we 
gave the concert on January 14, at Pythian Hall, we realized $132, and 
now out of this fund come the expense of new instruments, etc., which are 
very essential to both the band and community, who have always kindly 
responded to our call and gave us all the assistance they could. The band is 
now well establish, composed of some of the best young men of 
Covington, and in a forward way to success, being able to play any music 
called for - Balls. Picnics, Public speaking, etc. Of course, a Band in any 
community, almost, has to depend upon the aid of the citizens interested 
therein, in which we take great pleasure in saying that we have always met 
with this appreciated aid. On the other band we would like to explain that 
any person, who is not familiar with Brass Bands and their movements, 
could scarcely form an idea of the running expenses of same. 
In conclusion we desire to thank the public for the favors of the past, and 
sincerely hope that we may meet with the same success in the future. 

Any information in regard to band matters will be agreeably answered.  
       Very respectfully 
      H. A. Mortee, President 
      Chas. Pechon, manager 
      Fortune Planche, Leader." 
 
The next affair is the first complimentary dansante given by the band at the town 

pavilion on Wednesday, April 17th. The April 6th issue of the paper gives some welcome 
support to the band: 
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"The Covington Brass Band is a source of pride to the town and should 
meet with every encouragement at the hands of the citizens. They have 
made remarkable progress in the last few months and play the most 
difficult pieces in a charming manner." (April 6, 1901) 
 
The even was a very enjoyable one according to the paper, which published a very 

nice write-up on the dance: 
 

"The complimentary soiree dansante given by the Covington Brass 
Band at Castle Hall last Friday night was a most enjoyable event. There 
was a good attendance and the genial 'band boys' as usual, saw that all 
present had a good time. Select music was discoursed during the evening 
by the band and the refreshment table was well patronized. Our town 
should feel proud of its brass band and give them every encouragement, 
for they surely deserve it." (April 27, 1901) 
 
The band is included in a list of Covington's attributes appearing in the 

newspaper: "We have a good brass band, a fine pavilion and public square." (June 15, 
1901) 

Continuing its activity, the band next gives a picnic at Jackson Park in Mandeville 
on Thursday, July 4th, to help raise money to purchase uniforms. 

The band next is mentioned when it plays for a surprise party for Capt. Weaver, 
the skipper of the schooner Josie Weaver. They are active in playing for dances and 
entertainments the rest of the summer: 

 
"Last Friday night a grand ball was given at Maison Blanche in 

Covington. The Hotel was illuminated with Chinese lanterns and the large 
hall was filled with invited guests. Music was furnished by the Covington 
Brass Band." (July 27, 1901) 
 
Now that Covington possesses a brass band, a string band and an orchestra are 

mentioned as being needed: 
 

"Covington needs a good orchestra and there is no lack of musical 
talent for the purpose. We have a fine brass band and with a well trained 
string band, our musical resources would be complete." (July 13, 1901) 
 
The band plays for a charity for their tuba player who is near death: 
 

"CARD of THANKS - The entertainment gives at the pavilion, in 
Covington, Thursday night, August 16, by the Covington Brass Band, for 
the benefit of the first E-flat tuba player, who was overtaken some months 
ago by severe sickness and now lies at the point of death, was a grand 
success. This entertainment was well advertised, though having only a few 
days to do so, over five hundred people answered the call. The occasion 
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was one of the largest charitable affairs that has been known in Covington 
for years. The pavilion was decorated with Chinese lanterns etc., for the 
occasion. The refreshments were donated by the kind citizens. The dance 
lasted from 9 P. M. to 2 A. M. Every one present seemed to take an 
interest in the good cause. The sum of $92.85 was realized from 
refreshment and cash donations." 
 
However, the brass band continues to contribute to the social life of the 

community, this time for another surprise party: 
 

"John Treoblad birthday party. A party of friends from Covington, 
including the brass band, out to his place, 5 miles from Covington." (Dec. 
7, 1901) 
 
The band, in need of continued financial aid, travels to nearby communities to 

perform, this time in Madisonville: 
 

"A grand masquerade and ball at the United Friends Benevolent 

Association Hall in Madisonville, La., Saturday night, April 5th, for the 
benefit of the Association. Admission 24 cents, children 10 cents. Music 
furnished by the Covington Brass Band." (March 15, 1902) 
 
A number of musicians have led the brass band in its 10 years of its existence. In 

May of 1902, a Prof. Murrie is mentioned as leader of both the brass band and the 
symphony orchestra: 

 
"The Covington Brass Band and the Symphony Orchestra are making 

fine progress under the able tutorship of Prof. Hurrie and our town will 
soon be fully supplied with both brass and string music." (May 22, 1902) 
 
The band is very active in 1902 and there are numerous mentions in the paper of 

its activity. The fire department in most small towns in Louisiana was a volunteer one and 
funds were always needed for buying equipment. In Covington the firemen have taken on 
the task of presenting a play and dance to help raise money: 

 
"The firemen's ball last Saturday night demonstrated that the pavilion 

as it now stands is not a bit too large for a public gathering of that kind. 
Music was furnished by the Covington Symphony Orchestra, composed of 
home talent. After presentation of the play there was a grand ball, music 
for which was furnished by the Covington Brass Band." (May 3, 1902) 
 
The band was available to any band member or friend who needed music for any 

kind of activity. The band in Covington (and other towns), often played for parties of 
band members, or relatives and friends who had performed a service for the band. The 
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band members gave a party for their leader's wife and daughter - Mrs. Portune and her 
daughter, Miss Viola: 

 
"The Covington Brass Band including the honorary members gave an 

enjoyable concert and reception at the residence of Mr. H. A. Martee last Monday 
night in honor of Mrs. Portune and her daughter, Miss Viola. The band rendered a 
number of fine selections and with dancing and refreshments, the evening were 
very pleasantly spent." (May 3, 1902) 
 
During the early 1900's the music program in the public schools was not fully 

developed, with even the status of the academic program rather questionable. The town 
band in many of the small towns was available to provide music for the various school 
ceremonies, such as graduation: 

 
"High School graduation - program. The refreshments will be sold for 

the benefit of the Covington Brass Band." (May 26, 1902) 
 
During the summer one of the most popular outdoor activities was an excursion 

on a train, steamboat or tally-ho. The citizens of St. Tammany also enjoyed excursions to 
neighboring towns where they spent the day swimming, dancing, etc. The band scheduled 
an excursion to nearby Mandeville, not only for fun but as a money-making venture: 

 
"The Covington Brass Band will give an excursion to Mandeville on 

the 4th of July. The pavilion is now being transformed into a school house 
- four rooms and teachers increase in pupils necessitated this." (May 31, 
1902) 
 
The band sponsors another excursion in the month of June with the paper 

mentioning this activity: 
 

"Covington Brass Band excursion. Train will leave Covington at 9 am 
and return, leaving Mandeville 6:30. Refreshments for sale on the train 
and in Mandeville. Fine bathing - dancing. 3rd annual excursion - round 
trip 50 cents." (June 21, 1902) 
 
Sometimes the band's gratis performance is taken for granted, which in one case 

prompted a small controversy as to whether the band was going to be playing for a dance 
at the town pavilion. As with so many public institutions, such as bands, schools, public 
officials, etc. The controversy is written about in the paper: 

 
"NOTICE - The music for the dance at the pavilion Saturday, June 

21st will not be furnished by the Covington Brass Band as advertised. 
Harry A. Smith, Manager." (June 21, 1902) 
 
The paper investigated the situation and printed the following item: 
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"Why the brass band didn't play - In answer to Mr. Harry Smith's 

notice published in last week's Farmer, that the Brass Band, would not 
play as advertised, it was merely contrariness of some of the Band boys. 
     If we were depending on the public, as is the band, and giving 
entertainments to be supported by the town people, we would consider it 
our abundant duty to assist the people of Covington by doing what we 
could at an entertainment given from which the town would derive the 
benefit.  S.D.Bateman, Leon Roubion. " 
 
An article appears in the June 28th issue of the newspaper about an excursion for 

which the brass band furnished music. It is a good description of the way that an 
excursion is handled and gives one a better understanding of the nature of an early 
twentieth century excursion: 

 
"DELIGHTFUL EXCURSION - Last Sunday evening the young men 

composing the Enterprise Club engaged Mr. Fritz Jahncke's fine tow boat, 
Claribel, which towed one of Mr. "Jahncke's large sand barges. The barge 
was in every way fitted for the occasion, being roomy and protected with a 
four-foot gunwale, which offered protection for the many little children on 
board. The start was made from the Covington wharf at half-past five 
o'clock, with a large and merry crowd on board, which well filled both tow 
boat and barge. The trip down the beautiful Bogue Falaya and Tchefuncta 
rivers was one of the most pleasant that could be imagined, and the fine 
scenery was enjoyed by all. Madisonville was reached about 9 o'clock, and 
many excursionists joined the party from there. A run was made out in the 
lake, five miles from the mouth of the Tchefuncta River, where the boat 
shifted for about an hour. The lake was calm as a mill pond, and the full 
moon shone down on the waters, making a delightful picture. Where else 
in Louisiana can such an excursion be offered to the public? The 
Covington Brass Band discoursed excellent music, giving the young 
people an opportunity to dance to their heart's content, and refreshments 
were served on board at reasonable prices. In fact, the young men 
composing the Enterprise Club deserve thanks for the able manner they 
handled the affair, there being nothing objectionable to mar the trip, from 
beginning to end. Many thanks are due Capt. Redding for the skillful 
manner in which he handled the boats, and for his kindly manner forwards 
the excursionists, doing all in his power to make the trip pleasant for them. 
It is the intention of the Club to repeat the excursion in the near future, and 
they will offer to the public an opportunity to take a trip down the two 
most beautiful rivers in Louisiana, and for the sum of 50 cents the distance 
of over 60 miles can be traveled, every mile of which will be one of 
interest and enjoyment.   EXCURSIONISTS." (June 28, 1902) 
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Another mention is found in the same issue of the paper of another 
excursion: 
 

"Next Friday will be the Glorious Fourth of July. Remember the 
excursion to Mandeville, by the Covington Brass Band, on that day." (June 
28, 1902) 
 
Still, a third mention in the same issue of the paper of an excursion to a Baseball 

game: 
 

"BOAT EXCURSION TO THE LAKE. There will be a boat excursion 
from Covington to Madisonville, on Sunday, July 6, by the Enterprise 
Club, to witness a base ball game between the Covington and Ponchatoula 
clubs, and after the game the excursionists will be taken for a trip on the 
lake. The boat will be fitted up with awnings for the occasion, and will 
leave the Covington wharf at 12 o'clock. The fare will be 50 cents." 
 
A column in the same issue list various events for the town's people: 
 

"BALL AT THE PAVILION. For the purpose of raising funds to paint 
the pavilion and school building - This SATURDAY NIGHT (June 28, 
1902) Come everybody and lend a helping hand in the worthy cause. 
   Choice refreshments will be served at reasonable prices, and charming 
music will be furnished by the string band. Admission, 25 and 10 cents." 
 

"HO, FOR MANDEVILLE! The Covington Brass Band will give their 
3rd Annual Excursion to Mandeville on Friday, July 4, 1902. The train 
will leave Covington at 9 a.m., and returning will leave Mandeville at 6:30 
P. M. Round trip 50 cents. Refreshments for sale on the train and in 
Mandeville. Fine bathing. Dancing." 
 
Finally, another article talks of an entertainment and dance: 
 

"The entertainment and dance at the Pavilion, last Wednesday night for 
the benefit of the engine fund, was well attended, and proved a highly 
enjoyable affair. The program consisted of vocal and instrumental music, 
tableaux, cakewalk, etc. Dancing was enjoyed till a late hour, the music 
being furnished by the Covington Brass Band, and the refreshment tables 
were well patronized. Much credit is due the lady managers for the success 
of the affair, and doubtless a good sum was realized for the worthy cause." 
 
The band controversy apparently resolved, the brass band is mentioned playing for 

a benefit for a new fire engine: 
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"Entertainment and dance at pavilion for benefit of engine fund - 
music by the Covington Brass Band." (June 28, 1902) 
 
The brass band and the Enterprise Orchestra had a close relationship as some 

musicians played in both groups. They share an excursion trip to the ballpark in 
Madisonville for a game between the Covington baseball team and a team from 
Ponchatoula: 

 
"Boat excursion to the lake Sunday, July 6th by the Enterprise 

Orchestra to witness a ballgame - from Covington to Madisonville 
between Covington and Ponchatoula clubs. The brass band will be in 
attendance." (July 5, 1902) 
 
In a follow-up story we read of the excursion and learn that the band is being 

directed by Prof. Herrie: 
 

"Enterprise Club excursion to Madisonville last Sunday, included the 
Covington Brass Band directed by Prof. Herrie." (July 19, 1902) 
 
Taking a clue from Handel's England and his "Water Music" there is a boat 

excursion to Madisonville with a tug boat pulling a barge, from which the brass band 
played: 

 
"Boat excursion to Madisonville and Lake Sunday well attended by M. 

F. Jahncke. Tug boat 'Meta' pulled a big barge - music furnished by 
Covington Brass Band." (August 7, 1902) 
 
The brass band continues its activities and plays for a number of dances 
each week: 
 

"The ball given by the brass band last Friday in the pavilion was well 
attended and all present had an enjoyable time."  
 

"The brass band will give a ball in the Pythian Hall every Friday night. 
Admission 25 cents, ladies free." (October 4, 1902) 
 
The brass band, besides playing on Friday night, plays on other nights of the 

week, taking special engagements when requested and also hosting special dances: 
 

"The Covington Brass Band will give a grand ball at the pavilion next 
Saturday night, Feb. 14th." 
 
And: 
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"Grand ball at pavilion March 19th, music by the brass band."(Feb. 14, 
1903) 
 
Birthdays were occasions for either surprise parties or unique celebrations, such as 

aboard a train: 
 

"Birthday celebration to Mr. John Theabold by train, the Covington 
Brass Band included." (Dec. 5, 1903) 
 
In the year 1904, there is little mention of the band. Its leader, Prof. Herrie has 

moved to Galveston, Texas, and is in ill health. Mention is made of dancing with bands 
from New Orleans in attendance. It is not until September 24th that we read about the 
band and learn that there is a new leader, Prof. C. U. Kornfeld: 

 
"We return thanks to the members of the Covington Brass Band Prof. 

C. U. Kornfeld, leader, for a delightful serenade last Monday night." (Sept. 
24, 1904) 
 
The Covington Brass Band is inactive during the next five years. Bands are 

brought from New Orleans, the Mandeville Brass Band plays some jobs in Covington, 
and the St. Joseph College Band plays some of the activities that had hitherto been played 
by the Covington Brass Band. 

A brass band is again organized in Covington and the paper mentions it as playing 
for a firemen's parade "in their uniforms." It is now called the Covington Military Band: 

 
"Firemen's parade - The Covington Military Band, in their regular 

uniforms." (March 20, 1909) 
 
The Covington Military Band, assuming the role of the old Covington Brass 

Band, plays for a number of town and community functions: 
 

"Abita Springs 4th of July - About 2:00 the members of Fire Co. #2, 
headed by grand Marshall J. P. Rausch and the Covington Military Band, 
marched from their Headquarters in the town hall to the pavilion. A ball in 
the evening." (July 10, 1909) 
 

"Opening of Bogue Falaya Park - At 5:00 at the close of a selection by 
the Covington Military Band." (July 3, 1909) 
 
The new Military Band also plays for dances: 
 

"Halloween ball, Oct. 30th, at Cantrelle's Hall. Music by the 
Covington Military Band." (Oct. 30, 1909) 
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From the last entry of Oct. 30, 1909, the band seems to have stopped its activities 
and ceased as an organized brass band.  We find an entry in the April 29, 1911, paper 
mentioning a band from the St. Joseph Academy. An earlier issue of the paper mentions 
the 100th celebration of St. Tammany Parish but as frequent as not, the paper such states 
that: "a brass band will play." The quoted article below not only details the celebration 
but names the band and its members: 

 
"The celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of St. Tammany 

parish, which took place at Bogue Falaya Park last Monday, April 24, 
1911, awakened an interest unprecedented in the history of public 
celebrations in the town of Covington. It is true one hundredth 
anniversaries do not come every day, but in the present instance the 
remarkability is not so much in the large number of people that gathered as 
in the enthusiasm that was manifested and the large number of children 
that attended from different parts of the parish and from both Protestant 
and Catholic schools. 
 By 2 o'clock, the time for the exercises to begin, the immense 
pavilion was crowded to its fullest extent and many were unable to get 
inside. Some sat in carriages outside in an effort to catch the remarks of 
the speakers on the stage, a difficult thing with all the buzz and flutter of 
such a large gathering. The band of the St. Joseph's Academy furnished the 
music for the occasion, which was much enjoyed by everyone. The 
selections played were: York Town, The Mocking Bird, Massa's in the 
Cold, Cold Ground, Daises Wont Tell, Red, White and Blue, Red Wing, 
Princeton Quickstep, Oregon Quickstep. The members of this excellent 
band are: Father Egler, director; Harold Zeringer, F. A. Zeringer, cornets; 
Father Thomas, piccolo; Father Joseph, baritone, Louis Toups, clarinet; L. 
Cailouet, first alto, L. Aucoin, second alto; M. Hebert, trombone; A 
Bernard, bass; Ol Lyons, tuba; Ben Mutter, snare drum; B. Didier, bass 
drum." (April 29, 1911) 
 
The re-organization of a brass band for the town is again activated by an article in 

the April 22, 1916, paper, announcing that a Municipal Band is in the process of 
organization: 

 
"Will organize Municipal Band-competent instructors have been 

secured. Subscriptions will be asked. Covington has sadly felt the need of 
a good brass band. Even though we wish to celebrate the ex...of music is 
so great that we are discouraged in attempting anything above the midway. 
We are over when we can command the toot-toot of a few volunteer 
instruments, and public dances are sometimes pulled off with the 
assistance of a piano. Public occasions, be they dinners, dancing or 
speaking are threaded with disaster at the start because of the music 
problem and picnics and gatherings at the park that might be so greatly 
enjoyed with the accompaniment of good music fall flat for the want of it. 
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A movement has been started to remedy this, and if the citizens respond as 
they should, Covington will soon have the band that is so needed. Last 
Sunday the plan was started by a dinner at J. M. Aoueille's where Mr. 
Aoueille delighted everyone with one of those appetizing and enjoyable 
spreads that only the good housewife and expert cook knows how to 
prepare it. Everyone present was in a good humor to build the foundation 
of the municipal band of Covington. There were present; Mr. Mayor-P. U. 
LaCroix, Postmaster Jacob Seiler, William Benard Fontan, Prof. C. C. 
Kornfeld, Prof. P. Giraude, and E. V. Richards. Prof. Giraude is not well 
known in Covington in capacity of a musician. And it may be well to 
announce that he is an expert musician, thoroughly competent to teach a 
band, heartily in accord with the movement and willing to give his services 
in perfecting the members in the art of producing good music. His service 
will be invaluable. Prof. Kornfeld is well known in Covington as a 
competent musician. With these two to assist in the instruction, the only 
thing needed to have a good band is to get the instruments. It is proposed 
to do this by subscription and it is felt that the public will realize 
sufficiently the need of this band to subscribe to the fund to buy the 
instruments. 
It is proposed that this band shall be a municipal band and that the 
instruments shall belong to the town of Covington. It is also proposed that 
a Jr. band shall be organized and instructed, so that in the absence of a 
member from the regular band a member from the Jr. can fill his place. 
There will be concerts given at the park Wednesday and Sunday so that 
visitors and excursionists may enjoy their time spent there, as well as the 
home folks." (April 29, 1916) 
 
The band has indeed now organized. Practice begins and Covington again has a 

town band: 
 

"Covington Municipal Band is now organizing. We are pleased to 
announce that the Covington Municipal Band is now organized. The 
subscribers list - which has been circulated to raise funds for the purchase 
of the instruments, has met with great success. Fourteen instruments have 
been acquired, and will be accessible to the pupils of the band as soon as 
needed. 
The free musical classes, especially organized for the purpose of training 
young musicians for the band will start in a few days and will be 
considered by Prof. P. Garauldt, director of the band. Any young 
gentlemen desiring to take advantage of this opportunity will communicate 
with M. C. Kornfeld, Pres. of the band. The rehearsals of the band are 
going on and afford us an opportunity of interesting our new director on 
duty. 
Prof. Girauldt is a distinguished composer, a talented musician and an 
accomplished director. With our present prospects we are led to believe 
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that in the near future Covington will have a band which we will be proud 
of." (July 8, 1916) 
 
The new band is put to work rapidly, being mentioned playing a parade on August 

1st: 
 

"Parade for school tax - Covington Municipal Band riding in car." 
(August 1, 1916) 
 
In the same issue of the paper the band is mentioned playing for a planned 

excursion: 
 

"Excursion to Mandeville and returned on Steamer Josie, the 
Covington Municipal Band will furnish the music free of charge." (August 
1, 1916) 
 
Remaining active, the band next plays for the parish fair: 
 

"Parish Fair Parade - The Municipal Band furnished creditable music." 
(Oct. 28, 1916) 
 
Again there is a space of time where the band is inactive - from Oct. 28 to 
March 17, 1917 
 

"Covington Municipal Band will re-organize for practice - will begin 
practice again next Tuesday, March 20th. There is a revival of interest and 
the band intends to perfect itself so that it may take part in the several 
events expected to take place soon in Covington; also to prepare itself for 
dances and celebrations of all kinds." (March 17, 1917) 
 
There comes again a long period when the band is not mentioned. Brass bands 

from New Orleans are hired for the activities that once were played by the town's own 
brass band. Two reasons might be theorized: 1) the jazz band began to be popular for 
dances, and, 2) The First World War We can take World War I as the dividing point for 
the end of the popularity of the town brass band, its role being filled by the emerging 
school bands and its style of dance music being replaced by jazz music. No further 
mention of a band appears through 1929. Many of the young men who played in the brass 
band would join the contemporary jazz bands which played the "in" dance music. 

 

COVINGTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

 
The earliest that a Covington group of musicians is called a 'symphony orchestra' 

is June 29, 1901, when a group plays at a garden party for the Waifs of New Orleans on 
an outing on the North shore: 
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"Garden Party for Waifs outing - the Covington Symphony Orchestra; 
Miss R. Weaver, Messrs. Hurrie (Sic: Herrie) Silas Smith, F. Planche, 
Claude Champagne, gave several selections." (June 29, 1901) 
 
This above mentioned group probably was an impromptu one, as the paper on 

July 13th mentions that "Covington needs a good orchestra and there is no lack of 
musical talent for the purpose. We have a fine brass band and with a well-trained string 
band, our musical resources would be complete." 

The name used to describe a musical group is very ambiguous at times. In 
this case the editor is talking about a group larger than a string band. A group is 
formed and the paper acknowledges this: 

 
"That orchestra - acting upon our suggestion of last week, the 

'Enterprise Orchestra' has been organized in Covington with Prof. Hurrie, 
music director and teacher and 10 members on...A grand complimentary 
ball will be given at the pavilion in Covington on Wednesday, July 24th. 
The proceeds to go to the instrument fund. There will doubtless be a large 
attendance as the object is a worthy one." (July 20, 1901) 
 
This ball, scheduled for the 24th, was rescheduled for the 27th because of bad 

weather. The Abita Springs Band plays for the ball. The orchestra plans to give dances 
every Saturday night to continue to raise money for the needed instruments. Although 
today we associate a symphony orchestra with classical music, these groups are not 
formed to play classical concerts but for use at formal, social functions when a more 
austere musical appearance was required. This group did take part in most of the 
functions of musical groups of their day, except for parades that were best left to a brass 
band. They did serenade the editor of the paper, a practice most musical groups did in this 
period. 

During this era a group such as the Covington Symphony Orchestra was not the 
type of large musical group of today's symphony orchestra. It was a small group of 
instruments and best called a 'string band' than a symphony. Likewise the era's 'brass 
band' included woodwind instruments, not just brass ones. 

They also play for a ball at the Garden District school house (Sept. 7); a ball that 
was "well attended and all had an enjoyable time." (Sept. 14, 1901) 

The orchestra still was in need of instruments and this is talked about in an article 
in the Oct. 5th paper: 

 
"Enterprise orchestra still needs instruments, will give a dance. Needs: 

bass violin, trombone, viola, and flute. Names of orchestra members - 
Frank & Jacob Biery, James Ragan, John Eldridge, Colin Mayne and J. W. 
Timberlake." (Oct. 5, 1901) 
 
The Enterprise Orchestra gives a dance at the pavilion on Saturday, October 12th 

for the benefit of the instrument fund. (Oct. 12, 1901) 
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For the Strawberry Festival Benefit of the Presbyterian Church fund program, the 
Covington Symphony plays an overture and other selections. The names given of the 
members of the Covington Symphony Orchestra (CSO) at this time are: Rebecca Weaver-
pianist, Messrs. Hurrie and Kornfeld-violins, Smith-flute, Champagne-clarinet, Zinser-
trombone, and Planche and Terranove-cornets. From the names of this group it seems that 
the enterprise Orchestra and the Covington Symphony Orchestra are two different groups, 
but probably both use some of the same musicians. 

Encouragement is given by the paper to the brass band and the Symphony 
Orchestra and says that they "are making fine progress under the able tutorship of Prof. 
Hurrie and our town will soon be fully supplied with both brass and string music." (May 
22, 1901) It does not mention the Enterprise Orchestra. My assumption is that the makeup 
of these two orchestra groups are similar as the brass bands (Covington and Enterprise) - 
the same bands using both names for the same group. 

The CSO plays the accompaniment for a play and entertainment for the benefit of 
the fire department while the brass band plays for the dance that follows the 
entertainment. (May 3, 1902) The group is called the Covington String Orchestra when it 
plays for an entertainment and dance at the town pavilion Wednesday night that is well 
attended. Also mentioned is an entertainment and dance in Abita Springs on Saturday 
night with music by the "Covington String Orchestra." (July 19, 1920) 

On Thursday night, August 5th, the young men of Covington give an enjoyable 
dance at the Claiborne Hotel with music furnished by the "Covington Symphony 
Orchestra." This must have been the same group called by the paper the Covington String 
Orchestra. Some of the members of the orchestra also play jobs requiring smaller 
instrumentation such as the one given on Nov. 29th: 

 
"Enterprise publisher serenaded by trio string band - Herrie, Zinser, 

and Camette." (Nov. 29, 1902) 
 
The 'Symphony Orchestra' seems to dissolve into the Covington String Band as 

the name symphony is not used again u until 1907. The leader of the orchestra, Prof. 
Herrie, has moved to Galveston, Texas, but returns to Covington for a visit: 

 
"Prof. Herrie and his mother arrived from Galveston last week and are 

stopping at the Glockner house. The Professor is here for the benefit of his 
health and we hope he will soon be benefited by a sojourn in our healthy 
town." (April 30, 1904) 
 
The Covington String Band, under Prof. Kornfeld continue to be active but not 

under the same name. On April 27, 1907, there is an entertainment by the public school at 
Amusement Hall and the music is provided by the "Covington Orchestra." 

On December 22, 1907, there is a grand ball by the Covington Amusement 
Company (who were owners of the skating rink in town) on Tuesday, December 19th. 
Music was furnished by the Covington Orchestra. Was this just another name 
inconsistency? I do not think so. It is still the same group. 
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It is not until January 12, 1909, that the name Covington orchestra is read again, 
in connection with a benefit for the carnival club at Cantrelle's Hall. After the concert 
"those disposed to do so will have an opportunity to trip the light fantastic the music for 
which will be furnished by the Covington Orchestra." (Jan. 12, 1909) 

The Enterprise String Band plays for an entertainment in Abita Springs at the 
town hall and is complimented "The Enterprise String Band is to be congratulated on the 
excellent music furnished." (August 29, 1908) 

The last entry for the Covington Orchestra is on June 28, 1913: 
 

"UAOD picture show at Airdome next Friday, July 4th. The Covington 
Orchestra will furnish the music," (June 28, 1913) 
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MANDEVILLE 

 

Mandeville was settled in 1834 by Bernard de Marigny. He subdivided land 
adjacent to Fontainebleau Plantation to create a town he named for himself. In short time 
Mandeville became a prosperous lake port.  John Davies erected the Mandeville Hotel 
and by the 1850's we find the "California House, Hachelor's Hall, Mrs. Wellington's 
House and Gayoso in Mandeville. 

 
The first entry for music in Mandeville is in the August 9th issue of the local 

paper, the FARMER: 
 

"Washington Artillery coming to Mandeville and will be accompanied 
by a brass band." (August 9, 1890) 
 
One of the most popular recreation centers on the North Shore was Jackson Park 

in Mandeville, the location for many picnics, dances and gatherings. The next entry is 
August, 1893 

 
"Mandeville - Knights of Pythian grand ball and entertainment at 

Jackson Park - August 31st." (August 27, 1891) 
 
It is not until the summer of 1893 that Mandeville forms its own local string band: 
 

"Well, it's all settled. Mandeville is really going to have a string band of 
its own. The officers have all been elected as follows: Eddie Smith-
president, Herman Levy-vice-president, G. R. Parison-2nd vice president, 
Alphonse G. Depre-secretary, John Depre-treasurer, Simon Smith-
corresponding secretary. They are to have two professors from the city. 
Hurry up boys, surprise us with a 'chune.' They are to have a grand ball 
too. We received an invitation this morning. It will be given at Jackson 
Park, next Saturday night and will be for the benefit of their band fund. 
Ladies free, gentlemen 25 cents." (July 1, 1893) 
 
In another part of the paper there is another write-up about the band's grand ball: 
 

"A grand ball will be given at Jackson in Mandeville next Saturday 

night for the benefit of the Surprise String Band. The enterprising young 
gentlemen comprising the band are deserving of liberal encouragement 
and there should be a large attendance" (July 1, 1893) 
 
In October of 1893 the band gives another grand ball at Jackson Park for their 

benefit (Oct. 7, 1893). In 1894 Jackson Park remains a popular place to hold gatherings 
and entertainments: 
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"Benefit for Mandeville String Band Club, June 26th, Jackson Park for 
a success."(June 9, 1894) 
 

"Cornerstone of Knights of Pythian No. 105 at Jackson Park - 

Weldon's Brass Band of New Orleans. Also arriving - Coxey's Army 
groups - with a brass band - Jules Bauduc-leader; with P. LeBreton, C. 
Bauduc, V. Lacoste, Lee Gerlott, D. Manterer, and L. Burns." (June 30, 
1894) 
 
The June 30th paper also covers the election of officers of the Mandeville String 

Band: 
 

"Mandeville String Band elections - G. R. Poirson-president, E. Smith-
vice president, A. G. Depre-secretary and J. Depre-treasurer." (June 30, 
1894) 
 
In 1895 the band plays for an occasion in April: 
 

"Birthday party for Evellyn Band. Music by the Mandeville String 
Band. Music by the Mandeville String Band was a delightful adjunct." 
(April 27, 1895) 
 

The Surprise String Band gives a grand ball at Castle Hall (Jackson Park) for 
their band fund. (August 24, 1895).This is just another name for the local Mandeville 
String Band. The band next plays for a girl's school at Castle Hall: 

 
"After Mrs. Dyer's girls school entertainment at Castle Hall - help from 

the Mandeville String Band." (Jan. 11, 1896) 
 
The waterfront of Lake Pontchartrain at Mandeville provides a very popular 

entertainment location and is frequented by many of the lake steamers that dock there 
with excursionists. It has been written that as many as two thousand guests would 

disembark from the docked steamers at the two Mandeville piers and the Lewisburg 

Pier: 

 
North Shoreline before the construction of the seawall-ca.1920 
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"The Cap Charles (new steamer of East Louisiana Railroad) between 
Spanish Fort and Mandeville." 

 

"The New Camelia - daily trips to Mandeville, Lewisburg and 
Madisonville - Wednesday and Sunday excursions up the beautiful 
Tchefuncta River to Old Landing." (May 9, 1896) 
 

 
 
There are many activities on the North Shore that are covered by the local paper 

but it is not until 1900 that we find another item directly mentioning Mandeville. 
 

"Grand excursion to Mandeville, Thursday August 9th, for benefit of 
Covington Brass Band." (July 28, 1900) 
 
The excursion is mentioned again in the August 4th paper: 
 

"Grand excursion to Mandeville for benefit of Covington Brass Band. 
The band has greatly improved in the past few weeks and is deserving of 
hearty encouragement." (August 4, 1900) 
 
Musical education was an important skill in the early nineteenth century and a 

social must for young people. Each town had a number of very talented amateur 
musicians and when a band couldn't be found to play for dancing a band of local citizens 
could always be found: 

 
"Knights of Pythian ball at Jackson Park. Music was furnished by a 

citizen complimenting band." (Sept. 8, 1900) 
 
Jackson Park continues to be a popular place for gathering, this time a 
picnic: 
 

"The Covington Brass Band will give a picnic in Jackson Park, 
Mandeville Thursday, July 4th." (June 22, 1900) 
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The Mandeville String Band plays a serenade at O'Brierne Plantation. The article 
gives names of band members: 

 
"Serenade at O'Brierne Plantation - scene of happy gathering ‘to the 

sweet strains of the Mandeville String Band.' Among the band were 
Messrs. Michel Mugnier, Ed. Smith, and Phil and Alonso Smith, T. 
Gratord, H. de la Greve, E. Munfat and R. Sheldon." (July 27, 1901) 
 
We do not read of the Mandeville String Band again until the year 1905: 
 

"Mandeville public school excursion - Mandeville to Abita Springs, 
String Band of Mandeville and a large bass viol from Abita Charmed the 
young people into action and it was impossible for them to keep their feet 
quiet. Thanks to the fine platform at Abita Springs. Dancing was one of 
the chief features of enjoyment." (May 20, 1905) 
 
The Knights of Pythian sponsor an entertainment and ball to get funds to paint 

their hall in Mandeville." (July 22, 1905) 
 

A new lake steamer Sarah was put into use between New Orleans, Mandeville, 
Lewisburg, Madisonville and Covington. (Jan. 6, 1906) The next mention is an excursion 
by the Covington Junior Base Ball Club: 

"Excursion to Mandeville 3rd annual, Sunday June 3. Dancing, 
bathing, fishing. Music by a string band. Given by Covington Junior Base 
Ball Club." (June 2, 1906) 
 
The Mandeville String Band plays for dancing at Pythian Hall and for an 

entertainment by the Mandeville School." (Nov. 3, 1907) 
The first mention of a brass band is found in the paper of June 29, 1907: 
 

"Grand barbecue and celebration, July 4, Mandeville Brass Band." 
 
While there are few articles in the Farmer each year about Mandeville we must 

realize that: (1) the Farmer is published in Covington and thereby covers more Covington 
news and, (2) Mandeville, at this town, is a small village and most of its activity revolves 
around excursionists. The next mention of Mandeville is in the November 21, 1908 paper 
as there is mention of a ball given for the Mandeville Brass Band by a patron, Mrs. Marie 
Dyer and is deemed a success by the paper. The Mandeville Brass Band, along with the 
Covington Brass Band, plays for the Maid Gras in Covington. There appears, on page 1, a 
big ad for the celebration and of the bands playing at Mardi Gras. They are again 
mentioned in the carnival column of the paper: 

 
"Carnival Column - His majesty has appointed as court musicians the 

renowned Covington Brass Band and the Mandeville Brass Band and all 
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lovers of good music have a treat in store for them worthy of the 
occasion." (Feb. 13, 1909) 
 
The rest of the year we read of the many activities of the Mandeville Brass Band: 
 

"Carnival Ball - Music by Mandeville Brass Band." (Feb. 27, 1909) 
 
"Mandeville is made very likely by the sweet music of Mandeville 

Brass Band practicing the latest pieces every evening."  (July 17, 1909) 
 
"The Mandeville Brass Band is discoursing sweet music every 

evening." (Oct. 2, 1909) 
 
"The Mandeville Brass Band serenaded the guests of Father Roth. The 

gentlemen are highly complimented for their fine music and new 
selections." (Nov. 13, 1909) 
 
Many of the brass bands of this era were either directly or indirectly connected 

with the Catholic Church in Louisiana. The church, in their many public ceremonies, used 
brass bands. The Catholic Church in Mandeville was no exception to this practice: 

 
"Ceremony for blessing and dedication of school in Mandeville. After 

crowd marched to the church where 36 most prominent gentlemen were 
made members of the Society of Jesus. The Mandeville Brass Band 
rendered several new and choice selections which were very much 
appreciated." (Nov. 13, 1909) 
 

1910 

 
Most brass bands of this era also could produce a string band from their ranks to 

play for dance jobs that only required a small musical ensemble. Many cornet players in 
the band also played violin, thus securing leadership of both ensembles. It is this 
diversification of the brass and string bands that evolved into the future 'jazz band.' We 
find an entry mentioning the Mandeville String Band: 

 
"Mandeville surprise party - Mr. & Mrs. Antz - Music by Mandeville 

String Band." (April 23, 1910) 
 
For the final entries in 1910 are of the brass band: 
 
"Entertainment last Sunday at Catholic school of Mandeville. 

Mandeville Band gave selections of very fine music." (June 11, 1910) 
 
"Druids ball at Cantrelles. Mandeville Brass Band furnished excellent 

music." (Nov. 12, 1910) 
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"Dance at Cantrell's Hall. Music by Mandeville Brass Band." (Dec. 30, 

1910) 
 

1911 

 
There was no mention of the Mandeville Brass Band, only out of town bands and 

a local band: 
 

"Mandeville party in Frosch home - Music rendered by Casey Jones 
Band of Mandeville." (Jan. 7, 1911) 

 

"Orchestra of Dawson family arrived from Mississippi will discourse 
very fine music at the Mandeville Park 3 times a week. Mr. Dawson, 2 
sons and daughter in orchestra." (Sept. 29, 1911) 

 
"Excursion from Mandeville to Spanish Fort on 'Louis Dolive.' Leave 

4:45 - 10:00. An orchestra will be provided and dancing can be enjoyed on 
the spacious decks. A cool delightful ride of 5 hours on the lake." (August 
19, 1911) 
 

1912 

 
Mandeville in 1912, continue to host excursionists: 
 

"The socialists of New Orleans arrived at Mandeville, at 11:00 Sunday on 
board the Louis Dolive and proceeded to Jackson Park, where refreshments were 
served and dancing enjoyed." (April 16, 1912) 
 
While we have not read of the brass band, it must still be organized as it plays in 
1913: 
 

"Reception at home of Mr. & Mrs. George Teledano - Music was 
furnished by Mandeville Brass Band." (Jan. 4, 1913) 

 
"Lewisburg note - Mr. & Mrs. L. David celebrate 25th anniversary. 

Mandeville Brass Band." (Oct. 11, 1913) 
 
Out of town bands were still needed. Unfortunate for research the paper does not 

always give the name of these bands: 
 

"Mandeville - Opening of Poit event - Favre Mall. A band from New 
Orleans was present and furnished music for a dance." (April 11, 1914) 
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In the June 6th paper we read of a dance given by the young men at Redmen Hall, 
with music by the Mandeville Band. (June 6, 1914) During this era, one of the most 
active and social minded are the local fire department. Many sponsor bands and/or 
dances: 

 
"Mandeville Fire Department Dance - lst class string band. Jackson 

Park, August 7th." (Jan. 31, 1915) 
 
As in most southern American towns, during the world war there is little social 

activity with most activities saved for special occasions such as weddings, graduations: 
 

"Dance for graduation of Son - Bruno. Mandeville Brass Band 
furnished music." (June 22, 1917) 
 
In 1922 there are three entries - all dances: 
 

"Masquerade at Mandeville. St. Joseph's night at Hip Theater in 

Mandeville. Music furnished by Leonard's famous 8 piece Jazz Band." 
(March 1, 1922) 
 
From this entry two things are brought out: that bands are now called jazz bands 

and, the dance ensemble has increased in size and with this enlarged group written jazz 
style is usually employed. 

The second of the three entries doesn't name a band. It only states that "Dance 
every Saturday night at 8:00 at Mandeville Beach - high class music." (July 22, 1922) 

 
Finally, during the summer months there is much activity in Mandeville with 

many dances being held with imported bands: 
 

"Dance - Mandeville Beach pavilion. Music by Parker's Jazz Band. On 
Saturday, music by Blanchard's Jazz Band on Sunday." (July 22, 1922) 
 
In 1923 the lake front is active with dances each week: 
 

"Dance, Hip Theater, Mandeville, Saturday, July 7th and every 

Saturday throughout the season. Music by the original Jack Carey Jazz 

Band." (July 7, 1923) 
 
"Mandeville Grocer's day outing - dancing at Jackson Park, 11 am to 6 

pm. Music by Fischer's Famous Jazzmonia Band." (August 11, 1923) 
 
Just as the desire of young musicians today from 'rock bands', the young people of 

the 20's got together are organized 'jazz bands': 
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"Jazz band from Mandeville. The first meeting with reference to the 
proposed jazz band composed of Mandevillians was held on Wednesday 
night when all discussion and problems were brought to a conclusion. 
Those decided upon to act as officials are: Herbert Smith, manager, Gus 
Smith-leader, and Rene A. Dubourg, Secretary. The band, as yet, 'under 
construction' will be known as the 'Holly Leaf Jazz Band.' Those 
comprising the band with their instruments are: Gus Smith and A. Parisy- 
cornets, Rene A. Dubourg and Jules Bagur, Jr. - c melody sax, Claude 
Poirson-alto sax, Theo Verret - clarinet, Paul LeBreton-slide trombone, 
John Smith-tuba, Herbert Smith-drums, and Jos. Frosch-banjo. Five of the 
above are experienced musicians, which fact will serve as a great 
advantage to the novices. The band has scheduled a dance for carnival 
night, March 4. However, all plans are not definite, so watch for the final 
announcement. Prof. Louis Portune will instruct the members, all 
instruments having been received. "(Jan. 19, 1924) 
 
This new band is rather short lived, existing only a few months, with entries from 

January to March the only activity noted from the Band. The entries are: 
 

"On carnival night, March 4, the recently organized Holly Leaf Jazz 
Band will give a grand masquerade dance at the Elks Theater, Mandeville 
Beach from 8 pm to 11 pm. Music will be furnished by a good jazz band. 
The proceeds from this affair will be applied to the treasury of the 
orchestra." (Jan. 26, 1924) 

"The Holly Leaf Jazz Band is making preparations for one of the best 
dances of the season, which will be held on carnival night, March 4. 
Everybody in the parish invited to attend. Over 30 tickets for the occasion 
have been disposed of and the prospects to greatly increase this number are 
bright. Masquerade and join the crowd." (Feb. 23, 1924) 
 

"On carnival night, Tuesday, March 4, the Holly Leaf Jazz Band will 
hold the only dance in the parish at the Elks Theatre. Good music will be 
furnished for the occasion. Rain or shine the dance is on, and judging from 
the tickets sold the crowd will be a capacity one." (March 1, 1924) 

 
"The largest and most enthusiastic crowd that the Elks Theater has 

ever had turned out for the carnival dance given Tuesday night by the 
Holly Leaf Jazz Band. Throughout the evening visitors poured in from 
Slidell, Covington, Mandeville, Folson, Abita and other towns of the 
parish. The proceeds from the occasion will be applied to the treasury of 
the band to aid in defraying its expenses necessary." (March 8, 1924) 
 
Beginning with the next dance, the activity uses an imported jazz band: 
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"Masquerade ball St. Joseph's night, Wednesday, March 19th - Elks 

Theater, Mandeville. Music by New Orleans Maple Leaf Band, 8 to 1. 
Gentlemen $1.00, ladies 25 cents." (March 8, 1924) 
 
One of the most popular activities of the local populace was participating in the 

dance on the steamer St. Tammany: 
 

 
Steamer St. Tammany continues trip across through the winter 

 

This steamer, both a pleasure boat and ferry was built in Slidell, La. makes regular 
trips from the Mandeville Harbor to New Orleans’ West End and is popular for both 
passengers and autos. 

 
"Big dance every Friday evening on Steamer St. Tammany - excellent 

music, unsurpassed dance floor. Boat leaves Mandeville Harbor at 8:00 for 
a delightful cruise on Lake Pontchartrain. 50 cents." (August 9, 1924) 
 
Finally, the last entry of 1924 is a dance at Elks Theater: 
 

"Dance, Elks Theater, Mandeville, October 5th. Melody Jazz Band of 
New Orleans." (Oct. 4, 1924) 
 

1925 

 
The Elks Theater on the lake front is a popular place and for a grand masquerade 

ball, which is announced by a large advertisement in the paper, the Buddy Petit Band is 
hired. 

One of the most popular places on the lake front, the St. Tammany Hotel opens on 
Tuesday, April 17th. The formal opening is held on April 30th: 

 
"Formal opening of St. Tammany Hotel, April 30, Friday. Music 

furnished by Schilling's Society Serenaders of New Orleans. Supplied 
the 'pep' that affected the gala event." (March 2, 1925) 
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The hotel begins a series of dances that are held on Saturday night beginning on 
May 9th. The lake front is beginning to blossom with activity. The steamer St. Tammany 
begins Friday night dances: 

 
"Big dance and lake cruise, steamer St. Tammany, every Friday night. 

Leaves Mandeville harbor 8:30 pm sharp. Music by Petit's famed Jazz 
Band. 50 cents." (June 20, 1925) 
 
The St. Tammany Hotel dances on the week-ends have become very popular and 

the hotel has to turn down reservations: 
 

"St. Tammany Hotel turned down reservations weekend, being 
crowded to the limit - will be crowded all summer." (June 27, 1925) 
 
The paper continues writing of the activities on the Mandeville lake front. The 

activity continues with the St. Tammany Hotel weekend dances, the steamer St. 
Tammany giving cruises and dances with the Petit Band, and the Elks Pavilion having 
dancing on the weekends during the day from 11 to 6 and at night from 8 to 12 o'clock. 

Another popular band on the Mandeville lake front was the Dixola Novelty 

Orchestra. Trying to cash in on their popularity, the band schedules dances at the parish 
fair grounds: 

 
"The celebrated Dixola Novelty Orchestra will be at the Elks dance 

hall in Mandeville again this Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon. This 
orchestra made final arrangements with the parish fair to use the fair 
grounds on September 7th, at which time a big bathing review, auto and 
fashion show, horse races, dancing afternoon and night will be featured." 
(August 15, 1925) 
 
The St. Tammany Hotel continues their supper/dance policy during the winter 

months with the paper mentioning a dance on October 24th with no mention of the name 
of the band playing and on December 12th, with music furnished by a new band called 

"Osteen's Black Cats": 
 

"Dance - St. Tammany Hotel - supper/dance. Music by Osteen's Black 
Cats." (Dec. 12, 1925) 
 

1926 

 
The New Year continues the dancing activity at the St. Tammany Hotel with the 

"Black Cats" playing: 
 

"Supper/dance, January 2nd. Music by Osteen's Black Cats. St. 
Tammany Hotel." (Jan. 2, 1925) 
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During the Lenten season we see void of dancing. It is not until the St. Tammany 
Hotel scheduled an Easter Dance do we read of a dance in Mandeville: 

 
"Easter dance, St. Tammany Hotel, Osteen's 7 piece orchestra, the 

Black Cats." (March 27th, 1926) 
 
The Black Cats also play at the Hotel through the 29th of May. In June a new 

band plays the Hotel for an extended engagement: 
 

"St. Tammany Hotel dance - Streiman's 8 piece Oreo Orchestra." 
(June 5, 1926) 
 
The Streiman Band also plays through the 19th at the Hotel. The Elks Pavilion 

continues to schedule dances at their pavilion: 
 

"Elks Pavilion, Mandeville. Jack Perry's Orchestra from New Orleans." 
(June 19, 1926) 
 
The band playing at the Elks Pavilion is misnamed in the above article. It is 

actually the "Mutt" Carey Band from New Orleans. The Carey Band plays at other 
locations in Mandeville: 

 
"Jackson Park, Mandeville - Dance every Saturday night. King Mutt's 

Jazz Orchestra." (June 19, 1926 
 
Jackson Park begins a series of dances using the Carey Band. The band plays each 

Saturday night during July at Jackson Park. (June 26, 1926) 
The town of Mandeville experiences a large influx of visitors in the summer of 

1926 and the brief article in the paper is an example of how much activity was going on 
during this period: 

 
"Every hotel, boarding house and private residence in town being 

crowded to capacity the 4th of July weekend." (July 10, 1926) 
 

1927 

 
Another new band is heard on the lake front playing at the St. Tammany Hotel: 

"St. Tammany Hotel dance and spaghetti dinner. Music by Capt. 

Barlett's Blue Jackets." (Jan. 15, 1927) 
 
The Barlett Band also plays at the Hotel on January 22nd and February 
5th. The band also is heard at the Mandeville Country Club: 
 

"Mandeville Country Club, February 19th. Hot Music. Capt. Barlett's 
Jazz Band from New Orleans." 
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The 'Black Cats' are at the St. Tammany Hotel during March and April. A new 

band appears during May: 
 

"Dance - St. Tammany Hotel. Music by Pied Pipers, May 14." (May 
14, 1927) 
 
The Elks Pavilion also has a new name in bands playing: 
 

"Dance - Elks Pavilion, Mandeville. Melody Jazz Orchestra, Saturday, 
May 21." (May 21, 1927) 
 
The local paper carries ad for the dances on the lake front each issue and we find 

such an ad in the June 18th paper for a dance at the St. Tammany Hotel: 
 

"Dance June 25 by St. Tammany Yacht Club at St. Tammany Hotel." 
(June 18, 1927) 
 
There is also an ad for a dance at the Elks Pavilion. These popular establishments 

were within the same block on the lake front. (see map) 
 
The Elks Pavilion hires another new band: 
 

"Elks Pavilion - music by a new band, Williams Jazz Band." (July 9, 
1927 
 
The final entry in 1927 was a dance at the St. Tammany Hotel. The band hired is a 

group from St. Tammany: 
 

"Christmas dance - St. Tammany Hotel. Music by Bourgeois' St. 

Tammany Orchestra." (Dec. 17, 1927) 
 
The Mandeville lake front is mentioned only a few times in 1928. 
 

"Mid season dance - Elks Pavilion Saturday night, August 1st." 
(August 4, 1928) 

 
"St. Tammany Hotel 'latest bulletin' - The N. O. C. C. says, 

Anderson's colored jazz orchestra gave great satisfaction and so it is 
especially engaged for the Thanksgiving dance, December 1." 
 
This orchestra was led by local musician Andy Anderson. 
 
The final entry is on June 15, 1929: 
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"Mandeville 4th of July celebration. Night dance music by Stewart's 

Blackbirds from Baton Rouge." (June 15, 1929) 
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MANDEVILLE BRASS BAND 

 
The first mention of a brass band in the town of Mandeville is on Sept. 15, 1906 - 

"One of our Lewisburg citizens, Mr. George Smith has joined the Mandeville From this 
quote we can theorize that the band was in existence some time before Smith joined, but 
there is no mention of the band by name before 1906. After this date there are frequent 
items. On Nov. 3, 1906, the brass band plays for an entertainment/dance for the 
Mandeville School at the Pythian Hall. The brass band, though still engaged for dances, is 
especially needed for the many town functions, celebrations, and in particular, outdoor 
social affairs such as the Fourth of July. 

 
"Grand barbecue and celebration, July 4th, 1907 - music by the 

Mandeville Brass Band" (June 29, 1907) 
 
The brass band of cities like Mandeville, Covington and Madisonville were 

loosely organized, with frequent changes in membership, irregular rehearsals, thus a brass 
band's continuous existence is difficult to trace. Such is the case with the Covington Brass 
Band that has seven different directors from 1892 to 1904. 

Although the Mandeville Brass Band was active during the year 1908, there are 
few mentions, only one of an entertainment/ball given by a Mrs. Marie Dyer for the 
Mandeville Brass Band for its benefit. (Nov. 21, 1908) 

Mardi Gras in 1909 is celebrated in Covington and both the brass bands of 
Covington and Mandeville play for the parade on Feb. 23rd" 

 
"Carnival - His majesty has appointed, as court musicians, the 

renowned Covington Brass Band and the Mandeville Brass Band and all 
lovers of good music have a treat in store for them, worthy of the 
occasion." (Feb. 13, 1909) 
 
The Mandeville Brass Band also plays for the carnival dance. (Feb. 27, 1909). The 

Mandeville Brass Band is still rehearsing and playing in the summer of 1909 as the 
rehearsal is mentioned in the paper: 

 
"Mandeville is made very lively by the sweet music for the Mandeville 

Brass Band practicing the latest pieces every evening." (July 17, 1909) 
 
The band is still having rehearsals and I presume is still organized and active into 

the fall as rehearsal is again mentioned: 
 

"The Mandeville Brass Band is discoursing sweet music every 
evening." (Oct. 2, 1909) 
 
The band, like almost every music organization, plays a serenade for Father Roth 

of Mandeville Catholic Church: 
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"The Mandeville Brass Band serenaded the guests of Father Roth. The 
gentlemen are highly complimented for their fine music and new 
selections." (Nov. 13, 1909) 
 
The mention that the band played new selections is an indication that the band is 

still playing for dances and, much like the bands of today, has to keep current on the latest 
popular songs. 

As in other highly Catholic cities around New Orleans, this band seems to be 
closely aligned with the Catholic Church in Mandeville. The Catholic Church was often 
the center for social activities in many of the small towns of Southern Louisiana as it had 
a liberal policy toward dancing as a social activity and most had social centers (halls) 
where dances were held. With the many Catholic ceremonies, the brass band participates 
in many functions, both on social occasions and in official activities such as holy days, or, 
in this case, the opening of the new Catholic school in Mandeville: 

 
"Ceremony for blessing and dedication of school in Mandeville. After 

crowd marched to the church where 36 most prominent gentlemen were 
made members of the Society of Jesus, the Mandeville Brass Band 
rendered several new and choice selections, which was very much 
appreciated." (Nov. 13, 1909) 
 
Another church function is an entertainment at the Catholic School on 
June 6, 1909: 
 

"Entertainment last Sunday at Catholic School of Mandeville. The 
Mandeville Brass Band gave selections of very fine music." (June 11, 
1910) 
 
The band plays for affairs other than those of the Catholic Church. The Druids, a 

social organization, hires the band for a dance: 
 

"Dance at Cantrelle's Hall (Covington). Music by Mandeville Brass 
Band." (Dec. 31, 1910) 
 
The band is not mentioned again until 1913 when it plays for a reception at the 

home of Mr. & Mrs. Geo. Toledance. Nothing is known of the size of the group that 
played or whether the affair was inside or outside. A similar affair is mentioned at the 
home of Mr. & Mrs. L. David of Lewisburg when they have music for their anniversary 
by the Mandeville Brass Band, (October 11, 1913) 

The band on June 6th plays at the Redmen Hall in Slidell for a dance given by 
some young men. (June 6, 1914) 

After 1914 and the approach of the First World War, brass bands are being 
replaced by jazz bands. A number of small local and New Orleans bands are hired, and 
many excursionists bring their own brass, string or jazz bands with them. Whether the 
brass band continues after 1914 is not known. Most of the bands in the towns of 
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Covington and Madisonville are not heard of again and by 1921 most of the bands 
playing are bands from New Orleans and other towns. The North Shore becomes even 
more active as a resort area and there are dances almost every night and many on the 
weekends. 

 

COVINGTON STRING BANDS 
 

The first mention of a string band from Covington is on December 1, 1883, when 
the band serenades the editor of the local newspaper. Usually a newly organized band 
plays a serenade to the editor so it might get mentioned in the paper. It is usually one of a 
band's earliest performances, as a serenade may only require a few songs where a dance 
requires a full repertoire. There is mention of a band playing a serenade on August 18, 
1883. The brass band was not organized until July 16, 1892, so we can tentatively assume 
that it is the string band that did the serenade and is the first local band mentioned in the 
paper: 

 
"The band was out serenading again this week. They have our thanks 

for musical favors rendered." (August 18, 1883) 
 
"The Covington String Band honored us with a serenade last Saturday 

night." (Dec. 1, 1883) 
 
The jazz band craze was still some time away and dances like the Charleston, 

two-step, fox trot, and tango were yet to be created. The type of dances played by the 
string and brass bands playing for dances were still of the older type. The dance program 
of this period is given in the paper for a party/dance held at Bossier House: 

 
PROGRAM OF DANCES; 

1) Our guest Virginia Reel  9) Julie Richards-March  
2) Ada Bossier-Waltz  10) Mamie Daubert-Reel 
3) Alexander - Saloon Polka 11) Rosalie Lion-Waltz 
4) Long Branch mazourka*  12) L. C. Harris-Polka 
5) Labat-Tucker   13) B. Dooley-Mazurka 
6) Irene Laster-Waltz  14) Laura Bowmen-Tucker 
7) Bertha Scooler-Reel & Toe 15) Rachel Scooler-Waltz 
8) Georgie Borge-Lancers  16) Abita Springs-Lancers 
     17) Dades-'Pot Pourri' 

 
* printed spelling - correct: mazurka 
 
There is a long period when no mention is made of a string band from the St. 

Tammany parish area. Many string bands from New Orleans are mentioned, playing for 
the frequent dances especially geared to the many visitors from New Orleans. Even as 
early as 1885 the paper mentions that there were "fifteen hundred excursionists and two 
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brass bands from New Orleans at Slidell last Sunday." (June 27, 1885). The forming of a 
new string band is mentioned on November 26, 1892: 

 
"We learn that a number of young gentlemen have organized a string 

band, under the tutorship of Prof. L. Medal." (Nov. 26, 1892) 
Prof. Medal, whose first name is Eugene, is a talented musician living on the 

North Shore. This band stays together, although there is no mention of them playing for 
any affairs. On March 18th of 1893, we hear that the band meets for a rehearsal: 

 
"STRING BAND - The members of the string band assembled at the 

residence of their talented instructor, Mr. Euguene Medal, last Tuesday 
evening, it being rehearsal night, and rendered a variety of choice musical 
selections. The program was an extensive one, and comprised a full list of 
dance music, including marches and overtures, all of which were 
performed in a most creditable manner.  The band has made wonderful 
progress during the short space of time it has been organized and the 
prospects are that Covington will soon be able to boast of a lst class string 
band, which will be quite an acquisition and lead additional charm to our 
entertainments. We learn that they will soon give a delightful parlor 
musicale, to display talent. When invitations are extended don't forget to 
'think of me.' "(March 18, 1893) 
 
There is an item on August 12th, 1893, about Covington possessing a brass band 

and a string band and how musical the population of the North Shore is. The string band 
is still rehearsing in September of 1893, but must have taken a vacation as the article says 
they 'resumed practice.' 

 
"The string band, under the tutorship of the accomplished Prof. Medal, 

has resumed practice and we expect to hear some exquisite music from 
them in a short time." (Sept. 2, 1893) 
 
The string band has taken the name of the "Parlor String Band" and just a few 

weeks later are again given mention in the paper: 
 

"The 'Parlor String Band' under the leadership of Prof. E. Medal is 
progressing nicely and is already producing some very nice music." (Sept. 
23, 1893) 
 
A real shock was experienced on October 28th. The paper reports the death of 

Prof. Eugene Medal: 
 

"Died - Oct. 28th - Eugene Medal - Was a musician of rare talent. He will be 
missed." 
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THE EUREKA STRING BAND 

 
In the July 27th issue of the paper we read the name of the Eureka String Band: 
 

"The Eureka String Band recently organized in Covington will give 
first entertainment in town hall August 10th for benefit of band fund." 
(July 27, 1895) 
 
The paper mentions in the August 3rd issue that the band is actively rehearsing 

and reviews the entertainment in the August 17 issue: 
 

"Entertainment by Eureka String Band most enjoyable affair. Masters 
Portune, Planche, Ed. Kentzel, Jules Pechon, Louis Heinta and Mrs. Myra 
Richards." (August 17, 1895) 
 
The Eureka String Band, also referred to as the Covington String Band, serenades 

its friends, which include the political candidates: 
 

"The Covington String Band was out last Thursday night, serenading 
the successful candidates, also the editor of the FARMER. They have 
greatly improved in their playing and make excellent music. Many thanks 
boys, come again." (April 25, 1896) 
 
The string band plans an entertainment for May 10th, which is postponed until 

May 22nd, to procure monies for the band fund and on August 29th play for a church 
benefit: 

 
"Entertainment benefit - St. Peters Church - dancing after - excellent 

music for the dance was furnished by the Covington String Band." (August 
29, 1896) 
 
The band is not mentioned again until January 16, 1897: 
 

"The Covington String Band practices regularly and shows marking 
improvement in their playing." (Jan. 16, 1897) 
 
Little is heard of the string band and it probably has become inactive, the reason 

not known. By 1901 it is reported that "Covington needs a good orchestra and there is no 
lack of musical talent for the purpose. We have a fine brass band and with a well trained 
string band, our musical resources would be complete." (July 13, 1901) 

 
An orchestra is formed and takes the main stage for a while. The string band 

(many times in this era the string band is referred to as an orchestra) is mentioned on July 
19, 1902. It is called the Covington String Orchestra. The same group may be called by 
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different names, so that it is hard to tell just which group is referred to and is playing, or 
whether it is the same group but with a different name: 

 
"Entertainment and dance at pavilion Wednesday night well attended - 

selections by the Covington String Orchestra." (July 19, 1902) 
 
Earlier on June 28th, mention is made of a string band and its members, only one 

of whom is a previous member of the old string band: 
 

"Ball at pavilion Saturday for painting the school not well attended. 
String band: Messrs. Kornfeld, Hurrie, Champagne, Planche and Zinser." 
(June 29, 1902) 
 
On January 3rd, 1903, the group is again called the Covington String 
Band: 
 

"Grand ball at Madisonville for school fund. Music by Covington 
String Band." (June 3, 1903) 
 
Professor Hurrie appears to be now in charge of the string band, which is 

considered an outstanding group: 
 

"Serenade New Years night by Prof. Herrie and members of string 
band. This band produces as fine music and as fine band in this state, 
under the training of its talented leader." (Jan. 10, 1903) 
 
The string band continues to be very active and plays for balls and entertainments 

through the summer of 1903. The following items are featured in the paper: 
 

"The masquerade ball at Madisonville. The Covington String Band 
rendered sweet music for the occasion." (Feb. 28, 1903) 
 

"Entertainment and May Festival - The Covington String Band will 
furnish the music." (May 30, 1903) 

 
"Saturday entertainment and dance, at pavilion, Prof. Herrie's String 

Band." (July 11, 1903) 
 

"Redman entertainment (tableaux) music and dancing after Prof. 
Herrie's String Band." (August 22, 1903) 
 
Some time after August 22nd, Prof. Herrie had moved to Galveston, Texas. In the 

January 30th paper there is an item about his return for a visit: 
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"Prof. Herrie and his mother arrived from Galveston last week and are 
stopping at the Glockner House. The Prof. is here for the benefit of his 
health and we hope he will soon be benefited by a sojourn in our healthy 
town." (Jan. 30, 1904) 
 
The next rehearsal for the string band is on Oct. 8, 1904. It has a new leader, Prof. 

C.C. Kornfeld: 
 

"Covington String Band had an interesting rehearsal at the residence of 
W. G. last Friday night of this week. The members are all well up in their 
parts, and we will soon be able to boast of a fine string band as any town 
in the state. Prof. C. C. Kornfeld, the director, is a fine performer and able 
leader, and Mrs. Kornfeld is an accomplished pianist." (Oct. 8, 1904) 
 
This new group begins to play for local dances and other affairs: 
 

"Covington String Band will furnish music for a ball in Slidell next 
month. All communications should be addressed to: C. C. Kornfeld - 
manager or Claude Champagne-Secretary" (Oct. 29, 1904) 
 
The string band is still together and rehearsing as of March 4, 1905: 
 

"Covington String Band rehearsing - Kornfeld, Leader." (March 4, 
1905) 
 
This is the final note about the string band. There is mention of Prof. Kornfeld and 

the church orchestra in August: 
 

"Pavilion entertainment - Presbyterian Church - C. C. Kornfeld 
Orchestra furnished music." (August 26, 1905) 
 

MANDEVILLE STRING BAND 
 

The organization of a local string band in Mandeville takes place in June of 1892: 
 

"Several of our gay, (sic: meaning happy) young gallants are talking of 
organizing a string band. Go ahead boys, it's just what we want." (June 17, 
1892) 
 
The organization of the string band in Mandeville is accomplished and officers are 

elected among its musicians: 
 

"Well, it's all settled; Mandeville is really going to have a string band 
of its own. The officers have all been elected as follows: Eddie smith-
Pres., Herman Levy-V.P., G.R. Parison-2nd V.P., Alphonse G. Depres-
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Sec., John Depres-Treas., Simon Smith-Corresp. Sec. They are to have 
two professors from the city. Hurry up boys, surprise us with a 'chune.' 
They are to have a grand ball too. We received an invitation this morning. 
It will be given at Jackson Park next Saturday night and will be for the 
benefit of their band fund. Ladies free. 25 cents." (July 1, 1892) 
 
In the same issue of the paper there is an announcement that the band will indeed 

be giving a ball for its band fund: 
 

"A grand ball will be given at Jackson Park in Mandeville next 
Saturday night for the benefit of the surprise String Band. The enterprising 
young gentlemen comprising the band are deserving of liberal 
encouragement and the band is deserving of liberal encouragement and 
there should be a large attendance." (July 1, 1892) 
 
The next mention of the band is n Oct. 7, 1893. It should be pointed out that no 

mention in the paper for a period of time does not mean that the band is not active. Their 
need for publicity in only important at certain times, such as fund raising: 

 
"The Surprise String Band of Mandeville will give a grand ball at 

Jackson Park on Saturday, Oct. 21st. for the benefit of the band fund. 25 
cents. admission." (Oct. 7, 1893) 
 
The Surprise String Band takes the lead as the social season of Mandeville begins 

with a ball scheduled for the middle of May: 
 

"Quite a few social events this season. The Surprise String Band is to 
take the lead, and will give a ball the latter part of next month." (April 28, 
1894) 
 
The ball, called the "lst Anniversary Ball," will be held on May 31st, a Saturday 

night. After the affair the paper announces it a success: 
 

"Benefit for Mandeville String Band Club, 26th, at Jackson Park a 
success." (June 9, 1894) 
 
There are new officers in the band: 
 

"Mandeville String Band election. G. R. Poirson-Pres., E. Smith-V.P., 
A. G. Depre-Sec., J. Depre-Treas." (June 30, 1894) 
 
The Mandeville String Band continues playing for various affairs in and around 

town. It plays for a private birthday party for a lady named Evellyn Band: 
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"Birthday party for Evellyn Band - Music by the Mandeville String 
Band was a delightful adjunct." (April 27, 1895) 
 
Another performance publicized is a benefit for its band fund on August 
24th: 
 

"Surprise String Band grand ball in Mandeville at Castle Hall for band 
fund." (August 24, 1895) 
 
The band is next mentioned in the January 11th issue of the paper as it helps out 

the girl's school entertainment: 
 

"After Mrs. Dyers girl's school entertainment at Castle Hall. Help from 
the Mandeville String Band." (Jan. 11, 1896) 
 
The lull in activities around 1898 I think is due to the Spanish American War, 

taking away many of the young men and slowing social events. It is not until July 27, 
1901, that we hear that the Mandeville String Band is heard from again: 

 
"Serenade at O'Brierne Place. Scene of happy gathering to the sweet 

strains of the Mandeville String Band. Among the band were Messrs. 
Michel Mugnier, Ed. Smith, Phil and Alonso Smith, T. Gratford, H. de la 
Greve, E. Munfat and R. Sheldon. (Sic only Ed.  Smith is from the 
original)" (July 27, 1901) 
 
The band is still playing in 1905 as it performs for a school excursion: 
 

"Mandeville public school excursion - Mandeville to Abita Springs - 
string band of Mandeville and a large bass viol from Abita charmed the 
young people into action and it was impossible for them to keep their feet 
quiet. Thanks to the fine platform at Abita Springs, dancing was one of the 
chief features of enjoyment." (May 20, 1905) 
 
It is not until April 23, 1910, that the band is mentioned again, playing for a 

surprise party: 
 

"Mandeville surprise party - Mr. & Mrs. Antz - Music furnished by the 
Mandeville String Band." (April 23, 1910) 
 
Again, while the band is not mentioned, it remains busy during this era, mostly 

playing for dancing which is one of the most popular social activities, especially in the 
New Orleans area where the local churches are not against dancing as many of the 
Northern churches of Louisiana. This point is brought out in the paper (about the active 
dance population of the North Shore): 
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"There are so many parties in Mandeville at this time of the year that 
the brass band and string bands are kept busy practicing new pieces to 
satisfy the dances." (June 11, 1910) 
 
String and Brass Band continue to be engaged for dances. It will not be until after 

the first World War that "jazz' bands become the craze. 
 

ABITA SPRINGS 
 

The Choctaw Indians gave the name to this little village by natural springs. The 
Choctaw name 'Ibetab okla chit'o' means 'large settlement by the fountain.' Abita Springs 
was founded as a health resort around 1853. The town was incorporated in 1912. 

Unlike Mandeville, Madisonville, and Covington, Abita Springs didn't have 
access to the lake front, river front or the steamers on the lake. Those travelers that came 
to the Springs prior to 1887 came by horse and buggy. On July 2, 1887, the first train 
arrived in Abita Spring. A track had been laid from the pier in Mandeville to the Springs, 
bringing excursionists to Abita directly from New Orleans. No longer would it take five 
and a half hours to make the trip. The decline of Abita as a health resort was hastened 
with a cure for yellow fever was found during the Spanish American War (the last 
outbreak of yellow fever was in 1905); the other reason being that the hydropathy itself 
was in decline in favor of more conventional medicine in the July 2, 1887 St. Tammany 
Farmer Newspaper we read of the first train arrival in Abita: 

 
"Arrival of first train to Abita Springs .... and the echo was lost in the 

lively strains of the brass band in the first car; 'Goodbye My Honey, I'm 
Gone,' which was probably intended as a significant greeting from the iron 
horse to the astonished ox teams standing around. The large pavilion, not 
completed, dancers disappointed - ready for 4th of July excursionists." 
(July 2, 1887) 
 

Dances were held at the pavilion and the editor of the newspaper made a trip to 
observe the activity. He wrote a very interesting account of what he saw and heard. Was 
the band he heard a style of music from which jazz evolved? Were the three musicians as 
bad as he reports? Were these musicians of the type that did not read music but learned 
on their own, without the benefit of a music teacher? The entry: 

 
"Editor's trip to Abita Springs: 
 We paid a short visit to the pavilion where a number of young 
people were dancing - or trying to. We say trying to from observation; by 
their movements we could tell that some of them were good dancers - but 
the music? The band - imported from the city, consisted of a piccolo, 
guitar and bass viol. Shades of Paganini and Mozart. Was the music ever 
distracted with such a battery of discord and in harmonious sounds? Were 
the votaries of terpsichore ever exposed to such hardships as to time and 
intonation? We say no, not even by a discordant hand-organ." (July 26, 
1887) 
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The town of Abita Springs, from earliest accounts, was a very active town and its 

citizens, possessing great energy and pride, always tried to establish their town as one of 
the most hospitable and friendly towns. In 1887 the citizens of the town were aware of the 
potential Abita possessed and began working toward attracting excursionists and to "get 
in on the business boom." The town builds a new large dancing pavilion (June 18, 1887) 

and "dances are in abundance at the Long Branch (A hotel that was established in 1880 

and burnt down in 1993), Frapperts, Conrads Hall, Crescent Colomos and Pelloat's 

House." (August 27, 1887) 
With such a great start in 1887, there is nothing heard from the town until around 

the 1892's. The town was reported to have had a newspaper during the 1890's and 
probably did since the Farmer's Newspaper of Covington covered its activities. Surely the 
town didn't stop its social activities during the time period 1888 to 1892. 

Activity is still abundant in the summer of 1892 as the different hotels in Abita 

Springs "are rapidly filling up - Bossier House, Labats, Long Branch, Morans, 

Martins and Summers." The Summers House still exists, and is located on Live Oak 
Street. 

Near the river banks, where there was excellent clay for making bricks, Mr. 
Alexius put his brickyard. I mention this as Alexius also constructed a colored dance hall 
near his brickyard - the paper mentioning frequent fights at this dance hall: 

 
"A disgraceful row occurred at a dance on Abita Springs River, near 

Alexius Brickyard, Saturday night, an unknown colored man seriously and 
possibly fatally shot " (Dec. 10, 1892) 
 
In 1893 there was not a town brass band or string band and the Colomos Hotel 

hired the Covington Brass Band for a birthday party: 
 

"Birthday party, Friday evening, for Jeanne Wango. The Covington 

Brass Band discoursed sweet music and dancing was continued until a 
late hour." (Sept. 2, 1893) 
 

In an entry on July 14, 1894, there appears the first mentioning of the Abita 

String Band: 
 

"Reception, July 6, at Mr. W. Gunther - serenade by Abita String 
Band." (July 14, 1894) 
 
In the next few years, actually until 1914, we read about a band from Abita 

Springs playing dances, entertainments, etc. The local band is first called the Abita String 
Band, then Martin's orchestra, and finally just the Abita Band. It is usually found that a 
newly organized band will give serenades to outstanding citizens and newspaper editors 
so the band can receive publicity. Thus the Abita String Band serenades the editor of the 
paper: 
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"Abita Spring Band complimented us with a charming serenade 
Thursday night." (June 1, 1895) 
 
The band journeys to Covington and "discoursed sweet music in Covington last 

Monday." (July 6, 1895) The band plays for a party/dance in late 1895: 
 

"Mite party and dance at Mrs. L. Clark's House. Music by the Abita 
String Band." (Dec. 21, 1895) 
The Abita String Band is still organized in 1897 but there is no mention in the 

paper in 1896. I surmise that the band was disbanded for awhile and organized again late 
in 1896: 

 
"Abita String Band treated their friends in Covington to a charming 

serenade Christmas Eve." (Jan. 2, 1897) 
 
The Spanish-American War (approx.  Feb. 15, 1898 to Dec. 10, 1898) slowed 

down local social activities, but the band remains together and in 1899 plays at the Abita 
Dance Pavilion: 

 
"The interesting enjoyments of Abita Springs opened the 17th with a 

delightful dance at the pavilion given by the Abita String Band." (May 22, 
1899) 
 
The next few years at the Springs find out-of-town band playing at various 

functions. On July 20, 1901, the Abita Springs Fire Co. #2 gives a grand entertainment 
and dance. On July 27th it gives another dance with music by a New Orleans Band - the 

band's name spelled Bruness. This may be the famous Brunies Brothers Band. Many 
times the paper only hears the name without the benefit of having it written down, 
resulting in an incorrect spelling. Henry Brunies, one of the brothers of the later famous 
George and Merritt Brunies, had played with the Reliance Band and the Fischers' 
Brother's Band, that later plays in Abita Springs: 

 
"Abita Springs Fire Co. #2 dance. Music by Prof. H. Bruness of New 

Orleans." (July 6, 1901) 
 
The Adams Band, a family band from New Orleans (the family of today's Alcide 

Adams), plays a ball and entertainment in Abita: 
 

"Abita Springs grand entertainment and ball. Mr. Fred W. Hover. The 

Adams Band furnished the latest music - opening the entertainment with 
an overture." (Sept. 28, 1901) 
 
The Ragans, a family living near Abita Springs with relatives in Ponchatoula, 

were a very musical family. The Ponchatoula branch of the family had an organized band 
and play for a party on Military Road: 
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"Military Road - Surprise party at Mrs. John Eberhardt Friday, June 

6th. The music was furnished by Ragan's String Band and by Mr. 

Amedee Guyol and others on the piano." (June 11, 1902) 
 
Military Road is now the road to Bogalusa and close to the Abita Springs cut-off. 

About six to eight miles outside Covington and near Abita Springs, was the house of Ann 
Dubler, a very respectable local citizen. It was not known until later that she ran one of 
the most famous and notorious pleasure houses in Storyville (the red light district in New 
Orleans) and was known around Storyville under the name of Josie Arlington. (See 
appendix for pictures.) 

In 1892 we find the first mention of Conrad's Hall when the Abita Springs 
Fireman have a grand entertainment and ball there (June 21, 1902). This house was 
destroyed in the late 1960's to make way for the new Abita Library. It was a unique house 
and its demise is a terrible historic loss. 

One wonders if the local string group is still organized as a dance in Abita Springs 

uses the Covington String Band for a dance: 
 

"Entertainment and dance at Abita Springs last Saturday night. Music 
by the Covington String Orchestra." (July 19, 1902) 
 

The new hotel in town, called the Abita Spring Hotel, is opened and a party 
travels from Covington for a dance there. Today there is only one cottage remaining, 
which is near Laurel and Groves Streets. 

The Ragan Brothers' Band plays a complimentary ball on June 13, 1903, at the 
pavilion. This may be the Ragan Band from Ponchatoula. One cannot tell which Ragan 
family because of lack of first names in the paper. 

In June of 1903 a Prof. Ricks brings a band to play for the yearly firemen's ball: 
 

"Abita Firemen's grand ball and entertainment. Prof. Frank Rick's 
Band at Conrad Hall." (June 27, 1903) 
 

Conrad's Hall was built in 1884. It was recently destroyed (in the 1980's) and in 
its place a library was built. The hall was two-stories with a bar on the first floor and a 
dance hall above. 

What was life like in Abita around 1888? A visitor to Abita gave the following 
opinion: 

 
"Breakfast at 9 ...then a ramble to the springs through the pine woods. 

Or if one was so inclined a quiet moment in the pavilion. At 3, Dinner, 
then rest and leisure or perhaps a game of croquet or music in the parlor. 

"After supper, we have a regular pitch in for a jolly good time. . .with 
music and entertainments. The whole concluding with a merry country 
dance." 
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Dances continue in 1904 with the opening of Mutti's Hotel. This was located in 
the vicinity of Level and Warren Streets. There are frequent dances there but the paper, 
while mentioning dances each issue, fails to mention the names of the bands hired. 

Mandeville public schools have an excursion to Abita Springs and bring with 

them the Mandeville String Band. The band uses the bass viol player from Abita 
Springs. 

A large excursion from the Parker/Blake Drug Co. of New Orleans has chosen 
Abita for an outing and this is reported, including the name of the band that has 
accompanied them: 

"Parker/Blake Drug Co. outing at Abita Springs. After the ball game 
the waltzing contest was called at the pavilion. Excellent music being 

furnished by Sporor's City Park Band." (June 3, 1905) 
 
Madisonville almost every year celebrated Bastille Day on July 14th with a 

dance and town celebration. There were bands hired but their names are not given. 
To end the year, on December 2nd, there is a grand ball given at the UFBA Hall in 
Madisonville with music furnished by the Abita String Band. This is the first we 
have heard from it in about five years. They must have reorganized as they next 
play for a ball at Pythian Hall: 

 
"An enjoyable masquerade and fancy ball was given at Pythian Hall on 

Wednesday night, Feb. 21, by Mrs. Jenkins and Miss Rochenschub. There 
was a large attendance and all had a delightful time. The gay customers of 
the maskers presented an attractive scene and the dancing was continued 
until a late hour. The music was furnished by the Abita String Band." 
(March 5, 1906) 
 
There was still a great deal of civic pride in the town of Abita and when the 

dancing pavilion (we are talking about the original pavilion that lay east of the present 
Sully pavilion) collapses, they unite to build another. A new group is formed named the 
Abita Progressive Union to promote town pride and general welfare: 

 
"The dancing pavilion at Abita Springs collapsed last Wednesday 

morning and is a total wreck. We understand that a handsome one will be 
erected to take its place." (July 17, 1906) 
 

THE MARTIN ORCHESTRA 

 
The name of Frank Martin begins to appear as the leader of an orchestra in Abita 

Springs. The orchestra first appears playing for the Abita Springs ladies' entertainment 
and dance on September 14th, 1908. Martin was the manager of one of the hotels in Abita 
and was a local resident. His name appears frequently in print and his groups play for 
many local functions. One such appearance was for the local 4th of July celebration: 
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"Abita Springs 4th of July. Martin's Abita Springs Orchestra - 
discoursed popular music." (July 11, 1908) 
 
The Martin Orchestra also plays for a dance for the Abita Social Club that met in 

the town hall that is today still being used. This was on July 18, 1908. Martin and Joseph 

Madden play for an informal dance at Bradley House on September 5th. 
After this entry we read the name of the Abita Springs Band but no longer find the 

Martin name mentioned. It is uncertain whether he moves away, or the band is no longer 
called by his name and becomes known as the Abita Springs Band. 

The center of activity and the landmark of Abita are the springs and park where 
the town pavilion is located. The earliest pavilion seems to have been in place in 1887, 
the one spoken about earliest as not being completed in time for the 4th of July 
celebration. 

There is a new pavilion built and is ready for use on September 26th, 1908. The 
town council votes to hire a concert band to play at the pavilion and hopes to secure local 
talent with a competent musician from New Orleans as the leader: 

 
"Abita Springs - New pavilion near Springs. Funds to be raised to 

maintain a concert band on two evenings each week, where the best local 
talent will be gotten together under a competent musician from New 
Orleans." (Sept. 26, 1908) 
 
There is no follow-up story on the forming of a local town band with a 

professional leader; the plan seems to have changed and the town hires the legendary 
Reliance Band of Jack 'Papa' Laine. 

Jack Laine's place in history is firmly set. His career is legendary in the annuals of 
New Orleans music history. Laine sponsored and ran a number of brass bands, each one 
called the Reliance Band. He led one of them and put competent musicians in charge of 
others. He booked them as Jack Laine's Reliance Band. The particular Reliance Band that 
played in Abita was under the direction of Tony Giardina, who also played with the 
Brunies Brothers Band as well as the Christian's Ragtime Band. The paper does not spell 
his name correctly: 

 
"Grand entertainment and ball to be given by Abita Pleasure Club on 

Sat. July 24, for the benefit of the school fund. Music furnished by the 

famous New Orleans Reliance Orchestra, E. Garina-leader." (July 17, 
1909) 
 
There is a follow-up story the next week on the ball and the name of the leader is 

spelled 'Gardner.' 
The Reliance Band also was engaged to play a benefit for the Abita Fire 

Department. Usually the band received a guarantee payment, the sponsors figuring that a 
name orchestra would draw people in and they would make money. It was also usual that 
if a band made a good impression and drew a large crowd, the advertisement for an 
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upcoming dance would mention how well the band was appreciated by a past dance 
crowd. Thus is the case with the next entry: 

 
"Ball at Abita Springs, Pleasure Club benefit - Abita Fire Co. Music 

will be furnished by the celebrated Reliance Orchestra of New Orleans. 
This band is a great favorite with the people and made quite a hit at the 
ball given by the club in July last." (August 25, 1909) 
 
The Reliance Band is again hired for a dance on August 28th.  
The next resort/excursion season of 1910 sees the Pleasure club again hiring the 

Reliance Band for a grand ball on June 25th: 
"Grand ball June 25th, in Abita Springs. The Abita Pleasure Club will 

give a grand ball at the pavilion Sunday, June 25th. Music by Reliance 
Orchestra of New Orleans." (June 18, 1910) 
 
Again, on July 30th, the Reliance Band plays for a grand ball in Abita. The last 

entry for the Reliance Band in Abita Springs in on September 16, 1911, when they play 
for a school benefit: 

 
"Dance at Abita Pavilion Saturday night, 16th, for benefit of Abita 

Public School. The Reliance Band of New Orleans has been engaged." 
(Sept. 9, 1911) 
 
Continuing with local musical activities and celebrations, we read of plans being 

made for a Fourth of July celebration in Abita Spring. We read that there is a parade in 
the Springs and the Covington Brass Band is one of the musical participants for this 
activity: 

 
"Abita Springs - 4th of July - About 2:00 o'clock the members of Fire 

Co. #2 headed by grand marshal J. P. Rausch and the Covington Military 
Band marched from their headquarters in the town hall to the 
pavilion...Ball in evening ended at 12:00." (July 10, 1909) 
 
At a New Year's Eve Party at the DePriest's home there is an evening of music 

and enjoyment. The entry lists some names that were associated with music in Abita: 
 

"New Year's Eve at DePriests' - Among those who added greatly to the 
enjoyment of the evening by music and song were: Theo. Zinser, A. 
Bagriel, Paul Cazelot, Joe Koffler, E. D. Abadie, Charlie Spitzer, Mead 
Fontaine, Amadee Guyol, Bud Badon, Edward Marrero, Will 
Connaughton, and Arthur De Labreton." (Jan. 9, 1910) 
 
While the Reliance Band played engagements in Abita during 1910 and 1911, it 

was the Brown Band that was the busiest. Beginning on May 21, 1910, the Brown 
Band/Orchestra began playing engagements in Abita: 
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"Grand Ball by Abita Fire Co. #2 at Abita Pavilion, Saturday, May 21. 

Music by the Brown Orchestra." (May 7, 1910) 
 
Tom Brown was the leader of the above band which would become the first New 

Orleans Jazz Band to play in Chicago in 1915. Brown, prior to being leader of his own 
band, had played in one of Laine's Reliance Bands. In 1915, after an engagement in 
Chicago, Brown formed a vaudeville group, the Five Rubes, for a short period of time. 
Returning to Chicago to lead his own group, he returned to New Orleans in 1923. 

In 1910, Brown entered negotiations with the Abita town council about playing at 
the pavilion: 

 
"Abita council meeting - communication from Brown's Band was read, 

relative to playing music twice a week at the pavilion. Committee 
appointed to confer with Mr. Brown and go into a contract." (March 18, 
1910) 
 
The council and Brown reached an agreement and the band begins a long stay at 

the town's pavilion. Weekly ads appear in the newspaper. Brown's Band played each 
Wednesday and Saturday night at the pavilion along with a vaudeville show and concert. 

The Ragan Band plays a number of engagements in Abita: June 25, August 6, July 
28, 1910, January 28th and Feb. 1, 1911. 

The Mystic Club holds a masquerade ball in Abita Springs on March 19, 1910, 
with music by the "Abita Band" that "received an encore when they played one piece." 
(March 19, 1910) 

For the Abita Firemen's Day parade, three bands march: the Covington Band, the 

Abita Field Band, and the Brookhaven Military Band (May 14, 1910). This Abita Band 
may have been a "pick-up band" but there were enough musicians to get together a 
marching band for the parade. This mention of the Abita Field Band appears only once, 
thereby justifying the theory of a pick-up band. 

We next read of the opening of the summer season in Abita and of the music and 
entertainment that will be presented: 

 
"The opening concert and vaudeville on May 13, is a fore-runner of 

music and entertainment that will be at the pavilion in Abita during the 
summer. The music will be of the latest selections, furnished by Prof. 
Bentin, of New Orleans. Refreshments will be on sale. Every evening 
during the summer there will be free music and dancing for those who 
wish it." (May 13, 1911) 
 
The Brown Band also played for other functions such as parties, house warmings, 

and balls: 
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"House warming at Lamousin's. The Brown Orchestra was there and 
discoursed sweet music while the dancers enjoyed themselves." (March 
18, 1911) 
 
In 1912, the Brown Band still is engaged for functions in Abita. On February 3rd 

the band plays for a smoker at the Town Hall (part of this building is still standing - it 
was a two-story building with the school on top. The top floor has since been destroyed 
and it is now just a single story building.)  

On March 13, 1912, the band plays for a "grand fancy dress and masquerade ball 
at the town hall." 

The Ragan Band receives employment at the Springs for dances on February 17, 
and February  24, 1912.  

In almost every baseball park there was a dancing pavilion where dancing was 
held after the baseball game. There are numerous entries in jazz research citing this ( Sic; 
example: "Sports and New Orleans Jazz" in Mississippi Rag, Oct. 1984, pages 4 & 5). 
Such is the case also in Abita: 

 
"Abita Springs - Open ball park Sunday, 24th of May. To be dancing at 

the pavilion. Good band will furnish music." (May 23, 1912) 
 
The band that furnished the music for the above baseball game was the Tardo 

Band of New Orleans. The town continues to provide music for the excursionists and 
local citizens as it announces a "free dance at Abita Springs, Sunday. The famous 

Christian Band of New Orleans will play their popular music." (Sept. 12, 1912) 
Near the end of September of 1914, electric lights make their first appearance in 

Abita Springs. This was announced in the paper and a band and motion pictures were 
scheduled for the occasion: 

 
"Electric lights in Abita Springs. The band - an excellent band from 

New Orleans will be in attendance from 2 at the pavilion and from 7-8 a 
motion picture and there will be dancing at the pavilion until midnight." 
(Sept. 26, 1914) 
 
The motion picture theater was approximately where the small pavilion is now at 

the main intersection of Abita Springs. 
Though there is mention of an Abita Spring's Band in two entries-December 5th 

and December 12th in 1914, there are none for 1915 and 1916. These years are part of the 
pre World War I years. 

It is not until August of 1916 when there is an entry about a dance at the pavilion 
"with music by a good New Orleans Band." During the war years in almost every small 
town the activities slow down and little is said about social events. On April 8, 1917, we 
read of the opening of the Airdome Theater in Abita that is celebrated with a big dance. It 
is interesting to mention that one finds, in most movie theaters of this era, the appearance 
of a dance floor. The Airdome advertises the addition of a dance floor: 
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"Opening of Airdome Theater - Abita Springs, April 8th - Big Dance. 
Picture show has been remodeled and enlarged and a fine dancing floor 
added." (April 7, 1917) 
 
Social activity in Abita Springs is seldom mentioned in 1919. On July 5th we read 

of a big dance with a New Orleans Orchestra in Abita Springs. This orchestra was the 

Stephens Orchestra, another branch of Laine's Reliance Band. 
The first entry using the word "jazz" to describe a band appears in the paper on 

July 24, 1920" 
 

"Big dance at Palace Theater, Abita Springs. Music by a jazz band, 
July 25th, Sunday." (July 24, 1920) 
 
Segregation was in existence during this era in American history and can be seen 

in two separate entries, as they state whether it is a white or colored band playing: 
 

"At Abita Springs Sunday night, Sept. 26th at 8 pm - an eight piece 
colored jazz band will furnish music." (Sept. 29, 1921) 
 

"Dance - ad - At Abita Springs Sunday, June 26, music furnished by a 
seven piece white jazz band from New Orleans." (June 5, 1921) 
 

"Abita Springs - a six piece colored jazz band from New Orleans will 
furnish music." (July 9, 1921) 
 
The pavilion at Abita and the pavilion at Sulphur Springs in Covington were in 

competition and we find advertisements of the Abita Pavilion in the paper weekly: 
 

"Abita Springs - same classy jazz band. Dances every Saturday." (May 
21, 1921) 
 
The year 1922 is a very active year on the North Shore. In Abita Springs there are 

weekly dances advertised in the paper, such as "Big Dance at Abita Springs - jazz music 
and a good time awaiting all." (April 8, 1922). We find the name of the legendary Buddy 
Petit playing for a dance in Abita Springs on April 30th: 

 
"There will be a big dance at Abita Springs, Sunday, April 30th. A jazz 

band from New Orleans. Be sure and come for a good time. Music will be 

furnished by Buddy Petit Jazz Orchestra from New Orleans." (April 29, 
1922) 
 
Buddy Petit begins a busy summer in Abita in 1922, but it is the band from 

Bogalusa that receives much of the work in 1922. There is an organized brass band in 
Bogalusa as well as some smaller musical groups. The paper does not state which 
Bogalusa band it is in these early entries but does state that the Elks Band of Bogalusa 
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plays several engagements in 1923. Mention of the "famous Bogalusa Jazz Band" in the 
July 1st paper might indicate the Claude Blanchard Band, which was also playing at the 
pavilion in Mandeville on other night of the week. The brass band was reorganized as the 
Elks Band in late summer of 1922, so it must have been Blanchard's Jazz Hounds that 
play in Abita for a dance on February 11, July 2nd, and Sept. 16, 1922. Buddy Petit does 
play one other job in Abita on July 30th. The entry is an interesting one: 

 
"Bid dance at Abita Springs July 30th. O boy oh joy! There will be 

another big dance at Abita Springs on July 30th. Music will be furnished 
by Buddy Petit's Jazz Hounds." (July 22, 1922) 

 
This ad appears in the July 29th paper. Petit seldom called his band by any name 

except his own but agents have called it the "Black and Tan' Band and the "Eagle" Band. 
This is the first I have heard it called the "Jazz Hounds." I think that the paper just wanted 
to name it and thought that the name "Jazz Hounds" seemed current and apropos. 

The larger Elks Brass Band of Bogalusa plays in Abita Springs on July 22, 1923, 
and for dancing at the pavilion on July 29th. This pavilion is the Cotton Centennial 
Pavilion and is still standing today. This band, formally the town band of Bogalusa, when 
funds were unavailable from the town, was taken over by the Elks club and played for 
local dances in Bogalusa and at the different fairs and occasionally dances such as the 
ones mentioned. 

In 1924 Morgan's Spa is opened with a "fine dancing platform" and the Abita 
mayor, who also runs the famous Lyric Theater in New Orleans, brings his orchestra and 
his celebrated Minstrels to entertain at his inauguration celebration (July 19, 1924). 

When the rail cars were scrapped after World War I, the station in Abita that was 
the terminal of the rail route from Mandeville, was also destroyed. In its place was 
erected Morgan's Spa, with a large pool for swimming and a dance pavilion, both of 
which still exists and is on the property now owned by the descendants of the late Senator 
Allen Ellender. The property is on the southwest corner of Abita where Highway 59 turns 
sharp right into Level Street. 

In Abita Springs, 1925 belongs to Buddy Petit. He is advertised in the paper each 
week and plays each Sunday and Wednesday at the Abita Pavilion. From February 15th 
to July 26th, Petit and his band play in Abita. There are jazz bands advertised after July 
26th that could also be Petits' but no names are given. The band plays for other functions 
that do not occur on the nights the band is playing at the pavilion. This is probably the 
time that Petit lived in a one-room shack in the woods in Mandeville. (See Don Albert's 
interview in the Tulane Jazz Archives, New Orleans.) 

Dances are continued in Abita with other bands being engaged. "The Dixie 

Sunrise Orchestra" of New Orleans. (July 24, 1926), and "The Melody Jazz 

Orchestra" (April 16, 1927). The Melody Jazz Band is playing in Abita every Sunday 
night during the summer of 1927. While dance continue in 1928, the only band 

mentioned is the "Arabian Knights Band" of New Orleans. The band plays for the 14th 
of July (Bastille Day) in Abita. 

We end our narrative with this entry. 
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MADISONVILLE 

 
The town of Madisonville, on the Tchefuncta River, (an inlet of the Lake) is 

considered a Lake Resort. Madisonville was founded in 1814 by Juan Baham. The 

Madisonville Hotel built at an earlier date reopened in 1841. In 1855 it was known as the 
City Hotel and as the Confederate House in 1861. The North Shore drew patrons from the 
surrounding area to the North and across the lake from New Orleans. Excursions for a 
'sea voyage' across the lake were quite popular during the era. Several steamers regularly 
left the wharf at Milneburg paying 50 cents each way which included a fish breakfast with 
bands providing entertainment during the crossing. Although separated by 25 miles of 
water, resorts on both shores of Lake Pontchartrain were considered as a unit, often 
cooperating on joint ventures. 

 
The entries about the Madisonville musical scene begin with the organization of a 

brass band on June 18, 1892, and the activity surrounding the United Friends Benevolent 
Association (UFBA). 

The Covington newspaper does not fully cover the Madisonville scene except for 
a Madisonville column in the paper, written by a dedicated person wishing to 
acknowledge the pride that the citizens have in their town and its activities. Organizing 
one of the earliest brass bands on the North Shore shows this pride, and also the need in 
late Nineteenth century America for live music. 

For its dances and entertainments, the town at first imported bands from New 
Orleans: 

 
"UFBA of Madisonville grand ball, June 25th. The music will be 

furnished by a band from the city." (June 18, 1892) 
 

"Grand entertainment at Madisonville, July 9th. A silver cornet band 
from the city will discourse sweet music." (June 18, 1892) 
 
From 1892 until 1895 the town brass band is very active, but nothing is mentioned 

about the band after 1925. During these years we read of a number of local activities 
among which the most significant is Prof. Portune's introduction to the area. Portune, the 
future leader of local bands, had come to the area when his string band played an 
entertainment at the UFBA Hall: 

 
"Entertainment at Madisonville at UFBA Hall for St. Francis Xavier 

Church. A string band from New Orleans, under the leadership of Prof. 
Portune discoursed sweet music at intervals during the performance." (Oct. 
28, 1893) 

 
In future years the west side of the Tchefuncta River would be the site of a 

beautiful park that was to become a very active, popular location for dances using the best 
bands from New Orleans. The park included a spacious dancing pavilion that was to 
become the site for many local gatherings and activities: 
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"Madisonville lodge of Knights of Pythians 3rd annual ball in Mr. J. 

Manaud's beautiful park, the spacious pavilion being decorated with 
evergreen and Chinese lanterns flocked to park and waited until the 

Houlnie Brass Band arrived, when all joined to dance the light fantastic 
toe until the 'wee small hours - 3:00 AM." (June 3, 1893) 
 
Once a band has played for a local dance it seems that band is rehired for a future 

dance. During this era hiring bands for dances required a person to go to the city, and 
through contacts, locate a band and engage it, giving a cash advance, and hoping the band 
would show up at the scheduled time and place. The need for a responsible band, plus the 
availability of financial reward would prompt local citizens to form their own bands.  

Prof. Portune's Band again plays for the church benefit in 1894: 
"Entertainment at UFBA Hall. Benefit of St. Francis Xavier Church. 

Music furnished by Portune's String Band." (July 7, 1894) 
 
Not having a local band able to play for town affairs, the Riverside Social Club 

hires a band from New Orleans to play for its ball: 
 

"Madisonville grand fancy dress ball by Riverside Social Club. 
Excellent band from the city was in attendance and discoursed sweet 
music." (Oct. 13, 1894) 
 
The brass band is active in 1895 playing for a number of affairs. In 1896 we see 

the emergence of a local string band, at first called the Madisonville String Band, when 
they play for the first time at the newly opened Central Pavilion in Madisonville: Today 
the only thing that remains of the Central Pavilion is its name on the cement near the edge 
of the river on the West bank/right side of the bridge. 

 
"Grand masquerade soiree. Madisonville - at J. W. Badeaux's Central 

Pavilion. Music was furnished by the Madisonville String Band. Central 

Pavilion is a new enterprise added to the town, and is getting quite popular 
- balls being given there all summer." (Sept. 19, 1896) 
 
The name, Madisonville String Band, does not appear again but dances continue 

at the Central pavilion: 
 

"Masquerade ball at Central Pavilion in Madisonville." (Jan. 30, 1897) 
 
The Central Pavilion remains popular in 1898 and now has its own band called 

the 'Central Pavilion String Band.' The band is very active in 1898 playing for local 
functions for the town and the pavilion: 
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"Madisonville - Complimentary oyster gumbo was rendered at the 

Central Saloon to Capt. Heggie. The Central Pavilion String Band 
furnished music for the occasion." (Feb. 5, 1898) 
 

"Social hop in Madisonville at J. W. Badeaux's Central Pavilion and 
Hall last Saturday night. The Central String Band furnished sweet music 
for the occasion." (May 7, 1898) 
 

"Flag raising in Madisonville in front of Knights of Pythian Hall. The 
Central Pavilion String Band furnished excellent music for the occasion." 
(July 30, 1898) 
 
The Central Band is still functioning in 1899 when it plays for a surprise 
party: 
 

"An enjoyable surprise party was given last Sunday night at residence 
of Capt. Frank Badeaux in Madisonville. About 22 couples were present; 
music was furnished by the Central String Band." (Feb. 4, 1899) 
 
The Central Pavilion and the UFBA Hall in Madisonville are the most popular 

places for holding entertainments and dances, and remain so for a number of years. A 
grand fancy ball is held at the UFBA Hall on Feb. 24th. On Jan. 30, 1900, there is a 
"Masquerade Ball at Central Pavilion." 

There is a dance at the UFBA Hall with music provided by a "fine band from New 
Orleans" on Sept. 22, 1900. 

Again in 1901, an entry mentions a dance at a local house with music furnished by 
a local band: 

 
"Dancing party at Koepp Home (Sr.) of Ponchatoula. Music furnished 

by the 'Happy Boys' of Madisonville. Messrs. Charlie Olgen, Charlie 
Fraser, Willie Cullunder, W. S. Fraser and Joe Stein." (April 27, 1901) 
 
There is a dance at a private house that mentions a music club providing the 

music. No names of band members are given. We read that a "New Progressive Club of 
Madisonville provided the music." (May 25, 1901) 

There is seldom mention when one of the local bands ceases its activity or 
disbands. In 1902 the Covington Brass Band and String Band play for affairs in 
Madisonville, probably meaning that the local Madisonville bands are no longer 
organized: 

 
"Boat excursion to Madisonville and Lake Sunday well attended. M. F. 

Jahncke tug Meta pulled big barge. Music furnished by the Covington 
Brass Band." (August 23, 1902) 
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"Grand Ball at Madisonville for school fund. Music by the Covington 
String Band." (Jan. 3, 1903) 
 
"Grand masquerade ball, Saturday, Feb. 21st, by UFBA in their 
Madisonville Hall." (Feb. 14, 1903) 
 

"UFBA Madisonville to give a masquerade ball at their hall on Feb. 
13th." (Jan. 30, 1904) 
 

"Grand entertainment in Madisonville at UFBA Hall. Music by a string 
band from the city, July 9th." (July 2, 1904) 
 
In 1905 a new band appears on the scene. The Stephens or Stevens Band plays a 

number of engagements. This band is one of the Jack Laine Reliance Bands from New 
Orleans. The leader referred to as Stephans is Mike 'Ragbaby' Stephens, sometimes called 
the 'father of Dixieland drums.' 

 
"Ladies of Madisonville, Grand ball and entertainment - benefit of 

cemetery. Music by Stephen's Orchestra." (Oct. 21, 1905) 
 

"Grand ball, UFBA Hall, Madisonville. Music by Stephen's Band." 
(Sept. 24, 1905) 
 

"Ball given by WOW at Amusement Co. Hall (Covington) was well 
attended. Music was furnished by Stevens Band of Madisonville." (March 
23, 19007) 
 

"Entertainment and dance - industrious Club, UFBA Hall, 
Madisonville." (March 23, 1907) 
 
An entry mentions a Madisonville String Band playing for a grand ball at the 

UFBA: 
 

"Grand ball at UFBA Hall, Nov. 25th. Music will be furnished by 
Madisonville String Band." (Nov. 18, 1905) 
 
The location of Madisonville, near the place where the Tchefuncta River flows 

into Lake Pontchartrain, made it an ideal location for lake traffic from New Orleans and 
many excursions choose Madisonville for picnics, dances, etc. A number of lake steamers 
left from West End, stopped at Mandeville, then continued to Madisonville and finally up 

the river to Covington. In 1906 a new lake steamer, the 'Sarah' was put in service. At one 
time there were as many as thirty steamers on the lake servicing the North Shore - based 
on both the South and North Shore. There were also excursion trains servicing the North 
Shore, although train service first went to Slidell, Abita Springs and Covington before 
reaching Madisonville. 
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The UFBA Hall, in 1906, continued to hold dances and entertainments, many 
times the band that played was not identified in the story in the paper: 

 
"A New Orleans Brass Band will be in attendance." (July 15, 1906) 

 
Thankfully, many times the story did mention the name of the bands: 
 

"Grand ball, Live Oak Camp, Madisonville, Saturday, Oct. 6th. Music 

by Prof. Eckerts Orchestra." (Sept. 29, 1906) 
 

"Grand ball, UFBA Hall, Madisonville, Saturday, Oct. 20th. Music 

furnished by the Progressive Union Band." (Oct. 20. 1906) 
 

"Mars Orchestra - Grand ball UFBA Hall, Madisonville, April 24th." 
(April 17, 1908) 
 

"Madisonville grand ball by WOW at UFBA Hall. Music furnished by 

Deverges Orchestra of this place." (Jan. 11, 1913) 
 
Charles Deverges was known in the New Orleans area as an outstanding music 

teacher. Probably his best known pupil was Manuel Manetta to whom he taught violin, 
guitar and harmonica. Charles Deverges was said to have been "Of this place 
(Madisonville) but may have moved to New Orleans around 1915. 

 
AFTER THE WAR YEARS 

 
During war-time (1915-1918), there is little social activity. After the war social 

activities are renewed with dances and entertainments: 
 

"Special dance at UFBA Hall, Madisonville. Music by Ragan 
Orchestra." (April 20, 1918) 
 

"Dance for Red Cross. Music by the Working Man's Band at 
Madisonville Tumble In." (April 27, 1918) 
 

"Benefit, Red Cross - boxing exhibition. Music furnished, gratis, by 

Mello's Jazz Band at Madisonville Baseball Park." (July 6, 1918) 
 

In 1919 the Port Hole Inn and its pavilion are mentioned for the first time. The 
Inn schedules two dances a week and two days for showing motion pictures. No names of 
bands are mentioned. 

There are dances at Riverside Pavilion with music by a New Orleans Band, and a 
4th of July celebration using "a first class band from New Orleans." (June 28, 1919) 
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The Jahncke shipyard in Madisonville has a very active company social life and 

brings the town alive with dances, picnics, and other gatherings. The famous 'Schilling 

Band' of New Orleans is engaged to play for the dance: 
 

"Last dance of the big dances to be given this season was held at the 
Riverside Park, Saturday, Sept. 20th. Schilling's Band rendered music for 
the occasion." (Sept. 27, 1919) 
 
Beginning in 1922, Madisonville is mentioned in the paper numerous times as the 

legendary Buddy Petit Band plays regular engagements in town. Beginning on May 11th, 
the Petit Band begins its engagement at the Riverside Tea Room: 

 

"Madisonville dance next Thursday night. Buddy Petit Jazz Orchestra 
has been chartered for the remainder of the 9:00 dances to be given on 
Thursday evening, May 11th, at the Riverside Tea Room, under the 
auspices of the Riverside Pleasure Club." (May 6, 1922) 
 
Buddy Petit has a steady engagement in Madisonville and not only plays for 

dances but for boat rides and afternoon ball games: 
 

"Madisonville dance at Riverside Tea Room. Buddy Petit's Orchestra 
will furnish the music, both in the afternoon and for the dance." (May 13, 
1922) 
 
In the afternoon a ball game and a boat ride was scheduled. Petit's Band was 

sometimes called the Black and Tan Band and other times it was called the Eagle Jazz 

Band. The Petit Band during its period of activity included jazz greats Bunk Johnson, Joe 
Oliver, Sidney Bechet and Baby Dodds. The Eagle Band plays a dance at the Tea Room. 
No personnel are given. Buddy Petit, having played the previous week and the following 
week, fronted the Eagle band: 

 
"Dance, Riverside Tea Room. Music was furnished by the Eagle Band 

of New Orleans." (May 20, 1922) 
 
A big affair is planned for the May 27th weekend aboard the steamer 
Josie: 
 

"There will be music aboard with swimming in Lake Pontchartrain, to 
be the chief attraction. A big dance will follow in the Riverside Pavilion at 
8:30." (May 27, 1922) 
 
The affair on the river, because of bad weather, is called off and the crowd gathers 

at the pavilion for dancing: 
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"Where joy reigned supreme, as followers of terpsichore swayed and 
whirled to the weird jazzful tunes of Buddy Petit's Orchestra." (June 3, 
1922) 
 
Buddy Petit is engaged at the Madisonville Pavilion each Saturday and Sunday. 

Petit often secured a steady job in the summer at one of the smaller towns surrounding 
New Orleans. His band is working six to seven nights a week. During the rest of the week 
the band would have jobs in other towns on the North Shore such as Kentwood, 
Ponchatoula, Mandeville, Abita Springs and other cities. 

 
"Dancing in Madisonville each Saturday and Sunday at the large, airy 

and attractive pavilion is proving very popular. Music will be furnished by 
Buddy Petit." (July 15, 1922) 
 
During 1922 there are other functions on the lake, using the town as an excursion 

point: 
"Madisonville boat steamer Reverie of New Orleans to Madisonville. 

Dance at Riverside Pavilion with the famous New York Novelty Orchestra 
with Arthur Berlin at the piano, will furnish the very best of music." (June 
24, 1922) 
 
One such excursion group is the Rotary Club of New Orleans, which enjoys an 

outing in Madisonville and brings its own band: 
 

"For a script dance (tickets sold for entrance to the dance hall) at the 

Riverside Pavilion the 'Kid Albert Jazzers of New Orleans' are engaged 
"(Sept. 2, 1922).  
 

For a similar dance at the pavilion, music is furnished by the Dor-Ray Orchestra. 
The Riverside Pavilion is indeed a very popular place to hold dances and most dances are 
well attended, in fact, so well attended that dances begin to be held on Sunday afternoons: 

 
"Dancing is being instituted on Sunday afternoons at the Riverside 

Pavilion as an attraction to the numerous excursionists out of New Orleans 
and the many other visitors to Madisonville. Also on Sunday evenings." 
(April 23, 1923) 
 
Madisonville was considered a river resort town as well as a shipyard and many of 

the steamers used Madisonville as a place for excursion runs, such as moonlight cruises: 
 

"Moonlight ride and dance on steamer Susquehanna, Monday August 
31st. Leave Madisonville 8:30, leave Mandeville 9:30. Return 
11:30."(August 11, 1923) 
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Excursions and dances continue at the Riverside Pavilion. In 1925 we hear that a 
New Orleans Jazz Band furnishes music at the Lakeview Gardens (May 23, 1925). John 
Hammonds, the organist at the Saenger Theater in New Orleans, vacations in 
Madisonville during October of 1927 

Kid Howard's Six Aces play for a dance on December 25th and December 31st., 
1927. Howard's Band is from Plaquemine, Louisiana and plays at the WOW Hall in 
Madisonville. (Dec. 24, 1927) 

When Huey Long was running for public office there was a Huey Long Political 
Club formed in Madisonville and the club gave a celebration - a barbecue and dance - at 
the Riverside Pavilion on Water Street. Music for the occasion was furnished by "The 

Deluxe Harmony Orchestra, comprising nine pieces." (Jan. 28, 1928) 
The final entry for Madisonville was on June 3o, 1928. (Our research stops at the 

year 1929-30) This final entry was Toots Johnson's Orchestra of Baton Rouge (which 
might have included Buddy Petit who played in this orchestra from time to time). 
Johnson's Band furnished the music for the 4th of July celebration. 
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BOGALUSA 

 

The town of Bogalusa founded in 1906 became part of the cultural scene of the 
North Shore. Although some 20 miles from the lake front its citizens took an active part 
in the activities of the North Shore. Bogalusa is set in the middle of a pine forest and its 
main industry was wood and wood products. Its name was derived from the Indian-named 
creek "Bogue Lusa" (which translated means smokey waters) which flows through the 
city. The city was incorporated in 1914, the first year the local newspaper began 
publishing.  

 
We begin our musical history with the paper's first entry on Nov. 7th, 1914. We 

find that a famous New Orleans Band playing the St. Tammany Parish Fair on Nov. 7, 

1914. The Johnny Dedroit Band mostly known as a dance band, like so many others 
organizes a parade band for the Covington Fair Parade. While this activity took place in 
Covington, Bogalusa's social and cultural activity is a part of the North Shore musical 
scene. 

While the institution of vaudeville is directly connected to the great exposure of 
jazz bands in the paper we find an interesting article about this type of entertainment that 
should be given and used as background for further developing the theme of the spread of 
jazz bands by vaudeville it is mentioned in the Bogalusa paper: 

 
"Vaudeville - The term vaudeville which is now understood in the old 

meaning of the variety show, originally meant a short, light dramatic piece 
in which songs set to familiar tunes were introduced. It took the name 
from the village of Vaudeville, in Normandy, the birthplace of the poet 
Olivier Basselin, who was the first to compose such songs. He died in 
1418." 
 
This era, the early 20th century, is characterized by its musical organizations that 

include the Military brass/concert bands, the string band, and later, the jazz band. In the 
April 17, 1915 issue of the paper mentions a dance at the DeHovey house with "music by 
a local string band." The string band, like the brass band, is not really what the name 
implies. Both include brass or string, but not exclusively. This local string band is later 
named in an article of Jan. 22, 1916, and, for the first time we read the name of the 
famous local landmark, the Pine Tree Inn, an establishment that becomes very well 
known: 
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The Pine Tree Inn (formerly the Great Southern Hotel) was a very 

popular jazz location in Bogalusa. It burned down in 1928, 

 
"Leap year dance at the Pine Tree Inn. Excellent music was furnished 

by Fabares String Band," and written about after the event: "Leap year 
dance. The music for the occasion was rendered by the justly famous 
Fabver's Dancing Orchestra Band, a local institution which has grown into 
wide popularity. The hard finish of the floor of the spacious hall at the Inn 
was an ideal dancing place." 
 
In this article we should point out two things: 1) that bands are called by various 

names in the paper, and, 2) the spelling of these names does not always coincide with 
each other. The only other mentioning of this "Faber's Band is read in the July 22nd issue 
and states "Dance at Colonial Hotel dancing club-music furnished by Faber's Band." 

To end 1916 we read: Colonial Hotel menu on page one with music by Rowan's 

Orchestra, an orchestra that is only one mention in this article. While we know of the 
YMCA Band in Bogalusa the "Y" also sponsors a "Yannagan Band," (a beginning boy’s 
band) 

In 1917 we begin reading of an orchestra under the name of Bonsor (also spelled 
as Benson and Bensor but the correct name is Denson). The first entry is on Jan. 10 - the 
orchestra plays for a dance at the Pine Tree Inn. On March 3rd the orchestra plays for a 
young people's dance at the Pine Tree Inn. On Feb. 16 of 1918 the 'Bonsor' Band plays for 
an Elks anniversary dance and "was in fine trim and furnished excellent music." Also at 
this time the leader, C. A. Bonsor is leading the YMCA Band. 

The war being over we find a surge in entertainment activity and the use of out-of-
town bands. The Elks hire a ladies orchestra from Chicago. This band “had played in 
Lafayette and New Iberia and is from Chicago - Mrs. Catherine Roberts, Juanita Nobel-
cello, Prof. W. E. Hurst-violin, T. B. Andrew-pianist, Paul P. Adams-trap drummer. In 
the paper it states a "ladies orchestra" but there are names of men in the given list of 
musicians? 

The Navel Jazz Band of Algiers is mentioned (May 22, as playing for an Elks 
celebration. A local band with three players from Slidell play for a Fireman's Ball on May 

24th. The famous Sporer's Band from New Orleans plays for an American Federation of 
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Labor employees of NOGN and at a dance at the Pine Tree Inn. The band is made up of 
local musicians Quinn (the earliest mention of his name), Maloncent, Jacobs and Sutton. 

In 1920 we read of a number of dances but all use out-of-town bands and no 

names of these bands are given. In April 15 paper - the first mention of Claude 

Blanchard and his "Kings of Syncopation Orchestra" is found. - (see Blanchard Band, 

page 103). Also in 1920 the Petit Band and the Claiborne Williams are popular (also 
see Chapter on Petit and Williams).Other bands are used in 1920: Nov. 4 - Elks dance- 
"the King's Jazzers will furnish the music," On Dec. 2 -"Elks dance - secured services of a 
New Orleans Jazz Band." Again on Dec. 9 - "Elks dance - one of the best jazz bands in 
New Orleans will furnish the music." Again on Dec. 16th - "Elks dance-last-for benefit 
fund - one of the best orchestras of the Crescent City has been selected for the occasion." 
The Jan. 6th paper reports on the dance: "Dance success - The imported band appeared to 
be at its best and the crowd had no kick coming on the length of the interval between 
dances."(Sic.: This small entry to me suggest that the band was either a pick up band or 
not well organized as they seemed to have trouble deciding which number they would 
play next, a characteristic of some of the early jazz bands, not only because of no music to 
select from, but these bands usually played for long lengths of time -from dark to dawn - 
and they had to pace themselves.). Imported bands continue to be hired. On Jan. 20 1921 
we read: "Elks dance, Jan. 27 - One of the best bands in New Orleans has been engaged 
to furnish music for the occasion."  

On Feb. 10, 1921, we read of a Mardi Gras dance at the home of Distefana with 

music by Bevo Tilton's String Band, a band which Eddie Quinn was a member. 

Troop A continues to give dances and hire a band the "Garden Theater Jazz 

Band" to furnish music and was "pronounced highly satisfactory." For their next dance 
the Troop hires a new local orchestra which they say "promises to eclipse any of the 
bands which have played here this season," My guess is that this band is the Blanchard 
band as we find it is playing a number of dances during this time. 

In Nov. 17th we read of a new imported band hired to play for the American 
Legion: 

 
"What is said to be the finest band in the South is coming to Bogalusa 

on Dec. 3 to furnish music for a dance - American Legion. The band is the 

"5 Aces" a white jazz band which has played for the Victrola Record 
Company, and at some of the best resort hotels in the South. In as much as 
the band has been contracted for at a big price the Legion members expect 
to attract the largest crowd that ever attended a dance in this section." 
 

"Happy" Schilling's Jazz Orchestra at the time playing on the steamer Sidney, 
in the April 13, 1922 paper "has been engaged to furnish music for "a Bogalusa dance" 
that will be given at the armory on evening of Saturday, April 22. (This dance was 
mentioned later as a success.).His band is also mentioned two years later on Oct. 2, 1924: 
""Happy" Schilling to play for Woodmen Barn Dance (Redmen Hall, Slidell). Mr. 
Schilling's Jazz Band is considered one of the best in the state, having finished one of the 
most successful seasons in the East, where they played to capacity audiences. He returned 
to New Orleans a short time ago, playing an engagement at Heinemann Ball Park last 
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week during the Pelican-Mobile game. There is no doubt that this will be the classiest 
aggregation of jazz artists that ever played n the Florida Parish." 

On Nov. 30 we read of the Elks giving a "Big Dance - The Sunny South Seven 

Serenadin' Syncopators of Louisville, Kentucky will furnish music for the occasions. 
The committee in charge of dance has been informed that the music by this orchestra 
renders it worth the price of admission." (1924) 

 

Denson's Orchestra 

 

We first read of a band headed by a "Denson" in the Dec. 7, 1922 paper. This 
band plays a number of dances in the next few years: 

 
"Feb. 1 - American Legion dance - Armory - Denson's Orchestra" 

 
"Feb. 22 - Elks dance - Denson's Orchestra" 

 
"March 15 - Legion dance - Denson's Orchestra" 

 
"April 6th - Knights of Columbus dance - Denson's Orchestra" 
 
"1923 - Jan. 21 - Elks Home dance Friday- Denson's Orchestra" 
 
"July 12 - Elks home dance - Denson's Orchestra" 
 
"July 19 - Elks dance - Denson's Orchestra July 21" 
 
"August 2 - Another good dance given by the Elk's Committee - 

Denson's Jazz Hounds kept the many dancers stepping lively until about 
1:30 am when the strains of "Home Sweet Home" brought the dance to a 
close." 
 

"August 9, August 16, Elks dances - Denson's Orchestra." 
"Sept. 2, 20, Nov. 1 - Elks dances." 
 
"Sept. 13 - Magic City Theater engaged Denson's Orchestra - Thursday 
nights." 
 
"Oct. 11 - Knights of Columbus dance - Denson's Orchestra" 

 
1924  

 
"March 13 - Dance - Merrymakers Club - Pine Tree Inn. Denson's Orchestra" 

(Feb. 15) 
 
"May 29 - Dance Merrymakers - Pine Tree Inn - Denson's Jazz Orchestra." 
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"August 7 - Woodmen of the World - Denson's Orchestra." 
 
The last entry for the Denson Orchestra is on July 10 "Woodmen Hall on Pleasant 

Hill - dance - Denson's Orchestra. Denson left Bogalusa and moved to Donaldsonville 
and continued playing music, forming a group called the Harmony Kings. (Sic: see 
Donaldsonville, Page 326) 

 

Original Dominion Orchestra 

1923 
A group of men, most of whom were from Virginia formed a local band to play 

for dances. We read in the May 17, 1923 paper: 
 

"New Orchestra to appear Saturday. During the past 8 years Bogalusa 
has spent 1000's of dollars for music. Various orchestras have been 
organized, but for some reason orchestras from outside of Bogalusa played 

for most of the big dances. On Saturday night the ODO, taking its name 
from the Old Dominion State, Virginia, will make its appearance and will 
offer no excuses or alibis if they are not equal to or better than any 
orchestra that has ever appeared in Bogalusa,- and you are to be the judge - 
they will ask for no engagements in Bogalusa. 

W. E. Blount, of the Enterprise staff, is director of the orchestra and 
for the past month Mr. Blount has been appearing almost nightly in 
benefits at the piano. Those who have heard Mr. Blount at the piano state 
that he is very good. He has controlled and played in orchestras at many of 
the leading hotels and resorts in Florida and Virginia and shortly after 
joining the Enterprise he realized there was a big opportunity here for an 
orchestra that could deliver the kind of music wanted. He got into 
communications with some lst class musicians and they have all arrived. 

The orchestra is composed of the following: J. E. Kaberle-sax 
(formerly with Paul Specht, Garber Davis-of Six Brown Brothers 
Orchestra, J. Leonard-cornetist of vaudeville fame, Johnnie Hass-
trombone deluxe, Brooks E. Mellecker-drummer and entertainer. Brooks 
is the originator of the now famous "Frisco rhythm", W. E. Blount-pianist. 
They will make their first public appearance as the ODO at the Armory 
Saturday evening when they will play for the dance which is being given 
under the auspices of the Magic City Post of the American Legion. It is 
hoped that the largest crowd to ever attend a dance in Bogalusa will be 
present." 
 
 The band plays for a Cavalry Troop dance May 31 and for the Elks dance on June 

2nd. They play for the 4th of July celebration and then we read about them no more. 
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Watson Bell Hops 

1924 
 

The Bell Hops an orchestra from Memphis is announced in the July 31st paper to 
play for a dance at the Armory. The paper states: "This orchestra is credited with having 
the liveliest set of musicians that ever played at any dance in the South." The band returns 
to play for a Saturday evening dance on August 30th. at the Armory on Avenue B. 

We read that the Bell Hops again are hired to play in Bogalusa at the Elks 
Halloween dance at the Elks Home. The band recently disappointed a large crowd by 
failing to show up in an appearance and they have been anxious to make good with the 
local dancers. The band makes immense and furnishes music for Armistice Day dance at 
the Armory. In 1925 we read that a former member of the Bell Hops, Mart Britt and an 8 
piece orchestra furnish music for an Elks dance on August 15th. 

In 1926 the Bell Hops play for a dance at the Pine Tree Inn (June 17th paper), and 
we read in the August 19th paper that the Famous Victor Recording artists, the Watson 
Bell Hops play for a dance at the Armory on Saturday. This is the last entry for the Bell 
Hop Band. 

 

In 1923 (Feb. 8) we read of a band the "Supreme Dreamland Jazz Orchestra" 
in an adv. for the O'Brien Stock Co. Plays and Variety, much like the Paul English 
Troupe - the group that Eddie Quinn played with in the winter of 1926. These traveling 
show troupes used bands in their performances, many which contained jazz musicians. 

 
In 1924 we have a number of entries that mention either a new name in dance 

bands or do not name the band: 
 

"Jan. 3 - Elks dance - New Year Eve dance, Dec. 31st. Music will be 
furnished by a special orchestra and there will be a number of unusual 
features." 

 
"Jan. 4 - Miss Blanchard is honoree at dance - a string band was 

engaged for the evening. (Miss Blanchard was the piano/organ player at 
Magic Theater.). This string band is mentioned as a local band but no 
name is given." 

 
Feb. 7 - Merrymakers dance Feb. 2nd - Elks dance 9th - local bands to 

play", but no names." 
 

"March 20 - Dance at Elks Home on Austin - music was furnished by 
an out-of-town orchestra." 

 

"March 27 - Polo team dance - Armory - April 5th - The Rainbow 

Revelers of New Orleans would furnish the music was received with 
approbation, as this orchestra is regarded as one of the finest in the state 
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"August 7 - Abita Springs - Melody Jazz Band from 1pm to midnight 
- High class vaudeville, big entertainment night and day." (Many locals 
attend these entertainments at nearby towns.) 
 

Southern Melody Boys 

 

There are a few entries for a band called the "Southern Melody Boys:" Sept. 4 - 
Dance at Armory Saturday, Sept. 6 - Southern Melody Band furnished music; Dance at 
Armory Sept. 13, Southern Melody Band: and, Sept. 25 - Merry Makers dance with 
Southern Melody Boys.  

 

Still in 1924 we find (On Dec. 18th) a dance at the Pine Tree Inn with "Koltun's 

Jazz Orchestra" furnishing the music. 
 
In 1925 we read of a new band being organized. In the Feb. 5 paper it states:  
 

"New organization, composed of well known musicians has been 
organized recently and has been practicing nightly for the past week. The 
new orchestra will be affiliated with the Woodmen of the World but will 
play for other dances or entertainments. R. M. Bart, 222 Huron Ave. is 
manager and the orchestra is composed of the following persons: William 
Stine-Cornet, R. E Stuckld-Clarinet, William Wilkinson-alto, J. R. White-
bass, M. Coleman-trombone, John Sutton-drums." 
 

On May 14, 1925 we read of the LSU (Louisiana State University) Band will 
visit Bogalusa on May 16th and will furnish music for the Elks dance. The cadet band is 
described as: "One of the best musical organizations in the State and it is announced that 
the full band will be here and they will possibly give numbers on the streets of Bogalusa 
before playing for the dance." The band later, on Oct. 15th, is noted as playing for the 
Washington Parish Fair. 

We next read of a band from Ponchatoula playing in Bogalusa. This band, the 

Ragan Happy Six is a very popular local band. (See page 289 for the career of this 
band).The band plays for a Knights of Columbus dance (June 18 paper) 

The St. Tammany Hotel in Mandeville opened for business on April 24th and 
local citizens visiting the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain frequently for cultural 

activities find an adv. in their paper for the hotel "The Patio Royal Orchestra to play for 
supper dance every Saturday night beginning June 27th" Many of the citizens will attend 
these dances in the future. 

The annual 4th of July celebration dance this year hires the Southern Yacht Club 

Band of New Orleans. This could be either A. J. Piron or Papa Celestin.  
Not to be outdone Tulane Univ. also has a college orchestra and is hired to play 

for the July 18th Knights of Columbus dance in Bogalusa. 
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Dixola Jazz band 

 

One of the most famous bands at this time was the "Dixola Novelty Orchestra." 
They play for the St. Tammany Fair in Covington but we find this mentioned in the 
Bogalusa paper on Sept. 3rd. On Oct. 7th of 1926 they play for a dinner dance at the Pine 
Tree Inn. This is announced to be the first of a series of dances in which the Dixola 
Orchestra will play. Again on Oct. 7: "Big picnic - Full Dixola Orchestra to furnish music 
for occasion. They are a popular orchestra in town and even the Community Club built an 
"80 x 100 dance floor is being erected and the Dixola Orchestra plays.  

On Sept. 24th we read: "Church Orchestra guests at Banquet. J. D. Fendlason is 
director, also J. D. Fendlason Jr., W. E. Seldner, E. E. Breland, Rudolph DeLotte, Earl 
Strickland, B. DeLott, Billie Cutrer, Hal Seal and Misses Eva Williams and Pearly 
Moak." 

For a dance for Halloween at Pleasant Skating Rink we find a new band, Slade's 

Orchestra, from Columbus, Miss. Oct. 29, and Feb. 4 (This last mention has " Jazzers of 
Lumberton, Miss." 

Finally, on Nov. 12, 26 and Feb. 4 we read that the Parker Orchestra of New 
Orleans furnished music for the Pleasant Skating Rink. 

As in most town of this era there is formed a Juvenile orchestra. We read: 
 

"The Bogalusa Juvenile Orchestra, under the direction of Prof. 
Frank Monte makes its initial bow to the public (at Magic City Theater). 
Prof. Monte has 16 talented young artists the majority from Bogalusa, but 
a few from the Popularville Agricultural High School and has trained them 
long and faithfully for their public appearance. The rehearsals witnessed 
by several of Bogalusa musical critics verify the prediction of the Magic 
City management, that the most interesting performance of the season will 
be stayed. Those appearing in the concert are: Margery Beal, Frank Lusco, 
Josephine Wahl, Ray Paylson, Robert Carson, Scott Stewart, Thomas 
Wahl, Maxine Wahl, Helen Carson, Wilber Rouse, Bill Ferriss, Leverett 
White, Robert Smith, James Mannister, L. G. Bilbo, Randolph Hughey." 
(May 6, 1926) 

 
The Juvenile orchestra concert well received with a large crowd in 

attendance. The paper called it "one of the best entertainments ever given by local 
talent."(May 13) 

 
The Juvenile Orchestra will play for another concert on Nov. 19th and a list of 

instruments is given: 4 violins, piano, Banjurine, 2 saxes, 1 clarinet, 2 cornets, and 1 

drum. On March 1, 1928 Frank Monte is mentioned as leader of the 'Buck Branch Boys 

Band' which is said to be 6 months old. (Sept. 1927) In 1929 on May 30 we read: "Buck 
Branch Band and Orchestra concert on June 19th, Prof. Monte is still director. In the June 
27th, 1929 we read: Prof. Frank Monte, on the advice of prominent citizens, is forming a 
Boys Band of Bogalusa. On June 16 we read: "Monte musicians at Parish Hall, June 19th, 
selections by the Buck Branch Boys and Monte Orchestra. They need money for 
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uniforms. Their program include: 'Avenger March, Galop,' 'Evening Serenade,' 
'Conqueror Overture,' 'The Lastest' at New Catholic Church on Ave. B. The paper 
comments on the concert: "Boys Band concert agreeable surprise. Although the band has 
been organized little more than a year, the quality of music was highly entertaining and 
indicated a much longer period of training. And in the June 23:  

 
"A Boys Band - It evidently does not require grown up men to make a 

brass band. Bogalusans were convinced of this Wednesday night when 
Prof. Frank Monte brought the Buck Branch Boys Band to Bogalusa for 
their first public appearance in this city. They are a bunch of 'kids' but they 
can play band music. We have heard many bands composed of grown ups, 
with years experience who would have to take second place in competition 
with these kids. We congratulate Prof. Monte and our neighbors across the 
river. We would like to see Bogalusa have as good an organization. It is 
splendid pastime for the boys, whether they ever expect to become 
professional musicians or not, and the more than probable several of them 
will. 

It is also good advertising for a neighbor hood and city to be able to 
boast of a band of that calibre. Many large cities and many small ones do 
have similar bands supported by the public or large commercial 
institutions." 
 
For the 1926 4th of July celebration, the dance at the armory hired a "deluxe 9 

piece colored jazz band." 
A new dance pavilion opens up at the Lake View Swimming Pool which will be 

highly successful. In the July 22 paper we read: 
 

"Dancing pavilion to open Tuesday at Lake View Swimming Pool on 
August 27th. Good music has been secured for the occasion and the dance 
will be a "jitney" dance a charge of 10 cents being made for each dance. 
The dancing pavilion may be rented on short notice for parties." 
 

Another college band plays in Bogalusa; the Tennessee Collegian Jazz Band 
plays for a dance at the armory and "comes highly recommended."  

Another new name in bands is found in the Nov. 18th 1926 paper: 
 

"Great orchestra coming Saturday. What's claimed to be the best 
orchestra that ever appeared visited Bogalusa will appear here Saturday 
evening and furnish music for the dance which will be given at the Old 

Elks Home. The Ellis Stratakos Orchestra - composed of 9 members. 
For the past several months they filled an engagement at the Buena Vista 
Hotel at Biloxi." 
 
The Skating Rink continues dances for the next Saturday night dance (from Nov. 

11 paper) the Strickland's 9 piece jazz band furnish the music. In the Dec. 9th paper this 
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group called the "Paint Shop Orchestra" musicians are given: Bart Strickland-sax, B. 
Byrd-trumpet, Gladys May-piano, R. DeLotte-sax, B. DeLotte-sax, Geo. Holmes-banjo, - 
Meyers-trombone, I. Starley-clarinet and J. Sutton-Drums. We have them mentioned 
again on Dec. 23: "Strickland's Orchestra to give two dances - Old Elks Hall. This is a 
local orchestra, composed of all local musicians, but are said to compare favorably with 
any of the professional organizations." Again on Dec. 30: "Dance at Elks - Stricklands - 
New Years Eve - Bogalusa's own orchestra has attracted much attention lately, and is said 
to compare favorably with any of the profession dance orchestras in this section. 

 

1927 

 
Buddy Petit's Band is playing many of the dance jobs beginning in 1927 but in the 

May 17th paper a new band is mentioned: "Dance at Pine Tree - 8 piece musical 

organization - the Black Bottom Pirates, the featured orchestra of Rex Ball." 

We found the name of George Holmes mentioned as playing in other orchestra 

but now we read that he has formed his own orchestra the "Troubadors." Their personal 
include: Miss Gladys May-piano, J. Stanley-clarinet & sax, Clem Flanders-cornet, J. 
Sutton-drums. They play a dance at the Elks Old Home (Nov. 10 paper). In 1928 the 
group in mentioned on Jan. 19 (Skating Rink dance) on and Feb. 16th (Skating Rink) 

Another group is mentioned as they play at the Skating Rink: on Nov. 12th the 

"Sam Green Night Hawks" also play on Nov. 19, 26 and Dec. 17.  
 

1928 

 
By 1928 many colleges have jazz bands. We read of the band from Miss. College. 

The entry reads: 
 

"Miss. College Band, with its jazz orchestra came to Bogalusa 
Thursday night and entertained a large number of music lovers in a most 
thorough manner. George Machie and Frank Slade. The Jazz Orchestra 
probably proved the more entertaining. The young musicians displayed an 
unusual understanding of this popular brand of music. At no time were any 
of the jarring strains present, sometimes noticeable in jazz orchestras of 
more pretensions than this one. The harmony seemed perfect and a number 
offered met with enthusiastic applause, and several called for repeated 
encores." 
 
The June 28 paper mentions the 4th of July celebration of 1928 and will feature 

"Vincent Lapresto and his famous orchestra of New Orleans, said to be one of the best 
musical organizations of that city will furnish the music."  

The skating Rink is turned into a boxing arena and a local ice cream parlor 

advertises that they intend to furnish dancing free. A new band- King Gulley's Jazz 

Band plays for the Free Fair on Oct. 17th at 3:00 
 

1929 
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On March 19 we read of still another new band from Miami, Florida's Capital 

Theater, the "Silva Orchestra. They play at Magic Theater. 
In the same issue of the paper we read" Opening of Hotel Redwood - Inaugural 

Ball - Orchestra from LSU." A Redwood orchestra is formed and will meet Thursday to 
elect officers. Jay Joseph is the director. We read of these new officers in the April 11 
paper: "J. Joseph-president, Bonnie Joseph-leader, Billie Cutrer-Vice Pres., Marvin Long-

treasurer, Ansel Pope-booking agent and publicity manager." On May 31 the "Redwood 

Orchestra, under the direction of Jay Joseph, son of D. Rex J. will hold their weekly 
meeting Thursday night at the Joseph home on Miss. Ave. Plans for giving a theater party 
will be discussed and also election of officers for the orchestra will be the main business 
for the evening." After electing officers the next meeting several new members are 
expected to join the orchestra and a special musical program will be arranged in their 
honor. Also plans for engaging a hall or and for rehearsals will be discussed, as the 
number of members is increasing and a larger space will be required. Applications for 
membership may be had by applying to director Jay Joseph or by writing to "Redwood 
Orchestra," 513 Miss. Ave. Bogalusa, Phone 32. 

Still another college band the "Pearl River College Band" plays in Bogalusa 
Friday night. This is a concert band and they give a concert. 

The Hotel Redwood is the site of a dance by the N. O. G. N Clerks. The "Peerless 

Revelers Redwood Orchestra will produce vaudeville show. Richard Daniel-sax, new 
members. The paper is now running regular ads for the dances every Friday night at the 
Redwood Hotel. 

The famous Owl Jazz Band is mentioned in the Bogalusa paper of June 27, and 
play in Slidell on July 4th. It states: "The famous Owl Orchestra of New Orleans known 
throughout this section as Victor Recording Artist and radio stars furnish music for 4th of 
July - 9 piece Owl Band - 11 to 4:30 and 7 to 12." 

On Sept. 19 we read "The Standard Refinery Band" at Washington Parish Fair. 
The fair also will have the Popularville Agricultural band and King Gulley's Jazz Band.  

Claude Blanchard 

 
The most popular local band was the Blanchard group sometimes first known as 

the "Kings of Syncopation." We first read of Claude Blanchard in 1915 (Feb. 6) when 
he is mentioned as a member of the YMCA Band. We know that he was in the armed 
service during the First World War as we read in the Dec. 26, 1918 paper that "Claude 
Blanchard is home, still in the service." By 1919 he is again a civilian and playing music 
in Bogalusa, both in the YMCA Band (August 11, 1919) and his own group. The first 
mentioning of a Blanchard led band is on April 15, of 1920: "A number of young men 
have announced a dance for Friday evening which will be held at the Pine Tree Inn, 
starting at 9:00 to which the public is invited. Music will be furnished by Blanchard's 
Kings of Syncopation Orchestra which has recently made a hit in Bogalusa. 

On June 3, 1920 we read: "A new social club, composed of Bogalusa's best 
known young men is starting the city's social whirl this season with an invitation dance 
given at the Elks Hall this evening. Music will be furnished by Blanchard's Kings of 
Syncopation." Until Oct. of 1920 local dances seem to have the Petit or Cl. Williams 
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bands booked for their dances. In the Oct. 28 issue we read that his band plays for an Elks 
Dance: "Elks have good band for Saturday Dance. The Elks have secured the services of 
another jazz band for Saturday night's dance - Blanchard's Kings of Syncopation, who 
admit they are ranked with the best in the South, will play and promise the citizens of 
Bogalusa some of the best dance music ever heard." 

On Dec. 2 we find that the band is now playing for the Magic City Theater. This 

item mentions those in the band: Claude Blanchard-leader, Newell Tilton, Eddie Quinn 
and Inez Blanchard and henceforth patrons of that theater will be entertained with music 
during the performances." This listing is important as this is the first mentioning of Eddie 
"Snoozer" Quinn, perhaps the most famous of all musicians coming from Bogalusa. We 
will examine his career next. 

The Blanchard band also plays in nearby towns for dancing. On May 19, 1921 we 
read: 

 
"A number of Bogalusa folks attended the dance which was given at 

Abita Springs Sunday evening. The music for the dance was furnished by 
Blanchard's Orchestra and they have been engaged to furnish music during 
the summer months for the dancing pavilion at the Springs." 
 
The Pavilion, in the park in Abita Springs was the pavilion used in the Cotton 

Exposition in New Orleans in 1884 and is still standing today. 
 
On May 26 the Blanchard Orchestra furnishes "splendid" music for a dance given 

by a Mr. and Mrs. Ferris at the Pine Tree Inn. On June 9 we read that the Blanchard 
Orchestra is furnishing music for both an Elks Dance and one by the Knights of 
Columbus." 

The Blanchard Orchestra is becoming very popular and we find many listings of 
the band playing for dances in the next few years. The big change comes in their name. 
The jazz craze is catching on and we read that in the Fourth of July celebrations that 
"Blanchard's Jazz Hounds will appear and start the music, which will stop only for a few 
seconds between dances. The dancing will continue until 6 pm - starts at 3:00." We also 
read that there is a dance at the Armory Monday night and "Music will be furnished by 
Blanchard's Orchestra. The two names are surely the same group with the name fitting the 
social atmosphere of where and who the dance is for.  

We read in the July 7th paper the write-up about the 4th of July celebration: 
 

"Blanchard's Jazz Hounds started the lovers of terpsichore on the way 
shortly after 3:00 on the newly laid dance floor in Goodyear Park, and 
from then on until after the rain drove them to shelter the dancers made 
good use of the platform. ..." 
 
We read about the size of the Blanchard Band in the paper but the writers of the 

item fail to recognize that this band contained the great "Snoozer" Quinn, a guitarist of 
immense talent. The Issue (July 21, 1921) states: "Dollar dances to start Saturday at 
Armory. Blanchard's Jazz Hounds is the only jazz band in the country attempting to play 
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syncopated symphonies with but 4 pieces, and those who have heard the strains of the 
Hound's musical endeavors admit that they are all there with the goods and they will 
furnish the music at those dances. No true lover of terpsichore will miss an opportunity to 
attend this entertainment and with the floor in excellent shape and the band going strong 
it promises to be one of the most enjoyable events of the summer season." This dance was 
well attend and the review states "About 50 couples were on the floor periodically all 
evening, and Blanchard's Jazz Hounds exceeded themselves in furnishing the best brand 
of music heard here in many days."(July 21, 1921) 

The band again travels and brings with them loyal fans from Bogalusa as they play 
in Popularville, Miss.: "Many Bogalusians attended dance in Popularville. Blanchard's 
Jazz Hounds of Bogalusa furnished the music and were appreciated so much that a 
number of people motored over from Popularville Saturday to attend the dance here." 

Finally in Dec. of 1921 we read of the band playing for three dances Dec. 10, 17 
and 22nd. 

 
"Dec. 8 - Elks Christmas Benefit - Blanchard's Orchestra will furnish music - 

Dec. 10th." 
 
"Dec. 15 - Dances Elks Dec. 17th - Blanchard's Orchestra." 
 
"Dec. 22 - Christmas dance Troop A - Music will be furnished by 

Blanchard's Jazz Hounds." 

 

1922 

 
With the rise of motion pictures the need for a 'pit' band is paramount. As it is the 

jazz age the 'pit' band is a jazz band, a band capable of playing both jazz and 'legit' music. 
(Robichaux's Band in New Orleans did the same 'gig' at the Lyric Theater in New 
Orleans.): 

"Blanchard's Jazz Band to play at Magic city - Patrons of Magic City 
Theater will have the opportunity of hearing Bogalusa's premier jazz 
orchestra at every evening performance in the future. Blanchard's Jazz 
Band has secured the services of a drummer (a most important person in 
the 'pit' band) who is reported to be one of the best ever brought to this city 
and the other members of the aggregation have improved wonderfully in 
the past several weeks." 
 
The band, having a steady gig in the theater in the early evening can still take 

other gigs later in the evening. They do so as we read in the Jan. 12 paper: "Cavalryman 
will give post-season dance. Blanchard's Jazz Orchestra will furnish the music. The local 
band is rapidly achieving popularity among the devotees of terpsichore in this city and it 
is expected a fine crowd will be present on Saturday evening." 

On Jan. 19 we read: "Legion - giving dance after basketball game. Blanchard's 
Orchestra will take the floor and the dance will follow." Again on Jan. 26 we read: "Mrs. 
Sutton entertains young set at dance with Claude Blanchard's Jazz Hounds." In the Feb. 
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9th issue we read: Elks dance - Blanchard's Orchestra, and, American Legion dance - 
Blanchard's Orchestra." 

An item in the Feb. 16, 1922 paper is interesting to read as it concerns Blanchard. 
We read: "Claude Blanchard, Allan Cross, Wilbur Roday - driving from Kentwood - held 
up car thinking it was one that hit a Negro boy. Phoned Hammond for alibi." 

The band is busy the next few months: 
 

"Feb. 16 - Legion dance - Armory, Feb. 18 - Blanchard's Orchestra will 
furnish the music." 

 
"Feb. 23 - Masque Ball at Elks Mardi Gras night - The music will be 

furnished by Blanchard's orchestra." 
 
"Feb. 23 - Knights of Columbus dance, Feb. 25th - Music furnished by 

Blanchard's Orchestra." 
 
"March 2 - Elks Carnival dance was social success - Blanchard's 

Orchestra furnished the music." 
 
"March 9 - American Legion mass meeting and entertainment - music 

by Blanchard's Jazz Hounds." 
 
"March 23 - Dance for Ballplayers - Elks Home Friday for St. Paul and St. 
Louis baseball teams. Blanchard's Orchestra furnished music. (Also a 
dance next night Saturday for New Orleans and St. Paul teams.)" 
 

"May 25 - Dance at Elks Saturday, May 27th. Blanchard's Orchestra 
will furnish the music." 

 
"June 8 - Dance at Elks Saturday night - Blanchard's Orchestra will 

furnish the music. This organization is giving better music than most of 
the bands which have been imported from other cities. The employment of 
local musicians makes it possible to give a dance at a small admission." 

 
"June 22 - Elks dance Saturday - Blanchard's Jazz Orchestra." 
 
"June 29 - 4th of July celebration - 9 pm dancing at Armory - music by 

Blanchard's Orchestra." 
 
Those in Bogalusa that loved to dance would travel to nearby cities to attend the 

dances. We read of a new resort that opens in Mandeville in which a number of people 
travel to dance: 

 
"Going to Mandeville to attend dance Saturday. A large number of 

Bogalusa young folks are planning to go to Mandeville Saturday evening 
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and take in the big dance which will mark the opening of the new pavilion, 
said to be one of the finest to be found in any of the resorts in this section. 
Mandeville has made great preparations to entertain this year. The 
excursion boats have been resumed between the town and New Orleans 
and as the summer grows warmer it is expected the size of the crowds will 
increase." 
 
The Blanchard Band as read in the July 6th paper begins to play at this 
resort: 
 

"Blanchard's Jazz Hounds to play at big resort. Claude Blanchard, 
manager of Blanchard's Jazz Hounds, a musical organization that has 
attracted attention wherever they have played, has closed a contract to play 
every Sunday at the big dancing pavilion recently completed at 
Mandeville. The fact that Bogalusa will supply the music will attract a 
large number from this city to the Lake Pontchartrain resort. The roads are 
ideal, seafood dinners can always be secured and it is believed Bogalusa 
will divide their week-ends between the Gulf Coast and Mandeville." 
 
The Blanchard Band continues to be the band of choice for local dances. The 

Knights of Columbus give a ball in celebration of their new home on Ave. B in Bogalusa 
and "The Blanchard Orchestra will furnish music for the opening ball on July 29, 
Saturday." 

In conjunction with the new Mandeville Pavilion we read that "Next Sunday will 
be known as "Bogalusa Day' at Mandeville. Blanchard's Orchestra, of this city will 
furnish music at the dancing Pavilion." 

The Knights of Columbus give a dance a week, Aug. 19 through Oct. 26 each 
time the Blanchard Orchestra furnishes the music. The final entry mentioning the 
Blanchard Band is the K.C. Halloween Dance Why the sudden ending of the Blanchard 
Band is not known - it could be he moved or died. 

 

Eddie "Snoozer" Quinn 
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Called a "Jazz Legend", called the "greatest guitarist they ever heard", Eddie 

"Snoozer" Quinn was a native son from the city of Bogalusa. "Snoozer" was a nickname 
he acquired when he went out into the world as a musician and was given it by band 
leader Peck Kelly. Peck said he gave Eddie the nickname because Snoozer was so good 
he could sleep and play the guitar at the same time. 

Quinn was born in McComb, Mississippi on Oct. 18, 1906. (His tombstone in 
Ponemah Cemetery says 1907. He and his family moved to Bogalusa in 1911 or 1912. 
Eddie's father, Louis Benjamin, was known as 'L.B.' He grew up in Bogalusa playing 
most of the string instruments (violin, guitar, banjo, mandolin) and piano. 

Quinn began playing professionally at about the age of 12. When he graduated 
from High School he first played with Blanchard's Jazz Hounds and Peck Kelly before 
Paul Whiteman heard him and hired him. Quinn only stayed with Whiteman about a year 
or so, returning to the area in the Southland.  

 Quinn was a "proficient country fiddler," so said Johnny Wiggs. Eddie's mother 
played the piano, his older brother Dick played the fiddle and another older brother Willie 
played the guitar. Foots, his older brother remarked that "Eddie started playing as soon as 
he was old enough to walk up to the piano." 

Quinn is called a musical genius, one of those rare individuals who could play 
virtually any instrument he set his hands to. He was nicknamed "the fiddler" in high 
school but was most famous for his guitar playing. 

Young Eddie had a large double-string ukulele and was said to be able to make it 
sound like an organ. He played banjo in the pep band at football games and violin 
regularly in the Superior Avenue Baptist Church orchestra. 

Eddie began playing dance music at small private parties in Bogalusa with other 
youngsters like Frankie, Tilden, Bevo Tilden and George Holmes and by age 12 and 13 
he was playing away from the city in places like Abita Springs and Ponchatoula. He 
played with Paul Blanchard son of the manager of the Magic City Theater (Pugh's Flower 
Shop is there today.) 

Eddie took some music lessons from Mrs. N. S. Young, a BHS faculty member 
who taught piano and violin but soon realized his musical ability was soon to take him to 
another level. It was said that Eddie couldn't read music, but actually he didn't need to as 
he knew what the other musicians were going to do before they did themselves. Many 
New Orleans musicians were thought not to read music when in reality, they had 
developed their hearing to such a level that they really didn't need to read the popular 
songs of the jazz repertoire. 

Eddie joined the Paul English Players, a traveling dramatic and entertainment 

troupe that contained a group that could provide music as well. He played with Claude 

Blanchard's Orchestra and then joined Jack Wilrich's Band. 

In Houston he met pianist Peck Kelly who Snoozer described as "his greatest 
inspiration in musical matters. Peck was over my head. Completely. It was some time 
before what he was doing began to sink in with me. When I finally did realize it hit me 
hard. I was with Peck a good while and I have played with a lot of other top-notch 
musicians. I can say that I got more pleasure out of hearing Peck play, more inspiration, 
than from any other musician. Not that I haven't gotten a terrific amount of pleasure from 
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Louis, Bix and others, but Peck Kelly was the top. You can take all the other pianists put 
them together and that's where Peck starts, from me at least." 

Snoozer joined Peck Kelly's Band called Peck's Band Boys after the movie of the 
same name and traveled to Shreveport, Louisiana to play at the Washington-Youree Hotel 
when cornetist Johnny Wiggs joined the band. Wiggs remarked "with Snoozer Quinn 
around, Eddie Lang (the best-known jazz guitarist of the time) would have to watch out. 

When the Washington-Youree engagement finished, Snoozer joined Mart Britt's 

Band, a Texas outfit that included Joe Bishop, and Johnnie "Red" James. Snoozer is 
listed as playing banjo, violin and guitar with Britt, but also sang, having a unique, half-
humming style of singing. The Britt Band played Nuevo Laredo, Mexico in 1927, Eddie 
being issued a passport to travel to Mexico. After the Nuevo Laredo job, Britt's band 
began playing at Sylvan Beach Park, outside Houston. 

Returning to Louisiana, Snoozer toured the Southwest Louisiana with an outfit 
headed by "the DeCuir Boys," playing for bayou dances. 

Snoozer began playing in bands in and around New Orleans and went to a Paul 
Whiteman rehearsal. Snoozer kept his guitar wherever he went and he had gotten 
backstage during this rehearsal and got out his guitar when everybody was sitting around. 
Bix Beiderbecke and Trumbauer were in a group that heard Quinn playing. One of them 
told Whiteman about Quinn and Whiteman came over to listen. Snoozer pulled his hand-
shake trick on him (playing guitar and shaking hands at the same time - both fingering 
and plucking with the left hand). Snoozer was asked to play with Whiteman, which he did 
late in 1928. He quit not more than a year later. Snoozer enjoyed the post concert jam 
sessions much more than playing in the Whiteman Band where it was hard to be heard 
above the 35 piece band (without amplification). Late in 1929 he came home to Bogalusa. 
The Whiteman Band was also due to take a tour of Europe and Quinn feeling was that his 
parents would worry about him crossing the ocean, so he left and came home. 

Quinn once back in Bogalusa would take short trips to New York to play with the 
Dorsey brothers and Ben Pollack.  

"Snoozer" Quinn was the most famous and greatest musician produced by 
Bogalusa. His ability landed Quinn a change to play in the Paul Whiteman Orchestra. His 
early playing in dance orchestra was in the Blanchard Band. He is first mentioned is on 
June 26th as part of the Blanchard Band playing for an Atlantic Street home. It states that: 
"Ed Quinn kept the crowd amused during the evening, between dances with snappy 
selections on his banjo." 

Quinn has left Bogalusa for Houston, Texas and in an item in the paper (March 4) 
we read: "Quinn doing fine - Ed. Quinn, who left here a few weeks ago for Houston, 
Texas, writes that he enjoys his work very much and his services are greatly in demand in 
that city. Eddie is now broadcasting regularly appearing on the program every Wednesday 
evening from 7:30 -8:30 and his legion of Bogalusa friends always tune in to hear him." 
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On April 29 Quinn returns home for a few days visit:  
 

"ED Q. HOME - Eddie Quinn, the versatile entertainer who has been 
located at Houston, Texas for the past several months where he has been 
broadcasting for the Houston Post-Dispatch station, arrived home this 
week for a few days visit with relative and friends before going to 
Shreveport where he has secured a much better position with the 
broadcasting station of that city."(1926) 

 
I believe that during this time in or near Houston Quinn was in Mart 

Britt’s Sylvan Beach Orchestra. A band photo show Quinn (3rd from right) 
dressed in the Mixican style outfits of the band. He is said to have played 
banjo, violin and guitar and even sang with the band. Slyvan Beach is near 
LaPorte, Texas. 

 

 
 
In the July 8th paper we read of Quinn's career up to date as he comes to Bogalusa 

to do his act at the Magic City Theater: 
 

"Ed Quinn to give act Friday - Bogalusa will welcome her radio star 
Eddie Quinn at the Magic City Theater Friday night. Ed Quinn has been a 
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banjo favorite in Bogalusa for several years, but it was not until a few 
months ago that he achieved a splendid reputation. Leaving Bogalusa he 
went to Houston where he was at once engaged as a broadcaster on the 
Houston Post Dispatch station and was heralded as Dixie's premier 
Banjoist. After a few weeks, the experts declared him to be without an 

equal in America. From Houston he joined the Peck Bad Boys Orchestra 
at the Washington Hotel in Shreveport, and is now at home for the 
summer months.  

Kathryn Hobgood, a graduate student at Tulane is researching Snoozer, 
her great uncle. She states that Snoozer was in Shreveport during the years 
1924-1933. She states that she has a picture of Quinn and Louis 
Armstrong standing together in Princess Park around 1931. 

 
While Bogalusa has had world wide advertising and is known the 

world over, but few individuals have had the opportunity to give it more 
fame than has Eddie Quinn. 

He will be at the Magic City Theater Friday night in a selected 
program, in addition to the regular program of pictures and will play the 
selections which attracted national fame. There will be no extra charge on 
this night. It is probable that Eddie may be induced to remain as a 
permanent feature at the Magic City throughout the summer, but it is 
certain that he will make his appearance Friday night." 
 
Quinn is musically active during his stay in Bogalusa. He forms a new orchestra 

which plays at a dance at Lahrien's new Lake View Swimming Pool on August 27th. The 
Pool had a pavilion used for dancing and was to become a popular place for dances: 

 
"Dancing Pavilion to open Tuesday at Lake View Swimming Pool - 

August 27th, 1926. Good music has been secured for the occasion and the 
dance will be a "jitney" dance a charge of 10 cents being made for each 
dance. The dancing pavilion may be rented on short notice for parties." 
 
As we have earlier read, the dancing pavilion at the Pool becomes a very popular 

place for holding dances. Quinn again plays at the Magic City Theater with the paper 
stating "Quinn and Melancon, the Magic City's merry melody makers with music you like 
to hear." 

Quinn is still in Bogalusa during December of 1926 until we read that he leaves 
for a job in San Antonio, Texas: 

 
"Ed. Quinn, Bogalusa's favorite banjoist, and all-round musician, after 

several months spent with home folks, has again harkened to the call of the 
road and left Sunday for San Antonio, Texas, where he will fill a feature 

position with the St. Louis Rhythm Kings, a prominent orchestra, now 
touring the South. Eddie spent last winter in Houston, where he 
broadcasted regularly and was heralded as Dixie's banjo king. 
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The winter previous he spent with the Paul English Orchestra. The 
St. Louis Rhythm Kings have an engagement in San Antonio for the next 
month and probably longer." 
 
We read about Quinn next in the Sept. 20th, 1928 paper that states:  
 

"Eddie Quinn, Bogalusa boy who has made a success in the musical 
world is here for a visit with relatives and many friends. Eddie is located 
in Houston, Texas, where he is a member of one of the best orchestras in 
that city and also does considerable broadcasting for the Houston Post-
Dispatch station." 
 

When Quinn returns to Bogalusa in 1929 (after a brief stay with Paul Whiteman) 
it was not the only time he had contact with the 'big time.' For short periods he worked 
with the Dorsey Brothers and Ben Pollack but his heart was at home and he returned to 
Bogalusa to remain there for the last two decades of his life. He spent his time either 
playing or in hospitals, as illness now became a factor. Quinn had tuberculosis. 

While back home Quinn worked in New Orleans for Earl Crumb and the "Owls" 
occasionally mostly spot jobs and for a time played with them at the Beverly Gardens, 
playing violin and guitar as well as singing. Quinn's violin playing became legend with 
the musicians especially those in the Whiteman band and particularly Joe Venuti and 
Eddie Lang. 

In his home town of Bogalusa he played regularly at the Club LaRue, in the 
building which is now the Magic City Post 24 American Legion Home; also at the 
Plantation Club in Sun. and most of the roadhouses along Highway 51 in Tangipahoa 
Parish, followed by several years at Cave Tangi in Hammond. 

Quinn was the leader of his own band called "Eddie Quinn's Band" not 
"Snoozer's" as he was always known as Eddie to his friends in Bogalusa. An item in the 
1946 Bogalusa Enterprise mentions Quinn and his "entertainers" playing at a political 
rally in Curt Slegelin's first mayoralty campaign. 

Quinn had the respect of all early jazz musicians. This respect was shown in a jazz 
concert in the late 1940's when Eddie Condon and an all star band came to town and 
spotted Eddie in the audience. Condon called him to the stage but Quinn wasn't able to 
play. Condon ended his playing that evening right then and the rest of the evening the 
guitarist's chair remained empty, letting the audience know that Condon felt Snoozer was 
the man who should fill it. 
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An older ‘Snoozer’ 

Eddie's health grew progressively worse and he entered LaGard's Hospital in New 
Orleans. He died on April 21, 1949. 

 

Negro activity in Bogalusa 

 
Bogalusa, a town of the Deep South, in location and attitude, contained a Negro 

population and we read of an activity by the Negro citizens which includes the mention of 
a colored band: 

 
"Colored May Fair for orphanage. Band: Joe Bennett-leader, Willie 

Magee, Albert Panulle, Caney Whalus, Ben Watson, Green Hamilton, 
John Mingo, David Alfred, Joe Smith, Joe Evans and Ernest 
Minister."(May 13, 1916) 
 
On July 3, 1919 we read of a dance given at Gowgill Hall, a colored dance hall 

with music by a Negro band from Hattisburg, Miss. In April 15, 1920 we read about a 
Negro band being organized: 

 
"Bogalusa to have good Negro band. - Bogalusa is to have a colored 

band. Already 12 husky-lunged duskies have pledged themselves to do the 
tunes to time tempos la ebony and at preliminary rehearsal last week there 
were actually on the job 8 colored men ready for business. 

D. V. Blayney was present to encourage this first start and says that the 
Bogalusa boys have the talent and that it will not be long before a first-
class colored band will be in action here." 
 
On May 20 and May 27 we read about the Negro ball park and the colored 'jazz' 

band: 
 

"Negro ball park to open Saturday, May 22. Music by Negro Jazz 

Orchestra." (May 20, 1920) 
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and: 
 

"A bandstand is erected just above the lobby. Music was furnished by 
the colored jazz band, and that they were good was emphasized by the 
shaking of shoulders and stamping of feet and applause of the spectators." 
 

We do not find another mention of the local colored band until June 2, 1921 when it is 
mentioned along with a baseball games: 

 
"Baseball colored hitting in form - The club plays every week....a jazz 

orchestra helps to add pep to the game and it is said the players are 100% 
better immediately following a selection of the "Blues." 
 
While there will be mentioned the various imported colored bands from New 

Orleans and surrounding areas, local mentions of a town colored band is rare. On Jan. 24, 
read of a "Colored "Y" band is making rapid progress - 20 pieces. Under the instruction 
of Frank Monte, asst. director of the Elks Band is holding almost nightly rehearsals and 
considerable enthusiasm is being manifested by band members." 

In the May 1, 1924 paper they mention a colored baseball game and "The Rex 

Orchestra will furnish plenty of jazz music." There is no documentation of this band. By 
this date most bands are 'jazz' bands. Also mentioned on Sept. 25, 1924 of a "dance at the 
colored athletic park resulted in one being killed, another cut." While this is a rather 
unflattering mentioning it is the last mentioning of a local colored band.  

The musical scene in Bogalusa is filled with the famous names of early jazz 
playing in Bogalusa. Such names as: Buddy Petit, Claiborne Williams, Toots Johnson, 
Humphrey Dumaine, Sam Morgan , Chris Kelly and others are mentioned. 

 

BUDDY PETIT 

 
Considered a legend in early New Orleans jazz and mentioned by many as the 

greatest trumpet player to come out of New Orleans. Buddy Petit was a great favorite of 
Mayor Sullivan of Bogalusa.  

Beginning in 1920 we find Petit's band mentioned as one of the most popular 
bands playing in Bogalusa for dances, both black and white. The first mention of the Petit 
(sometimes the paper spells it Petite) Band is in the July 29, 1920 paper: 

 
"The American Legion expects to give the greatest dance in the history 

of Bogalusa Saturday night at the Elks Hall. A special jazz band has been 

engaged for the occasion, no less than the famous "Buddy Petite Band of 

New Orleans" and the lovers of terpsichorean are promised the treat of the 
season when they arrive at the ballroom Saturday night." 
 
Petit's name was known by most dancers around New Orleans and the North 

Shore and his band's mention always insured a packed dance. The dance by the American 
Legion is a big success as recorded in the August 5th paper: 
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"Dance Big Success - The dance given by the American Legion Elks' 

Home on last Saturday evening was a decided success and was one of the 
most enjoyable events of the summer. The music rendered by Buddy 
Petite's Jazz Band of New Orleans was declared to be the best ever, and 
this orchestra has been engaged for a dance to be given by the Legion 
Thursday night August 12th." 
 
The Legion publicizes their next dance stating "They have secured the same 

orchestra (Petit's) which came here from New Orleans for their dance 2 weeks ago and is 
said to have rendered the best dance music that has been heard in Bogalusa for several 
years."  

The Petit Orchestra would become the standard that other orchestras are judged by 
and it is no surprise that the paper mentions the above mentioned Legion dance in 
glowing terms: 

 
"American Legion dance - delightful success. The fame of Buddy 

Petite's Jazz Band has attracted numbers of dancers that have heretofore 
kept away. The music was, as promised, the best heard in Bogalusa for 
many days and the Legionaries are so well satisfied with the results of the 
evening that they are giving another dance tonight (August 19). Petite's 
Band will furnish music for Legion dance. Buddy Petite's Jazz Band of 
New Orleans, which has provided music for the last 2 dances given by the 
American Legion, is returning again tonight to furnish the dancers of this 
city with some of the best jazz music. The band has been awarded the title 
of the 'best jazz band that ever hit Bogalusa" and they more than live up to 
their name with every return engagement." 
 
Another American Legion dance is given at Elks Hall on Sept. 11: "Buddy Petite's 

Jazz Band of New Orleans will return to fill their 4th engagement for the Legionaries. 
The band has made an excellent impression on all who have heard it and a large crowd is 
expected to return."  

A large crowd did attend the dance and the paper states" The dance given by 
American Legion was one of the largest attended events in many months. A number of 
people came from New Orleans, Covington, and Columbia to attend the dance." 

In October the Elks give a dance and it is interesting that in the publicity the band 
is compared to the Petit Band: 

 
"Elks dance - a classy jazz band from Slidell will come here next week 

to play for the next dance and it is said they rival the famed Buddy Petite 
jazz band which made such a decided hit with the people of Bogalusa this 
summer." 
 
The Petit Band is not mentioned again by name until it plays for a New Years Eve 

dance at the Pine Tree Inn. This dance is called (in the Jan. 6, 1921 paper) "a success." 
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The imported band appeared to beat its best and the crowd had no kick coming on the 
length of the interval between dances." 

These early bands played for great lengths of time and it was not usual to have 
lengthy time between numbers. The bands had no sets of music planned and played it 'by 
ear' as to which song they played next. 

Petit's Band continues to play for dances and from his numerous appearances he 
was surely the most popular dance band in Bogalusa during 1921: 

 
"The first of the series of Saturday night dance to be given by the 

American Legion was held in the Elks Home Saturday night. A fine crowd 
danced to the music of Buddy Petit Jazz Band." (Feb. 3, 1921) 

 
"Legion dance Saturday, Feb. 5. The most distinguished men who have 

ever attended a dance in Bogalusa will be present to "step a few" to the 
strains of jazz played by the famous Buddy Petit Band." (Feb. 3) 

 
"Elks supper dance Jan. 27th - Music for the occasion was furnished 

by Buddy Petit Band of New Orleans." (Feb. 3) 
 
"Masque Ball at Pine Tree Inn Friday. The young ladies of Bogalusa 

are entertaining their friends at a Bal Basque, given at the Pine Tree on 
Friday evening. Admission will be by invitation only and Buddy Petit's 
Jazz Band will furnish the music for the affair." (Also Feb. 3) (This dance 
included a Grand March and costumes) 
 
Usually the mention of music by Buddy Petit was all that was needed for a good 

large crowd but the next Legion dance was not well attended. The paper on Feb. 17 
wrote: "Legion dance a success but not a financial one - Only 15 couples were on the 
floor and Buddy Petit's Band was at its best. The dance lasted until 2:00 am and the music 
was still going strong when the party broke up." Buddy Petit's band played for the Cavalry 
dance that Saturday night but no attendance is recorded in this mention but will be noted 
shortly. Why was the other dance sparsely attended? The answer I think lies in the next 
article we read from the Feb. 24th paper" 

 
"Lenten season cuts dance attendance. Dances in Bogalusa appear to 

have lost their popularity during the Lenten season. Saturday night Troop 
A barely managed to break even at the Cavalry dance and on the previous 
Saturday night the Legion's 'hop' failed miserably from a financial 
standpoint. Those who attended the dance, although few in number, have 
an enjoyable time and bear witness to the fact that Buddy Petit's music is 
just as good as ever, if the attendance is not." 
 
In Bogalusa, in spite of Lent, dance attendance was acceptable as far as the soldier 

boys were concerned. Attendance was helped by the fact that Bogalusa was the site of 
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spring training for the St. Louis Browns of the American League Baseball circuit. We 
read of this in the March 3rd paper: 

 
"Troop A intends to make hay while the sun shines and hold as many 

dances as possible during the stay of the Ball Players here (Sic: St. Louis 
Browns). Buddy Petit's band is having an off season in New Orleans 
during Lent and is stopping in Bogalusa for a month, so that it is possible 
to hold dances almost every night at a minimum expense. Saturday night 
dance - special attraction - pair of colored dancers will entertain those 
present with some fancy Negro dancing." 
 
Buddy Petit plays for the Cavalry dance on the following Saturday and then for a 

dance given by Miss Greenberg for a number of baseball players from the "Browns." 
 

"Miss Greenberg entertains Browns at informal dance. Buddy Petit's 
band was at its best. Brown's present: Willie Johnson, Wallie Gerber, H. 
Smith, Van Gilder, Billie Tatum, Lefty Lerfield and Kid Gleason." 
Petit continues to play for dances. On April 7th we read "One of the most 

enjoyable dances of the season was given at the Elks Home on Thursday evening under 
the auspices of the L. E. G. and music was furnished by Petit." 

The Elks give a big dance on the Saturday night, the second week in May and we 
read "the exalted ruler Johnson phoned from New Orleans last evening, announcing that 
the Buddy Petite Band of New Orleans has been secured to furnish music for the 
occasion." 

Poor communications are the reason why there are two dances scheduled for the 
same night - one in Bogalusa the other in Covington. Both are poorly attended. At the 
Bogalusa dance, many of the local citizens are missing, having made previous plans to 
attend the Covington dance. We read the account in the Oct. 20th paper: 

 
"The Elks dance fails to draw crowd - The first of the Elks Christmas 

dances, held Saturday night, failed to come up to expectations owing to the 
fact that so many Bogalusans, unaware that the Elks intended to have a 
dance, motored to Covington Saturday. Those who did attend the dance, 
however, were given a treat in the excellent music furnished by Buddy 
Petit's jazz artists." 
 
It is interesting to read that Petit and his band were being called jazz artists at such 

an early date in jazz's history. 
It is not until May of 1922 that we again read of Petit playing in Bogalusa: 

"Petite's Band to furnish music for dance Friday. Buddy Petite's Band of New Orleans has 
been engaged to render music for the occasion."  

Petit liked to travel and we read accounts of him from California to Georgia. It is 
not until 1926 that we next read Petit's name in the Bogalusa papers. A new entertainment 
venue is opened and is known as the Skating Rink, a place where one could roller skate 
and then dance to jazz bands afterwards. The Nov. 18th paper states "Dance at Skating 
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Rink. The Buddie Petite orchestra has been secured and will be remembered as a most 
popular orchestra." 

Another dance is held at the Skating Rink that used Petit's orchestra; "Big New 
Year's dance - Buddy Petite's Jazz Orchestra having been secured to give the old year the 
proper exit, and to usher in the new one. Dancing will be indulged in just as long as the 
dancers remain, and many novelties are promised by the management. The orchestra 
reputation has remained and is still a favorite of the dancers. This is stated in the paper: 
"Buddie Petite coming for dance Friday. The orchestra is well known here is regarded as 
a splendid one by the dance devotees." 

In 1927 Petit continues to be used at dances and is mentioned in the papers 
numerous times: 

 
"Jan. 20 - The popularity of Buddie Petite's Orchestra has induced the 

management of the Pleasant Hill Skating Rink to bring them to Bogalusa 
for another dance on next Saturday night. The Skating Rink will be open 
to skaters from 7 - 8:30 when the first dance number will be played and 
will continue to midnight." 

"Feb. 4 - Miss Trascher hostess at dance Saturday night (home) Music 
was provided by the Buddy Petite Jazzmania Orchestra." 

 
"Feb. 17 - Skating Rink dance - Buddie Petite Jazz Orchestra. This 

orchestra has caught the fancy of Bogalusa dancers, as has no other and 
another large crowd is expected to welcome them." 

 
"Feb. 24 - Carnival Ball, Slidell, Redman's Hall. Buddy Petite's famous 

orchestra will furnish the music. Buddie is well known to Bogalusa 
dancers."  

 
"March 9 - Skating Rink - Buddie Petite' Jazz Band. This orchestra has 

proven popular in Bogalusa. Another dance (with Buddie Petite) will be 
held March 19th." 

 
"March 17 - Buddie Petite -Skating rink - dances successful; dancers 

have shown their appreciation in the patronage they have given him." 
 
"March 31 - Buddie Petite - Skating Rink, April 2nd." 
 
"April 28 - Skating Rink - again the Buddie Petite Orchestra will 

provide the music. This orchestra has proven the most popular dance 
music purveyors to visit Bogalusa in many a day, and have been favored 
with large crowds at their every appearance." 

 
"May 12 - Skating Rink - Saturday nights, Buddie Petite Orchestra. 

Manager Pace is continuing these dances through out the summer." 
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"June 19 - Buddie Petite twice a month at Skating Rink - from 9-12. 
Their popularity seems to increase with each presentation." 

Petit Band plays at the Skating Rink May 28th, June 11th and on July 1st. 

This is the last time Petit is mentioned in the paper and may be the last time he 
plays for dances in Bogalusa. Petit dies in 1931 after a long battle with alcohol, although 
he is said to have died of over eating. 

Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville 

One of the most popular and polished bands of the early 20th century was the 

band of Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville. Williams was a schooled, reading 
musician whose band rivaled the best of the New Orleans reading bands such as A. J. 
Piron's and John Robichaux's. Williams’s band was famous throughout the South and was 
hired for many different functions and events, one of which was dances. His appearance 
in Bogalusa was also one of great anticipation. We note that the paper calls his band a 
"jazz" band but Williams’s band, being a reading band played the published stock 
arrangements for dance bands that included stocks in jazz styles: 

"The Claiborne Williams Jazz Band of Donaldsonville, Louisiana 
recognized as the finest jazz band in all the Southland will furnish music 
for the dance which is to be given at the Elks' Home on Next Monday 
night...The expense of bringing the band here before has been prohibitive, 
but by arrangements with the Bogalusa Stores Co. the band was secured 
for Monday night." 

The Bogalusa Stores Co. had a store opening and it was they who brought the 
Williams Orchestra to Bogalusa and donated the money for the Elks dance. The Elks 
were going to pay for the band but the Bogalusa Store Co. kindly paid the money. This 
fact is stated in the Paper of Oct. 21, 1920: 

"Bogalusa Store Co. Store donated money for Elks dance. The 
Claiborne Williams Band of Donaldsonville has been contracted for at 
$100 and when time came to settle, the band leader stated they had already 
been paid by Mr. Wilson manager of Bogalusa Stores." 
The Williams band again plays in Bogalusa for an Elks dance. The Nov. 
4th papers states that "The Claiborne Williams Band, known as the 
greatest in the Southland has been secured to render music...Record 
breaking crowd is expected to attend, as the Claiborne Williams Band 
previously furnished dance music here and was pronounced the best ever 
in the city." 

The Williams band again plays for an Elks dance, this time the band's salary (as 
mentioned in the Nov. 11, 1920 paper) is paid for by the G. S. Lumber Co. One of the 
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features was a waltz played by the orchestra which had been composed by Julian 
Welloughby. The piece was encored a number of times and was pronounced perfect 
dance music." 

There was to be a dance at the Pine Tree Inn with music furnished by the 
Williams Band but we read that "the band was unable to reach Bogalusa on account of the 
annulling of the evening train from New Orleans, but a local orchestra furnished good 
music." This mentioning is the last account of Williams’s band playing in Bogalusa. 

The Durand-Humphrey Band of New Orleans 

Another popular Band was the Maurice Durand/Earl Humphrey Band of New 
Orleans, a band that at times also included Buddy Petit. The band is hired to play for the 
Cavalry dance at the Armory. The paper of August 11, 1921 states: "This band, which 
was the main attraction on the old steamer "Sidney" for many years is said to be the finest 
jazz orchestra in the South." 

Again this band plays for the cavalry dance and is noted in the Sept. 1st issue as 
"The famous Durand-Humphrey band, which made such a marked impression on the 
dances of Bogalusa several weeks ago, will furnish the music." 

Sam Morgan 

Sam Morgan, born and raised in Plaquemines Parish in the town of Ironton, 
became one of the most popular bands in New Orleans during the 20s. We read (Dec. 14, 

1992) that Sam Morgan's Magnolia Jazz Band of New Orleans plays for an American 
Legion Dance New Years Eve in Bogalusa. In the same quote we further read that "There 
are 6 pieces in this band and they come well recommended." 

It is not until 1926 that we find the Morgan Band returning for an engagement in 
Bogalusa: "Famous Band Coming - Announcement has been made that the Sam Morgan 
Jazz Band of New Orleans will come here to furnish music for a dance on the evening of 
April 21. The place of holding the dance has not been decided upon. (April 15) 

The Morgan plays for a colored dance on Oct. 16th. The item mentions that 
"Morgan's full band will be playing." Later in Oct. the Morgan bands plays for a picnic 
that includes the Bogalusa Jubilee Singers, a colored chorus of 30 trained voices. The 
picnic that attracted 20,000 was a big success with the Elks Band playing in the afternoon 
and "Sam Morgan's Jazz Band provided the music, both day and night."(Oct. 21) 

Chris Kelly 

Chris Kelly was one of the most popular jazz bands in New Orleans specializing 
in the Blues. He was called the "Blues King" around New Orleans. His band is only 
mentioned once but it is important as he is one of the legends of early jazz. We read the 
sole entry of June 14, 1923: "Elks dance - Flag Day services and dance - music will be 
furnished by Chris Kelly's Orchestra." 
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"Toots" Johnson 
 

"Toots Johnson's band was the most popular band in Baton Rouge and much of 
the Southland, his band being popular with the college crowd at LSU, shared the spotlight 
in popularity with the Claiborne Williams Band. It is only mentioned once in the Paper. 
(Sept. 18, 1924). "Toot's" Johnson Orchestra of Baton Rouge has been engaged to play 
for a dance at Armory. This musical organization has the reputation of being one of the 
best jazz bands in the state." 

 

Bud Scott 

 

Bud Scott's home base was Natchez, Mississippi and his band was known 
throughout the south and was, along with "Toots" Johnson and Claiborne Williams, one 
of the top three orchestras outside of New Orleans. To quote W. C. Handy:  

 
"Bud Scott wasn't playing on an instrument, he was just singing. The 

band .....taken care of part of Miss. up that northern part, and all of La. 
practically. He was as big as that sign there. He weighed around 200 and 
something. He was a great big man. And he would sing without a 
microphone. He was a big powerful guy. Used to sing a lot of popular 
songs, some jump numbers, sing a lot of waltzes, in them times waltzes 
was awful popular. He was a good comedian. He had a play house in his 
yard, that thing was around 12 x 12 feet for his little girl. They had real 
furniture in there too. He was a wonderful home over there. They were the 
three leading orchestras outside of New Orleans, Claiborne Williams, Bud 
Scott and "Toots" Johnson." 
 
The Bud Scott Band plays in Bogalusa for a Legion dance. On Oct. 6 we read: 

"Legion dance - Bud Scott Jazz band was kept busy from early in the evening until earlier 
in the morning playing continuously and the crowd was the largest ever gathered on the 
floor of the Armory." The Scott Band as usually was the case, was rehired for a dance the 
following month. We read: "American Legion Armistice Celebration Dance. Bud Scott's 
Band has been engaged to render music for the occasion (on Nov. 11th)." The follow-up 
story of the dance stated: "Record attendance at Armistice Dance - more than 100 couples 
danced to the music furnished by Bud Scott's Jazzers of Natchez." 

 

DIXIE JAZZ BAND 

 

The famous Tuxedo Band is mentioned in the paper but probably do not play. 
The item states that "Cavalry Troop A has announced another dance to be held in the 
Armory on next Saturday evening and a committee is now in New Orleans to secure the 
music. The Tuxedo Band said to be the best jazz band in the Crescent City, will likely be 
secured for the occasion." Evidently they could not secure the Tuxedo as we read: "Troop 
A dance in their new quarters on Ave. B. The floor of the dance hall was pronounced 

equal to any in the city, and the new band, Dixie Jazz Band, brought here for the first 
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time, lived up to expectations in furnishing the music." The Dixie Jazz Band, playing 
from about 1918 to 1925 consisted of: Ricard Alexis (playing cornet at this time, not 
string bass as later), Sidney Vigne (later Big Eye Louis Nelson ) on clarinet, Ernest Kelly 
or Paul Ben, trombone, Lorenzo Staulz, banjo, Little Dad Vincent, guitar, Little Joe 
Lindsey, drums and Bob Lyons, bass and Leader. 

 

Original Olympia Jazz Band 

 

While the dates of organization of the Olympia Band are previously given as 
1927-1932 we find that the band is mentioned twice in 1924. First playing for a dance in 
Redmen Hall in Slidell and we read of an entry in the May 1st., Bogalusa paper: "Barn 
dance at Pine Tree Inn, the Olympia Orchestra of New Orleans was voted to be the best 
heard here in several months." The band included Dee Dee Pierce, George Lewis Lester 
Santiago and Arnold Depass. While there is no way of telling who was in the Olympia 
Band at this time I believe it is the same band that is listed as organizing around 1927, 
probably from the earlier Olympia Orchestra of 1900 to 1914. 

 

King Mutt 

 

There is an entry on May 6 that mentions a "Tutts Band." It reads: "Colored folks 
to have big time - Odd fellows parade-headed by Tutts Band - evening- big dance. Later 

in the July 1 issue we read: "Skating Rink dance, Friday night the 2nd. King Mutt's Jazz 

Band from New Orleans." This is probably Mutt Carey's band, called the Crescent 
Orchestra. It was thought to be disbanded in the early 20's and the entries in the paper are 
in 1926. The group probably was a 'pick-up" band to play the dance job.  

 

Dan Moody Jazz Band 

 

Dan Moody's Jazz Band was based in and around Mandeville, on Lake 
Pontchartrain and was known throughout the North Shore as a good dance band. We read 
of a public dance at Dinty Moore's Place on Saturday night, Jan. 19th (on 
Bogalusa/Franklinton Highway) with "music by Dan Moody Jazz band." The second and 
only other time Moody's Band is mentioned is on Feb. 28th, 1929 when they are hired to 
furnish the music at the Skating Rink: "Dance at Pace's Skating Rink. Those who love to 
swing their partners to the syncopation of a jazz band will have the opportunity to do so 
Friday night at Pace's Skating Rink on Pleasant Hill. Moody's 6 piece jazz band will play 
all the latest dance music starting at 8:30 and lasting till?" 

 

Jubilee Singers 

 

On of the original Fisk University Jubilee Singers becomes Principal at Central 
School being its third principal. He brings vocal music into the school curriculum. We 
read of this group in the papers: 

 
"Oct. 14, 1926: Bogalusa Jubilee Singers - colored chorus" sing for picnic. 
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"July 28 - Franklinton Fair - colored Jubilee Singers of Bogalusa 

proved on of the attractions on Friday." 
 

 The group is mentioned in an article about 4th of July parade. The celebrations 
included the Jubilee Singers. In 1929 we read the Jubilee Singers are performing on 
"Colored Day," Oct. 12. Prof. B. P. Smith is still the director.  

 

YMCA/Bogalusa/Elks/Municipal Band of Bogalusa 

 

 
 
From the beginning the town had a very active YMCA, with Mrs. Sullivan (the 

Mayor's wife) taking a very active part in that organization. The YMCA began a concert 
band that acquired a very good musical reputation from its inception. In the Nov. 7th 

issue we read: "Brass Concert Band organized - officers: C. A. Piedra-leader/pres., N. C. 
Hutson-Sec, Treas." Thus we know that this band was organized in 1914 and was to lead 
a very active schedule. The circus comes to Bogalusa and the band plays for it, the circus 
being sponsored by the YMCA.  

In Feb. of 1915 the YMCA gives a banquet for its members and the newspaper 

article mentions a few names of band members: "C. A. Piedra, R. M. Bard-cl, Claude 

Blanchard, Worth Averett, and Mitchell." The name of Claude Blanchard is a name that 
will later be important in the jazz scene in Bogalusa. 

The town band was an important part and the center of cultural activities in the 
early 20th century in the small towns of America. The band gives a concert on Feb. 18th, 
which was poorly attended and we read in the Feb. 13th paper, an article to encourage 
attendance stating that the "band deserves better support." This situation is common to 
many town bands much as it is today. Cultural activities are not supported as they should 
be. In the early 20th century most activities needed live music and the town band was 
responsible for the music, in the form of concerts or dances. They were taken for granted 
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by the populace and never fully appreciated for their efforts, especially in the time they 
spent in rehearsals and playing mostly gratis performances. Many of the members of the 
band, especially the younger members, also formed smaller groups and played for smaller 
dance jobs. These bands usually played the latest dance music that the large concert bands 
were not as adept at performing. This evolving from the big bands to the smaller bands 
played an important part in the development of what was to be known as "jazz" bands. 

Beginning in the spring of 1915 (May lst) the band begins weekly concerts in 
Goodyear Park which were to take place either on Sunday afternoon or Friday evening. 
The band also gives a concert in Great Northern Park the week of May 29th. We see the 
use of the band at a "Big Baseball Fair' given as a fund raising event for the benefit of the 
team. Just like the band, most every town had a baseball team and the town band would 
usually travel with the team and play music during the game and most of these games 
would be followed by a dance, also with music by the band. The band did this gratis and 
to show appreciation of the bands efforts in town functions some thoughtful citizens 
would give a party for the band. We find this article in the August 14th paper: 

 
"George Humes entertains Band:  YMCA Concert Band was 

entertained at the house of G. Humes on Pleasant Hill, Tues. evening at 
8:00. Music was plentiful, so were the dainty refreshments, and everybody 
enjoyed the evening very much. Mr. Humes is the first one in Bogalusa to 
entertain the band and they will not soon forget his kind hospitality. A 
concert will be rendered Sunday afternoon at 4:00 in Goodyear Park." 
 
The band remained active, playing their last band concert in the Park (24th Sept.) 

and in Oct. play for the Fair at Franklinton. 
During the years 1916-1917 there is little mention of the band, probably due to the 

occurrence of the First World War. In Dec. of 1916 the YMCA begins a "Yannagan 
Band," (a beginning boy’s band). 

We read of the band again in January of 1918: "Best band in history of city that 
will compare favorably with any 18 piece band in the country." The band, still sponsored 

by the YMCA, has a new leader: and we find "The band is practicing hard under C. A. 

Bonsor, a band leader of recognized ability." Town bands also played jobs for hire and 
play for the National Trade Day.  

Along with the town band most towns had what was called an "orchestra." We 
read about an orchestra that is formed in Bogalusa: 

 
"Bogalusa Stores Co. Spring Opening (commissary of GSL Co.). 

Music by YMCA orchestra under Professor L. R. Swain. Bogalusa's new 
orchestra, under direction of L. R. Swain, which made its lst public 
appearance Tuesday night, convinced all that in a short time the local 
orchestra will be one of the best in the state. Any person who plays a brass 
or string instrument is invited to be at practice which is held on each 
Wednesday evening at the YMCA. Several more pieces to the orchestra 
can be used." 
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This new orchestra plays for the Liberty Day meeting at the YMCA and also plays 
for the Elks Dances on May 23rd.  

On Nov. 14th the paper announces that the war is over. This will bring back a 
number of younger men including Claude Blanchard and the town looks forward to the 
return of its young men, some of which are badly needed musicians. 

The YMCA Band "is coming back to old-time for," begin rehearsing Tuesday and 
Friday nights and advertise for new members. On May 22 we read of a banquet for the 
band in which two band member names are mentioned: W. E. Seldney and W. Averitt (a 
drummer). 

The band is now under the direction of Mr. Seldner and at present the band 
includes 12 pieces - new members: "Holloway, Colton and Blanchard (2 cornets and a 
trombone). Mr. Seldner desires 18 piece Band. 

Leaders change quickly - A Mr. Polite Landry (who was the leader of the Wash. 
Artillery Band) is appointed on Sept. 4th. In the same paper we read that he has already 
resigned and left town to live in New Orleans, probably for economic reason. 

 

1920 

 

We read of a new leader, Joseph Greenway, in the Jan. 8th paper: 
 

"Joseph Greenway, piano and sax - He will have charge of our band 
and hopes by spring to have such an organization of musicians together 
that people will come for many miles to hear their weekly concerts. If you 
are interested in band instruments and can and will play one, see him about 
the band class proposed. Band practice at present is every Tuesday night at 
the YMCA." 
 

This new band plays for the opening of the baseball season on April 29th. On May 
6th we read of the opening in the form of a parade and game: 

 
"Baseball game parade opening. Director Greenway of the YMCA and 

his band deserve the highest praise for the excellent music furnished 
before and during the game. There is no question about it, a band is a great 
asset to a city and the efforts of these volunteer musicians should be 
encouraged. The enterprise wants to see this band a permanent attraction 
to Bogalusa." 
 
The value of a town band is seen in their involvement in the town's Fourth of July 

celebration. The band still advertises for more members in the same article: 
 

"4th of July plans progressing. The local YMCA Band, under the 
leadership of J. L. Greenway will give a good account of itself. The 
number of men is increasing and the interest is the kind that is sure to spell 
success. Mr. Greenway will be pleased to have any other musicians who 
area anxious to assist him, join the band as soon as possible." 
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The band again begins a series of concerts for the townspeople and we find a 

mentioning of this in the paper: 
 

"Band concerts to start on Friday night in Goodyear Park at 8:00. The 
YMCA band will give the opening concert of the season. This 
organization through the addition of several new musicians and faithful 
practice during the winter months is prepared to surprise and please you by 
the quality of the program they will render." (June 3, 1920) 
 
Joining the band in the 4th of July celebration will be the "Navel Band & baseball 

team," - three bands will furnish music for the celebration - also the Bogalusa YMCA 
Band, the Columbia Industrial School Band and of course the Navy Band. 

The YMCA Band still looking for a director enlists a Mr. M. Underwood, 
cornetist and leader of the Wagner Electric Co. Band of St. Louis who is temporarily 
vacationing in Bogalusa, as acting leader. He is mentioned as being "A great band master 
in charge of the "Y" Band." To secure band members the Great Southern Lumber Co. will 
give members employment. The paper also mentions that Underwood originally comes 
from Nacadoches, Texas and was once the head of one of the largest musical 
organizations in the Lone Star State. 

The first mention of a jazz band is mentioned in the June 24th issue. The 
Hattiesburg Brass Band is also mentioned as one of the bands playing for the 4th of July 
celebration. The celebration started with a parade featuring the Bogalusa Band that started 
from the N. O. G. N. depot at 9:30 am and is said to have "stretched back past the Pine 
Tree Inn. The Pine Tree Inn was a main attraction in the city of Bogalusa (more on it 
later). 

The "Y" band is still looking for musicians and we read in the paper that the 
White City Orchestra, a local musical group re-enforces the "Y" Band and begin concert 
every Sunday. The paper gives one of their musical programs. It includes both classical, 
military and ragtime music. 

 
"March - Gloria" - Losey      -  
Fox Trot "Poppy Blossoms" Olman 
Overture "Bridal Rose" Lavalle    : 
"Lassus Trombone" - Rag, Fillmore 
"Moonlight on the Nile" - Waltz Oriental, King  
"Il Trovatore Selection" - Verdi 
"Garde du Corps" March - Hall, Brook's Chicago Marine 
"March - Tannhauser" - Wagner  
"March", Seitz 
 

1921 

 
The next entry is on May 12th, 1921 when we read of a Concert in Goodyear 

Park, the program is given includes classical, military and jazz/ragtime selection. 
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"YMCA concert at Goodyear park: Program: March, Selles - Floto 

Triumphal, Nestles in Your Daddy's Arms, Trombone solo - Selected - Mr. 
Koltun, Sextet from Lucia, Scenes from Operaland, Bullfrog Blues, 
Hungarian Rag, March, Blue Jackets." 
 
The band continues in need of support and money to run the YMCA Band. The 

GSL Co. gives $1800 per year. The band continues playing band concerts in the park each 
Sunday afternoon, but action is needed if the band is to continue to exist. We read: 

 
"Action needed if band is kept here. If Bogalusa is going to have a 

band it will be necessary for the business men of the Commission Council 
to take quick action. For the past several years the band has been 
supported solely by the GSL Co. and conditions have become such that it 
has been necessary for the Co. to discontinue their support of $1800 per 
year. The question was brought before the Chamber of Commerce at a 
meeting Monday afternoon and it was ordered that every business man in 
the city be sent a postal card asking how much they will support per month 
or year towards the support of the band. Those who have given the 
question some study are of the opinion that the band should be paid by the 
city and the band be made a municipal one and that instead of 
appropriating $1800 a year. That this amount be raised so that the band 
could be improved from time to time. While the budget has been made up 
this year, it is stated that some departments of the city will be under their 
budget a sufficient amount to take care of the band. 
 Whichever plan is decided upon, it must be done quickly and 
Bogalusa should not consider the breaking up of the band, as the present 
one is the best we ever had and improving daily." 
 
The importance of the concert/marching band to early 20th Century America 

cannot be underestimated. It is similar to a volunteer fire department, although not to be 
compared with the fiscal stability of the town. But in the cultural scene and social scene it 
is most important and the problems that are present to the Bogalusa town band are found 
in most other town bands and cultural activities. This problem is again addressed in the 
June 9th issue: 

 
"Only $500 pledged for band upkeep - Sec. Lindsley of the Chamber 

of Commerce reports that the business and professional men of Bogalusa 
are not reporting as to whether they desire to support the local band or not 
as well as has been expected. Only about 1/4 of the business men have 
replied and from this amount $500 has been pledged. Business men are 
urged to return the card expressing the amount they will give and to do so 
at once." 
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The problem continues for some time and it seems to reach a climax with a letter 
by Mayor Sullivan in the Dec. 1st.  newspaper: 

 
"At the request of the directors of the Bogalusa Chamber of Commerce 

I have decided to act as president for the year 1921. One of the things that 
is most needed in the city is a band. We had one, but unfortunately, we 
could not raise money enough around town to keep it going. I think this is 
a very great misfortune, as we have so many celebrations here and a little 
music adds so much to the occasion that I am determined that one of the 
first things I do as president of the Chamber of Commerce is to get a band 
organized. I an writing this same kind of a letter to all the lodges in 
Bogalusa and would appreciate it very much if you would take it up at 
your next meeting and appoint a committee of three to meet with the 
Chamber of Commerce some day to be decided on later, and discuss just 
what we are going to do. 
     The Great Southern Lumber Co. is going to get big factories in 
Bogalusa and all the Chamber of Commerce has to do is to look after the 
little things. The band is one of the most important of these. Later on, I 
want to interest the Chamber of Commerce and all the good men and 
women of the city in getting a caning factory located here. 
      As soon as you have your next meeting, will you be good enough to 
advise what action has been taken." 
 

1922 

 
One of the children of Mayor Sullivan gets married and we read that the Shrine 

Band and the Bogalusa Band provide music. The band is still functional as we read of 
another performance of the band at a "Y" banquet where the band "rendered several 
selections." 

It is not until the May 25th issue of the paper are we informed of the situation that 
is the result of the Mayor Sullivan letter: 

 
Editorial "Going to get Busy on Band" 

"When Major Sullivan assumed the presidency of the Bogalusa 
Chamber of Commerce, he stated there were three things he wanted to 
accomplish this year through the organization. One has already been 
realized - the operation of a caning plant; the 2nd was the building of a 
synagogue, and funds have been remised by the Jewish citizens to meet 
their half of the cost and they feel that the balance will be easily secured. 
The third request made by Mayor Sullivan was for a municipal band. 
While the band is practicing regularly, no encouragement is being given 
them by the business men. 
     Jiles LeBlanc, W. C. Flanders, H. E. Rester, J. C. Mills, C. W. 
Davidson, Dr. J. M. Brumfield, Max Wilson, J. H. Friend, J. H. Cassidy 
and W. S. Gardiner, the committee in charge of this band, will hold a 
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meeting in the near future and decide upon some permanent plan. The 
season of the year is here when a band can be of great service and 
pleasure. It is believed that by cooperation on the part of the businessmen 
that a band can be organized here which would compare with the best. 
Some members of the committee believe that if the band was organized 
that they could get out of town engagements and that if an orchestra could 
be selected from the band that they would be given contracts for all the 
dances in the fall and winter season, instead of sending out of town for 
such music. 
     The American Legion who will have charge of the 4th of July 
celebration in Bogalusa this year will require the services of one or more 
bands. A Bogalusa band would likely be offered the contract for the fairs 
at Franklinton, Covington, Popularville and Columbia. It would be cheaper 
for the businessmen to support a band than to donate funds to secure one 
when needed." 
 
Probably because of the attitude and dedication of the band members and in spite 

of lack of funds the bands continues to rehearse. It has a new temporary leader and new 
members. The papers states: 

 

"The Bogalusa Band is now rehearsing under Koltum (trombone 
players of the band). 

 
"The Bogalusa Band, under the temporary leadership of Sam Koltum is 

holding regular rehearsals regularly since being organized shortly after the 
lst of the year - with one addition, the personnel of the band are composed 
of about 15 men who were with the organized when it disbanded last fall. 
The one addition is George Hart, a very able cornetist, who visited 
Bogalusa last year with the O'Brien and Loomis Show. 

The band is displaying a fine spirit in their work, although at this time 
it lacks financial support to enlarge and improve its organization. The 
citizens of Bogalusa missed the band on several occasions during the 
period of its inactivity, but it is to the credit of the bandsmen that they are 
'carrying on' and preparing themselves for any musical emergency. This 
was never better displayed than at Slidell on the occasion of Mayor 
Sullivan wedding, when they made a decided hit, according to all who 
heard the band. 

The Chamber of Commerce committee, of which J. O. LeBlanc is 
chairman, is making plans for raising the necessary funds to take care of 
the band for the year. Also it hopes to be in position before many days to 
announce the name of the permanent band director." 
 
The band situation in Bogalusa much like its counterpart in Covington is not fully 

appreciated by the populace and to counteract this some members of the community lets 
the band know that they are appreciated. We read: 
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"SUPPER GIVEN TO MEMBERS OF BAND 

 
"Members of the Bogalusa concert band were entertained by the 

YMCA at supper on Monday night of this week, given in their honor as an 
expression of appreciation for services the band has recently rendered the 
YMCA. 

Following the supper, which was daintily served by a committee of 
ladies from the Episcopal Church Guild, a program provided by members 
of the band was pleasingly rendered. Frank Monte played several numbers 
on his bandjorine. J. H. Sutton won laurels for himself as an orator when 
he gave his stump speech on 'Women's Rights.' 

R. Coto proved himself as an artist as a violin soloist and rendered 
several numbers, which were well received. 

Paul D. French and Sam Koltum concluded the musical numbers with 
a sax duet. Mrs. French accompanied in her usual pleasing manner on the 
piano. 

All present expressed themselves as having enjoyed a pleasant evening 
and more meetings of this character will be forthcoming." 
 
To further emphasize the importance of a town band the paper reprints an editorial 

by the U. S. Sec. of Labor that glorify town bands. The paper editorializes on the contents 
of Sec. Davis: 

 
"TOWN BANDS - An Editorial by Sec. of Labor on Town Bands 

 
"Sec. of Labor Davis has come out in favor of a federal bureau to 

develop music in the U. S. and he says he favors particularly the small 
town band. He says, and many Bogalusa people will agree with him, that 
no one can estimate the worth of a brass band to a small town. But the 
sorry fact remains that these musical organizations are neglected and that 
many towns possessing a band do not lend the cooperation they should. 
The men who make up a town band are martyrs to a noble cause. 

If every town had a band it could call its own, on whose maintenance it 
was liberal in spending money and in the perpetuation of which it took an 
alert interest, one of the most necessary needs of American life could be 
met. We have no means of knowing just how Sec. Davis would distribute 
the federal money for maintaining small town bands even if he should 
succeed in getting an appropriation of this kind. Congress would probably 
scoff at such a proposition - and go on pouring millions into the 
improvement of rivers that will never boast a steamboat, or spending on 
other schemes that will never do the taxpayers any good. But if we could 
have our way, we'd turn over a sufficient sum to keep a live band going in 
every town in the country. For if there is anything that gives the people of 
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a community more enjoyment, or that is a better ad. for a town, we haven't 
yet found out what it is." 
 
In the Nov. 16th paper we read that the local Elks Club has decided to sponsor the 

band and it will be known as the "Elks Band." 
 

"Local band will be known as Elks Band - The local lodge of Elks is 
going to give Bogalusa a band that will rank among the best in this section 
and at a meeting held last week, attended by officers of the Elks and 
members of the band, it was decided that here-after the band will be 
known as the Elks Band. 

New uniforms will be purchased; also a new instrument or two, and 
the number of pieces in the band will be increased. As soon as the new 
uniforms arrive, the band will make its first appearance under the name of 
the Elks' Band." 
 
Every seemed pleased with the new band arrangements and looked forward to a 

successful town band when a small disaster was discovered. In Covington the Band 
rehearsal hall burned down. In Bogalusa it was theft. We read: 

 
"Musician gone - so are some instruments. The Elks Band is going to 

be handicapped for a few days until they receive two instruments to 
replace those which disappeared when Edward Kennedy, a member of the 
band left for other parts between Saturday night and Monday evening. 

Kennedy came here several months ago from Pennsylvania and was a 
splendid musician. He secured employment in the G. S. machine shop and 
was an enthusiastic worker for the band. Finally he was placed in short of 
a good player, but two others will be out of the band until new instruments 
are purchased. 

J. A. Spekenhier and A. W. Avirett, who have charge of the band, 
expect to locate Kennedy before he gets very far away." 
 
In the Dec. 7th issue we read about still another new band leader and the 

improvement the band has made under his leadership: 

"Remarkable improvement made in band by Fellman - Dr. S. B. 

Fellman, leader of the Elks' Band, is being heartily congratulated by all 
citizens who have heard the band recently. In a very short time, he has 
made a remarkable improvement. 

'As soon as the new uniforms arrive we will have a band in which 
every citizen may take pride,' said Dr. Fellman. 

Every citizen should render Dr. Fellman heartiest support and co-
operation, in which event Bogalusa will have one of the best musical 
organizations in the state." 
 

1923 
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In the Jan. 2nd. paper we read how Dr. Fellman has made marvelous improvement 

in the band; that it is becoming one of the best bands in this section of Louisiana and that 
several new instruments have recently been added and the frequent practice of the band 
has shown great results. 

We also read, in the Feb. 8th paper the scheduling of a "Grand Bal Masque" for 
the Elks Mardi Gras ball with music by the Elks Band: 

 
"What promises to be the greatest ball even given in Bogalusa is being 

arranged by a committee of Elks for Mardi Gras night, Tuesday, Feb. 13th, 
at the Armory. The event is being advertised in Covington, Columbia, 
Slidell, McComb, Brookhaven, Tylertown and Franklinton, and it is 
estimated that the largest crowd to ever attend a dance here will be on 
hand. 
      Dr. Sam Fellman, who has developed one of the best musical 
organizations in this section of the state, announces that the new uniforms 
of the Elks Band have arrived and on the night of the Bal Masque he will 
dress up his musicians and present a genuine surprise in the way of 
music." 

The band seems to be on firm ground as they are fitted in their new 
uniforms of purple and white. Dr. Fellman and the band make their first 
public appearance in these uniforms: 
 

"Elks' Band in new uniforms for first time Saturday. The Elks Band, 
under the direction of Dr. S. B. Fellman, made their first public appearance 
in their new uniforms Saturday and presented an appearance ranking with 
the best. They went to the home of Mayor Sullivan and gave him a 
serenade. They then departed for Slidell and Covington where they 
rendered concerts advertising the carnival ball which was held at the 
Armory Tuesday. Event under the auspices of Bogalusa Elks. 

The new suits of purple and white, with purple and white caps, made 
after the style of caps worn by French soldiers, were very attractive. T. A. 
Spekenhier, Chairman of the band committee and Dr. Fellman, the leader, 
are due much praise for the great progress the band has made. Never 
before in the history of Bogalusa has there been such a good band and the 
members are as enthusiastic as the citizens and promise to make their 
organization one of the best to be found in the state before the end of 
spring. Announcement has already been made. They will render weekly 
concerts during the spring/summer and fall." 
 
During the month of March the Elks Band is very active: In the March 1st paper 

we read "Elks Band to give big show," On March 8th - "Elks Band to head delegation to 
Hammond on Tuesday, the 13th; on March 15 - "the band gives a delightful concert." 

We read of the appearance of the band's former director L. E. Underwood who 
now lives in St. Louis and is now sales manager of the state for the North American 
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Automobile Association. While he is in Bogalusa, Underwood who has an enviable 
reputation as a cornetist he has joined the Elks Band in a number of performances 

One of the new entertainments in Bogalusa are the innovations made in moving 
pictures and with them, as with most activities, the band also performs: "The Elks Band, 
under the direction of Dr. Sam B. Fellman, will give a 30 minute concert preceding the 
picture. The program will be free and the public is invited to attend. The band continues 
playing weekly concerts and along with the picture show the concerts draw large crowds: 

 
"Many attend pictures and concert in park. One of the largest crowds 

that has assembled here in months was present in Goodyear Park last 
Thursday night to witness the moving picture exhibition and listen to the 
concert by the Elks Band. The band concert started at 7:30 and is said to 
have been one of the best that organization has ever rendered." 
 
The crowds, numbering 1000 persons, attended the weekly concert/picture show 

in Goodyear Park according to the May 24th issue of the paper. The paper also announces 
the lineup for the annual 4th of July celebration: 

 
"Airplane, four bands are added attractions for big 4th of July 

celebrations. Dr. S. B. Fellman announced he would have four bands in 

Bogalusa for the 4th. The Elks Band, the Boys Industrial Band from 

Columbia, the Magnolia (Miss.) Band, and the band with the Gray 

Carnival Co. The bands will be in the automobile parade, which 
Chairman Rester hopes to make the greatest ever." 
 
The partnership of band concerts and picture shows continue to draw crowds but 

the band's concerts at other locations around towns have not faired as well: We read about 
the business meeting held by the band to decide about the solution to that question as well 
as a cancellation of a concert due to no lights: 

 
"Band concert in North Bogalusa is postponed. The Elks' Band did not 

play the scheduled concert at the High School in North Bogalusa Monday, 
due to the fact that no lights had been provided on the lawn where the 
band was to have played. 

Following the postponement of the concert, the band held a business 
meeting which was presided over by the director, Dr. S. B. Fellman. It was 
decided that as soon as the present schedule of concerts in different 
sections of the city is finished, the band will only give concerts in 
Goodyear Park as the citizens do not show a proper interest to attend the 
concerts in other parts of the City. 

Jack Leonard, cornetist, who recently moved here from Fort Smith, 
Arkansas, was elected assistant director of the band." 
 
The 4th of July celebration was held, despite the rain and from the write-up in the 

paper there were many events which were enjoyed by all: 
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"Bogalusa entertains 1000's at celebration of 4th of July. Four brass 

bands, Troop E, 108th Cavalry and scores of floats and decorated 
automobiles took part in the parade...heavy rain...the concert by the 
Magnolia Textile Band was given, nevertheless and judging from the 
applause, was greatly enjoyed by the crowd. 

Baseball game...The grandstand was packed to overflowing with an 
enthusiastic crowd of rooters for both teams and the Elks Band made the 
occasion all the more lively by the rendition of snappy music. 

The Miss. Industrial School Band of Columbia gave a pleasing 

concert in Goodyear Park at 4:30 and the Magnolia (Miss.) Textile Band 
played at fireworks display, Goodyear Park at 12:15 pm. The Elks Band 
furnished music." 
 
Finally the last mentioning of the band in performance is on July 26st: "Neighbor's 

Day Picnic at Franklinton great success, 100's attend. The Elks Band of Bogalusa under 
the able direction of Jack Leonard, rendered music throughout the day and members of 
the band received many compliments for the excellent music." As we have just read a 
new direction is listed. While we are not sure of the reason why, most directors have left 
because they couldn't earn a living in Bogalusa plus the difficulties of band support and a 
bands need for financial problems. A possible solution is seen in the members of the Elks 
Band joining the 108 Cavalry National Guard Unit in Bogalusa and we read (May 22, 

1924) that the "Elks Band joins Cavalry and will be known as the Cavalry Band; will 
result in the band getting new instruments and suits (probably from the army & 
government) and will receive pay for services and attend encampments." 

The band, during the first part of 1924 is still known as the Elks Band and we read 
of two new band members: Clarence Stein-baritone and William Stein-cornet. The Elks 
give their annual Masque Ball at the National Guard armory which some of the members 
of the orchestra have formed what is to be later in the paper called a "jazz" band It is now 
noted as the "Elks Dance Orchestra," a ten piece group selected from the larger Elks 
Band. In March the Elks Band adds four "capable musicians: R. E. Strickland-clarinet, 
Frank Echols-trombone, D. Dellette-alto sax and O. Dellette-tenor sax. As we will later 
read, the jazz age is here and it is affecting the musical tastes of both the musicians and 
the town populace.  

The Elks Band continues to give weekly concerts every Thursday at Goodyear 
Park along with the moving pictures. 

The Cavalry situation must have not been consummated as the paper continues to 
call the band the "Elks" Band. The city votes to pay the band $300 for the summer 
concerts in the park - "$75 a month-June through Sept. The band plays for the opening of 
an "Acme Cafe and give a concert in Popularville on Sept. 1st. The last concert and show 
in Goodyear Park is given closing out the summer concert season (Sept. 11th). The final 
entry is on Dec. 4th and it mentions the Elks Band playing for an Elks dance. 

In 1925 it is not until May 7th that we read about the series of concerts and 
pictures in Goodyear Park which begin on May 14th. There is other musical activity 
happening that we will read about later but the bands schedule, especially for dancing is 
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very limited showing the change over from the concert band to the newer style jazz bands 
for local dances. 

The band still plays for out-door function such as the picnic and bathing review at 
Mandeville Beach on June 21st: "The Elks Band of 22 pieces will be on hand to begin 
concerts at 11 am which will continue all day (at Notts Plantation)."Finally an entry of 
Oct. 15 mentions the Elks Band plus the Bands of a Carnival Co. and LSU playing for the 
Washington Parish Fair, in Franklinton." 

In 1926 we read of the continuance of the band concerts which begin on May 13, 
and, again we read of another director for the band: 

 
"Free pictures and concerts start May 13th, Goodyear Park, Elks Band 

under the directorship of Prof. Joe Bullinger, will furnish the musical 
program. Prof. Bullinger reports the band in splendid condition and 
holding regular rehearsals in anticipation of providing the best possible in 
music." 
 
This entry is the first mention of the band in 1926 being in the April 22nd issue of 

the paper. The city band seems at this time only to be mentioned in relation to activities 
that warrant a concert band, such as the 4th of July celebration in 1926, the annual picnic 
of the GSI Co. and of course the summer concerts in the park. In 1927 the Elks band is 
again giving its summer concerts in the Park, the 4th of July celebration, the Washington 
Parish Fair and a special vaudeville type show for the WOW (Woodmen of the World) in 
which the "Elks Band is the pit orchestra." 

In 1929 we read the final entries of the local band, now called the Municipal Band 
and under the direction of Prof. J. D. Fendlasson. The band is still giving their summer 
concerts in the park along with the movies, and the final entry mentions a concert at the 
High School on Oct. 18, 1929....but the golden age of concert bands is in the decline and 
other type bands are coming of age. There is still a desire for a town band and we find 
other bands being organized in and around Bogalusa. A band, using both instruments and 
players that are more thought of as instruments in the current dance band, is formed. 
(Angie is about 10 miles north of Bogalusa) 

 

"Angie Band is being organized - Mr. Stanley of Bogalusa who is 
organizing a band here, attended the meeting to see how many were going 
to join the band and how many wanted him to supply them with 
instruments. Those joining were: Mrs. Rufus Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. N. V. 
Lott, Joe Hampton, Alvin Boykin, Clyde Adams, Julius Adams, Joyce 
Blackwell, Lester Hart, Edna Hart and Mrs. H. H. Forbes." 
 
The paper mentions this band in the Feb. 28th issue and also to our good fortune, 

mentions the instruments in the band: 
 

"Progress is made by band at Angie. The L & M Band of Angie under 
direction of Jack Stanley is making rapid strides in their rehearsal every 
Tuesday and Thursday nights and hope to be able to play in concert in a 
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very short time. This band was organized a few weeks ago by Mr. Stanley 
who is also the director of the Bogalusa Jazz Band and is doing fine work 
in the Angie Community. Following is a list of the members and their 
instruments: Prof. H. V. Lott-cornet, Alvin Boykin-cornet, Talmade 
Boyles-trombone, Willie Tomas-trombone, Clyde Adams-clarinet, 
Muzette Boone-clarinet, Joe Hampton-sax, Lester Hart-sax, Laverne 
Thomas-sax, A. W. Robbins-bass horn, Henry McMellian-snare drum, 
Julius Adams-bass drum and Mr. H. V. Lott, alto horn." 
 
We read of another band called the "Buck Branch Band and Orchestra, under the 

direction of Prof. Frank Monte that give a concert on June 19, 1929. Prof. Monte "on the 
advice of prominent citizens, forms a boys band of Bogalusa. 

This study of Bogalusa music goes only to the late 20s but I would be amiss if I 
did not mention at least the "Rhythm Aces" of Bogalusa, one of the top musical groups in 
the area who played their brand of swing music in the early 40's 

 

Bogalusa Town Band Leaders: 

 
1915 - Piedra  1929 - Fendlasson 
1918 - Bonsor  1926 - Bullings 
1919 - Seldner  1922  Dr. Fellma 
1920 - Greenway 1922 - Koltrum   
1920 - Underwood 
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           253 

HAMMOND 
 

The chronicle of Hammond's musical history is incomplete as there is no copy of 
the Hammond Herald for many of the years in the early 1900's. We have a copy of the 
years 1906 to 1908 and there is a vacuum until 1929. 

As we pick up the musical history in Nov. 5th of 1906 was read of a Hammond 

Orchestra which gives a grand ball at the Hammond Opera House, Wednesday, next. 
This orchestra is very active in the community and remains so in the next few years. 
There are no names given of the personnel in the orchestra although there is an item that a 
"Mr. Jim Jackson has just received for the orchestra, a beautiful trombone, which will be 
used in the concert tomorrow night." (Jan. 17, 1907) From the information about other 
town bands and orchestra (they were called both) it sounds like a regular instrument band 
of vl, fl, cl, cornet and trb, with piano bass and drums. Saxophones and banjos were not 
used during this early time. 

A new place of entertainment opens in the form of Baltzell's Skating Rink which 
opens Saturday night (Nov. 20 paper). It states that "music was furnished the entire 

evening by the Hammond Orchestra and a brass band from Independence."  
The firemen of Hammond, like their counterpart in Ponchatoula, give a ball and 

the "Music was furnished by the Hammond Orchestra. The dance lasted until the small 
hours of the morning. The Ball opened with a beautiful grand march." (Dec. 29) 

During the early decade of the 20th century the small towns like Hammond have 
to furnish their own music, both because of financial reasons and the problem of travel to 
bring in an orchestra. Music had to be live and these town musical ensembles were an 
important part of the community for both public and private occasions. The Hammond 
Orchestra provides the music for the commercial venture of the skating rink in town and 
play twice a week. We read: 

 
"Dec. 7 - The Hammond Orchestra will furnish music at the skating 

rink tonight. A large crowd is expected and the race tonight will no doubt 
be a warm one. The patrons of the rink will be pleased to learn that the 
orchestra will play there two nights of each week." 
 
The orchestra, being a local and amateur group, is said to have improved their 

ability and "the members are to be congratulated on the music rendered last night." The 
musicians in the band, as in other town bands, probably had day jobs and played music 
for fun or extra income. The orchestra (also called a good band) is shown encouragement 
by the paper as they write "Those who possibly can, should attend all dances given by the 

Hammond Orchestra. We have a good band now and every encouragement should be 
extended to the members of the orchestra - by the people of the town. 

The orchestra also plays for benefits as they play "a concert in the Baltzell 
Theater, Jan. 18, 1907, part of the proceeds to benefit the High School Library."  

There must be some people in the town that have had negatives opinions about the 
quality of the orchestra and again the newspaper prints encouragement again: 
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"The Orchestra concert at the Baltzell Opera House on the 18th will 

probably put a quietus on the knockers who are of the opinion that we 
have a 'bam-band' as they are pleased to express it. The orchestra is 
practicing hard for this occasion and all who attend will doubtless be 
rewarded by hearing some really good music." (Jan. 7, 1907)) 
  
We find another write-up about the concert on the 18th which states:  
 

"The orchestra concert at the Baltzell Opera House tomorrow night 
will be a treat to the music lovers of Hammond. Good music is promised 
and an especially attractive vocal program has been arranged. A cornetist 
of the first class has been secured from the Tulane Theater Orchestra in 
New Orleans, and his work will probably add greatly to the programme of 
the local orchestra." (Jan. 17) 
 

The Greenville Brass Band furnishes music for the Skating Rink and we read 
that "a brass band will play at the rink three times each week.”We do not know if it is the 
Greenville Band but we read in the Jan. 17 and 22 that 'the band plays at the skating rink 
again tonight." 

The orchestra is hired by a Mr. Peyton Van Valkenburg to furnish music for a 
dance in the old skating rink, immediately after the concert of Jan. 18th.  

A traveling Show, the "Barlow & Wilson Big Show" comes in to towns carrying 
its own orchestra and band and promise 'Splendid music for tomorrow night." They 
present a street parade which brought out big crowds to observe. It is written that "the 
band is a great improvement over the average minstrel band."(Jan. 26) 

We have read in the Ponchatoula papers the presence of a band from 
Independence. We read of this band called in the Hammond paper the "Italian Band": 

 

"The Italian Band from Independence will give a dance at the skating 
rink in this city on Tuesday night of next week. The band made a big 'hit' 
at its only appearance in Hammond, which occurred the night of the 
opening of the rink. It is composed of born musicians, and promises to the 
public, even better music than was rendered before. Don't forget the dance 
Tuesday night." (Jan. 26) 
 
The leader of the Hammond Orchestra is said to be getting together a brass band. 

We read in the Jan. 28 paper this paragraph: 
 

"Jan. 28 - It is reliably reported that a brass band, consisting of 18 
pieces is being organized and will be under the management of Mr. James 
Jackson, who has been most successful in developing the orchestra. It is 
not known just yet, when the rehearsals will commence." 
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The B. & W. Minstrels pass through town and the paper remarks that "The 
orchestra was good and a few of their renditions were really the feature of the 
evening."(Jan. 28) 

 
In the Jan. 29 paper we see that the Hammond Orchestra "will give a select Mardi 

Gras Ball. The manager has not decided on the best place for the ball as yet, but full 
particulars will be published in the Herald later." 

The previously mentioning of the dance at the skating rink by the Italian Band is 
talked about in an article in the Jan. 30th paper: 

 
"The dance in the old skating rink, given by the Italian Band last night, 

was as great disappointment, on account of the lack of advertising 
arrangements, the fact that a dance was to be given, was not generally 
known and the number of dancers was 3 couples. The band returned to 
Independence this morning, having remained in this city all night."(Jan. 
30) 
  
The Hammond Orchestra next plays for a Mardi Gras Ball which is given by the 

orchestra in the skating rink which will be held a week from Friday night. We read "This 
is expected to be one of the most pretentious society events of the year. Full particulars 
and information will be published in the Herald at an early date." (Jan. 31) 

 
This dance is mentioned in the paper most every day before the dance and there is 

a review after the dance. Let us give a sequence of these articles:  
 

"Feb. 4 - The masquerade ball at the N. Skating Rink, to be given by 
the orchestra Friday night will be one of the sweetest and most select 
affairs of the season." 
 

"Feb. 5 - The orchestra is working hard on the new music for the grand 
masquerade ball at the rink on Friday night. One of the most select and 
skillful conducted dances of the year is promise on this occasion. Many of 
the costumes being arranged for this affair are truly beautiful and the sight 
of the various costumes alone will be well worth the price of admission." 

 
"Feb. 6 - The masquerade ball at the Skating Rink, Friday night, will 

be the first of its kind given in Hammond this season. It is being looked 
forward to with much pleasure by the young people here, and promises to 
be a brilliant affair." 

 
"Feb. 25 - The music furnished by the Hammond Orchestra Friday 

night, has been highly praised by many of the dancers. The improvement 
in the work of the organization is remarked by all and should be most 
gratifying to Messrs. Jackson and Weber." 
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We do not find anything else about this dance, nothing about the attendance, etc. 
but we do have another name, that of Weber, to add to the personnel of the orchestra. 

 
Continuing with the dancing activities, the New Skating Rink holds a dance on 

Monday night and we read: "will be a very select affair and only those having invitations, 
need apply at the door. Gentlemen's Admission $1.00. Fine music is promised and all 
who have invitations will do well to attend this dance."(Feb. 5) 

We have read that having electric lights is a new, positive feature that is 
publicized along with cooling fans. The failure of the electric lights at a dance made one 
of the dances cozy and inviting: 

 
"Although the dance at the Skating Rink was conducted at great 

disadvantage last night owing to the failure of the electric lights; it was 
greatly enjoyed by the crowd which was present. A large number of lamps 
were used and the hall was lighted sufficiently, although not as brightly as 
could have been desired. The music was good and much enjoyed by 
onlookers as well as dancers. About 30 couples were on the floor. A much 
larger crowd was expected, but owing to the inclemency of the weather 
and the fact that there were no electric lights, thought the dance would be 
postponed." (Feb. 5) 
 
A Mrs. Haughn organizes a class in dancing at the old skating rink which was in 

the Baltzell building, presumably to teach ballroom dancing. Baltzell Hall is also the site 
of the Sedgwick Dramatic Co. We get a feeling from what we have read that Hammond is 
a good, Christian community, perhaps bordering on a conservative side. We read that the 
city has a no saloon 4 mile law. The sending of invitations seems to suggest a social caste 
system, however fragile was in place. With new dances, some of which were considered 
risqué, and the young people becoming freer, we have read where they advertise that there 
will be policemen on duty at dances and invitation to the right people are given. We read 
of a new social group the "Hammond Hustlers" giving a dance on April 2 (Tuesday night) 
and "gentlemen's invitations apply to Tom Black." As the Catholic Church is large in 
Southern Louisiana, in Hammond we do find a large Catholic populace. Still the Hustlers 
give a dance immediately after the Lenten season begins. We read "Coming as it does, 
immediately after the Lenten season, it will inaugurate the renewal of the society events 
which were discontinued throughout the season of self denial." 

In the item in the April 3rd. paper we get a feeling that these social obligations are 
stressed in the item. "The Benefit dance given by the Hammond Hustlers organization in 
the old Skating Rink last night, emphasized strongly two points - that the Hustlers know 
how to conduct a social affair in the right way and that the people of Hammond ladies and 
gentlemen, alike, are anxious to have them succeed in making a good showing in athletics 
and social fields at the same town." 

The Hammond Orchestra is very active in the last two months of 1906. Beginning 
with a grand ball at the Opera House Wednesday night. They next play at the Baltzell's 
Skating Rink opening on a Saturday night which also includes a brass band from 
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Independence. At the Fireman's Ball (Dec. 30) the Orchestra opened the ball with "a 
beautiful grand march” and the dance lasts until the small hours of the morning. 

On Dec. 7, the Orchestra furnishes music for a dance at the Skating Rink. "A large 
crowd is expected and the race tonight will no doubt be a warm one. The patrons of the 
rink will be pleased to learn that the orchestra will play there two nights of each week." 
The orchestra pleased the patrons at this event and the paper continues to give 
encouragement to the orchestra as it writes: "There is marked improvement in the work of 
the orchestra lately and the members are to be congratulated on the music rendered last 
night." (Dec. 8) This is shown in another item in the Dec. 12 paper: "Those who possibly 
can, should attend all dances given by the Hammond Orchestra. We have a good band 
now and every encouragement should be extended to the members of the orchestra by the 
people of the town." 

The orchestra continues to play their regular engagements and we find only those 
engagements that are extra or special engagements. The orchestra plays for a banquet at 
the Oaks one week of April 22 and the next week, May 3 at the Oaks for a society dance. 
We read (May 4) "This week's society doings were concluded with the dance at the Oaks 
last night (May 3), given by Rickey, in honor of Mrs. Beazley. About 50 couples were 
present....The music was furnished by the Hammond Orchestra." 

While we do not read of any brass band activity we do find an item telling that 
"The Women's Improvement League is putting a new roof on the Band Stand in Central 
Park, L. D. Spencer the popular lumber man donated the lumber." (May 11) 

The Hustlers plan a benefit dance at the Skating Rink, May 16 using the 
Hammond 0rchestra furnishing the music, and for an Ice Cream Sociable at the Oaks 
Gallery, Thursday evening, June 20th. 

The Fourth of July was celebrated with a big Firemen's Benefit Ball at the Baltzell 
warehouse. We read in the July 5th paper that "About 50 couples were on the floor and 
almost twice as many spectators were seated in the building. The orchestra, which by the 
way has been greatly strengthened and has shown a marked improvement of late, 
furnished the music." 

We read for the first time that there is a colored orchestra in Hammond. Little is 
known about them. They were probably in existence for a few years prior to this July 25 
mentioning but their activities are not written about in the society minded paper. We read: 
"Moonlight picnic - Pullman car train to the river. The colored orchestra furnished music 
at all times. The indomitable lovers of the dance found real pleasure in performing on the 
sand underneath the trees." Another mentioning is in the Nov. 13 issue of the paper: "The 
dancing party who have engaged special I. C. cars to go to Houltonville tonight, will 

leave here at 7:45 sharp and return promptly at 1 a.m. The Hammond colored orchestra 

has been engaged to furnish music on the road both ways." In the March 26, 1908 paper 
the only other mentioning is found: "Mr. & Mrs. Johnson entertained young people. Miss 
Edna was tendered a serenade by the colored orchestra." 

Hammond is growing in population and there are now 3000 people living in the 
city. With the increase in population we read of a new organization the "Woodmen of the 
World" and of their new "Redmen Hall. They hold their opening dance on Friday night, 
Oct. 18th - there is no band named but the paper calls the dance a success.  
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In the Oct. 28th paper we read that Prof. Webber's Orchestra will give a dance 
next Friday night, Nov. 1, at Redmen Hall. We also find an item in the No. 2 paper that 
there is to be a "Sunday School Temperance Rally, Nov. 24 with music furnished by the 
Hammond Orchestra." From this point I believe that the Hammond Orchestra is now 

called the Woodmen Orchestra. Webber was a part of the Hammond Orchestra and 
while the leader James Jackson is not mentioned again and the location of social events 
change, the only difference probably is the name and not the members. We will assume 

this and continue to consider them as the same band but call them now the Woodmen 

Orchestra. 
To end the year 1907 we find four items mentioning the activity of the orchestra: 
 

"Dec. 6 - The Woodmen Orchestra will give a dance in Redmen Hall, 
Dec. 31 and give the dancers of Hammond a chance to dance the old year 
out and the New Year in." 

 
"Dec. 24 -Tomorrow night a dance will be given under the auspices of 

Tangipahoa Tribe #77, at Redmen Hall. The floor in the hall has gained of 
reputation as being the finest in the parish, and the management having 
secured the services of the Woodmen Orchestra, one of the finest bands in 
this section, a good time is guaranteed to all who attend." 

 
"Dec. 26 - Red Men dance - The music furnished by Woodmen 

Orchestra was the finest band in years and those who were not there 
missed a treat. This orchestra will give a dance New Years Eve, to which 
all who enjoy good music are invited. The floor in Red Men Hall is 
unsurpassed." 

 
"Dec. 27 - Master John Robinson entertained the dancing class last 

night at the Oaks. 30 couples - fine music of the Woodmen Orchestra." 
 

1908 

 
The above New Years Eve dance was well attended and the paper remarked that 

"Every one present enjoyed the fine music of the orchestra. It was a success in every 
way." (Jan. 2) 

From previous examples (like the Bogalusa town bands change of name and 
sponsor) the Woodmen have the orchestra play for their installment ceremony (Jan. 8) 
furnishing music throughout the evening. This sponsorship is seen in the item of Jan. 
21st: 

 
"The Woodmen Orchestra held a business meeting last night in Red 

Men Hall. The orchestra was found to be in good condition financially. 
Mr. Frank Griffen was elected leader and manager, and parties wishing the 
service of the orchestra for concerts or dances can make arrangements by 
seeing Mr. Griffen. This band is one of the best in this section, is made up 
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of home talent and when you are contemplating having a dance or concert, 
patronize the Woodmen Orchestra." (Jan. 21) 
 

While attention is centered on the Woodmen Orchestra in the paper, the Baltzell Opera 
House is operating. We read in the Jan. 23 paper stated: "Baltzell Opera House Monday, 
Jan. 27. An excellent band and fine orchestra accompany this attraction. The band will 
parade at noon where some good music may be looked for, all being dressed as farmers." 
The Blatzell Co. carries a "splendid" orchestra to assist in the musical and dancing 
specialties. The splendid band made a burlesque parade. Is this the old Hammond 
Orchestra? Is it made up of local talent? We can only theorize on this. Perhaps the old 
Hammond Orchestra split because of some wanting to go to the Woodmen of the World 
sponsorship while some wanted to remain separate. This theory might be one explanation. 

Barlow and Wilson's Minstrels accompanied by what is called "an excellent band 
and orchestra" again comes to town. 

The Woodmen Orchestra continues to play for dances as they play at the "Oaks" 
for a "Brilliant masquerade ball Saturday night. 75 couples. The maskers enjoyed the fine 
music furnished by the Woodmen Orchestra until about 11:00." 

The Firemen are active, giving a concert on Feb. 27th and there is a thank you 
mentioning in the Feb. 29 paper stating "We desire to thank most heartily all those who 
took any part in the firemen's concert Thursday night, including the orchestra." We do not 
know which orchestra but we assume it is the Woodmen Orchestra. 

Further evidence that the above was the Woodmen Orchestra that played gratis for 
the Firemen, also played and furnished music for the oyster supper given Thursday night 
for the Green lawn Cemetery fund - music donated.  

The Lenten season began and it is not until April 20th that the Red Men present 
their next dance, with music furnished by the Woodmen Orchestra. The dance attracted a 
large crowd and they prepare to give a May Ball on May 1st. which also is noted as a 
"decided" success.  

The Strawberry Festival was held by the Hammond Fire Dept. with "the 
orchestra" rendering several selections during the evening." What orchestra was this? In 
the May 20th paper we read "Grand Lodge meeting Knights of Pythian - music by 
Orchestra (Hammond)" Was this the old Hammond Orchestra?  

 In the June 3rd paper we read of an attempt at re-organizing what is called the 
"Old Hammond Brass Band": 

 
"Tomorrow night a meeting of the members of the Old Hammond 

Brass Band will be held in the Mayor's office, for the purpose of re-
organizing. It's hoped that the boys will perfect an organization; as a good 
band is a great asset for a town. The people should back up a good band." 
 
A follow up item about this meeting is found in the June 6th paper: 
 

"At a meeting of the musicians of Hammond, held in the Mayor's 

office Thursday night, the Old Hammond Brass Band was re-organized 
with 15 members. The lst practice will be held Monday night and the boys 
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will be out on the 4th to play for the celebration. It is hoped that the 
citizens and business men will take interest in this undertaking and help it 
along. It is a great help to a town in a good many ways. Remember that the 
band is new and if it doesn’t play great up to what you think it ought to 
don't knock. Boost it, but don't knock." 
 
The band plays for the 4th of July celebration, along with the Marine Band of 

Washington, D. C. and there was a dance held that night at the old Blatzell Skating Rink. 
(No band name given) 

The band met again last night (July 6) and formed a permanent organization, with 
Prof. Weber as leader. We read in the July 7th paper that "There are about 15 members in 
the band at present, some of the best musicians in this section, and in a short time we will 
have as good a band as can be found anywhere. The thing to do is to stick by the boys and 
help them along as much as possible. Anyone wishing their services will communicate 
with Mr. H. M. Herbert, at the Hammond State Bank." 

The band gives their first open-air concert (Sept. 15) after we read of the article 
stating this ambition: "The band is going to give a series of open air concerts at the band 
stand in front of the Oaks beginning next Tuesday night. The public is cordially invited to 
come out. These concerts will be given all through the fall and it is possible some other 
features besides band music will be added." 

The band concert proved to be a great success. The paper (Sept. 17) writes: "The 
band concert Thursday proved to be a great success. The people turned out and all seemed 
to appreciate the efforts of the band. Eleven numbers were tendered during the evening, 
consisting of band and orchestra music and several selections were rendered by the male 
quartet. Another concert will be given at the same place next Thursday night and in all 
probability a record crowd will be in attendance. Come out and encourage the band." 

There are still some needs for the band, primarily in the need for seats for the band 
when they play. The band had to rent chairs. This need is met as we read in the Sept. 24 
paper: "The band will have their new seats ready for tonight's concert and everybody 
ought to come out and help the boys financially and encourage them by your presence. 
There will be a plank walk from the sidewalks to the seats and there will also be a plank 
in front of each seat to prevent the ladies dresses from wet grass. Band music, orchestra 
music, zither and guitar duet and male quartet. Come and hear it." 

The next concert was canceled because of bad weather and the band gives the 
concert in conjunction with the moving picture entertainment in the Opera House. .."The 
proceeds of the evening will be turned over to the band. (Sept. 29). What is called the 
"Hammond Orchestra" give a dance at Red Men Hall Friday Oct. 2nd. I am sure that the 
brass band, the Hammond Orchestra, the Redmen Orchestra are mostly the same 
personnel with the exception of a few. The band realized about $22 from the concert. One 
of the bands expenses is uniforms and they continue to give concerts in the hope that they 
will raise enough money for these uniforms. 

There is no existing newspapers between the years 1909 and 1929 thus a valuable 
treasure of history is lost and the only thing we can do is to presume that Hammond's 
musical history continues along the scenario that was existing and that the town followed 
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along the lines of other towns such as Ponchatoula with their musical activities, only 
different name for the bands, the musicians and the place that they played. 

From the Ponchatoula paper we find some mentions of Hammond musical 
activity. In the August 2, 1924 paper we read: "BIG DOINGS TO BE HAD IN 
HAMMOND ON LABOR DAY." Besides boxing matches, baseball games and fire 
works "the windup of the day will be a big dance held in the coliseum with Tut Johnson's 
Jazz Band of Baton Rouge furnishing the jazz for the youngsters to strut their stuff to." 

This band is the famous 'Toots' Johnson Band of Baton Rouge, one of the most popular 
orchestras in the Southland. 

In an article in the Feb. 20, 1925 paper we read of a Carnival Ball to be held at 

Bradley Hall but no name of a band is given. 
 

1929 

 
During March and April of 1929 we read of some new bands and some old names 

of names that play in the Hammond Area: 
 

"March 8 - Dance at Kennon Hall in Kentwood." 
 
"March 15 - Independence (city) Catholics will hold annual Fete. St. 

Joseph's Day.  The People Band of Independence will furnish music for 
the occasion under the leadership of Prof. Sam Marretta." 
 
We read about a new dance hall opening with a band we read of only once before: 
 

"April 12 - New dance hall will open Saturday night at Manchac at the 

Lake Breeze  Inn. Roy McElwee and his orchestra will furnish the 
music. $1.25 a couple. Fresh sea food will be served during the dance." 
 
The Hammond Band gives another fund raiser which is very successful: 
 

"April 19 - Old Deestrick Skule is Howling Success - entertainment at 
East Side School. The boys of the Hammond Band wish to thank each and 
everyone who helped. Receipts $163.00" 
 
We find articles about dances in other cities appearing in the Hammond Paper and 

they are finds and give us more material for our search for jazz history: 
 

"April 26 - Ponchatoula Firemen to give big dance, Tuesday, April 30 
at their Hall Music for the occasion will be furnished by the well-known 

Claiborne Williams Band of Donaldsonville, conceded to be one of the 
best in the state." 
 

"May 3 - Garry Thompson manager of Hotel Mandeville says "A new 
day has dawned for the jazz-lovin boys and girls of St. Tammany and 
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adjacent parishes - the Hotel Mandeville - that exclusive palace of caprice 

and gaiety brings them the superlative in jazz - The Patio Orchestra of 

New Orleans - on Saturday night, May 4. Mandeville appreciates the large 
attendance of our Hammond friends at the weekly dances being held at the 
Hotel Mandeville." 
 
In the May 24th paper we read that the town is all set for the big show and 

Strawberry Festival and that there would be a "Queen's Ball at the Big Top in the fair 

grounds. The Deluxe Harmony Band will furnish the music for the occasion. Bands in 

Parade - 5 - The Stanacola Band of Baton Rouge, Illinois Central Band of New 

Orleans, The Amite, Independence and Hammond Bands. 

Other bands playing for the fair include "The Victor Jazz Orchestra will furnish 
music for the dancers on the 2nd night' for the fair and the Peerless Revelers of 
Independence will furnish the music for the Pageant Program." The group scores a big hit 

at the festival and the paper (May 31 reports that: "The Peerless Revelers of 
Independence scored a big hit Wednesday night at the crowning of the festival queen. 
Several numbers were rendered buy the Reveler's and two solos proved very attractive to 
the large crowd. Loud applause greeted each number. The Peerless Revelers organized 
several years ago, since which time they have played at the greater number of dances in 
the northern part of the parish and in their home town of Independence. Plenty of Pep is 
found in the organization. Their float during the parade was another one of their features." 
The group plays for an American Legion dance in a place called the "Log Cabin" on a 
Friday night at 8:30, and "the Peerless Revelers will be on deck and it will cost just $1.50 
for a full evening’s enjoyment." 

A new band called the "Wicker Syncopators" furnishes music "for each meal 
Sunday at Vickers Shop."(This is the only mentioning of this group.)  

May 24 is the date that the town reads that the Hammond Band "have just 
received their new uniforms. They are rich and different from anything you have seen. 
They even carry out the colors of the festival - green, red and white. Snappy? Well, we'll 
say so and that drum major - Whoopee!" 

 
An interesting item appeared in the May 10, 1929 paper. Evidently the band 

rehearsed in a public building and their rehearsal was interrupted by something or 
someone and the band members were not very happy about it. We read: 

 
"HAMMOND BAND. Again our band was interrupted at their regular 

Tuesday night rehearsal and not wishing to be considered discourteous we 
quietly walked out and "popped off" our steam on the outside. 
    The band has been granted permission by the mayor to hold their 
rehearsals Tuesday nights of each week. "Nothing should interfere." We 
are paying a director and instructor a salary to meet with us at the band 
room each Tuesday night. He drives 35 miles to make these trips. We also 
have four or five members that come quite a distance to attend our 
rehearsals. In view of the fact that the good people of Hammond have put 
up their good money to afford the city of Hammond a band, it seems as 
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though they should be given a chance to carry on their rehearsals without 
these interruptions. 
     The band is desirous of cooperating in every way possible for the good 
of the community but there is a chance for courtesy from all sides.  The 
Manager." 
 
From this item we find out a number of things about a concert band in 1929 

America. They pay for leadership and instruction, the band members are not all local 
citizens, they rehearse once a week at a public location and the expenses for salary are 
paid by town taxes. 

In the August 30th paper we find published the bands selection for their next 
concert. It contains marches, overtures, waltzes and a "selection by the 'Big 4' " No 
popular music is listed. 

The band program for their next concert (Sunday Sept. 15, 5 pm) is given in the 
paper and we list this program below: 

 
March - "American Legion," by Parker   
Waltz - "Flowers of the Wildwood" - 
Facile, "Mignonnette" - Baumann Skaggs 
Selection - "Ben Hur Chariot Race" - Paull   
Overture - "Bright & Gay" Makie-Beyer 
March - "Independentia" - Hall    
"America" - Carey. 
 
The concerts by the band contain the 'legit' band repertoire and none contain 

music other than the traditional pieces. The last mentioning of the band is on Sept. 27th 
as they play a concert on Sept. 29th. 

 

1930 

 
From Jan. to July we read mostly of dances with bands that we recognize. We list 

these items below: 
 

"Jan. 31 - American Legion Dance, Feb. 6 - The music will be 

furnished by 'Toots' Johnson's Band from Baton Rouge and all of the 
music will be the dance hits for the years 1917-1918.”It’s a Long Way to 
Tipperary," "Over There," "Belgian Rose," "Long Long Trail," and others. 
This will be the dance that lots of the folks who have never learned the 
new dances have been waiting for, so be sure to come out." 

 
"April 4 - City Club, Easter Dance, April 25 - Music to be furnished by 

the "Mystic Revelers." 
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"April 11 - Easter Dance - changed to Thursday April 24th - The music 
furnished by Victor's Orchestra of Baton Rouge. Victor has 10 pieces in 
his orchestra so the dance should be a big success." 

 
"May 16th - Berry Festival to hold Grand Ball, reception - Dance 

music will be furnished by Claiborne Williams Band." 
 

"May 23 - Kentwood Sr. class of 1930 at home of William Bridges - 

Thursday evening. Kentwood Orchestra furnished music." 
 
"June 6 - Big Barn dance next big attraction here next Thursday at 

Legion Hall. Toots Johnson's famous band will furnish the music. This 
band is very popular with the dancing element." 

 
"June 27 - In order to co-operate with the American Legion celebration 

of the 4th of July 'Smilin' Acres' postpone their dance on the 4th. Stewarts 

Orchestra furnishes the music."  
 
The Peerless Revelers play for a Legion dance on Thursday July 17th and finally 

in the Amite 4th of July parade we find the Amite C of C Band (Chamber of 
commerce?) and a group from Hammond called the Hammond Drum & Bugle Corps. 
Could this be the Hammond Boys Band earlier formed? 

This ends the entries about the Hammond music scene. We hope some day the 
holes will be filled in. 
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PONCHATOULA 

 
The town of Ponchatoula is located 15 miles north of Lake Pontchartrain and 

about 6 miles west of Hammond, and 40 miles south of Baton Rouge. It is somewhat 
centralized between New Orleans and Baton Rouge and retains its small town image and 
population.  Today it is famous as an antique shop center and of course the Strawberry 
Festival that continues to our day. Its music history is similar to the many small towns of 
Louisiana with the local bands of the Ragans and Robards becoming popular in the Lake 
Pontchartrain area, along with many famous dance and jazz bands, being imported for 
dances and activities. 

It began as a small farming community and grew as the population increased in 
these southern Louisiana towns. The local newspaper began publishing in 1921. The 
activities of the town, prior to 1921, probably resemble most small southern towns similar 
to that of Covington, Abita Springs and other North Shore small towns. 

 

1921 

 

We first read in the March 11, of a Fireman's minstrel show for the purchase of a 
new engine. Having a benefit for the volunteer firemen is found in all small towns during 
this era and the media of a minstrel entertainment was both easy and popular to present. 
Within the framework of a minstrel one could present many kinds of talent. Most towns 
had enough local musicians to form a 'pit' band. From this minstrel setting came 
vaudeville and early forms of a pot-pourri of early entertainment acts. Other forms of 
public entertainment as written in the March 11th paper were "hayrides, 500 card parties, 
lawn parties, and dancing at private homes." Usually these entertainments contained 
music and many also included bands. (The minstrel was deemed a success by the April 
1lth article in the paper.) 

We read in the April 8th paper of a dance "given by Marion & Gerald 
Fannaly"(brothers) with the name of the renowned band of Toots Johnson. Johnson's 
Band, from Baton Rouge was one of the most popular bands in the Louisiana area and 
played for many dances at LSU for the students. (See book on Band Leaders of La.) 

As stated in the April 15th paper "The above dance was well attended by a large 
crowd from Hammond, Amite, Springfield and Ponchatoula. The celebrated Tutts 
Johnson Band of Baton Rouge furnished the music which was thoroughly enjoyed by all." 
We find Johnson's name spelled in different ways such as 'Toots,' 'Tuts,' 'Tutts,' etc. There 
is no mention of his given first name. Even in the census we find the name 'Toots' used. 

We are to read the names of many bands that play in and around Ponchatoula, 
some becoming famous in early jazz and others are not heard from again. Many dances 
that are given and written about do not give the name of the band playing but just that a 
band played. Such is the case of "A delightful dance was given at the community house. 
...A large number of Ponchatoulians attended. A seven piece band furnished the music." 
(April 22) 

The town was the site of many types of entertainments. Dramatic groups, having 
their own band gave plays (one such group to play in town was the Paul English Players) 
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and many times played for a dance following the performance. These were usually given 
at the Ideal Theater.  

The climate in southern Louisiana was a mild one and outdoor picnics were very 
popular. They would bring a band along, usually the musicians were a part of the group 
that gave the picnic and not always hired. We read in the April 29th paper of a 
"Moonlight picnic - fish fry on Tangipahoa River." As the crowd left town and on their 
return the band serenaded at Alford’s Hotel and the "strains of music wafted at the 
breeze." 

The Paul English group included a very good orchestra some made up of members 
of the troupe and a few professional musicians (such as Snoozer Quinn and Emmett 
Hardy). This is stated in the April 29th paper: 

 

"Paul English Orchestra - lively, up-to-date music entertains the big 
crowds. The musical program is far above the average and appreciated, 
judging by the liberal remarks heard. Quite naturally the band is good. 
Free band concert Monday, at 4:00 p.m." 
 
The band concert attracted 'quite a crowd." and it is stated that "the music was 

fine, but, you just ought to see the colored boy's faces when Stafford played the 
trombone." 

Entertainment troupes, minstrel shows, circuses, etc. would use their band to 
spread the news that they were in town. Bands would advertise dances by this same 
procedure. We have seen that many groups from small towns would go into New Orleans 
to secure a band for their dances. It was always somewhat a small problem to acquire 
music. Dances were very popular and some small towns, having two dances on the same 
night might have difficulty getting a band. The local band would be playing for one event, 
and perhaps there would be a picnic scheduled on the same night along with another 
dance that used a band from New Orleans or another town that had a band that was 
known by the dance sponsor. One New Orleans musician solved this problem by playing 
an adv. in the paper of April 29th: 

 
"Local happenings Responsible party would like to get in touch with a 

party in Ponchatoula or nearby town with a view of conducting dances. I 
am the leader of the best band in New Orleans and can furnish the best of 
references from most prominent people as to character, and ability. If 

interested write: J. E. Bayersdorfer, 224 Customhouse, Building, New 
Orleans, La." 
 
Bayersdorfer did have a very good band and a very popular one. He played from 

about 1920 to 1930's and a partial collection of personnel included: Tom Brown, Harry 
Shields, Nappy Lamare, Freddie and Steve Loyacano, Chink Martin, Leo Adde and Ray 
Bauduc, all members at one time or another of his 'Dixieland' band. 

Sifter’s New Orleans Military Band plays for the July 4th, Hammond/Florida 
Parishes Fair, playing in the new pavilion for dancing (July 1). The Siefert Band, while 
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known as a military band is mentioned in the paper as "Siefert's New Orleans Military 

Jazz Band.  
The July 8th paper reported the Fourth of July celebration as follows: 
 

"4th of July parade was led by a band on return to the park, the parade 
disbanded and the band took its position on the dancing platform which 
was built under the trees and around one large oak from which electric 
lights were hung from the four corners.(This was the Siefert's Band) 
Dancing in the open air under the shade of the trees was then enjoyed and 
continued until about 12:30 when everybody attend the free barbecue. 
Dancing was continued after dinner until 3:00 when the band left for the 
ball park. W. E. Perrin - charge of dancing." 
 
We have seen this notation before in other advertisements; one coming to mind is 

Fischer's Military, Jazz Band. Most brass bands of the day could break up into smaller 
units and would then be known as a string band or a jazz band.  

We read of the names of different places that hold dances: Davis Pavilion, 2 

miles West of Ponchatoula, Millers Pavilion, the Oak Hotel in Hammond with new 
places opening at various times. A good description of a dance pavilion is found in the 
July 1, 1921, paper: It is of the Davis Pavilion, which advertises “dancing every Saturday 
night." 

 
"THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR. Out in the country, under the broad 

canopy of starry heaven, and nestling under the abade of the tall pines, one 
finds a building from which comes the sound of music and the gay 
laughter of people. 

Lights are seen blinking and as you draw nearer persons are seen in 
motion, all this hazy at first, but as you draw still nearer, you see that they 
are dancing, and as you use to dance once yourself, your feet get to itching 
and you timidly continue on until you stand within the doorway of a cozy 
little dancing pavilion. 

As you gaze about you find an orchestra of four sitting up on an 
elevated platform playing the latest jazz and smiling sweetly at you when 
you catch their eye, bidding you enter. Seats are arranged around the sides 
and, in one corner you note a soft drink stand and you case across the floor 
to the stand and timidly ask for a glass of lemonade or a bottle of pop. 

As you finish drinking the music stops and you seem to see them all 
coming toward you, beautiful women, handsome men, and as you are very 
shy you try to slip unnoticed to one of the nearby seats, but a tall lean 
handsome boy, who was upon that orchestra platform playing a cornet and 
who noticed you when you first came in, comes up and gives you the glad 
hand and after learning your name, proceeds to introduce you to some of 
the fair damsels you noticed when you stepped into the door. 

You get interested in one of them and as the music again floats out in 
the air, you whisper sweetly, "may I have this one, please," and she says 
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"yes," and you whirl out onto the floor forgetting that you were on your 
way to Springfield and that Ponchatoula is only two miles back. As you 
linger and enjoy yourself you notice that automobiles are constantly 
arriving and glancing at your watch you find that it is ten o'clock and that 
there seems to be more than twice as many people as there were when you 
first stepped shyly over the door plate. 

Along toward eleven o'clock you suddenly remember, admidst the joy 
you are experiencing, that you had started for Springfield, and that you had 
better be going; so you hunt up the cornet player who has such "devilish" 
eyes and tell him what a good time you have had, and thank him for 
introducing you to the pretty girls. Then you ask him whose place this is, 
and he says it is known as the Davis pavilion and as you wave bye-bye to 
the girls and boys you make up your mind to come again and enjoy an 
evening of dancing in the cool open air." (July 1, 1921) 
 
The young people that attended these dances were the supporters of jazz music 

and jazz dances. We have a stereo type of the young girls of this era that were on the 
contemporary scene. They were known as 'Flappers.' We find an article about 'The 
Flapper' in the June 23, 1921, paper: 

 
"THE FLAPPER. From "The Los Angeles, Times" we reproduce the 

following. Ponchatoula, of course, is no exception to the rule. 
"The average flapper does not care for privacy in the various details of 

making her toilet. She can rouge her lips in the midst of Broadway parade 
and comb out her bobbed locks while nibbling her esclair tubes to the 
music of a jazz band. Her womanly idea of preparedness is to have her 
vanity box chained to her arm at all hours. She carries a make-up box 
instead of a prayer book or nursing bottle. We have seen a brilor dab her 
nose five times with a powder rag while traversing a single city block. 
Before the stenographer goes out to lunch she holds active communication 
with her vanity case. She takes this essential equipment with her. When 
she finds her chair in the restaurant out comes the powder rag for another 
caress. When the lunch is concluded there must be more powder and 
rouge, and a possible call for the manicure tools. No girl hesitates at 
making up in a crowed street car or in the rush of traffic. She can cold-
cream herself in front of the Grand Army of the Republic. She will paint 
her eye brows in honor of the American Legion and roll her stockings in 
company of the wide, wide world. She has learned to use a comb in the 
theatre and her nail polisher in church. She can sit on the window sill and 
tint her lips while the firemen below are waiting for her to jump. She isn't 
easily disconcerted, and the guy who kidnaps her is getting some kid." 
 
Our stereo type flapper might be the proto-type of our modern women. The 

dances she took part in also was progressive, sometimes much too progressive for the 
citizens and ministers of some communities. Jazz brought on new dances and new 
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freedoms of expression that were frowned upon by many. We read of two examples of 
this change in actions of young people: 

 
"Oct. 7. 1921 - FLORIDA PARISHES PASTORS URGE FAIR TO 

BAN DANCE. Thirty-four ministers have entered a protest with the 
management of the Florida Parishes Fair against the "Modern Dance" 
being made a part of the program. The ministers signing the protest 
represent 10,000 church members of the parishes of St. Helena, Livingston 
and Tangipahoa. 

The protest has been printed on placards and given wide circulation. It 
urges the stopping of both gambling and dancing at the Fair Grounds, so as 
to "remove all causes of friction and division among our people." 
 

"Oct. 21, 1921 - MINISTERS PROTEST MODERN DANCING AT 
FAIR. Thirty-four ministers in Tangipahoa, St. Helena and Livingston 
parishes commend the board of directors of the Florida Parishes Fair 
Association for their progressive spirit and expressed determination to stop 
gambling at the fair grounds but protest against the modern dance being 
made a part of the fair programme. 

They take the stand that while some fine people participate in and 
patronize the modern dance, they are many in the parishes who look upon 
the modern dance as nothing less than a snare and a temptation to their 
boys and girls and believe that the fair to be a success in the highest sense 
should have nothing on the programme that would antagonize any of the 
people. They urge the management to stop dancing as well as gambling 
thereby removing all cause of friction and division among the people." 
 
In the decade of the 20's we find that most public activities required a band or at 

least some group playing musical accompaniment. Radio and records were not yet as 
popular and portable as live music. The people in Washington wanted to put a tax on 
musical instruments that would have placed musical instruments in a luxury class. The 
National Federation of Women's Clubs Says, No! I give the article below and cannot help 
in thinking of some taxes that we have today: 

 
"BILL TO PLACE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN LUXURY 

CLASS. National Federation of Women's Clubs Says, No! 
If a reliable report of activities now under way disclosed anything at all, it 
predicts that our representatives will be buried under a veritable deluge of 
mail at the opening session of Congress on September twenty-first when 
nearly five million letters, vigorously protesting against a proposed 
discriminatory tax on all musical instruments, will have been received by 
the various congressional delegates. 

These letters penned individually by the five million members of the 
National Federation of Women's Clubs and its allied organizations, and 
worded in the particular style of each writer, will contend that the levying 
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of such a tax on musical instruments, would place music in the luxury 
class and, in so doing, would create a serious menace to the development 
and prosperity of music in America, which projects today as the greatest 
musical nation on the face of the earth. 

The National Federation of Women's Clubs is probably the most 
powerful and influential organization of women in the United States. Its 
members aroused by the news that Congress would even begin to consider 
such an obviously destructive measure, are keeping vigilant eyes on 
Washington as a precaution."(Sept. 23) 
 
One of the greatest early jazz musicians Henry 'Kid' Rena and his band come to 

the Ponchatoula area and plays for the dancers at Williams Community Hall. 
 

"Edgewood Echoes - a dance was given at Williams Community Hall 
on Friday. The attendance was large and all enjoyed the evening. Music 

was furnished by 'Kid' Rena's Band of New Orleans." 

 
A new dance pavilion is opened near Ponchtoula on the Tangipahos River and 

will be called Riverside Park. We read of this in the July 22nd Ponchatoula paper and of 

a new name in bands, namely the Como Band that is from St. CHARLES Parish. We 
read: 

 
"The fine dance pavilion overlooking picturesque Tangipahos, will be 

opened July 20th-30th by the Patterson Civic League which organization 

has engaged the Como Jazz Orchestra to furnish the music." (July 22) 
 

Again in the August 12th paper we read of a new name of a band, the Wild Wolf 

Jazz Band. "Dance given by 6 boys at Riverside Park was well attended and everybody 
enjoyed themselves until a late hour. Music was furnished by the Wild Wolf Jazz Band." 
The town supported new bands and more activities and in August of 1921 the town 
popular had tripled to 3000 in just 12 months. 

Dances continue - one at Davis' Pavilion Saturday night (August 19th paper), and, 
a dance at Edgewood Community Hall, music furnished by two darkies, playing the 
mandolin and guitar. The Next week we read of another dance at Edgewood, music 

furnished by the Midnight Band. 

 

PROFESSOR H. KUHN 

 
We shall next present the saga of Prof. H. Kuhn, the town's Prof. Harold Hill of the 
musical the "Music Man." 

 

Time Line 

 

1917 (Nov. 22) to 1920 (July 20) 537 Vallette, Algiers, La. 

1921 (Sept. 23) to 1922- (March 31) - Ponchatoula, La. 
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1922 - (Sept. 2) 1922 (Oct. 14) - Hammond, La. 

1922 (Sept. 2) to 1922 (Oct. 14) - Garyville, La. 

1924 (Nov. 6) Baton Rouge. 

The earliest entry about Prof. Kuhn is found in the Algiers Herald of Nov. 22, 
1917. We read that a Band is being organized by Prof. Kuhn for the Maccabee's. His 
address is given as 537 Vallette. In the same issue another articles states: 
"Drum & Bugle Corps of Maccabee to change to Band. A benefit to be held on Dec. 12th 
and 13th. Prof. Kuhn is also mentioned as directing the HNGC Theater 7 piece orchestra. 
This orchestra is to play for the benefit. 

We next find an advertisement for Prof. Kuhn's music school at his residence at 
537 Valette Street. The Prof. teaches piano, violin, cornet, trombone, clarinet, flute and 
drums. The add remarks that the Prof. "takes children, beginners and advanced pupils. 
With this school is connected a free orchestra and band class."(Jan. 3, 1918) 
We do not hear about the Prof. until an article in the June 5, 1919 paper. "Prof. Kuhn 
arrested - Buying for credit, selling for cash. We also find out that he owes a balance on 
musical instrument. Nothing else is written about this affair. It is not until July 1, 1920 
that we read of Prof. Kuhn again. This time he is seeking a warrant against a Charles 
Strauss: 
  
 "Prof. Kuhn, Herman, a music teacher appeared before the Justice of the Peace 
Trauth at Gretna Thursday morning - a avadvat against Charles Strauss for assault and 
battery. The "Prof." is nursing a blackeye for a remark that reflected upon Strauss' 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Strauss. Jacob Strauss preferred charges against Kuhn for 
slander. Both Charles Strauss and Kuhn were place under appearance bonds, to answer 
the respective charges against them." (July 1, 1920) 

 
We next read of Prof. Kuhn in the town of Ponchatoula on the northern area of 

Lake Pontchartrain. The paper remarks that Prof. Kuhn is from New Orleans. Music was 
an important activity during this era in our country and professors of music were a 
welcome addition to a small country town in rural Louisiana. These somewhat 'traveling' 
music teachers seldom stayed as a permanent residence of the town. With music being a 
very important cultural and entertainment media these professors were most welcome and 
usually formed town bands and juvenile bands for younger students. Prof. Kuhn comes to 
town and forms a bands: 

 
"Prof. H. Kuhn of New Orleans has settled in our midst and is organizing a 
High School band, a brass band for the city and giving lessons on all 
musical instruments. Ponchy ought to have a good band; it would be a first 
class advertisement, especially when they had reached that state of 
perfection wherein they would be in demand for carnivals, picnics, etc. It 
would look exceedingly well to see printed on the big poster 'music by the 
famous Ponchatoula Band.' Such a thing is possible and if every man in 
Ponchatoula who can play or who wants to learn to play a band instrument 
will make up his mind to do so, get down to real hard, honest to goodness 
work, cut out all of the play stuff, there is no reason in the world why 
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Ponchatoula cannot have a band of which it could be proud of." (Sept. 23, 
1921) 
 
The contents and direction of the above paragraph can be found in almost every 

small town newspaper and most towns as we have read about. Covington and Bogalusa 
needed a town band and these bands always needed funds to exist, thus a never-ending 
problem of supporting a town band was always present. The Sept. 23rd Ponchatoula 
paper announced: "Blessing - arrival of Prof. Kuhn, he has organized a High School Band 
(72) and a city band." We read of this project as Prof. Kuhn gives a benefit for the band: 
 

"HIGH SCHOOL BAND AND ORCHESTRA TO GIVE BENEFIT OCT. 
28TH. The members of the High School band and orchestra under the 
leadership of Prof. H. Kuhn will give a benefit show and entertainment at 
the Ideal Theatre for the purpose of raising money to purchase a much 
need Eb bass and baritone for the band. 
This will give the citizens of Ponchatoula and the High School enough 
instruments to build up a first class band and orchestra and an appeal is 
made to the citizens to turn out and help put this over. 
Ponchatoula needs a good band it would be an ideal advertisement for the 
town. Wouldn't you feel proud to read on the bills of the Florida Parishes 
Fair, music furnished by the Famous Ponchatoula Band - Be a Booster." 
(Oct. 2, 1921) 
 

The paper continues to support Prof. Kuhn and music for the town we read on Oct. 21st, 
1921: 
 

"Music is claimed by the scientist to relieve the strain of business worries 
from the mind. Those who study hard are likewise rested by music and 
Ponchatoula is showing interest in music sufficient to boast of a good 
orchestra and band which are now receiving instruction from Prof. Kuhn 
and which the Prof. promises to have ready for recital before Christmas." 
 

We read about the above entertainment in the Dec. 2, 1921 paper: 
 

"The most excellent recital given by Prof. Kuhn's pupils at the Ideal 
Theatre Friday night was a most agreeable surprise; for it could scarcely be 
believed that the fine program was rendered by pupils who had studied 
only about six weeks, with the exception of possibly one or two, and if 
they continue to make this same progress as time grows, it will truly be 
phenomenal. The professor states that he needs more pupils to fill in the 
orchestra or band; more players of trombone or altos, etc. Come forward 
and give the help to develop the musical side of Ponchatoula. The program 
as rendered Friday night was as follows: 
1-Piano duet by Miss Mamie McRaynie and Prof. 
Kuhn 
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2-Violin solo by Miss Ruth Vinyard, accompanied 
by Prof. Kuhn on the piano and the vocal 
accompaniment by Miss Svant Hawkins. 
3-Clarinette solo by Ottis Fussell 
4-Recitation - "The Acorn" by little Billy Settoon. 
5-Violin solo by Miss Edith Palmer 
6-Recitation "Patches" by Miss Svante Hawkins 
7-Clarinette solo by Earl Settoon 
8-Recitation "A Telephone Romance" by Miss 
Minnie D. Jackson 
More interest by the public should be given to the musical education of 
our children, it means so much to them and to the community. The spirit 
of music should be fostered." 

 
The above program really doesn't speak that well of Prof. Kuhn's program as we 

find only four instrumental numbers played and we do not know what they played. I 
believe the entertainment was an advertisement and propaganda ploy for additional 
students.  
 We read next in the Oct. 7th issue of the paper that "The organization of the 
Episcopal Choir has been completed and the efficient services of Prof. Kuhn as director 
has been secured. 
 The next time we read about the Prof. is in the March 31, 1922, issue of the 
Hammond Vindicator. He has passed a bad check and owes some debts. We read: 
 

"Professor H. Kuhn  - Professor H. Kuhn, well-known in Ponchatoula for 
his musical skill and ability; also well-known for his traditional ability of 
getting away without paying his debts, much to the disgust of many of our 
worthy towns people, has at last found himself in jail. On Wednesday, the 
22nd instant, at Hammond, he failed to give bond in a case handed down 
by City Judge Hungate. 
 The following is what our esteemed contemporary "The Vindicator" 
wrote about the professor: 
 

"The professor was charged with passing a worthless 
check on a local firm for about $14.00. While he denied 
his guilt the evidence was sufficient to convict him and 
he was landed behind the bars to avoid the action of the 
grand jury. 
The Professor should have never been allowed to light 
in Hammond. Reliable information from Ponchatoula is 
that he plastered that progressive town with worthless 
checks after having organized there - the same as he 
attempted to do here - a band and orchestra. 
Aside from his crude manner of securing easy money by 
passing worthless checks, he is also said to be an 
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admirer of the feminine gender of off-color, whose 
affections are salable, hence his presence in any 
respectable community should be considered in the 
light of abhorrence. 
He claims to be master of the piano, violin, saxophone, 
cornet, clarionet, flute, trombone and in fact any 
musical instrument. 
The chances look bright for his leadership in the Angio 
(prison) brass band during the next few years. Should 
he be so fortunate as to secure his release there, the 
newly organized Law and Order League would do well 
to take him as far as the swamps south of town and told 
never to return. 
He is a bad egg to have in any community. We have 
much information regarding him from Ponchatoula, 
Slidell and other points." 
 

This appeared to be the end of the Kuhn saga but he again appears in the parish of 
St. Johns. The last entry was on March 31, 1922 in Hammond and we read in the St. John 
Parish newspaper of his appearance in Garyville on Sept. 2, 1922 about 5 months later. If 
he was convicted of check forgery he didn't serve more than 5 months in jail. The entries 
appearing in the paper begins on Sept. 2, 1922: 

 
"We have had the pleasure of a visit this week from Professor H. Kuhn, 
who has just established a Music Studio in Garyville, teaching piano, 
violin, cornet, clarinet, flute, trombone, saxophone and drums, taking 
children beginners and advanced pupils. Prof. Kuhn would like to organize 
a joint band with Reserve and Garyville and will teach beginners who 
don't know anything about music in a short time; he will also have evening 
classes. He would like to have every one interested in music all at his 
office in Garyville or send their names, so the start can be done without 
delay. Prof. Kuhn has been teaching high schools bands and orchestras and 
would like to organize a high school band in Reserve which would give 
every young man from the high school a chance to get a free college or 
university education by playing music. 
Prof. Kuhn also deals in all kinds of musical instruments on the cash or 
installment plans." (Sept. 2, 1922) 
 

Two other items mention Prof. Kuhn: 
 
"Oct. 14 - Prof. H. Kuhn of Grayville, has been in our midst organizing a 
High School Band in which the students are showing a great deal of 
interest. Judging from indications this will be a great asset to our school." 
 

Also in the Oct. 14th paper: 
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"Prof. H. Kuhn of Grayville, has been in our midst organizing a High 
School Band in which the students are showing a great deal of interest. 
Judging from indications this will be a great asset to our school (Oct. 14, 
1922 
 
We do not have any other articles in the papers of St. John and do not know if 

Prof. Kuhn gets in trouble in St. John's Parish as he did in the others. We need to check 
the other parish papers and I would not be surprised to find Prof. Kuhn's name mentions 
as starting a new school or town band. 

Well, not to my surprise, Prof. Kuhn appears in Baton Rouge and becomes the 
band director for the Istrouma High School District. We find a picture of his high school 
band in the Nov. 6, 1924 issue of the Baton Rouge newspaper. 

While the picture is not clear, it is a picture of a group of students in the Istrouma 
School orchestra with their instruments. The caption under the picture states that: 

 
"The orchestra organized his year at the Istrouma School from pupils of both the 

high and elementary schools. There are now 56 pupils in this orchestra. The orchestra was 
organized by Prof. H. Kuhn." 

 

1922 

 

The Como Band plays for a New Years Eve dance at the Franklinton Elks to 

begin the year 1922.  We begin to read about the Ragan Band (see section on this band) 
and they play for many dances during the months of Feb. through April.  

On May 26 we read the name of the Schilling Band, a band that plays on the 
North Shore in Covington and Madisonville. We read: "Delightful dance given at Oaks 
Hotel in Hammond, Friday night which was attended by a large crowd from Ponchatoula. 
The music was furnished by the famous Schilling Band."  

We have read about the great Buddy Petit and his band playing on the North 
Shore and we see the first evidence of 'block' booking. Petite's band plays in 
Madisonville, Mandeville, Bogalusa, and other area towns and play in Ponchatoula on a 
Thursday night. We can be sure that the band is playing at a nearby town on Friday and 
Saturday. We read that "A large crowd from Ponchatoula and surrounding towns was in 
attendance at the dance given at the Wedgewood Community Hall on Thursday night last. 

Buddy Petite's Band furnished the music for the occasion." We read of a dance at 
Kentwood that Friday and I would bet it is the Petit Band. While the names of the bands 
are not mentioned we read of dances in Hammond, Amite and Ponchatoula from August 
to Dec. of 1922. 

 

1923 

 

We read that there is a dance at Mitchell's Hall, a hall that holds dances in 
Hammond, and of the Dew Drop Inn that holds dances. Paul English is again passing 
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through Ponchatoula and the American Legion Hall in Springfield is the site of 
Wednesday night dances. 

The "Happy" Schilling Band of New Orleans plays for a Masquerade Ball in 
Hammond that a number of people from Ponchatoula attend. There is a very good 
descriptive write-up about the dance in the Feb. 16, 1923 paper: 

 
"MASQUERADE BALL ACCLAIMED GAYER THAN ALL 

OTHERS.  Over 100 couples and many spectators attend. 
The Masquerade Ball given by the Knights of Columbus at their Hall 

in Hammond on Wednesday evening, February 7th, was unanimously 
pronounced one of the season's brightest and gayest events ever attempted 
by the Knights of Columbus. 

With over 100 couples and many spectators present, the Knights of 
Columbus were well rewarded for their efforts to make their Hall as 
attractive as possible. 

Music for the occasion was furnished by Schilling's Famous Band of 
New Orleans, composed of six players who were called upon to play 
continually to the repeated applause of the dancers. The band was hidden 
by palms that gave the entire floor to the dancers. 

The hall was gaily decorated with Carnival colors and flags. Three 
hundred vari-colored electric lights draped with moss literally formed a 
canopy of light for the happy dancers. Overhanging the stage was a large 
Electric Emblem forming the letter K. C. with red, white and blue lights 
which flashed on and off intermittently. 

The costumes were artistic, comical and others representing the 
wearers in the way he wished to present himself. 

The Grand March took place at eleven o'clock which gave the judges 
an opportunity to make the selection of the best costumed lady and 
gentleman of the evening, after which the announcement that Mrs. Harry 
E. Anthony of Ponchatoula was acclaimed the winner. .......As a favor, 
each lady was handed a miniature American flag upon entering the hall. At 
12 o'clock one hundred balloons were thrown into the hall also all colors 
of streamers and confetti. 

Dancing continued until Thursday morning at 2 o'clock, when the last 
piece of the evening "Home Sweet Home" had ended, then closed the 
Fourth Annual Masquerade Ball of the Hammond Council Knights of 
Columbus the best and gayest of them all." 
 
The Florida Parishes Fair in Hammond in 1923 was the last weekend of October 

and the first weekend of November. In looking over the program given in the paper we 

find the name of the Claiborne Williams Jazz Band, of Donaldsonville, one of the most 
outstanding musical organizations in southern Louisiana.  
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1924 

 

We find the name of a new band in Ponchatoula and Hammond called "Watson's 

Bell Hops." We have read that this band also plays a number of dances in the town of 
Bogalusa. The Ponchatoula crowd goes to Hammond to attend the dance they play for. 

With the influence of jazz music there are introduced new contemporary dances. 
The older citizens still cling to their old dance styles and we see a dance advertised of 
'Old Timers' dances. In the Oct. 19th issue of the paper we read: 

 
"OLD TIMERS TO HAVE DANCE SOON. Those Who Were Experts 

Twenty to Thirty Years Ago Will Dance Again. Some of the old time 
citizens of Ponchatoula and the surrounding community are planning to 
have an old fashioned dance at the new hall here some time next week. 

Quadrilles, waltzes, schottisches and the Virginia Reel will be danced 
following the Grand March which will start the evenings entertainment at 
8:30 P. M. 

Old Timey Fiddlers have been secured to furnish the music and Capt. 
Pusey will call the square dances. 

None of the latest dances will be danced, so there will be no need of a 
policeman, though Ed. Tucker will be there to enjoy the dance." 
 
This changing of the guard in popular music is seen as the older, married folks 

give this old time dance with 'an old time orchestra.' The write-up gives us an idea of the 
type of dances that were executed on the dance floor prior to the jazz influence: 

 
"MARRIED FOLKS TO GIVE DANCE. Big Time Planned By Old 

Time Dancers For Oct. 28th. Ponchatoula will put the ban on Jazz next 
Tuesday night when the old time dancers will dance the old fashioned 
dances to the music of an old fashioned band. 

The dance is being given by the married folks of Ponchy and the 
invitations are going out to married folks only. Those who used to be the 
best dancers in their time will all be in attendance to dance to the strains of 
the old "Sheet Iron Band." 

Among the dances planned and which appear on the program are the 
Grand March, Polka, Waltz, Two Step, Virginia Reel, Schottische, 
Quadrille, Lancers, etc........ 

The Dance is to be given in "Bradley Hall" which is the name selected 
for the building which was purchased by Bert Branch and which has been 
remodeled and contains a new hard wood floor which was pronounced by 
the hundreds who danced on it during the Community Fair as being 
"perfect."  
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The refreshments will be served by two old time "Darkies" who did 
their bit in the days of Slavery, and whom most of the old timers of this 
section are acquainted with." (Oct. 24, 1924) 
 

The Florida Parish Fair in 1924 featured the Stancola Band of Baton Rouge and 
the "Tutt's Johnson Band also of Baton Rouge called "the South's best colored orchestra." 

Besides the Paul English troupe a troupe called the Dubinsky Brothers made a big 
hit in town. The troupe also had an orchestra and in the write-up of their performance we 
read of the musical ensemble: "The orchestra under the direction of Mr. Skiles is almost a 
family affair; Mrs. Skiles plays the piano, Ted Skiles the trombone and Frank Skiles the 
drums, while Mel Rapass makes mournful music on the popular saxophone. Mr. Skiles 
besides being an accomplished violinist, makes wonderful music on an old cheap 
handsaw......." 

Coburn’s Minstrels visit the city and are given a good review in the paper (March 

28, 1924) On June 6 we see an adv. for a dance with music by the Black and Tan 

Orchestra, which is Buddy Petit's Band. A new hall, Bradley Hall in Hammond is 
opened and begins holding dances that many Ponchatoula people attend. 

As we have seen in other towns, small private parties had piano players for 
entertainment and dancing. Pianist Red Marshall plays for a number of house parties. 

 

1925 

 
Dances continue at Bradley Hall and we see a revival of what is called "Old 

fashion dancing." The last "Old Fashion" dance is given before Lent at Bradley Hall (Feb. 
6, 1925) In the April 24th issue we read of an old folk’s dance Tuesday, with music 

furnished by The Amite Orchestra, the first mention of this group from the nearby town 
of Amite. Bradley Hall is becoming one of the top attractions giving dances and on May 

15th we read that the Stewart Jazz Orchestra of Baton Rouge will be the featured band 

playing for dancing. Other new bands mentioned - the Dixola Novelty Band plays in 
Slidell but is mentioned in the Ponchatoula paper as it is in all the town papers to make 
sure that the nearby cities know of the dance.  

The dances given at Bradley hall are attended not only by local citizens but all 
sections of the Florida Parishes and up into Mississippi. For a Wednesday night dance the 
managers-McCheth and Branch, have secured "New Orleans Music" as they state that 
"the best music to be had and strict order is maintained at all times by two policemen, so 
that no trouble of any kind occurs to mar the pleasure of the evening." Bradley Hall on 

Sept. 25th has a dance that the Jefferson Black Devil Orchestra of Plaquemine La. 
furnishes the music. This group quotes the paper "is considered the best colored jazz 
orchestra in the state." 

The controversy over dancing continues and we read a letter by a Bernard 
MacFadden. He writes: 

 
"DANCING - THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH. By Bernard 

MacFadden. Dancing is a natural way of giving vent to overflowing 
spirits. 
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Like singing, it is a delightful way of expressing the joy which bubbles 
over in every happy soul. 

To my mind there is nothing wrong with dancing. It is a form of 
muscular exercise the same as a calisthenics drill or any joyous rollicking 
indulged in by children or those who possess the spirit of youth. To be 
sure, dancing is occasionally associated with evil by some but this is not 
the fault of the ...... It is rather the fault of those who have missed its real 
beauty of meaning and so have failed in its interpretation. 

No one will deny the value of music. Unfortunately, smutty songs are 
enjoyed by a few warped minds who appreciate that form of obscenity, but 
this does not detract from the charm of opera or the wholesome melodies 
of the great composers. 

The fact that a small number of misguided individuals have used the 
dance to express their harsher moods is no reason why dancing as a whole 
should be condemned. 

The Rev. W. N. Guthrie, of New York City, who has attracted nation-
wide attention because of dancing features in his church, doubtless was 
impressed with the beauty and benefit of the dance. Esthetic dances, 
ballroom dancing properly supervised, and dancing in the home among 
friends is a delightful means of exercise and recreation and is productive 
of much benefit. 

I am having all my daughters instructed in various kinds of dancing 
because I am convinced that it will develop a surpassing degree of vitality 
and health which will be of untold value to later life. It will make them 
better sweethearts, more vital and vigorous mothers, and they will be able 
to rely on nature rather than the cosmetics so many girls to-day seem to 
think necessary when appearing in public. 

Do not be deceived by the few who abuse the dance. 
Look for the charm and beauty of this enjoyable exercise and you will 

never regret the hours spent in this delightful form of amusement." 
(August 28, 1925) 
 
The Mystic Krewe of Druids plan a big day in Ponchatoula with trains bringing 

900 people. The attraction in Ponchatoula is Riverside Park "where the visitors may eat 
their lunch under the trees, go in bathing and take boat rides on the beautiful Tangipahoa 
River." The visitors are bringing "one of New Orleans' famous bands with them to supply 
the music. The band is not named. (Aug. 28) 

We read of the big Firemen's Day in Morgan City. Within the article we read the 

names of the bands used for the convention. They include: Mexican Petroleum Co.'s 

Band, the Pan-Am Brass Band of Destrehan, La., The Houma Fire Dept. Band, the 

Warren J. LaCoste Orchestra from Lafayette and Morgan City will have her own 
band plus one or two band are expected from New Orleans and others may also be here to 
add to the fun."(Aug.  28, 1925) 

The Skating Rink is becoming popular and holds dances. The bands hired for 
these dances are now usually noted as 'jazz' orchestra. On Dec. 4th we read "Skating Rink 
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is proving popular. Good music adds to attraction on Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday - 
one of the attractive features is the jazz orchestra furnishes music for the skates Wed., 
Sat. and Sunday." 

 

 

1926 

 
The year begins with an announcement in the paper that Ponchatoula will be the 

site of a branch of the New Orleans Conservatory of Music and Dramatic Arts. This was 
made known recently by Mr. Ralph Pottle, manager of the Amite branch, upon his visit to 
this city. The Pottle name continued to be associated with music in the immediate area. 
His son now teaches at SLU and he was to become one of the best known French horn 
players and published one of the best books on the instrument. 

The old time dances continue to draw big crowds and actually records the largest 
crowd to attend a dance in the city. Could these dancers be trying to hold on to the 
customs of the past both artistically and socially? The dance is surely a going back to 
older times as we read "The grand march took place at nine thirty with several of the old 
time dances following. Quite a number of beautiful figures were danced, and everybody 
joined in the spirit of the evening, not being able to make their feet behave as the black 
face orchestra would play "The Turkey in the Straw," "Over the Ocean Waves" etc. One 
of the events of the evening was the prize for the best waltzers on the floor." 

One of the most influential vocal trios is presented at Ponchatoula Beach - The 

New Orleans natives, the Boswell sisters. - who are heard on the radio on WSMB. The 
opening dance, an invitation affair is given and the dancing season is under way at 
Ponchatoula Beach in mid May (May 20, 1926) 

Bradley Hall continues to hold dances and we again read of a new band that plays 
for the dance: 

 

"Dance, Broch's dance - Son Degeneres Orchestra, (could this name 
be Sidney Desvigne?) the same boys who made such a hit in days gone by, 
will be present to furnish music for the lst dance which has been given 
here for many a day - Bradley Hall, April 14th, Wednesday." (April 9) 
 
This is the era of the dance called the "Charleston" and as in all the other cities of 

the nation we read about the famous Charleston dancing contests: 
 

"BIG PRIZES FOR CHARLESTON DANCERS NEXT 
WEDNESDAY. The great success of the two Charleston Contests held on 
Wednesday and Thursday nights of this week have lead the management 
of the Ideal Theatre to more than double their prize money for next 
Wednesday night. 

Ten dollars is offered for the first prize. Five dollars for the second, 
three dollars for the third, two dollars for the fourth and one dollar for the 
fifth and sixth prizes. 
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It is expected that Charleston dancers from miles around will be 
present to try for the good sized prizes offered." (April l, 1930) 
 

 

 

 

A. J. Piron 

 
As I have said in the past, researching the parish newspapers present the 

researcher with a wealth of information about New Orleans orchestras and jazz  The 

Piron Orchestra played many years at Tranchina's and we now find out that the orchestra 
during the summer of 1926 play at the Beverly Gardens. Later in Oct. the Piron Orchestra 
again play in Ponchatoula: 

 
"Piron's Orchestra, the famous Victor Record Artists will furnish the 

music for the biggest dance in the history of Ponchatoula next Tuesday 
night. These great artists have played in all the large cities of the good old 
U. S. A. and their advent into Ponchatoula will be the first time they have 
honored so small a city. The boys have gone to great expense in bringing 
this great orchestra here and it is hoped that the attendance will be large 
enough so that they will not lose."(April 30) 
 
An advertisement appears in the May 7th, 1926 local paper advertising the dance 

and Piron's orchestra: 
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We read the name of the famous Piron Orchestra again in the May 14th 
paper: 
 

"TUESDAY DANCE WAS A SUCCESS - At the first dance given 
here three weeks ago of which Piron's Orchestra furnished the music there 
were over two hundred persons who paid an admission fee just to hear this 
wonderful Victor Record Orchestra play, while more than one hundred 
couples enjoyed their most excellent music. Last Tuesday the order was 
reversed, there were far more dancers than spectators present and the boys 
from New York put it over big. Those who attended the dance said that 
they had a most wonderful time and many of them said that when next 
they visited New Orleans, one of the places they would be sure to go was 
to the Beverly Gardens where Piron's Orchestra has a summer 
engagement." (May 14) 
 

Stewarts Band is again hired to play in the Ponchatoula area this time for an Am. 
Legion dance in Springfield: 

 
"LEGION DANCE DRAWS BIG CROWD. The dance given in 

Springfield on Thursday night by the Leander J. Kinchen Post of the 
American Legion was one of the most successful of their long list of 
enjoyable dances. 

More than 150 couples were dancing to the Jazzy strains of Stewart's 
Band of Baton Rouge, which has furnished the music for these enjoyable 
events in the past. 

At eleven-thirty one of the popular Charleston Contests was put on and 
Miss Mary Kanel of Ponchatoula, Mr. V. C. Settoon of Springville, and 
Mr. W. I. Duncan of Colfax were selected as judges. Three couples 
entered the contests and after numerous recalls, the prizes of $2.00 to the 
lady and a ticket to the next dance to the gentleman .....The next dance of 
the Legion will be given at their hall in Springfield next Thursday night, 
May 20th." 
 
Stewart played the dance with a 9 piece group, and plays for dances May through 

October. On Nov. 19 we read of the Buena Vista Orchestra lead by Ellis Stratakos, 
playing for a Dance in Ponchatoula on a Monday night. The Stratakos Orchestra's partial 
collection of personnel included: Johnny Wiggs, Louis Prima, Irving Fazola, and the 
Loyacano brothers as well as many other early white jazz musicians. 

 

1927 

 
We begin the year with the Paul English players headquartering in Ponchatoula a 

central location for their 'circuit' that includes Baton Rouge, Covington, Amite, Kentwood 
and Hammond. 
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On Feb. 11th, we find an advertisement stating that "the Boob McMutt Jazz 

Band is at the Ideal Theater." The bulk of the dance jobs are played by the Ragan band 

and the Robards Orchestra. On April 15th the Community Hall is the site of a dance 

with music by Red Marshall's Music Makers (Wednesday). We read "This is the first 
dance of this band this season and they promise some happy renditions of all the latest 
dance pieces." In the same issue we read "There will be a dance at Riverside Park next 

Tuesday, music furnished by M. L. Sedqwick players in town, with Louisiana 

Serenaders Chas. Gullf's." 
 
The June 24th paper mentions another new jazz orchestra from Mandeville by the 

name of Williams. No first name is given but we read in the Covington paper, the St. 
Tammany Farmer that a band plays for some dances in Covington right after the fourth of 

July, 1927. This is probably the same band and the first name is given - Mandy Williams 

Band: 
 

"SPECIAL DANCE AT BEACH WEDNESDAY. There will be a 
special mid-week dance given at the Ponchatoula Beach Wednesday night 
with music being furnished by the William's Jazz Orchestra of Mandeville. 

This orchestra is very popular in St. Tammany parish and has been 
booked for the Fourth of July dance at Covington as well as the St. 
Tammany Fair. 

Last Sunday was a very busy day at Ponchatoula Beach. A large 
number of dinner guests were registered, about forty in number, and the 
bathing beach was crowded all day, bath houses being at a premium. 

 

 
Victory Bath-House, Mandeville, ca. 1920 
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Robert & Ellen Glockner bath house, Mandeville, ca. 1920 

 
As the place becomes known to the tourists from New Orleans, it 

should prove fully as popular as any of the lake resorts. In fact it has 
everything to offer that the lake resorts have and a little bit more. The 
bathing is unexcelled and the picnic grounds are the best to be found. 
Electric lights have been installed, also telephone service. Meals can be 
had at reasonable prices, also refreshments of all kinds." 
 
In the near by town of Amite, the Smilin Acres Dance Hall hires a new 
band in town: 
 

"Al Piper and his Syncopators - Lee Lanier - Smilin Acres, Amite, 
has engaged Al Piper and his orchestra to play at his wonderful country 
dance pavilion this week. Piper while he directs the orchestra, also does 
the most grotesque original flash dance ever yet originated. All the 
members of the band are clean-cut men, with fine personality." 
 

1928 

 
The Robards Orchestra continues to play the majority of dance jobs the first part 

of the year 1928. While we read of a colored band playing in the April 6th paper the April 
13th paper gives the name as they play for the following dance. It probably is the same 

orchestra as usually an orchestra is rehired if the dancers are pleased. This band is the Kid 

Thomas Jazz Band of New Orleans: 

 
"April 6th - Fireman's dance, April 12th, first of 6, music for this 

occasion will be furnished by an organization of colored jazz artists whose 
rhythm will make the old folks as well as the young get out on the floor 
and shake a wicked foot.' 

 
"April 13th Dance, Saturday night at Ponchatoula Beach - music 

furnished by Kid Thomas Jazz Band of New Orleans. The Thomas Jazz 
hounds have got jazz music down to a science. They get the regular 
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'limehouse' swing that makes your feet itch and you just can't miss a 
dance." 
 
There is a picnic at Al Dorning's Smilin Acres and for this he hired an all girls 

orchestra, the Sweet Southern Peaches. The only time we will read of them is the May 
18th paper. 

The 1928 Strawberry Day parade includes band from Amite, Independence, the 

Shrine Band of New Orleans, and a Negro Jazz Band that rode on a float drawn by an 
old mule. 

The Firemen continue to give dances and hire new bands. For the June 8th dance 

we read "Music by a new orchestra - St. Charles Serenaders, one that has been highly 
praised has been secured to furnish the music for the dance." 

In the June 1st paper we read an article about the importance of music in the 
present day era of the late 20s: 

 
"THE IMPORTANCE OF MUSIC. Nothing rivals music in 

importance as a cultural factor. The Playground and Recreation 
Association of America, recognizing this, are doing some splendid work in 
extending music in rural America. 

The association plans to promote music education and community 
music activities in small towns, with the cooperation of school authorities. 
It plans to put music teachers into the rural schools. 

One half of the population of the United States lives in towns of less 
than 2,500. Many of these towns are in a state of musical isolation. 

The endeavor to bring music into the lives of these small towns is a 
worthy one. 

The National Music Week Committee is also doing wonderful work in 
the direction of bringing music to the ears of all who care to hear. Of 
course the great agency that brings music within everyone's reach is the 
radio. 

The radio brings music into the homes, but musical education is also 
necessary, and the effort to place music teachers in every school in the 
country should be rewarded with success. In a survey several towns were 
found in which there were not more than half dozen people who could 
read the notes of the scale. This is a condition that must be remedied. 

Musical talent in the young must not be allowed to die because of the 
lack of facilities for training. 

Music is a real, vital thing that belongs in the life of every community. 
It is an essential, not a luxury!" 
 
The entries in the paper end with a Fire Department Dance on Dec. 13th with 

music furnished by the Stewart Orchestra of Baton Rouge. 
 

1929 
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The local paper in Ponchatoula as other local papers surrounding New Orleans 

gives us information on New Orleans activities. In the Jan. 4th issue we read: "Jung 

Hotel Orchestra furnishes music for WDSU. Ellis Stratakos plays from 12 to 2 in the 
Florentine Room. Ponchatoula lovers of the terspsichore will remember Stratakos was the 
leader of the orchestra which furnished the music for a dance at the old Bradley Hall three 
years ago." 

The town of Springfield is the site of an entertainment given by Mr. & Mrs. 

Womach with music furnished by a band called the Wadesboro Orchestra. (Jan. 4). On 

Jan. 11th the movie theater the Rialto has the movie "The Fleets In" with music by Roy 

McElwee's Orchestra (Rialto in Hammond). 
 

Peerless Revelers 

 

Beginning in the March 8th paper we read the name of the "Peerless Revelers" of 
Independence. They play for a number of affairs: 

 
"March 8th - The firemen's dept. has secured the Peerless Revelers, 

known as the South's greatest jazz orchestra to furnish the music." 
 
"March 15th - The Peerless Revelers the South's greatest jazz artists 

has been secured to furnish the music." 
 
"March 15, - FIREMANS DANCE ST. JOSEPH'S NITE. The 

Ponchatoula Volunteer Fire Department will give a dance at the City Hall 
in Ponchatoula on Tuesday, March 19th, St. Joseph's Day. 

The Peerless Revelers, the South's greatest Jazz artists have been 
secured to furnish the music for the occasion and a most wonderful time is 
assured all those who attend...." 
 

"March 22nd - Peerless Revelers of Independence furnished the music 
for the occasion. This band is one of the best that has ever played in 
Ponchatoula and they will probably be secured for the next dance, which 
will be given in the near future." 

"March 29th - Another big dance Tuesday, Firemans' Peerless Revelers 
on April 2nd." 
 

"March 29th - ANOTHER BIG DANCE TUESDAY. Same Orchestra 
to Furnish Music for Post Lenten Dance. The crowd which attempted the 
Fireman's Dance at the City Hall on Tuesday, March 19th, had such a good 
time and enjoyed the music furnished by the Peerless Revelers so much 
that the Firemen immediately planned another dance to be given after Lent 
and secured the services of the same orchestra. 

In other words, a post-Lenten dance will be given at the City Hall on 
Tuesday, April 2nd, with the Peerless Revelers furnishing the music for 
the occasion. Don't miss it." 
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"Nov. 8th - Ponchatoula Beach, Peerless Revelers" play for a dance." 

 
Stewarts Band plays at Smilin Acres and is called "one of the best jazz bands in 

the state," and in another article in the same April 12th paper we read: "Stewarts Band of 
Baton Rouge has been engaged for the dance at Hotel Mandeville, formally known as St. 
Tammany of Saturday, April 13th. For power, for syncopation, nothing ever has been 
introduced into Mandeville to compare with, has double-action jazz fiends. Stewarts 
Orchestra of Baton Rouge. If it’s jazz, its Stewarts, and he knows. The band also played 
at the American Legion dance the same week. The Fireman give another dance using the 
Claiborne Williams Band on May 8th: 

 
"FIREMEN'S DANCE NEXT WEDNESDAY. The dance given at the 

city hall this week by the Ponchatoula Volunteer Fire Department was 
attended by one of the largest crowds ever present at a dance given by that 
organization. It is estimated that over a hundred and fifty couples were 
present. The music furnished by the Claiborne Williams band of 
Donaldsonville received much favorable comment, and the department has 
secured this same band for their next dance, which will be given on 
Wednesday, May 8th. All who missed this band's performance this week 
should plan to be present next Wednesday. 

Electric fans will be installed next week, and the dancers are promised 
the coolest hall, the best music and one of the best floors in this section. 
So let's all go to the big dance next Wednesday." 
 
We find further information as to the current scene in other towns and locations 

besides Ponchatoula. In the May 10 paper we read: 
 

"Dances to be held at Manchac - 12 miles south on the north side of 
Pass Manchac. W. J. Williams has constructed a dance hall overlooking 
Lake Maurepas, which is known as the Lake Breeze Inn and where he 
gives dances every Thursday night. The dances are well attended by 
persons from various towns nearby." 
For the 1929 Strawberry Festival there are 5 bands named: Stanacola Band of 

Baton Rouge, Ill. Central Band of New Orleans, Amite, Independence and Hammond 
Bands. 

We find an article in the May 31st paper about the music on the radio. Entitled 
"Tune In" the first two paragraphs states: "There is a sweet symphony somewhere; tune in 
and get it. Yes, that's it - a sweet symphony somewhere'; shift your dials until you find it, 
then sit back and let it into your soul; you will be made better by it. It's a sad fact that 
every noise you hear it not a symphony. There are sloppy jazzes and melancholy dirges 
that afford no lift whatever - tune away from them..." 

In the May 24th paper we read that "Ponchatoula Beach opens May 28th; June 
21st - "Mandeville plans great & glorious 4th. Stewarts "Blackbirds" of Baton Rouge - 
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Louisiana's foremost exponents of 'jazzorian syncopation"; and "Famous Owl Jazz Band 
at Slidell on the 4th." 

The American Legion dance according to the June 28th paper will hold a dance 
with good music at "Springfield, Wednesday night. Toots Johnson and his famous jazz 
orchestra put forth those syncopated melodies in such a manner that every body fully 
enjoyed themselves. It was noticed that the hall has been enlarged and electric fans 
installed thus adding to the comfort of those attending these dances." 

We read of a new name in dance halls - the Perrin Dance Hall. The hall was the 
location of a dance on Tuesday night and was robbed of the proceeds. Mr. Perrin stated: 
"he had paid off the musicians at the close of the dance and had gone to his home and 
placed the cigar box containing the balance of the money on the kitchen table. He and his 
wife left to take a young lady home and were gone about 10 minutes. When they returned, 
the money, box and all had disappeared." These 'family' dance halls would be built and 
used as an additional financial income and be built on land usually in their fields near 
their house and it is surprising that they didn't have more of this type of crime. Perrin 

gives another dance as we read in the Nov. 8th paper using the "Dixie Melody Boys as 
the band": 

 
"DANCE AT PERRIN'S HALL SATURDAY NIGHT. There will be a 

dance at Perrin's Hall in Ponchatoula on Saturday night, November 9th 
with music by the Dixie Melody Boys. Everybody is invited to attend this 
dance and a good time is assured them." 
 
The Oaks Hotel in Hammond, one of the places where dances are held, burns - (in 

the Oct. 4 paper).  
The Hotel Mandeville places an adv. in the paper in Ponchatoula announcing a 

dance Saturday night, Sept. 14th with music by a group advertised as "10 - Black 

Pelicans - Will thrill you with their invincible jazz orchestra. The "More" they put into 
music makes wise men happy - fools content - the subtle, ravishingly adorable charm of 
seductive femininity fill your chalice of joy to overflowing. Dance 9 til 1 - $2.00 per 
couple or stag." 

The Smilin' Acres Dance Hall continues to hold dances the next on Thursday, Oct. 
31, 1929 with a "first class orchestra." 

Finally in the Nov. 22nd, we read: "Fireman dance, poorly attended - they look to 
other forms of entertainment." 

Thus ends the activity of the city of Ponchatoula up to Jan. 1, 1930 
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Clarence "Spike" Ragan 

and Brothers 

 
From a family of musician brothers and relatives (Alvin, Speck, John, Sidney and 

Eldrige) Clarence "Spike" Ragan was from a family of 4 girls and 7 boys. Born in 
Thibodaux in 1898, Spike's family moved to Covington, then to New Orleans and finally 
to Ponchatoula.  Spike, while a young man, lost a finger (left hand) in a saw mill accident 
but still became an able pianist. Spike learned the piano by ear and when he was being 
punished by his father he would be sent to a room and while there, he practiced the piano. 
Most of his adult life was spent as a paid fireman, Spike also loved baseball and for years 
coached little a league baseball team (he died while coaching a game in July 13, 1961). 
Spike was well liked and was outgoing in personality. Unlike many of those who play 
piano by ear, he would play in all different keys. His piano style would be considered 
stride piano. Spike truly loved to play and used to come home for lunch, eat fast, then sit 
down at the piano and play till his lunch time was over. He is said to have used a 
glissando at the end of a song. The Ragan Band, usually called the 'Happy Six' wore white 
uniforms with a red sash and a tie. Spike was a slender, wiry man, about 5'4" and 130 lbs. 
His brothers: Sidney, John, Alvin (Bass & Cl.), 'Speck' (vocalist), all played in the band 
along with Mattie Robards (sax). Mattie was soon to have her own band.  

 The first mentioning of the Ragans playing music is in 1902 in the St. Tammany 
Farmer. We find an entry in the June 11, 1902, paper  

 
"Military Road - Surprise party at Mrs. John Eberhardt Friday, June 

6h. The music was furnished by Ragan's String Band and by Mr. Amedee 
Guyol and others on the piano." 
 
This probably was "Spike's" older brothers, "Spike" being born in 1898. The 

Ragan Brothers' Band next play for a complimentary ball on June 13, 1903. (Farmer) It is 
not until Dec. 31, 1909 that we next hear of the Ragans. The paper states: "Dance at 
Arbor Place by Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Ragan, in honor of their charming daughter Gertie. 
Music was furnished by the Ragan Band and dancing indulged in until early morning. 
(Farmer) 

In 1910, in the June 25th Farmer, we read: "informal dance in Abita Springs for 
the Gormans and a birth party for Mrs. John Ragan on July 28, 1910." Also in 1910 the 
Ragan Band plays a number of engagements - June 25th, August 6th, and July 28  

In 1911 they play for a party at Mrs. Bechers and a birthday party at Mr. E. J's., on 
Jan. 28th and Feb. 1st. 

During the year of 1912, the Ragan Band continues to be popular and play for a 
number of occasions: 

 
"Dance on Military Road Saturday night, Jan. 27th for the benefit of 

building fund. Music by Ragan Band. 10 cents." (Jan. 20, 1912) 
 
"Dance - Tacky and Character Dance at Garden District School on 

Saturday - Ragan Band will furnish the music." (Feb. 17, 1912) 
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"Abita Spring entertainment a success. Guitar and harmonica duet by 
John Ragan - dancing - Miss Bertha Schmidt, John and Sidney Ragan." 
(Feb. 17, 1912) 

 
"Abita Springs masquerade Ball. Music furnished through the kindness 

of the Ragan Band." (Feb. 24, 1912) 
 
"Dance - Garden District School Improvement League. Music by 

Ragan Band." (March 23, 1912) 
 
 Spike's career in earnest begins in June 17, 1921: "Edgewood - On Saturday night 

Misses Ruby & Georgie Baker were hostesses to a party of young people who danced to 
the music of Ragan Bros. Orchestra in the Community Hall." The band again plays in the 
Community Hall for a dance, Spike and Vernon Davenport are mentioned furnishing the 
music, and again in Feb. 3, 1922 who give their own dance - I presume for the band's 
benefit. 

Spike and Davenport seem to be co-leaders of the band as they play for a dance at 
Colmer Hall. "Last Thursday enjoyed by everyone present who commented on the fine 
music furnished by our celebrated Davenport/Ragan Band, (also called the Pontchartrain 
Band) and added to this was the addition of a good clarionettte player from New 
Orleans." 

The Ragan/Davenport Band is gaining in popularity as we read in the paper of 
Feb. 10, 1922 which states: "Dance at Victory Hall, Wednesday and Thursday at Comer's 
Hall and this popularity is spoken about in the paper of Feb. 17: "Masquerade ball at 
Colmer's Hall - music by the now famous Ragan/Davenport Band Spike and Alvin 
furnish music for the Edgewood Embors party at Community Hall (April 14) and at 
Victory Hall. (May 5 ) On April 7th paper we read: 

 
"EASTER DANCE On Tuesday, April 18th, a special Easter attraction 

will come off, when a dance will take place in the Mitchell's Hall. Special 
Music will be played by the famous Dav/Rag Jazz Hounds Band 
(Davenport and Ragan).This dance will be under the direction of Mr. 
Vernon Davenport so that everything to be done for the comfort and 
entertainment of the dance-loving public may be assured." 
 
We next read what may be the first out-of-town job for the Ragan Band in 

Maurepas: 
 

"COWEN-RAGAN JAZZ BAND ENTERTAIN MAUREPAS - 
Members of the Ponchatoula, Cowen-Ragan Jazz Band, entertained the 
citizens of Maurepas, La., to a musical evening last Saturday. The party, 
including several Ponchatoulians, journeyed to Manchac by rail, thence by 
boat to Maurepas, and where they were right royally received by the local 
people. During the evening a most successful dance was held, at which 
there were visitors from Ponchatoula, New Orleans, Lake Charles, Baton 
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Rouge and Whitehall. A cordial reception was given the visitors, who 
were handsomely entertained to a delightful supper. The citizens of 
Maurepas urged the members of the band to repeat the visit, and a 
reception will take place on Saturday, August 5th." (July 14, 1922) 
 
We next read of the Cowen-Ragan Band (Cowen is the manager of Mitchell Hall) 

and the "season's first dance" in the Dec. 1, 1922 Paper: 
 

"SEASON'S FIRST DANCE CALLS OUT BIG CROWD - Ed 
Cowen, manager, is highly pleased with First Night's Attendance. The first 
public dance of the season in Ponchatoula took place last Thursday night 
when, the Mitchell Hall gaily decorated for the occasion; about 30 couples 
stepped gingerly to the music of the Cowen-Ragan band. 

The floor of the hall is excellent and the hall itself is well adapted to 
either dancing or roller skating. Streamers of vari-colored crepe paper 
radiated from central points that were suspended from the ceiling and 
extended to the side walls. The lighting effect was fine and there were 
plenty of seats for the crowd. Mr. Ed. Cowen, who is giving the dances, 
had a number of visitors Thursday night who came up to see how the 
dance went off. 

Mr. Cowen was well pleased with the attendance for the first night, 
believing that next time there will be about twice as many couples present. 
It is his plan, he says, to give a dance every Thursday night as long as the 
attendance warrants it. Fifty couples are necessary, he said, to make the 
dance a success." 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Burns entertain friends at the Country Club and Ragan 

furnishes the music: 
 

"Mr. and Mrs. A. Sidney Burns entertained most delightfully at a 
dance given at the Hammond Country Club on Saturday evening. 
Everyone who attended will agree that no entertainment of the year has 
been more thoroughly enjoyed by the guests. The beautiful little Club was 
brilliantly lighted for the occasion, and the latest in Jazz music was 
furnished by "Spike" Ragan. The latter, with the perfect condition of the 
dance floor rendered dancing the chief feature of the evening. Card games 
were indulged in by those who did not care to dance. During the evening 
delicious refreshments of sandwiches and fruit punch were served." (Sept. 
14, 1923) (The guest list numbered 49) 
 
Mitchell's Hall, a large hall able to handle 100 or more couples is the site of a 

Masquerade Ball as stated in the Feb. 2, 1923 paper: 
 

"MASQUERADE BALL ACCLAIMED GAYER THAN ANY 
OTHER. 100 Couples Dance in well Decorated Hall. 
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The masquerade ball and balloon dance given by Ed. Cowen in 
Mitchell's Hall last Friday night was unanimously pronounced one of the 
season's brightest and gayest events. (Ed. Sic: Gay meaning fun or happy 
in the old meaning of the word) With over a hundred couples present, a 
record attendance, Mr. Cowen was well rewarded for his assiduous efforts 
in making the hall as attractive as he could. 

Music was furnished by the well-known Cowen-Ragan Band with the 
addition of a saxophone. This band, even without the saxophone, is said by 
dancers to be capable of dispensing some snappy jazz. But with the 
augmentation the band made so big a hit that they were called upon to play 
almost continually. 

The hall, gaily decorated with evergreen, moss and myriads of vari-
colored lights, was literally jammed with happy couples attired in every 
imaginable costume. There were nymphs and goblins and clowns and 
beasts of the field and birds of the air and demons of the sea; and there 
were some sleepers also - evidently sleepers they had on their pajamas! 
Our favorite poet's beautiful lines describe the spirit of the occasional 
"Haste thee, nymph, and bring with thee, Jest and youthful jollity."  

Until almost one o'clock Saturday morning, the big dance continued 
and at last when the time came to play "Home Sweet Home," there were 
many present who fain would have cried, "on with the dance!" 
 
Strangely, the first appearance of the Ragan Band in Ponchatoula is read about in 

the June 27, 1924, article: 
 

"NEW ORCHESTRA FURNISHES GOOD MUSIC. Ragan's Happy 
Six, local talent. Ragan's Happy Six made their first public appearance in 
Ponchatoula last Wednesday week, when they furnished music for the 
dancers at the Andrews-Pflanse wedding party. 

The orchestra consists of Piano, Bass Viol, Drums, Banjo, Saxophone 
and Cornet and they dispense real Jazz music that makes even the old 
folks want to shake a leg. 

In fact at the reception at the Ponchatoula Tavern after the wedding, all 
of the old folks as well as all of the young folks filled the dining hall to 
capacity during the entire evening. The music was so good they just 
couldn't keep still." 
 
The band next play in Covington for a dance and their newly found reputation 

precedes them: 
 

"RAGAN'S HAPPY SIX DRAWS LARGE CROWD AT 
COVINGTON THURSDAY. That Good Music is the Life of a Party is 
Proven at Dancing Party. 

Ragan's Happy Six proved to be a business getter at Covington 
Thursday night when more than ninety couples tickled their toes to the 
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Jazz strains put forth from the various musical instruments which went to 
make up the orchestra. 

At preceding dances less than half as many couples have been present 
but the fame of Ragan's Happy Six having preceded them, a record crowd 
was present. In fact the crowd was so large that the sponsor became 
generous and told Spike that he was going to present him with a beautiful 
bouquet of roses. 

Spikes answer was to be sure that it contained FOUR ROSES. 
(Probably referring to the brand of whisky "Four Roses.") (July 11, 1924) 
 
The Ragan band continues playing and is becoming more popular. We only have 

those dance jobs that are reported in the paper and we can assume that the band plays for 
a number of dances and parties that are not mentioned in the paper. 

The band next is mentioned as playing in Covington in July and Sept. of 1924: 
 

"Dance - park pavilion, Covington, Happy Six  Band, Thursday, July 
17th." (Sic: This was the new name of the Ragan Band.) (July 12, 1924) 

 
"Dance - park pavilion. Happy 6 Band, Saturday, August lst." (July 26, 1924) 

 
"Covington Fair Grounds - ball game and dance - Happy 6 Band." (Sept. 20., 

1924) 
 

"RAGAN'S HAPPY SIX SCORE AGAIN AT COVINGTON - 
Ponchatoula's local jazz band gaining renown throughout Florida 
Parishes."  

Ragan's Happy Six Jazz Band drew a big crowd at Covington park pavilion 
again when the young men of Covington entertained the visitors from New 
Orleans. More than one hundred couples were in attendance and complimentary 
remarks regarding the music were heard on all sides 

The fame of Ragan's Happy Six has been heard in the near neighborhood and 
they have an engagement the Hammond Country Club Thursday night, July 31st. 

They also play a return engagement at the Park Pavilion, Covington, Friday 
night, August 1st. May they continue to gain favor and reflect a little glory on 
Ponchatoula which has been without hand or orchestra for so long." 

 
On Sept. 5, 1924 the Live Wire Mercantile Co. opened its doors for business and 

"Ragan's Happy Six dispensed wonderful Jazz Music during the entire day and an army of 
clerks was busy handing out sandwiches and lemonade."  

 
The Band is 'hot' and continues to gain in popularity - so say the Oct. 10, 1924 

paper: 
 

"RAGAN'S HAPPY SIX GAINING POPULARITY "Spike's Musical 
Organization, Already a Credit to Ponchatoula, is Getting Better. 
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Ragan's Happy Six will be a feature at St. Tammany Parish Fair, with 
an engagement for all four nights, according to an announcement, by 
Maurice Jarvis, Manager of the fair. Mrs. Jarvis, wife of the Manager, will 
feature one night by singing, accompanied by Ragan's Happy Six. "Spike" 
expects to have his band up to the standard of the Watson Bell Hops (a 
band we have read about in Bogalusa) by the time of the fair, and it is 
expected that his ever-increasing popularity will thereby increase very 
substantially. 

We also have noted on several of the dodgers throughout this section 
that the organization is often referred to as the Ponchatoula Jazz Band. 

That helps advertise the town. Ragan's Happy Six will be the Jazz 
Hounds of the dance floor during the two nights dancing at the 
Ponchatoula Community Fair. 
 
Spike's Happy Six Band is becoming known and gets a chance to be heard in New 

Orleans: 
 

"Ragans' play on Susquehanna, Monday. Local boys make good on 
Mardi Gras steamer. Ragan's Happy Six has a contract to play on the 
Steamer Susquehanna Monday night at Madisonville, Tuesday morning 
and Susquehanna leaves Madisonville for New Orleans. Ragan's lads are 
further engaged to play on the steamer to New Orleans, also during the day 
in New Orleans and on return trip to Madisonville, Tuesday night. Ragan's 
band is rapidly working up a fine reputation for itself, and one of these 
bright mornings we predict it will awake and find itself famous." (Feb. 
20,1925) 
 
Another article (Feb. 20, 1925) is found about the Susquehanna's Carnival Eve 

Dance: "The Steamer Susquehanna will stage a big Carnival Dance Monday evening at 
Madisonville on board the steamer: "Ragan's Happy Six have been engaged for the 
evening and for the days following when the steamer will play daily, between 
Madisonville and New Orleans during the Carnival." 

The Ragan Band is now playing at Ponchatoula Beach: 
 

"SEMI-WEEKLY DANCES ARE DRAWING WELL. The dances 
which are being given at Ponchatoula Beach (Riverside Park) are drawing 
well with the public and each night a large crowd is in attendance. 

Wednesday of this week was the first of the mid-week dances and 
although the advertising of the dance did not appear until Wednesday 
morning, a large crowd was present and thoroughly enjoyed themselves to 
the well known and popular Ragan's Happy Six Orchestra. 

The new dance pavilion is conceded to be the coolest place in this 
section for dancing as it is open on three sides and screened from bugs and 
mosquitoes. It is also right on the bank of the river and those dancing have 
the advantage of every breath of air stirring. 
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With the installing of electric power in the form of a Kobler Automatic 
110 volt plant, sold through Angiade and Keaphey, local agents, electric 
lights have replaced the old gasoline lanterns with which the place was 
formerly lighted and add greatly to the inviting appearance. Electric fans 
are now possible also."(April 22, 1927) 
 
The band is mentioned as playing for a dance in the April 24, 1925 paper. Also on 

May 6, 1927, Ragan's Band plays at Ponchatoula Beach: "DANCE AT BEACH - Another 
big dance will be given at Ponchatoula Beach, Saturday night with music by Ragan's 
Happy Six. These dances are growing more popular each week and the crowds are 
increasing. Since the installation of electric lights the park presents a far more attractive 
appearance. The large screened dancing porch has been decorated in Japanese style, with 
Japanese lanterns covering the many electric lights on the porch and presents a very 
beautiful appearance. The band is not mentioned again until Feb. 11, 1927, a period of 22 
months. Nothing is known why they are not mentioned in 1926; perhaps they were on the 
road playing. In the Feb. 11, 1927 paper we read: "Fireman's dance Friday night. Music 
by Ragan's Happy Six at Community Hall." We read again, on April 1, 1927, that there is 
a dance at "Riverside Park. Ragan's Happy Six furnish the snappy jazz for the dancers last 
week and on job again this week." 

 
Again for a long period of time (30 months) we do not read of Ragan's Band. On 

Sept. 13, 1929, we read of the re-organization of the band. For some unknown reason the 
band did not continue to play - lack of members or busy in his regular job? 

 
"Ragan reorganizing the "Happy Six." "Spike" Ragan has re-organized 

his Happy Six dance orchestra and is open for all engagements. They made 
quite a hit last summer playing around Hammond and vicinity. "Skeeter" 
Ragan, who is a cousin of Spike, is a wizard on the clarinet and banjo. His 
brother, Alvin, plays a mean banjo and bass violin. Percy Kemp, drummer, 
Johnnie Martin, Saxophonist, and Eddie on the cornet, make a hot trio. 
Anyone wishing to engage this orchestra may do so by getting in touch 
with Spike Ragan, Ponchatoula, or with Percy Kemp, Hammond. This 
orchestra will use three pieces if wanted for house parties." 
 
In an article of Oct. 25, 1929 we read: 
 

"LOVELY DANCE - One of the loveliest dances of the autumn was 
given last Friday night by Misses Mary Furlow and Margaret Arnold, at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wolf on East Morris Avenue. The house 
was attractively decorated with wild yellow daisies-making a cheerful 
background for the many shaded lights. Punch was served throughout the 
evening, and later, with the delicious salad course. Those enjoying the 
charming hospitality of the Misses Furlow and Arnold, as well as the 
dance music furnished by Spike Ragan's Happy Six, were (Sic: list of 
guests is included in write-up)" 
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Our final entry is on Nov. 15, 1929 - "Fireman's dance, Spike Ragan and original 
Happy Six," and in the same paper a larger right-up: 

 
"FIREMAN'S DANCE AT CITY HALL FRIDAY - In their efforts to 

secure funds with which to carry on the work of the Ponchatoula 
Volunteer Fire department, the members will give a dance at the City Hall 
on Friday night of this week. 

Music for the occasion will be furnished by Spike Ragan and his 
Original Happy Six. These boys have made good in and around 
Ponchatoula for the past seven or eight years and the dancers are assured 
good music. 

The hall, as you know, is the only steam heated dance hall in this 
section and the patrons will find it comfortable, even though the cold wave 
arrives as predicted." 
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MATTIE LOUISE ROBARDS 

 

 
 

Beginning in the middle twenties, one of the most popular dance orchestras in 
Ponchatoula and vicinity was fronted by a lady named Mattie Louise Robards. Mattie's 
career begins around July, 1924 as she sings for a Episcopal Church lawn party 
accompanied by her father on the piano (He was a medical doctor and the doctor in 
charge of the Jackson State Mental Hospital in which Buddy Bolden and Rapollo were 
patients.) The Amite Orchestra furnished music for the occasion. 

We first read of Mattie fronting a dance orchestra in the April 8th, 1927 paper: 
 

"Tonight You Belong to Me," that is what Miss Ponchatoula will say 
to Station WJBO on the night of April 29th, when Miss Mattie Louise 
Robards and her orchestra and the well-known "Fireman's Quartette" of 
Ponchatoula will furnish the musical program from that station. 

According to the information received at the Enterprise office the 
program will begin at eight o'clock and last until ten with the orchestra and 
quartette alternating. 

Ponchatoula is proud to know that they have such musical talent in 
their midst and we congratulate the Robards' orchestra and the members of 
the Firemen's Quartette on the honor which has been bestowed upon them. 
We feel assured that everybody who has a radio in Ponchatoula will invite 
neighbors over to listen in on WJBO Friday night, April 29th." 
 
This period in American history is the era of the minstrel show and we find the 

Robards' Orchestra being a part of the Minstrel show: 
 

"The Minstrel Show to be given at the Ideal Theatre Wednesday night 
promises to rival the one given by the Fire Department last January. New 
jokes and songs will be used and the latest music will be furnished by the 
Robards' Orchestra."(April 8, 1927) 
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One of the main entertainment places. Riverside Park, is the scene of many 
dances, with music by various bands including the Robards’ Orchestra: 

 
"LIGHTS AND FILLING STATION FOR NEW AMUSEMENT 

PLACE. The former Riverside Park is undergoing a number of changes, 
among which is the changing of the name to that of Ponchatoula Beach, 
the installation of electric lights and the equipping of a modern, up-to-date 
filling station where the products of the Standard Oil will be handled. 

The main building has been extended forty feet toward the river in the 
form of a screened porch in which an excellent edge grain pine floor has 
been placed and which, because of the large amount of fresh air, makes it 
ideal for dancing. 

A contract has been let for the installation of an electric plant 
sufficiently large to furnish lights for all the cottages, outbuildings, bathing 
beach and the main building. The lights will be installed during the next 
week or ten days, as soon as the plant arrives. 

Dances have been given at the park each Saturday night and have been 
well attended in the past. On next Tuesday an invitation dance will be 
given with Mattie Louis Robards and her ten piece orchestra furnishing the 
music. Admission will be by card only." (April 15, 1927) 
 
There appears in the same issue of the April 15th paper another smaller article 

about the above dance: 
 

"There will be a dance - Riverside Park next Tuesday. Music furnished 
by M. L. Robards and her 10 piece orchestra. 300 invitations have been 
issued and those who have not seen the beautiful new ball room and 
danced the light fantastic to the strains of the Robard's Orchestra have a 
real treat in store for them." 
 
In the April 22, 1927 paper we read that "Robard's Orchestra at Country Club 

Tonight. Mattie Louis Robards and her ten piece orchestra will be heard at the Hammond 
Country Club Friday night at a private dance given by an individual member of the club."  

Also in the April 22nd paper we find the Robards’ Orchestra at Ponchatoula 
Beach for what is actually their first public performance: 

 
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA PLEASES DANCERS AT 

PONCHATOULA BEACH. The first public appearance of the Robards’ 
Orchestra for dancing purposes was made at Riverside Park in the new 
pavilion last Tuesday night when an informal dancing party was given by 
Mrs. H. A. McClellan. 

All of those in attendance were loud in their praise of the music 
rendered by this ten piece orchestra which is a product of Ponchatoula and 
of which Ponchatoula may be justly proud. 
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The new pavilion, which is screened and cool and overlooks the river, 
was electrically lighted and presented a very pleasing appearance. Those 
there enjoyed themselves thoroughly until a late hour. 

The Robards’ Orchestra will be heard over W. J. B. O. New Orleans, 
next Friday night when it is safe to say everyone in Ponchatoula will tune 
in on this station and listen to those we know so well." 
 
During the late 20s the radio was an excellent place for a jazz band to be heard by 

a large audience. The Robards' Orchestra presented a show that lasted more than two 
hours: 

 
"PONCHATOULA NOW ON THE RADIO MAP. The Robards’ 

Orchestra, Ponchatoula Quartet and Sam Watts 'Tell it to the World.' Last 
Friday night was Tangipahoa Parish night at station WJBO and for more 
than two hours, thousands of persons listened to the music and singing 
furnished by Mattie Louise Robards and her orchestra and the Firemen's 
Quartette, all of Ponchatoula. 

Mr. Sam Watts accompanied the orchestra and quartette to New 
Orleans and made, in his usual suave mild way a short talk on Tangipahoa 
Parish and mostly Ponchatoula. 

During the course of the program more than four hundred phone calls 
were received from persons listening in New Orleans and several from 
outside of the city. Besides the numerous phone calls a large number of 
telegrams  were received and one man who was unable to get the station 
over the phone, wrote a letter to Buckley, a portion of which we reproduce 
herewith: The letter is dated April 30, and is as follows: "Dear Ernest - 
You cannot imagine how I enjoyed the program last night. The orchestra 
played wonderfully and has certainly gotten to be a first class one - but 
naturally, I enjoyed the singing best. Boy, that old quartette sounded like a 
million dollars to me. I am sorry to say though, that it gave me a first class 
case of BLUES. I stood the first two numbers all right, but when you got 
to 'Roll Away Jordan' I felt as though someone had reached down my 
throat and turned me inside out. I put in a long distance call to compliment 
the gang and to request that you sing 'Rosie O'Grady' for me, but the 
operator always said the line was busy." 

It is letters, phone calls and telegrams of this kind which help to give 
an idea as to how the program is being received and if the artists are 
pleasing their unseen audience. 

The advent of Mattie Louise Robards and Her Orchestra and the 
Ponchatoula Quartette being heard over WJBO has been of great value to 
Ponchatoula from an advertising standpoint. Likewise the talk of Mr. Sam 
Watts, which we give below, is of great assistance in putting Ponchatoula 
on the map. 

It is to be hoped that the invitation of WJBO for a return engagement 
will be accepted and that Mr. Watts will have another opportunity of 
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telling the world about Ponchatoula in connection with the orchestra and 
quartette."(May 6, 1927) 
 
In the same issue of the paper we read that "Dance at Coliseum in Hammond. 

Music by Robards’ Orchestra." 
In the May 27, 1927 paper we again read that the Robards’ Orchestra plays at 

Ponchatoula Beach: "The dance given Thursday evening at Ponchatoula Beach 
representing the formal opening of the Japanese tea room brought together about 150 of 
Ponchatoula's and Hammond's dancing contingent. The open air ball room was artistically 
decorated in various shaped Japanese lanterns and vivid colored balloons and hanging 
from all angles was moss and bamboo. The Robards’ Orchestra was at its best, and to the 
strains of the enchanting music, dancing was enjoyed into the wee small' hours of the 
morn. Punch was served throughout the evening." 

By June of 1927 we read how popular the Robards' Orchestra is becoming. In an 
article of July we are told this: 

 
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA IN BIG DEMAND NOW - Mattie Louise 

Robards and her orchestra is making a hit wherever she goes. Not only are 
the radio programs over WJBO bringing in a lot of praise, but 
engagements are being sought by persons in all parts of Louisiana and 
Mississippi." 
 
A week ago Sunday Miss Robards and her orchestra and the Ponchatoula quartet 

entertained over WJBO and hundreds of letters were received by Miss Robards and the 
broadcasting station. One man even went so far as to write the Enterprise and tell us what 
a wonderful orchestra we had here in Ponchatoula and how he had enjoyed the program 
given by the Robards' Orchestra over WJBO far more than any other that he had heard 
through the air. 

Thursday night this excellent orchestra played at Fernwood, Miss., and gave 
wonderful satisfaction. They were given another engagement and will soon journey again 
to Fernwood. Friday night they played at the Country Club in Hammond and were to be 
joined by Ponchatoula's famous quartet, which had an engagement in Amite, but the 
Amite people liked the quartet so well that they kept them until too late to visit the 
Country Club. 

The citizens of Ponchatoula are very proud of Miss Robards and her organization 
of musicians and the fact that, with the exception of Mr. Pittman of Hammond, the 
aggregation is entirely home talent." 

The engagement over WJBO, a local station was very successful and heard by 
another radio station (WSMB) a large radio station heard nation wide, and requested the 
Robards Orchestra play at their station: 

 
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA ON WSMB THURSDAY. To Substitute 

for Edgewater Beach Hotel Orchestra of Chicago for Four Weeks. 
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The popularity of Mattie Louise Robards and her orchestra continues 
to grow daily and as that organization's fame increases, so increases the 
publicity of Ponchatoula. 

During the past few weeks, the Robards’ Orchestra has broadcasted 
over WJBO on two occasions, and met with such complimentary results 
that they have been engaged by the Saenger Amusement Company to 
substitute for the Edgewater Beach Hotel Orchestra of Chicago over 
WSMB on Thursday night for a period of four weeks while the latter goes 
to the Gulf Coast. 

WSMB rates as one of the largest broadcasting stations in America and 
its programs are received all over the United States, Canada and the 
tropics. The advertising value of the Robards' Orchestra to Ponchatoula 
through this medium is immeasurable. Every ten minutes, for a period of 
two hours, each Thursday night for four weeks, Ponchatoula, the 
Strawberry Capitol of America, will be broadcast to the western 
hemisphere. Millions of people will hear Ponchatoula and with an 
aggregation of such accomplished musicians being heard over the air, it 
follows naturally that Ponchatoula must be a wonderful city. 

The first program will be given over WSMB beginning at 8:30 P. M., 
Thursday, June 23, and in addition to the numbers by the orchestra and the 
quartet, Mrs. F. W. Redmers of Hammond, an accomplished pianist, will 
render one or two selections, and Mrs. L. H. Bowden, contralto, of Amite, 
will be heard during the first program. 

Tune in on WSMB on Thursday night, then drops a card to the 
Enterprise and tell us how you liked it." (June 17, 1927) 
 
The Robards' Orchestra continues doing radio program that spread their music to 

great distances. On the latest program we find the names of 'Spike' and 'Skeeter' Ragan, 
names that we have seen are also Ponchatoula artists: 

 
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA ON AIR LAST NIGHT. The second 

program of the Robards' Orchestra over WSMB was given on Thursday 
night and in the opinion of those who listened in, it was far superior to 
many programs given by this station. 

The orchestra was augmented by the Ponchatoula Male Quartette 
which rendered several pleasing numbers and also by 'Spike' and 'Skeeter' 
Ragan, executing a piano and banjo duet and a banjo solo." (July 1, 1927) 
 
Previously we have stated that most social and public activities were accompanied 

by a live band of music and followed by a dance. In the July 8 paper we read: "Dedication 
of City Hall on August 16th. That night a ball in Community Hall. Music furnished by the 
well-known Robard's Radio Orchestra." 

The orchestra plays their final radio show on a Thursday night in late July and 
from the reports this endeavor was successful, especially in bringing their music nation 
wide audiences. We read in the July 22nd paper: 
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"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA ENDS ENGAGEMENT. Last Thursday 

marked the end of the Thursday night programs of Mattie Louise Robards 
and her Orchestra over WSMB, much to the regret of thousands of radio 
fans and the citizens of Ponchatoula. 

While last Thursday's program completed the contract of the Robards' 
Orchestra, they had the honor of refusing a steady engagement for every 
night and accepted instead an offer to fill in during the winter. 

Ponchatoula through the Robards' Orchestra has enjoyed a large 
amount of publicity, which it otherwise could not have secured under 
thousands of dollars. During each program, Mr. Randall, announcer of 
WSMB mentioned Ponchatoula, the Strawberry Capital of Louisiana at 
least a dozen times and both his announcement and the musical program 
was heard in all parts of the U. S. and hundreds of telegrams' received by 
Dr. Robards will attest."  
 
In an article headed by the broadcast of the quartet we find a paragraph on the 

Robards’ Orchestra and the quartet's up-coming engagements. The orchestra and the 
quartet seem to be united in common engagements being from Ponchatoula but are not 
considered as all part of the orchestra as later orchestras would have singing groups: 

 
"QUARTET TO BROADCAST WEDNESDAY, AUG. 17. A special 

request has been received from WSMB by the Ponchatoula Quartet to go 
on the air Wednesday, August 17th during the evening program. 

The boys are getting up a number of new songs for the occasion and 
also to sing at the big dedication dance in the new city hall Tuesday night. 

We have also heard that the Robards’ Orchestra has been engaged for a 
series of dances to be given at points along the Gulf Coast during the latter 
part of the month. We are glad to congratulate the Robards' Orchestra and 
the Ponchatoula Quartet on the rapid strides they are making and the 
popularity they are gaining. 

Citizens of Ponchatoula and the surrounding communities will have an 
opportunity to hear this fine aggregation of players and singers at the new 
city hall Tuesday, when the Robards' Orchestra, assisted by the 
Ponchatoula Quartet, will furnish the musical program at the dedication 
exercises." (August 12, 1927) 
 
The Robards’ Serenaders next play for an Armistice Day dance at City Hall on 

Nov. 11th. and we read that this dance is "the first dance in this section in several weeks." 
(Oct. 14, 1927)  

The Robards’ Orchestra plays for a Fireman's Dept. dance at the New City Hall on 
Friday night, Nov. 11. We read "The Robards Radio Entertainers have been secured to 
furnish the music, and with this excellent orchestra, a good floor and plenty of fresh air, 
those who enjoy dancing ought to be present. Dancing begins at 9:00 p. m. and continues 
till...." 
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In most Louisiana towns the social live centered around the volunteer fire 
departments. The leading citizens were all members. Many fire departments organized 
brass bands and there were financial needs of the fire department as to upkeep of the 
engines, equipment, etc. One of the best fund raisers was a dance. We read that the 
orchestra playing for the dance was the local musical group, in this case the Robards’ 
Orchestra: 

 
"FIREMEN TO GIVE BARN DANCE DEC. 9. The Ponchatoula 

Volunteer Fire Department will give a Barn Dance at the City Hall on 
Friday night, December 9th. 

The boys are asking that everybody come dressed in suitable costumes 
for a barn dance so that as much enthusiasm can be injected into the dance 
during the evening as possible and everybody have a good time. 

The Fireman's dances are conducted in a gentlemanly manner and six 
deputies have been sworn in by the Mayor for the purpose of preserving 
order and decorum at these dances. The last dance given by the department 
was one of the biggest and best ever held in Ponchatoula and the boys 
hope to make the Barn Dance equal to, or better than that one. 

Music for the occasion will be furnished by the Robards’ Serenaders 
and the interior of the hall will be decorated in a manner to make you feel 
that you are in a real barn. Horses, play chickens and calves are promised 
for the stalls to give a more realistic appearance to the scene." (Dec. 2, 
1927) 
 
Well into the 20th Century the Minstrel show was one of the most popular forms 

of entertainment. Every small town at some time or another either had a traveling minstrel 
show or organized a show of their own. This practice lasted well into the 1940's. (When I 
was a young teen playing music I played in a number of minstrel shows as a special act 
and I can remember my father playing 'spoons' in the church minstrel show). The 
Robards’ Orchestra participates in a minstrel show and we read of some of the details of 
the show in an article of Dec. 9, 1927: 

 
"HAMMOND MINSTRELS HAVE 3 SHOWINGS. Gorgeous 

costumes and settings add to Beauty of Show. The Annual Minstrel Show 
given in Hammond under the able direction of Mrs. F. W. Reimers on 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights of last week, was better and more 
extravagant this year than ever before. 

Close to 100 men, women and children were used in the cast and were 
divided into groups representing Black Eyed Susans, End Men, Circle 
Men, Chop Stick Kids, Chinese Children, Friends of the Princess, Caravan 
Girls and Ruffians. 

The show opened with the black-eyed Susans seated and singing, after 
which the Minstrel men entered. Songs were sung by so many that space 
prohibits listing their names. The Ponchatoula Quartet rendered several 
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selections in their usual pleasing manner, and Miss Mattie Louise Robards 
and Dr. Robards rendered a saxophone duet. 

To pick out the individual star of the entertainment would be a hard 
thing to do; they were all stars, even to the tiny tots who did their little 
dances to perfection. To Mrs. Reimers, however, must go the honors of 
having made a success, for by her hard work and close attention during 
each and ever performance, there were no hitches noticeable. 

The eight-piece orchestra also deserves credible mention for the 
manner in which the rendered the difficult music written for the show. 

Those who failed to attend this show, certainly missed a treat and 
when the next annual minstrel show is put on in Hammond by Mrs. 
Reimers, make it a point to be present." 
 
As we have seen, the bands of the era were known by various names, many times 

appearing as a heading written by a reporter who has little information as to details. The 
Robert Orchestra is called the 'Robard Serenaders' in an article of Dec. 16, 1927: 

 
"ROBARDS SERENADERS ON WSMB SATURDAY. The Robards 

Serenaders will be heard over WSMB Saturday night between the hours of 
8:30 and 9:30. In addition to the instrumental music the following artists 
will be heard: Mrs. L. H. Bowden, Mrs. H. E. Burnham, Mrs. Sam Watts, 
Messrs. E. F. Buckley, Jack Hall, Frank Larkin and Dr. E. M. Robards 
(Mattie's father). Mrs. Riette Bahm Jackson, accompanist." 
 
The Firemen give a New Years Eve dance with music by the Robards’ Serenaders. 

In this article we get a good description of City Hall, the place the dance is held: 
 

"FIREMEN'S DANCE NEW YEAR'S EVE. Because of the 
cancellation of a number of dances which were scheduled to be held on 
New Year's Eve, the Ponchatoula Volunteer Fire Department decided to 
put on a dance at the new City Hall on Saturday night, December 31. (Sic: 
No reason given for these cancellations) 

The City Hall is the best equipped hall in the Florida parishes for 
dancing. In the summer the large French windows and electric fans keep 
the dancers cool, even on the hottest nights. In the winter time, steam heat 
keeps them warm even on the coldest nights. The place is beautifully 
lighted and the floor is the best to be found anywhere. Order is maintained 
by five special officers and those attending the dances held under the 
auspices of the fire department know that they can enjoy themselves with 
the assurance that there will be no trouble. 

The dance Saturday night will begin at the usual time, about nine 
o'clock, and will continue until one o'clock. Music for the occasion will be 
furnished by the Robards’ Serenaders. 

As in the past, refreshments will be served free of charge to those 
attending. 
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Come out and dance happily into the New Year." (Dec. 30, 1927) 
 
The Robards’ Serenaders do play engagements out of town and we read that they 

play for a private dance in Picayune, Miss. This is interesting as that Miss. town seldom, 
if ever, had a public dance and from research in the local papers we seldom find a dance 
or a dance hall: 

 
"ROBARDS SERENADERS PLAY IN PICAYUNE. At private dance 

given in Picayune, Miss., Tuesday night, both the Robards’ Serenaders and 
the Ponchatoula male quartet took the leading part." 
 
The trip to Picayune was made via auto in a little over two hours, and following 

the dance, the members returned to Ponchatoula, arriving here early in the morning." 
 

1928-1929 

 
The Robards’ orchestra continues to perform into 1928 and on Jan. 6 the fire dept. 

again gives a dance in which that orchestra provides the music: 
 

"CARNIVAL BALL FEBRUARY 16TH. The Ponchatoula Volunteer 
Fire department plans to give a Carnival Ball at the New City Hall on 
Thursday, February 16th. The fire department dances are always well 
attended and a good time is being looked forward to by those who enjoy 
tripping the light fantastic. 

One of the beauties of the city hall is the fact that weather conditions 
have no effect on the pleasures of those attending the dances there. If it be 
cold, steam heat keeps you comfortable, or if it be hot, electric fans keep 
you cool. 

The music is always good, too, the popularity of the Robards' 
Serenaders, who furnish the music for the fire department dances, 
continues to grow, and those who dance to their music are assured a good 
time." 
 
Many times we read of a follow-up article about the previously mentioned activity 

- the carnival dance: 
 

"FIREMAN'S DANCE IS WELL ATTENDED. The first Annual 
Carnival Dance given by the Ponchatoula Volunteer Fire Department was 
a success, both financially and from the standpoint of masked dancers. 

Many beautiful costumes were to be seen on the floor and gave those 
who had not masked several minutes of dancing before they were able to 
identify the maskers. 

Dancers from all parts of the Florida Parishes were present and the hall 
was filled with merrymakers "who had not make their feet behave" when 
the Robards’ Serenades started their syncopated numbers. 
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Approximately $125.00 was cleared by the boys which will be used for 
the further improvement of the equipment of the Fire Department and the 
club rooms of the members." (Feb. 24, 1928) 
 
The radio broadcasts continue to exist into 1928. Radio was one of the main 

media that was responsible for the spread of jazz and the popularity of local musical 
talents: 

 
"LOCAL TALENT ON WSMB SATURDAY. Robards’ Orchestra, 

Mrs. Sam Watts and the Ponchatoula Quartet, all of Ponchatoula have 
been invited to broadcast over WSMB and those fans who delight in 
hearing the music and songs rendered by these artists should tune in during 
the hour between 8:30 and 9:30 Saturday evening. 

Ponchatoula is indeed fortunate in having artists who are so much in 
demand, as through their talent, thousands who never heard of 
Ponchatoula before become familiar with the name of the best town in 
Louisiana - Ponchatoula. 

They may stutter a little when they try to pronounce it, but because 
there is no other town in the world by the same name, they will always 
remember it when they see or hear it."(Feb. 3, 1928) 
 
A new dance hall called Smilin Acres is holding dances and hires the Robards’ 

Orchestra for a dance. We read in the April 13th we read: "Smilin Acres - dance - 
Robards’ Syncopators of Ponchatoula 

We read in the May 11, 1928 paper that what is called the "Dr. E. M. Robards’ 
Orchestra is to play for the Huey Long Governor Inaugural. Did the paper get it wrong or 
was Mattie just the front for her father's orchestra. Most probably his name was used to 
get the job as it was a political function and his political activities might have secured the 
job. In a personal interview with Mattie, it was stated that she did lead the orchestra with 
her father as a member of the ensemble. Regardless the orchestra did play for this special 
state occasion, one that would give the orchestra more prestige in its growth: 

 
"ROBARDS ORCHESTRA TO PLAY FOR INAUGURAL. Dr. E. M. 

Robards and his orchestra have been selected to provide the musical 
program at the inaugural ball when Governor Huey P. Long takes his seat. 

This is indeed an honor for the Robards’ Orchestra and one which they 
merit through the class of music which they play. The orchestra has 
become quite popular during its existence and has filled engagements in 
various parts of this state and in Mississippi." 
 
We see the use of the prestige gained at the Long Inaugural in the next article 

about the Robards’ orchestra again performing on WSMB: 
 

"ROBARDS SERENADERS WSMB WEDNESDAY. The Robards’ 
Orchestra of Ponchatoula which had the honor of playing for the inaugural 
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ball at the recent inauguration of Governor Huey P. Long will be heard 
over the air next Wednesday evening when they will fill an engagement at 
WSMB at New Orleans. 

The Robards’ Orchestra is a favorite with the radio fans and many 
requests have been received for more of their music hence their 
engagement next Wednesday." (June 1, 1928) 
 
The appearance on the radio was used as promotional material for the town of 

Ponchatoula and the Robards’ Orchestra was introduced as the Strawberry Orchestra and 
with the added comment: "but there isn't a strawberry blonde in the organization." The 
Fire Dept. held what was called a special dance and the Robert Orchestra is called 
"Robards’ Syncopators, the orchestra that created a sensation at Governor Long's 
Inaugural ball. 

While we do not have any reference to the exact instrumentation of the Robards’ 
Orchestra we read of a Mike Kaplan is playing trumpet in the orchestra and it has 11 
pieces. If it is like the orchestras of the day the orchestra probably had for its eleven 
pieces: 3 sax, 2 cornet, 2 trombone, and piano, guitar (banjo), bass and drums. 

The Fourth of July was always a popular holiday and special events were usually 
scheduled in most small towns in America. The town of Ponchatoula always gave a very 
attractive celebration for the holiday: 

 
"SPEND THE FOURTH IN PONCHATOULA Big Day Planned; Ball 

Games, Dancing, Fire Demonstration, Battle Royal and Fireworks. 
Ponchatoula's big Fourth of July celebration will attract many visitors to 
this city, according to the members of the Fire Department and the 
Baseball Club, under whose auspices the celebration is being given. 

Large posters telling of the big time and giving an outline of the 
program have been distributed throughout this section within a radius of 
fifty miles. Then too, a large crowd is expected to come from Lutcher as 
the Lutcher baseball team plays two games here during the day, one in the 
morning at 9:30 and the other, in the afternoon at 3:00. 

Dancing will be in progress either at the South City Park on a large 
pavilion, or at the new city hall, where a number of electric fans will keep 
the dancers cool. This question has not been fully decided as yet, being 
dependent upon the cooperation of others interested in having their picnic 
in Ponchatoula at a later date. 

Music for the dancing will be furnished by the well known radio 
entertainers, the Robards’ Serenaders, which is composed of eleven pieces 
and which drew a large crowd at the recent dance given by the fire 
department......."(June 28, 1928) 
 
The July 6th paper carries an account of the 4th of July celebration and called it 

the "most successful celebration in history of town is staged by Fire Dept. and ball club." 
The article mentions the Robards’ Serenaders playing "Home Sweet Home" an hour after 
midnight. 
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We read of no other items of the orchestra from June 29, 1928. On April 26, 1929 

we read that "Dr. Robert and Miss M. L. Robards’ will play for the Barman/Hearn 
wedding in Baton Rouge Thursday evening at the lst Methodist Church" and a small item 
in the May 3, 1929 paper that "Mattie Louise Robards made a short visit to Baton 
Rouge," and in the July 19, 1929 paper that "Dr. Robards has offer from Touro Infirmary 
and X-rays. Mrs. and Mattie remain in Ponchatoula."  

In a personal interview with Mattie Louise Robards/Gyden on April 14, 1988, in 
Gyden, La. we can add other information of this early woman musician in the jazz field of 
the late twenties:  

 

Interview 

Mattie Louise Robards Gyden 

April 14, 1988 

 
Q: What is your full name?  
A. Mattie Louis Robards Gyden. 
Q: Do you have a 'nickname'. 
A. Gracie. It goes back to when George Burns and Grace Allen were the thing. I 

was the one that was, so to speak, not only in left field I was over the fence. I always had 
my mind on something else. George My husband, would say, "Gracie honey come to the 
authority," or something like that and so that was an affectionate term. Everybody in the 
parish and the Felicianas called me Gracie. So that's one reason I want to tell you cause if 
you ask who Mattie Louis Gyden was they'd probably wouldn't know whom you were 
talking about. 

This plantation where we are talking is called "Sunny Sloop." 
Q - I am very interested in the early dance band music at this time. I was looking 

through your write-up in the papers around 1921. Your father, Eugene, (Eugene Merryl 
Robards) had a band and I saw your name mentioned I read that you played saxophone 
and I thought it would be fascinating to find out about those early days in Ponchatoula. It 
is a town near New Orleans and I wondered whether there was an influence on your kind 
of music from New Orleans.  

Q - If we could start -- You were born in Ponchatoula?  
A - No, I was born in Touro Infirmary in New Orleans. My father then moved to 

Sorrento, La.  and was the company physician for the Abdenwou and D. S. Lumber 
Company. He was related to the Abdenwou's. He was right out of medical school so they 
asked him to be the company physician, which he was. When I was about four we moved 
to Baton Rouge and he was connected to one of the hospitals in Baton Rouge, the early 
hospital they had there. The referred to it as a sanitarium. Later it becomes Baton Rouge 
General.  

Q - Where did he get his medical training? 
A - At Tulane Univ. While he was a medical student in New Orleans he played 

the violin at one of the cathedrals. He was one of the most gifted musicians I think I have 
ever known. He didn't know to look to see where he was on the piano but he could play 
any instrument with strings or with keys. He couldn't play any brass instruments but he 
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could with reeds or keys and the strings. Without a doubt he had the most uncanny ear 
that I have ever encountered.  

Q - But not perfect pitch? 
A - Well, I would say he had to for the violin and cello and instruments like that. 

You have to have. If anyone would play and score or orchestration he could go right on 
and carry one right there he might hear it twice, that would be enough. 

Q - Where was he born? 
A - He was born in New Orleans 
Q - Do you know the date? 
A - No. He graduated from medical school in 1909. It would be around the late 

1880s. 
Q - Did he have formal musical training on the violin 
A - None - As a matter of fact, this is what was so unbelievable He used to hear 

other musicians play when he was a teenager in New Orleans, and he would come back 
and said, 'I hope someday I can have a violin.' They gave him a violin for his birthday or 
some special occasion. He was at this time, I imagine - he would have to be in his early 
teens. He went upstairs and started playing. They said he stayed up there for about three 
hours before he came down and he played then as well as he played when he passed 
away. He was just a natural musician. 

Q - You said he heard other musicians. Did he ever talk about them? 
A - Well, I was about four years old. He didn't mention any in particular. He went 

to the opera and things like that. He was always very artistic. When he got to Sorrento - 
now this is the interesting thing -I'll show you pictures that I have here of his sisters. They 
were all a musical family. 

Q - How many brothers and sister? 
A - Ruth, Rose and Sidney (all girls) 
Q - Now did they read music? 
A - Oh yes, She played on the violin (Ruth) and played on the piano and she had a 

magnificent contralto voice. Ruth was asked to audition for the Metropolitan. A tragic 
thing. Ruth she was living in that terrible time they had that typhoid fever epidemic and it 
affected her vocal chords. After her illness she couldn't sing as she could before. She 
couldn't pursue a career that she wanted to. When they got to Sorrento - all of the family 
moved to Sorrento. Aunt Ruth was the one that sang 'torch' songs a la Sophie Tucker. 
When we had the programs on the radio and everything, I would say our music was sort 
of the early stages of L. Welk style. It was that sort of thing. In Sorrento, Daddy organized 
a little group there, a musical group there of the family, just for the fun of it. The men at 
the plant - Mr. Howe, Mr. Buckley, Mr. Hughes and Daddy - organized a little vocal 
quartet. They held together with that quartet (singing group)  

My first piano teacher, Mrs. Lela Ogdunmire, niece of the man that owned the 
place. I was about five years old. They were determined to make a piano player out of me. 
All this was going on when I was growing up. When we moved to Baton Rouge, Rose 
and some of them moved to Ponchatoula. Daddy had a spot on his lung and for health 
reasons moved to Ponchatoula. (Daddy said it was caused by the Pollution). They had a 
Rap and Williams Lumber Co. in Ponchatoula and Daddy had a job there. Rose had 
married a Mr. Watts - had an adopted son. He was a 'tap-dancing baby,’ When we played 
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we had extra attractions like the quartet and we would present the 'Tap-dancing baby.' He 
always stole the show. In Ponchatoula Daddy really got back to music and wanted to go 
further with his music. 

Q. - What year was this when you moved to Ponchatoula. 
A. - It had to be in the 20s - the early 20s. Then they got interested in saxophones. 

My father and mother played tenor sax and my mother was the music/band librarian. I 
was 7 or 8 when I began saxophone. Everything I played was dance music. The Ragans 
that you mentioned, Spike and Chicky (Alvin), played with us. They then formed the 
Ragan's Band you mentioned. We had both a big band and sometimes I broke it down 
into combos,  

Spike was just marvelous when it came to that jazz on piano, and he had another 
relative - Chicky Ragan (Alvin) - who played banjo and guitar and other instruments like 
the clarinet. Daddy would play the mandolin but, anything you name it, they could play it. 
It added to the attractiveness of the actual orchestra. They went on with that and as I grew 
older and started playing, Daddy said, "I want you to get in earnest about your music and 
all because what I are going to. I'm going to organize a dance orchestra. I think we have 
the makings of it now. It so happened that at the La Power & Light Co. hired two young 
men, one named Mr. Sam Motts, arrived at the right time. They came from Arkansas. We 
had a Mr. Larkin - trb. and alto sax, Mr. Windy Cowan-trp. A Mr. Pittman, a professor at 
Southeastern in Hammond played tuba or bass, alternating between the two. I would jump 
and monkey around on strings', piano, drums. getting in their hair more than anything 
else, and playing the sax. Then to further augment the orchestra we had Mike Kaplan; 
before you heard of Al Hirt - he was the equivalent of Al Hirt - he could play that well. 
Daddy met him through the Shrine Band in New Orleans. Daddy was a Shriner. So he got 
interested in playing with us. With his expertise it really put the icing on the cake. I met 
some people when Daddy took me to Chicago I met this man his name was Benny 
Barringson. At one time he played with Benny Goodman and some of the other big name 
bands.  He decided he wanted to come down and play for any special occasions the band 
played for.  He played sax and clarinet. He was just marvelous. We had a couple of other 
members but I can't remember their names. To make a long story short we had about a 14 
piece orchestra. It was quite well accepted. The gimmick we used was my name because 
of me being the age I was. Daddy called the band Mattie Louis Robards and her 
Syncopators. I was 9 or 10.  

I continued playing through the early days of my youth. I played so much I'm 
surprised I'm not still in Ponchatoula grade school, because there was so much musical 
activity. It became interesting. It just started as a fun thing for Daddy and it became that 
we were quite well known. I was fascinated by the articles you showed me. I didn't know 
they had anything in the papers because at that age I wasn't conscious of anything going 
on. Reading them thrilled me to death. I said, what is this? I felt like 'This is your Life' 
deal. It brought all that back to me. Memories just started unfolding. I remember so well 
when they had the different dances. Reading the articles was amusing and the mileage and 
what you’d pay for something, to what is comparable to now really is something. Daddy 
wasn't thinking of a dollar of anything or that he could revive anything from it other than 
the pleasure, because he loved the music and he loved to see the talent that they had being 
developed. I never will forget. That's one reason I like black bands. Usually they want to 
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play and they never stop playing because they enjoy it and care what they are doing. A lot 
of white bands at that even our men - Daddy saw one of the boys yawning while we were 
rehearsing. Daddy while he was very mild tempered said, "How you expect us to ever 
play dance music and entertain people if you are that bored when you are just rehearsing. 
You know that is true. He lived every minute of it (the music and music activity) and he 
wasn't thinking of it being lucrative at all, just enjoying what he was doing. I wasn't 
thinking of it being lucrative either because I really didn't know I was young and they 
always gave me anything I wanted. But the one thing I will admit there was this good 
looking boy that played sax, that Larkin boy, he promised me a dance. That I enjoyed. 
That was the time we starting playing over at the Gulf Coast at a couple of places. In Pass 
Christian, like that, that doesn’t exist anymore. We played at the Roland Estate in 
Picayune Miss, one of the most flamboyant and beautiful places I ever seen. The home 
was lovely, not real pretentious, but beautifully designed and cared for just like a country 
club effect. He had his own 9 hole golf course in front. And - there was this thing - how 
he ever rigged it up - I guess it was battery wise, at nearly every hole, it was during 
Christmas time. They had little Christmas trees lighted. They had a four car garage. How 
he had it all camouflaged - and then in the rear of the building there was a setting like the 
moon rise or something. You could see that and with all the shrubbery and the patio the 
area was a blaze with the lights in the dancing area. It was a delight. 

Q; This 14 piece orchestra - what was the instrumentation? 
A -We always had at least three saxophones (AAT), 2 trp, trb, piano, drums, bass 

violin or tuba, 2 violins, sometimes three, and guitar and banjo (alternating-one player). 
We also had the singers (quartet) that was very important. Rose Watts was the one that 
did all the touch singing.  

On the radio program - these two (Daddy and Chicky) would shine. That was the 
days of music like Kern's Desert Song, and semi-classical music. When we would play 
Kern that's when Daddy would jump from the violin to the cello because the cello 
obligato would harmonize with the vocal part Ruth singing in her contralto voice and it 
was lovely. We also had Mrs. Reimer as a soloist. She was mentioned in one of the 
articles. She was an organist of renown. She was a wonderful individual. Whenever they 
were having a wedding, Daddy, being a doctor who had delivered most of the babies in 
town, was also known for his music He played violin or cello for everybody that got 
married. I was most of the time the flower girl. 

Once Daddy was getting ready to play for a wedding in Hammond. Mrs. Rimmer 
who played beautifully but at this time she had never heard Daddy play. Daddy couldn't 
make the rehearsal with her because of a new arrival and told her "I assure I will be there 
about 30 minutes before the wedding and that will be ample time, and I know I can be 
there by then." She frowned on that as if to say my lands, not ever rehearsed and you just 
to come and play you know that was going to cramp her style. The baby arrived and 
Daddy got there 30 minutes before the wedding. Daddy played and the way that Daddy 
played the cello and that lady played the organ and with the lady having a good contralto 
voice it was just heavenly, just beautiful. When they got through Mrs. Rimmer just got 
hysterical. Daddy said "Why, Mrs. Rimmer, I've played any number of times and I never 
had anyone act like that - what is wrong? Am I playing incorrectly or it doesn't please 
you? " 
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She said, "Your music is upside down. She had set the cello music on the stand as 
she had handed Daddy the music. There it was upside down and Daddy just left it that 
way. He said, "I noticed there were several notes there (during the performance) that just 
added to the charm of the obligato." She said: "but I couldn't imagine seeing you or 
listening to you; then when I looked there I had to refrain my reaction because before you 
finished I was afraid I was going to get to laughing before you got through with the song." 
It was a beautiful performance in spite of the circumstances. 

That shows you the type of musician he was. He was always in the middle of 
things and he played for all the country club dances and everything  

Mother (now deceased) - I always refer to her as Annie Oakley of the family. She 
could out shoot anybody. But she rocked along with the music because of Daddy - 
playing the tenor sax and all.  

In one article you send me they had an item about the Fireman's Ball and the 
dedication of the new Chamber of Commerce building fire station underneath. I think that 
building is still standing. At the dedication they had us play and the one they choose to 
slide down the fireman's pole was mother. She got into the act and everything. When they 
had the Strawberry Festival and all, we played for that. That was the early, early stages of 
it. Then it was really colorful. Mom rode a horse. In Hammond they really had a stable of 
beautiful horses and mom was a horse woman. 

Q - In your fathers early career in New Orleans you said he went to hear a number 
of bands. Was this around in 1910 

A - Yeah 
Q - Did he remark about the bands and try to emulate them 
A - He was always listening to any band he could. We went to Chicago and heard 

Gene Krupa and Charles Spivak. Good sounding music. And then Jimmy Lunceford and 
all of those and any bands that came to New Orleans. They had a black band, that was 
home based in Baton Rouge. Right below in the fringe area below Baton Rouge. He was 
called Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville, La. Williams really had, for one that was 
untrained. (Williams was well trained.) (Sic: see Book on Donaldsonville and Williams.) 
His music was beautiful - really it was. Old Bud Scott and all those I heard them all. That 
was before integration. Daddy didn't look at the color of your skin. If you played music 
that was all he cared. He was thrown with all sorts of musicians. Clarence Williams 
composed "Logical Point Waltz" He used it as his theme song. (Sic: Actually it was 
Williams' brother who composed it) Every orchestra that ever played in those days had a 
theme song.  

Claiborne Williams was a gentleman. He was just as nice as he could be. He and 
Daddy established quite a repore with their music. He didn't play publicly with him, you 
couldn't do things like that, but every chance he had they get together and played. Other 
musicians in the area, anyone he would see that had talent, in particular like the 'Ragan 
boys,' he thrived on that and he gave them some exposure they normally wouldn't have 
had.  

Q - There wasn't any competition between the two groups? 
A - No. As a matter of fact, sometimes Daddy and I would play duets and 

sometimes Spike and I would play. There was nothing competitive. It was just all and all 
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a fun thing. A pleasure bow in every sense of the way. He continued with his music and 
we played all we could down there.  

When Daddy wanted to go into the field of radiology he went to New Orleans and 
became a Radiologist. After Daddy completed his education, Dr. Glenn Smith, head of 
hospital at Jackson, La. said they needed a Radiologist on the staff and that's when we left 
Ponchatoula and came here to Jackson. One of the things that was amusing, let me tell 
you - They had a dance we played for in Clinton, La. When we got to those hills on the 
way there I thought they were mountains. We had an entourage of two or three cars. Jess 
Morro asked to be sure if one car broke down there would be another behind you - they 
didn't have service stations or anything like that then. When you would go anyplace in 
those days it took you a long time to get there. I didn't think we'd ever get there. Little did 
I know that the young man running the dance would later become my husband, George 
Gyden.  

About what we wore then; the men wore the white flannel pants, and the blue and 
white stripe blazers. They were really swave looking. I wore an accordion plead white 
blouse and the same blue and white blazer. My hair was cut just like Buster Brown. They 
didn't care how the people - the children looked then. Sometimes when I played, if they 
didn't trim the bangs I had to get the hair out of my eyes. Didn't like the L. B. (Long 
bloomers) I'd roll them up and went around looking like Popeye. I still think they thought 
I looked mighty cute with my little pleaded skirt. 

Q - Did your Father rehearse the band? 
A - Oh yes. He didn't want anybody fooling with it. That's what his concern. He 

knew exactly how he wanted it to sound. He really did. It had to be his interpretation, to 
get the effect that he wanted. The only thing I never did as far as playing the piano was a 
polished technique. I never had that to speak of. Now with arthritis and father time each 
pulling my arms have even less. Daddy always wanted me to do his accompanying when 
he played the violin, sax or what ever he was playing a solo, because we were on the 
same wave length. I said, "Daddy we're going some place to perform and I know there are 
people there that are accomplished musicians." Daddy said "but you know exactly what I 
am going to do and with the accompaniment I don't want someone that is to solo." So 
many people that play solo instruments they get someone that just wants to count, and 
they want to show their expertise. It completely cramps the style of the one doing the 
solo. That's the reason he had me tag along and play like that. I think that we were able to 
carry on.  

When we left Ponchatoula and came over here to the mental institution, I thought 
that was where I would live the rest of my life anyway. (joke) Jackson is the institute that 
Buddy Bolden and a lot of musicians were in. It’s the La. State Hospital.  
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I can't say the names. There was one who played at Preservation Hall. He was the 

most fabulous sax and clarinet player I ever heard in my life. I guess you know who he is 
(Rappolo). When they came (meaning some musicians) it was perfect timing, we were 
still in the music mood. Those boys in Ponchatoula had returned to their native states. We 
found that they had so many hospital cases that were musically inclined Daddy and Dr. 
Smith introduced music therapy. When I came to Jackson I was 13 and it was 1928.  

When we got there and Daddy found all this fabulous musical material, and Mrs. 
Kathy Alford, Her grandson was Eugene Cutrer living in Covington. (Sic: Cutrer is now 
living in Mississippi and teaching choir in Kentwood.) He's a musician and has a group in 
Covington. Her Father was named Lloyd. Mrs. Alford was employed at the hospital. She 
played the piano and they had a small orchestra going. When Daddy arrived it was full 
steam ahead with the patients that were there especially with the musicians. I said. 
Another man there played the xylophone and he could play modern jazz. He was really 
great. Another one played the drums. I played the sax and that way we could continue the 
music. When I graduated from high school and went to LSU my music came to a halt 
because I had played in an all girl's orchestra at LSU. But to show you how things were so 
straight laced (prejudice against women musicians) they didn't even let you play in the 
band, the marching band. When we said we were going to play for the 'frat' dances they 
just frowned on that immediately. I had a girl named Laura Winslow - boy could she sing. 
It was a great group we could have organized  

When I graduated from high school Dr. Henderson of Touro Infirmary became 
attached to me. He came down for a lovely dinner party and said "Now here is your gift, 
Mattie Louise. When he gave me the gift, you never saw a teenager that was as crushed as 
I was. He gave me an oboe. I don't know if you play an oboe, but that is the most difficult 
thing in the world and it was a far cry from what I had in mind. Dr. Henderson said, 
"Mattie, I know you'll be enthralled. Here's your oboe. The Prof. at LSU was Dr. Lloyd 
Ponches. He composed the LSU alma mater. I told him, "I have this oboe and my Daddy 
wants me to learn to play it." I started playing it. It developed into quite a struggle, I 
wasn't blowing it correctly and he switched me to flute. You know Jackson is 
synonymous with the mental institution and I was going down the dorm corridor with a 
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coke bottle in my hand blowing it like you do a flute. They told me "We know you're 
from Jackson, because that's what you're doing." Every 4th of July they had a band come 
to play at the hospital - Jimmy Snead's. They let me and Daddy sit in and we got a bang 
out of that. We really enjoyed that. We had the patients playing. The one patient, ethically 
I can't tell you his name (Sic: Rappolo) He really loved music. To show you that music, if 
you are really is a true musician, it never dies. He didn't know who he was or where he 
was - he didn't know anything. When Daddy would sit down and play, that piano he 
would call Daddy 'Tony.' There was a musician Rappolo knew in Chicago with that was 
named 'Tony.' He associated Daddy's style with Tony's. So Daddy would play for him. 
One night Rappolo started playing by the window with a 'weird' sound coming out of the 
sax. He had stuffed the bell with toilet paper. We took the toilet paper out and Rappolo 
started playing. You never heard such playing and it really shows you about music - the 
music that is present in someone's mind I don't care how deteriorated a person is, Daddy 
would play (current music) and old time music - you never heard anyone improvise like 
Rappolo did. But he refused to play the clarinet. The clarinet was his cup of tea. It was a 
marvelous experience. When he was to pass away, his family requested that when 
Rappolo was at road's end, we'd like him to come to New Orleans. So we sent him to a 
hospital in New Orleans. The phone rang one night, and she said we are having a time 
with him. He wants Tony to come see him. (Dr. Robards.). Daddy said, "Tony will be 
there." So Daddy went to see Rappolo. With numerous flowers in Rappolo's room, Daddy 
was right at his head. Because if there was anyone who brought happiness to Rap through 
the music relationship, Daddy did to him. They wanted to do a story on Daddy life and 
call it "Dr. Kindness." He really was a humanitarian. When Daddy was asked to go to 
Hollywood, to play some role in the silent version of Ben Hur, he stayed at Rupert 
Hughes home. Hughes wife was a Robards. Rupert Hughes was Howard Hughes 
grandfather. We were, in spite of the same name not relation to Mrs. Hughes/Robards. 
Mrs. Hughes/Robards came from Kentucky. The atmosphere was a 'high flyer,' but Daddy 
wasn't that type of person. If it was a sound movie, Daddy had the looks and talent, but 
being a different type person he came back. 

He came back to the hospital. Se several years before he died he was the chairman 
of the Board of Regents and the State Psychology Society. At a meeting at the Royal 
Orleans of the society, they wanted Daddy to sit in with the band. They were union 
musicians and the society had to pull some strings to let him play with the group. When 
he sat in and played the people were astonished. The man (the band leader) told him, 
"Anytime you want to give up medicine you look us up." I don't remember the name of 
the band. It was not a local band. 

Q- I don't understand about your Father's religion. Did he play in various churches 
of various faiths. 

A - He played anyplace they asked him to play. He was a Catholic. In New 
Orleans he went to Catholic services and had many Catholic friends. When he came to 
Ponchatoula he became a Protestant, a Shriner and a Mason and all that.  

You should see all these places - the hospital area. The old building is 
magnificent. They had to demolish two wings because of a fire. It was a wonder Daddy 
wasn't burned. All the employee homes were right next to the hospital. Our home was 
right in front of the hospital. When the hospital caught fire, there was one blind lady, who 
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went under her bed. While they got everyone else out they didn't know about the lady. 
Daddy, finding out she was missing crawled on his hands and knees into the building and 
got her out.  

Daddy knew all the politics. He knew Gov. Canon who sometimes came to visit 
the hospital. Also Gov. O. K. Allen. 

 I played the piano and Daddy played the violin at Joyce Love's wedding.  Joyce 
was a sorority sister of mine, it was the first wedding in the old Gov. Mansion, When 
Gov. Long came down the spiral staircase and the tie was like it was, they said I know 
Gracie had something to do with this. I had never tied a bow tie before; (we played for 
Rose's wedding as Huey Long's daughter was also a close friend of mine). Rose married a 
Dr. MacFarland. The Long clan would always come up to the hospital and that was 
advantageous to the people that worked there because then they could get those visiting 
more focus on the hospital. Daddy wanted a place to worship. The politicians got him two 
chapels - one a Catholic and the other Protestant. The Catholic Chapel is dedicated to 
Daddy's memory. While the Catholic chapel was under construction with just the arches, I 
took Daddy to the window because I know how much he had worked for the chapels. 
There was an Italian lady kneeing right in the middle of the construction saying her rosary 
- no walls, just arches. He said "All my efforts have not been in vain." Just beautiful.  

That's where he played - in the chapels on the grounds of the hospital. My parents 
were brought to the chapel for their funeral. My folks lived on the hospital grounds, in 
that house over there. Mattie had a picture of the hospital grounds and the house. When 
George and I got married he was one of the cadets at the Huey Long Inaugural ball. I was 
still in the Buster Brown hairdo. I was 12. 

Q-How did the orchestra get to play the Inaugural Ball? 
A - The other orchestra that played was Dennis Snead's Orchestra from Baton 

Rouge with the Stancola Band. My grandmother was the campaign manager for Huey 
Long in the Florida Parishes. We always have been thrown into politics some way or 
other, even way back then. They had the two bands the Stancola and our orchestra and we 
alternated during the dance. We threw in a few extras like Jack Mott, Rose's child, the 
dancing baby and Rose would sing, They had a break now and then and we'd throw in 
these other musicians and the Ragans to. It was versatile and easy listening. It was the 14 
piece band. I think Spike played the drums. We'd all switch around.  

Q- You got to play because of whom you knew? 
A- They knew of how we were being accepted and that was after we had played 

on the radio. We became better known (no T.V. everyone listened to the radio), and didn't 
just confine our popularity to the Ponchatoula area.  

I can tell you that to me the one thing that I'll never forget. This house was 
Daddy's retirement house. All he wanted to do was hunt and fish. Just like music, 
medicine was in his blood. He couldn't stay retired. He went back to the hospital to work. 
He didn't want to accept any administrative position but just be on the staff. He became 
sick and came back home. I talked to him in his bedroom before we brought him to the 
hospital. He said "There's something I want you to promise me. Never give up your 
music. Just always play, for when ever you play I'll be with you. There was such a bond 
(Mattie began to cry a little but keep her composure and continued).  

Q - What was the name of the Larkin Boy? 
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A - Marion and Frank - who played the trombone. 
I began song writing three years later and that threw me back into the business, 

into the swing of music again.  
When I was a child, it was before the days of public school music. I took piano 

from Mrs. Aldewild - and in Hammond from Red Mom. My sax teacher in New Orleans 
was Marvin McClusky He lived in Metairie, and was from a family that was well to do. 
He was an excellent teacher. He was considered one of the best reed teachers.  

Q - Was there anyone particular person you liked during this time that played sax? 
A - Of course Rappolo, and I also liked Benny Berenson from Chicago.  
Q - Did he have a brother that played trumpet. 
A - Yes Benny was a good person capable as he could be and had a style of his 

own and that's what I always liked. I had that exposure to people like that 
Q - And you never played the clarinet? 
A - No I never played the clarinet. I just played sax. 
Q - Around Sorrento, would there be other physicians who played. 
A - No the ones that were musical inclined were in the family. 
 
Break - to change tape. 
 
Q - When your father rehearsed the band did they have stock as music? 
A - We had regular orchestrations. Bought them from Werleins. I had a Conn and 

a Buescher sax and when I graduated from high school Daddy gave me a gold plated Paris 
Selmer. The octave key is not working right now and I would have gotten it fixed except I 
had some trouble with my throat, thought I had the 'Big C' couldn't swallow. Lord was on 
my side. 

I would read the orchestrations and sight read them. All the rest of the band could 
read music, with the exception of the Ragans. But they didn't have to playing the drums 
and banjo. We would combine a lot together under the name Robards but the Robards 
never played under the name of Ragan. 

Q - What was some of the orchestrations you played - names? 
A - 'Who' by Kern.  
Q - Did you ever rearrange these things? 
A - No, we didn't. We more or less kept up with the same arrangements we had 

because the arrangements were so great. Daddy would always put in something that was 
his, through expression or he would change something maybe the coda or something. He 
took me to the Orpheum to hear Paul Whiteman. Daddy was always crazy about Paul 
Whiteman. 

Q - Monk Hazel was at that concert and the New Orleans musicians cornered 
Whiteman and said they wanted to hear more jazz.  

A - Any one that plays you have your own style. Nothing more confusion if 
someone asks you for something - you have your own repertoire, it not quite fair, you 
have your own program, if you play J. Kern and somebody walks up and asked you to 
play 'Your Cheatin' Heart' Well you know what I mean. 

Q - How old were you when you moved to Jackson? 
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A - I was 13. I came to Jackson in 1928. I also had an interview with Benny 
Goodman just before I was going to LSU. Wanted to know if I studied piano. "Any 
musician," Goodman said, "no matter what instrument they play, should study piano. To 
appreciate true basic harmony the piano is the foundation for it." He gave me a few 
pointers and I wanted to go right into my orchestra. I also met Rudy Vallee.  

The radio station was WSMB and Clyde Randle was the announcer. They had this 
show every Thursday during the summer months. The Boswell Sisters also sang on that 
station. We preceded them. They were the true close harmony trio. I remember Connie, 
she was crippled. I was charmed with their harmony - the blend of it. To me it's the blend, 
I don't care how they sound solo, it's the blend together. Their voices blended like fudge 
ripple. They left a lasting impression. We were associated with so many other musicians.  

Q - Did the Boswell Sisters have a band with them. 
A - All they had was a group. I'm sure at the Saenger stage they did. All artists 

playing at the Saenger would perform at the radio.  The studio at WSMB, as I recall, was 
gray with heavy drapes all around, in the room where we broadcast and they had a carpet. 
Acoustic wise - most difficult part to get the effect that Daddy wanted in the Studio - how 
to place the mikes, etc.  

Q - Did you make records yourself? 
A - No. I did not have a great technique on the piano. You have to be too 

technical. 
Q - How many arrangements do you think your band had at one time? When you 

went to a dance how many would you take in the book 
A - The book was a huge thing. That's when you really played. Now they'll have a 

drink and have a break every four or five pieces. Then, when you went there to play, you 
played. We started at 9 at night with an intermission at 12 that night, and played on until 
1 or more  

Q - What happened to your pieces - the band library? 
A - That I often wondered myself. During the time we moved from Ponchatoula to 

Jackson, they were lost. We had all of that stuff. I wish now we had kept it. It was either 
lost or thrown away. It seems like there was a fire and the music was lost. We had black 
folders. Playing the length of time we had to have a large library 

Q - What was your first professional job - not just playing? 
A - In Madisonville on the Tchefuncta River. The Pavilion. (Riverside/Central 

Pavilion). We started playing at the theater in Hammond for dances, at the Country Club, 
in nearby towns for dances and other places, and for school events. Like in Ponchatoula, 
in the school events, the basketball tournaments. They didn't have a band then in public 
schools. We would play for them - all up and down, almost any place you could think of. 
Smilin' Acres was an open air pavilion in Amite, on the main highway. We relieved the 
orchestra at the Roosevelt hotel. We relieved them on the radio when they couldn't get 
away from 'the Cave.' The Edgewater Beach Hotel Band of Chicago came down and 
played the Roosevelt. Daddy met all the musicians but didn't play with them. 

 
Q - There was a River Park you played in Ponchatoula? Where was this River 

Park; In Ponchatoula? 
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A- Yes, I think they have tennis courts there now. It's right in the middle of town. 
They also had a River Park on the Tangipahoa River. We played there too - with a 10 
piece orchestra. When my father heard the groups in New Orleans he called it Dixieland. 

Q - When you were playing with the orchestra did you play note for note from 
stocks. 

A - I would read note for note because other members were playing the notes and 
then with Daddy, he preferred that I do that then he could do the improvising. He could 
improvise. He would jump from one instrument to the other - play his thing on the piano - 
Basin Street, Sundown, etc. Playing everything that was current at the time. He would 
then throw in the quartet. They sang songs like 'Down by the old Mill Stream.' They were 
like a barber shop quartet. 

Q - Would you consider yourself a jazz band in those days or what? 
A - I would consider we played jazz numbers and then we played other numbers. 

It depended on the occasion. When he played the piano I'd play the sax and we'd go 
Dixieland. 

Q - Did you improvise too? 
A- Yes, on the sax. With the introduction of the Ragans that's when we did a lot of 

Dixieland. We did a lot of swing - that you could tell by the rhythm. But then he did a lot 
of regular jazz too. What ever he (Daddy) would come up with we would go along with 
him.  

Q - Who did the light classics? 
A -That was Aunt Ruth (Sop) and Aunt Sid (Contralto). Daddy did not sing 

except in the quartet, no vocal solos. We had one ensemble that was really good. When 
Chicky played the banjo, and Daddy played mandolin they would switch around to every 
thing. Alvin was marvelous on that banjo - like Roy Clark, He didn't read music, He'd 
improvise. The rest of the band read music and that held it together. Windy Cowin was a 
wonderful  trumpet player. All over it was a well-balanced thing as far as capability. We 
played lot of request and current things. 

Q - When you were just beginning to play and gradually as you played more, did 
you see a gradual change in the repertoire from waltzes and Schottisches to jazz tunes? 

A - I don't remember the Schottisches, but we played waltzes and especially Irving 
Berlin music. At a dance you wanted to know what dancers they were, then what would 
be appealing to them. That's why we wanted to be versatile. If you just played one thing 
you couldn't do that.  

Q - Were there all types of people I mean in terms of age, social standing, etc.? 
A - In those days they didn't discriminate anyone that liked to dance, they were 

there. It didn't make any difference whether they were children or what. Then you didn't 
have the drinking and all you have now. It was family entertainment. Bring them all - 
babies in buggies. The music appealed to everyone, not to just one particular group. They 
all had their preference. 

Q - What above the new dances as they were coming out? 
A - Oh Lord, I used to watch Rose Watts. She was just the cutest thing. She could 

be Daddy's sister. She could really dance.  
Every time they had the Charleston contest it would be just like any other talent 

show. We'd play "Yes Sir, That's my Baby" and all that kind of stuff "Ain't She Sweet" 
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and all those. We play what was appropriate for that type of dance. Then the 'Black 
Bottom' came out later. The Charleston was the thing then.  

Q - So a bunch of couples would get on the floor and dance. The band would play 
the appropriate music.  

A Yes, just a bunch of solo people doing the Charleston. Usually it would be right 
on the stage. They would have different groups, ages, etc.  

Q - Who would choose the winner of the Charleston Contest? 
A - Always had judges from out of town, never local judges.  The Charleston was 

the 'in' thing at that time, 
Q -What about the tango? 
A - If they asked for it we would play a tango. We would have Charleston, Tango 

and Waltz contests. The contest would draw people from all over the area, not just local 
people.  

We had Minstrel shows, and we would play their music if they didn't have a band. 
We would play Al Jolson type music. Later on came the Chataigua. It was a national 
group, somewhat religious, but more cultural. Also drama troupes. One group was the 
Paul English Troupe. They had an orchestra. He had a daughter or granddaughter who 
was a good musician. It was a tent show. Religious groups like Billy Sunday. They had 
traveling troupes of lady entertainers that would put on shows, more like revues or variety 
shows.  

Q - When you played for the pavilion at Madisonville or the River Pavilion, what 
was the pay scale like? 

A - Daddy would say "Remember you're going to get $10.50 a person." The most 
we ever received was $15 (10 piece band = $150.) for the Huey Long Inaugural Ball. 
Rose Long was a college/fraternity sister. We had an official escort to the Ball. We knew 
any politician you know about. I would go with Rose (Long's daughter) to the Mansion to 
visit. We knew Jimmy Davis. Davis called and said to Daddy "get the Robards gang 
together I want to introduce a song. I want Dr. Robard's opinion. That's when he 
introduced "You are my Sunshine." Daddy said, "It has a good beat and has a catchy tune 
that any body could whistle and if you want to sing and make a hit that’s the kind to 
write." 

Mattie wrote songs - one of them is entitled. "I can't shift my gears because I've 
got too many Years."  

Q - You heard Claiborne Williams' Orchestra? 
A - Yeah. 
Q - What did you compare it with if you were trying to describe the sound of his 

music? 
A - Something like Lawrence Welk, not as large an orchestra, but he played that 

same style. At that time they were playing so many waltzes and Fox Trots. He was a little 
bit ahead of the times with his music. He played more swing, and didn't play Dixie much 
except for special request. He used music most of the time. Had a 10 piece orchestra and 
played a lot of fairs. He was in great demand. He and Bud Scott. Scott was the 'rattle one' 
so to speak. He could play the low down blues. Their music was entirely different. 
Claiborne was the most sophisticated, and Bud Scott was the typical black music.  

Q - How big was Bud Scott's Band? 
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A - He had 8 pieces. I don't think they used music. They would just pick up and 
blow 

Q - Did you ever talk to Claiborne Williams about New Orleans music? 
A - He loved New Orleans music.  He played some place in New Orleans. 

Williams was playing when Daddy and Mott lived in Sorrento. He was playing down 
there then. They had a pavilion down there. Used to put me in a baby baggy and go to 
hear Williams and others play at dances. I was born with music. They all wished they 
could hear him again. He had played some in Ponchatoula. We got Clarence to play in 
Clinton, and every one just loved his music. He was a violinist. He stayed out front. He 
cued them in with violin bow - no baton business. He would start it by saying 'hit it' and 
click his fingers in tempo.  

Excursion boats would come from New Orleans to Mandeville.  They had music 
on these boats. He would play on those excursion boats. Had a long wharf on the lake 
from Mandeville. The boat hit the Wharf. Two or three girls from Newcomb College 
from New Orleans were on that boat and drowned. 

Q - Back to Claiborne Williams and his sound. Will you continue on that? 
A - He had a beautiful sound, a sophisticated musician. I do remember a piano 

player named Davenport  
Q - How far did the band travel? 
A - The Gulf Coast, north to Kentwood, Baton Rouge. It was a rarity - a girl sax 

player. The guys in our group accepted me and it was a novelty then. I stood out front - 
depending on what instrument I was playing. Daddy liked "Indian Love Call" on Alto sax. 
I was told I got a pretty good tone of out of my sax. No problem getting reeds in those 
days. 

Q - Did your father concern himself with intonation? 
A - That was one thing he harped on. Any indication of off key he would nearly 

die. Everything had to be tuned properly. At the Huey Long Inaugural we played under a 
tent, outside and the instruments are temperamental outside. Daddy insistence that they 
have some cover when playing outside. He tuned from the piano and it had to be just 
right. He would tune each player before they ever performed Went early enough to do 
this. He did say something to the drummer. All this banging and cymbals Daddy didn't go 
for, unless they were playing regular Dixieland or blues or regular jazz. When it came to 
any of his swing music he loved brushes. Everybody had to play like he wanted them to 
He knew how he wanted it to sound. He ran the show. Not cross or mean but just strict. 

Q - The drummer - did he have a bass pedal? 
A - Yes it was attached to the drum on the floor. They had cymbals attached to the 

drum on top; and a snare drum; had a high-hat. The drummer used brushes on cymbals. 
Brass used derbys and we clowned around a bit.  

Q - You said sometimes the man (Pittman) would play the bass and other times 
the tuba. Did this depend on the music? 

A - Yes He'd use the tuba on Dixieland numbers like the tune "The Saints," 
playing swing on the bass fiddle, plucking it. We would use a 6 piece combo for relief. 
Tuba used for heavier music, old time Dixieland. Pittman was excellent. He would play 2 
or 4 beat, depending on song. We would solo after tutti chorus and then end together. 
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Chicky could also play clarinet very good - all over that stick. So many of our musicians 
could double on instruments, and that made it interesting. 

Q - Do you remember any other Negro Bands? 
A - Yes I remember 'Totts' Johnson . He played on the order of Bud Scott. The 

one that played the style of his own was Claiborne Williams. When I was at the hospital 
they had a band from Angola. You talk about some fine musicians! One of them played in 
Jimmy Lunceford's Band.  

An O. B. Leonard played for dances in Baton Rouge in the style of Williams. He 
was white. Most bands played a little bit of everything. LSU had a pavilion, An American 
Legion Hall, at the LSU Gym at Garrett Hall on the old campus. They really did 'jive' 
there at the College. Had the Hidelburg Hotel, the Strum Hotel?  

The Deluxe Band was a black band. I play primarily with my Father. 
My first job was in Madisonville in an open air pavilion - like a big gazebo. It was 

pretty large - like a large gym. Some of these pavilions had a stage. Most had pianos 
because they had to have piano. Mother played tenor sax in band and was the librarian. At 
home the family played trios, Daddy led, me 2nd alto and Mother tenor. We never used a 
baritone sax. We would have soprano sax and they had clarinet parts written in the stocks. 
Chicky would play banjo on stocks not clarinet. Mostly he played the clarinet in our 
Dixieland combo.  

I started music at nine. My first professional job I was 10 or 11 years old. I was 13 
when I came to Jackson. I know because everybody in the band used to help me with my 
homework. My Daddy saw that I practiced the sax at least an hour a day. I had other 
activities besides music. As I started playing better, it was more time consuming. I would 
practice longer, maybe two or three hours a day. I would practice arpeggios and stuff. But 
many times I would bring to my teacher the orchestrations for the finishing touch. 
(McKesky).I learned both regular music and jazz. My Daddy had it understood that I 
would continue to play the dance music as he wanted me in the orchestra.  

Q - How did you get into improvising? 
A - That sort of came natural, you know, especially with Daddy. He encouraged 

that. He knew I loved it. That was before I knew Rappolo.  
Q - Where did your father get his facility for improvising? 
A - He was just born with it, the same as Rappolo. He was the same way. 
Q - When did your Daddy start improvising? 
A - His music was uncanny, not to have had any music instruction. It was a 

wonder how he could switch to the piano, then the sax and then to the string instruments, 
and to the mandolin. Most of his performance was improvised. His violin music was the 
most beautiful thing. He could play 'hot' violin or semi-classical. His style was unique and 
original. He played from one extreme to the other - from classical to jazz. When they 
were not playing Daddy and Mother never missed a dance. He was born in Illinois. They 
lived in Kentucky first, the came to Tangipahos. 

 
Played in Hammond at the Country Club and Fairgrounds. Exxon was Stancola in 

my days. They had a band for Standard Oil Co. in Baton Rouge, La. It was a military band 
and broke down to a dance orchestra led by Dennis Snead. Sandford Herthum had a dance 
band, played Tenor Sax in Baton Rouge. They played at LSU for dances. 
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I was the only child. I was a typical child, in the middle of everything. The other 
kids would take part in the contests and dances when I played. They took it in stride. My 
birthday is on Sept. 26th. We practiced at least once a week, if we had a job perhaps 
more. Jobs at Pass Christian were on a week end. Sometimes if I made good grades they 
would let me take a school day if we had a job. I never knew that there were any write-
ups in the newspapers. Kids never read the newspapers except the comics. The drug 
stores used to have piano players. Across from aunt Sid's house was the Justine Wilson's 
house. The father was in the Agricultural Dept. I remember a guitar player named Ellis 
Bostic. He would play serenades. We would serenade the Mayor or the editor of the 
paper, or on special occasions.  

Q What holidays did you celebrate with music? 
A- 4th of July always, and then Christmas. 
 
This ends the personal interview with Mattie Louis 'Gracie' Gyden Robards. 
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PICTURES OUT OF OUR PAST 
 

 
Dixie, June 9, 1968 - "A camp built on pilings over Lake Pontchartrain is as New 

Orleans as red beans 'n' rice and seafood gumbo. It's true today; it was true back in 1916 
when this photo was taken of the King Do-Do Social club's camp at Milneburg. "As I 
remember, the camp was located close to the Milneburg lighthouse, which is now in the 
Pontchartrain Beach amusement park," says James F. Tallon, 1727 Frenchmen, the 
contributor. "We used to get to the camp by riding the Smoky Mary train." 

Tallon is somewhere in the photograph, but with such a mob scene he cannot 
pinpoint himself. "I'm near Emile Marquez, who owned the camp," he says. Marquez is 
the older, mustachioed and be-hatted gentlemen standing under the King Do-Do sigh near 
the center of the photo. 

Marquez and his friends made up the social club, which used the camp for family 
gatherings. "This can be seen in the photograph," says Tallon. "No rowdyism or 
disorderly conduct was permitted by Marquez." 

Although it would be impossible to identify all the people in the photograph, 
Tallon can name a few. He says the man standing on the railing is Sonny Kissinger. The 
man in the white shirt leaning on the railing to the right of the photograph is Louis 
Schneller. 

The camp was torn down some years after this photo was made, but Tallon says 
its last owner was Marquez who operated a bar on Frenchmen and N. Villere Streets. 

Before Marquez purchased the camp, it was owned by Frankie Russell, a top-
notch lightweight boxer who used it as his training headquarters, then by Walter Methe, a 
city detective who late sold it to Marquez." 

 
Dixie, August 5, 1969 - "The month was January, and the year was 1910. A group 

of New Orleans teen-agers decided to go fishing at Milneburg. So they went-hats, 
topcoats and fishing poles included. 

The youths are, from left, Eddie Lebreton Sr., William R. Hogan Sr., F. Robert 
Duplantier, Leon Hogan and A. J. Duplantier Sr. 

The photograph was submitted by A. J. Duplantier Jr., 1750 Pressburg. 
(Incidentally, the contributor and William R. Hogan Jr. are partners in an accounting 
firm.) 
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Tranchina’s and the Dance Pavilion 
 

 
 

There were hundreds of ‘camps’ on the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain. 

Many were individually owned, others were commercially operated. They were all 

destroyed when the sea wall was constructed. 
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The famous lighthouse in Milneburg is still standing. Much of the shoreline 

was filled in and the lighthouse now stands in firm ground. 

 
 

The below view shows a walkway and a number of small camps with boats probably 

belonging to the camp owners there for a weekend of fishing and merry making. 
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Below is a map of a topographical survey of the Lake Front – Bucktown to 

Seabrook. It was made by the Board of Levee Commissioners in 1917-1918. I went 

to the office of the surveyers and this map was found on the floor in the back of a 

cabinet and had been forgotten for years. It shows every camp on the lake from 

Bucktown to Seabrook and gives their names at the bottom of the map. 
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A view of Spanish Fort in 1917. 
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Milneburg was the location for many New Orleanians and Armstrong once said “If 

you were a musician you would be playing at the lakefront on the weekend. 

Milneburg was the destination of the famous “Smoky Mary” train which ran out on 

the lake on the large main pier. 
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Below is a view of the main pier in Milneburg and shows the position of the light 

house. While it does not show any camps, they were there but it was decided not to 

put in the camps but to show the main pier and the train tracks running out into the 

lake. 

 

 
A – Bordeaux Gardenss (Lucian’s also) K – Washington Hotel (Later playground) 

B – Denechaids    L - Jail 

C – Miguel’s – Phoenix   M – Magnolia Pleasure Club 

D – Hazel Cottage   N – Romer’s Cafe 

E – Quarelles    O – Old Reliance Camp (Jack Laine) 

F – Dance Pavilion   P – *Joy Club 

G – Morgan’s Saloon   Q – *Schindler’s Camp 

H – Lighthouse    R – *Dance Pavilion (Touro & Frankfort) 

I – Nick’s Restaurant   S – *Palmetto Dance Hall 

J – The Inn 
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